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Let post-communist Poland be a warning to Serbs and other
nations who are entering the path to “democracy” and a
“free-market” economy.

________________________________________________________

PROLOGUE
In July 2000 my son Magnus and I packed our bikes and flew to
Europe to visit the country of his parents’ birth. For me, it was another
trip in a long string of visits since crossing the Polish border became
easy after communism at the end of 1980s. But this time Poland was to
be a place en-route to the Balkans, whose misfortunes I have been
following since NATO started “humanitarian” bombing.
Seldom before I took interest in foreign politics and wars, perhaps
because communist press enjoyed distrust of its readers. Later, in the
West, I was disappointed again, for media reports looked too
simplistic. My sheltered Canadian life provides 50 channels pumped
through the cable to my living room. Ever since the Kosovo tragedy
replaced Clinton’s zipper problems and an O.J. Simpson’s toying with
justice, I pushed aside my consumption of Discovery Channel and
PBS. Something was intuitively wrong with CNN, CBC and CNBC
reports from Kosovo. In search of answers I engaged my PC connected
to the worldwide web. Since then the TV monitor has been missing me
– like my wife Iwona, who watches it mostly alone. I became glued to
my home computer and don’t miss the bigger screen a bit.
After a year of in-depth digging into the dirt of NATO intervention in
the Balkans, I could smell a lie from a distance. Information served in
the mainstream is tainted by the “strategic” and “national” objectives
of the New World Order information warfare. It is difficult to find the
truth and to counteract the propaganda. Previously an avid proponent
of Poland’s accession to European Union and NATO, I joined the ranks
of Polish dissidents. Yugoslavia’s tragedy under US and NATO
“strategy” opened my eyes on the new order being prepared for you
and me.
I decided to write this book to bring some of the issues of Central and
Southeast Europe closer to the English reader. The same way an
average Polish and Serb reader is isolated from the Internet or
independent printed publications about the truth in the West, so is the
Western reader kept in the dark about developments “over there”.
For Magnus born and raised in Canada free of Polish patriotism and
indoctrination and without basic teaching of the language of his
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parents, the trip was probably an eye opener to a different culture – a
dizzying diversity to be exact. He experienced Europe mostly on the
bike, from Copenhagen through Poland, Slovakia, Hungary to Serbia
and from there back to Slovakia, Vienna, Poland, and a couple of days
in Zurich to finish the trip in a place more perfect than Denmark at the
beginning of the trek. Magnus’s seeming liking of the old-fashioned
and Slav values still surviving in Poland and Serbia, though as
“threatened species”, gave me hope that the same West which is
helping destroy them will lend another, loving hand in support of
preserving human diversity despite globalization.
I dedicate this book to Magnus, “the best son I ever had.”
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PART I: POLAND TO HUNGARY
From ruins to nouveau riche
A taste of Serbia awaited Magnus and me at the Yugoslav Embassy in
Warszawa on a rainy morning of the last week of July 2000. We came
to get the visas. As a bonus, Magnus got a glimpse of the capital of
Poland. We just got off a night train from Szczecin, a city I grew up in
close to the border with Germany in the northwest corner of Poland.
Located close to ferry connections with Scandinavia and only 100 km
from the airports of Berlin, Szczecin became the base of my
expeditions to Poland. Magnus wrote to his mother, sister and friends
before we arrived in the capital of Poland, “Dad and I went on a trip
around the green lungs district in Polish Northeast. Journeying back to
Szczecin after several days, we were rained out on the Baltic coast. We
spent almost a week in Szczecin – restless and indecisive, although
enjoying the company of others, shopping and exploring the
architecture. Almost on a whim we caught an overnight train to
Warsaw.”
As I was growing up in it, Szczecin became “my” city by the process
of imprinting. Neither my parents nor me, nor the Polish nation could
really call the city “theirs”. “Before WW2 a small group of Polish
residents of Szczecin was served by a Polish consulate of the Republic
of Poland. Today, it would be difficult to find Polish names on the
huge central cemetery,” wrote Marek Koćmiel, the mayor of the city,
in Głos Szczeciński (Voice of Szczecin) on the occasion of the
Remembrance Day and the Independence Day in 2000 (November 1st
and 11th, accordingly). Both days mark millions dead, but to be at the
Central Cemetery on either date is uplifting, for thousands of people,
and colourful fresh flowers and candles flickering on graves and
collective monuments mark the solemn occasion. The cemetery has no
equal in any of the cities I lived in since I left Szczecin for good:
Vienna and Linz in Austria, through Copenhagen, to Halifax and
Vancouver in Canada.
Mayor Koćmiel takes credit for initiating commemoration of the prewar consulate with a plaque. The real credits, however, are due to
Professor Piotr Zaremba, one of my best teachers at Politechnika
Szczecińska, father of my best colleague at this engineering school
and, most important, the first mayor after the city returned to Poland
after WW2. Professor Zaremba lives as a wise, cultured, gentle and
loving man in my memory. I liked visiting his son, also Piotr, in their
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tidy and functional villa next to Park Kasprowicza, not far from my
place. When a month before the beginning of “Y2K” a survey asked
residents of Szczecin who in their opinion the most important person
was in the city in the 20th century, the majority pointed to the first
Polish mayor in 1945. The man dedicated his life to the city – from
final delineation of the border with Germany just west of Szczecin, to
planning the spaghetti of an expressway exit from downtown – over
the harbour, past historical Zamek Książąt Pomorskich (Castle of
Pomerania Princes). He left his name many places in my city. He
planned for urban development as one of Poland’s leading experts,
when he no longer was a mayor and freeways were being dismantled
for the first time in North America. His son Piotr followed in the
footsteps and, when I visited in 1998-1999, directed the City’s spatial
planning office while growing frustrated with the politics that ruined
any order and reason he tried to promote.
Nothing is far from anywhere else in the city. I usually walk instead of
driving or using public transit in Szczecin. The city has 400 thousand
inhabitants but the Odra River divides it into a liveable and compact
west side and the “bedroom” part filled with large apartment blocks on
the east side of the river. The war left prominent marks inside the city.
A faded colour photo, printed with non-gloss technology on the front
jacket of a 1968 album Szczecin 1945 and Today, published on the 20th
anniversary of the city’s emergence from WW2, shows downtown
from a low-flying plane. It was probably one of the bi-planes that were
still flying the skies when I left Poland in 1971. The view through its
wing braces is largely on new buildings that gradually filled the open
wounds of the crumbled city.
Most other cities in Poland have similar albums documenting 20, 25
and more years between the end of the war and the present, but this
issue and copy is dear to me, because it bears a dedication to Iwona
from her school for “very good grades”. The book records the re-birth
of my city after Slavs, with whom I identify in spite of my German
name, re-claimed it after eons. My friends, particularly those who
emigrated to Canada, Western Europe and Israel have similar feelings
upon hearing Szczecin. The last chapter of the album, “The future of
the city” shows photos of urban development models of the city – the
work of Professor Zaremba and his followers.
Like raisins in a cake, only a few older buildings appear in the front
cover photo. Baroque Brama Portowa (Harbour Gate) stands solitary
in the middle of a square that doubles as the city’s main
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communication hub. It looks empty compared to the congestion of
today when most anybody who can afford the cheapest wreck must
drive. A gothic cathedral and Zamek Książąt Pomorskich stand in the
background. The castle has been rebuilt from ruins. Today, the
cathedral is still waiting for repair of its war wounds, a slot in its
massive door asking for donations. In-between the raisins, most
everything is brand new. The Marshall Plan did not help rebuild the
city. It was entirely the work of Poles, with their own hands and
resources. The nouveau riche elite, whose propaganda blames
communism for the failures of free-market reforms, denigrates that
sacrifice and effort. The authors of the album had more sense than
those who presently spit on the undeniable and very tangible
achievements of the communist era; they dedicated their work in 1968,
“To them all who in everyday toil proved that Szczecin is Polish.”
Growing out of ruins
The back cover shows a 1945 snapshot of the same area as on the
cover of the commemorative album, but photographed from the
ground. A stack of recovered bricks stands on one side of a partly
cleared street. Piles of scrap iron or wood collected from surrounding
moonscape encroach on streetcar tracks filled with mud. In the
background, the ghosts of buildings gutted by bombs, stripped of form
and ornament on the remaining fragments gape through the sky with
frameless window openings. This is a picture typical of thousands of
towns and cities killed by the war, cities slowly born again. Wisława
Szymborska, Nobel Prize winner, encapsulated the image in a poem
The end and the beginning, whose fragment I translated;
After every war
someone has to tidy up.
So-so orderliness
will not happen by itself, will it?
Someone has to push rubble
aside off the roads,
to make way
for wagons full of bodies.
Rubble everywhere was excellent for children to play archaeology. I
remember digging to find dented and chipped enamelled kitchen
accessories, shards and fragments of coloured glass from wine glasses
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and Tiffany lamps, and pieces of Meissen porcelain. Ruins were
marvellous to hide and seek, and to conduct wars of one street gang
against another. Where grown-ups saw a problem of ruin demolition,
rubble removal and disposal, or a hiding place for drunkards and
criminals, most of us children had a good time. While I was growing
up, the reaches of our territory shrank, as the bricks were recovered
wall by wall, block by street block. A processing yard that was located
where Pazim business centre stands today crushed piles of damaged
bricks. The pieces were recycled into concrete of the city rising from
ruins being cleared and recycled until they turned into new, bright
developments, as on the front cover of Szczecin 1945 and Today.
Just a ten-minute ride by commuter train from the main station to
Szczecin-Zdroje, a group of wooded hills hid a system of underground
shelters of Hitler, one of many he built for commanding his armies in
case of a retreat from their march east. Less than 100 km north was
Penneműnde on the German island of Uznam on the Baltic Sea. The
stories from that place so close appealed to the imagination of a
Szczecin boy. German cruise missiles V-1 and V-2, the flying bombs
that devastated London and other cities during WW2, were developed,
tested and produced by the thousand in Penneműnde since June 1942,
until the facility was uncovered by the Polish Home Army (Armia
Krajowa) agents in February 1943. Intelligence collected by the Poles
helped plan bombing of Penneműnde half a year later by the British
RAF. The Poles continued to spy on the production of V-bombs after it
had been relocated to several places, and identified the location of
about 170 launching places of the bombs in France and a dozen or so
suppliers of parts. In May 1944 Armia Krajowa intercepted an
unexploded V-2 and took it apart in their clandestine labs. Two months
later a plane was sent into the heart of occupied Poland and took the
parts and analysis reports to the allied experts.
Poles returned to the jewel on the northern Odra River after centuries
of colonization of the Baltic seaboard and Germanisation of the Slavs
who once flourished there. Pommersche Zeitung, a daily of the NSDAP
party branch in Stettin (Szczecin), wrote with outrage on February
22nd, 1945, “Stettin – slawisch!” (Stettin – Slav!), quoting
Washington’s decision after Yalta. “Moscow wished to give it to the
‘owners’,” sneered the paper and raged over the fact that the “remnants
of Germany will be occupied till next century.” They were right, but
the status quo is slowly shifting in German favour. Today, German
Bundeswehr officers and soldiers man the NATO outpost in Szczecin.
Compared to other barracks that were left over from German times and
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occupied by Polish and Soviet units after 1945, the NATO quarters
shine – from decorative fence to new clay tile roofing. Nearby is a new
residential development giving a similar impression of Western
cleanliness and aesthetics. When I first ventured into that part of
Szczecin, I thought I was in Western Europe.
I was proud of my Szczecin, this wreck left by the Allies’ carpetbombing in August 1944 and a siege by the Soviet 2nd Byelorussian
Front and the 1st Polish Army on April 28th, 1945, exactly a year and
seven weeks before I was born in central Poland. The Soviets marched
on to Berlin. When the February 2nd, 1945, news reached the city that
they crossed the Odra, a hundred kilometres south of Szczecin (a
possibility Hitler’s propaganda kept off German minds as
“impossible”), several hundred thousand residents and all offices and
archives left Stettin in a panic. Only about 6 thousand residents stayed
among a bombed, deserted moonscape. About 65% of built-up areas
were in ruins, leaving 9 million cubic metres of rubble (equivalent to a
1 km2 prism, 3 to 4 stories high). Only the west part of the city was
more or less spared. One can see the characteristic 19th to early 20th
century buildings line up the streets in that part of the city today. The
curator of architecture sees to it that their elaborate facades are
meticulously renovated, whenever there are funds. When ulica
Bogusława was revamped into a pedestrian mall last year, all windows
were thoroughly replicated to the original style of sash and frame.
The Old Town and most of historical buildings were razed. Beside
Hamburg and Bremen, Stettin was one of the biggest and most active
ports in Hitler’s Germany that sent military production to the fronts of
WW2. The industrial production in Stettin was vital for Hitler’s war
machine. Over a dozen work units of prisoners of war and over 100 of
camps for forced labour existed in the city during WW2.
The harbour was destroyed as much as the surrounding industries –
95%. German troops retreating under Soviet offensive blew up 54
bridges and overpasses. Ships and vessels that the retreating Germans
sunk in the harbour and approaches blocked navigation and made use
the harbour impossible for a long time. The war destroyed 80% of
power plants, 40% of municipal gas facilities and 30% of waterworks
and sewers. I was growing up as Szczecin was rising from the ruins.
The city was only partly re-built when an essay contest was announced
for school kids on, “What would I show to a visitor to my city”. I won
a first or second prize, a Polish made radio, which I promptly took to a
winter school camp.
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In communist Poland – now despised by most Poles – like millions of
others I received first-class education and learned downhill and crosscountry skiing at camps free of charge. We were not rich, but we had
security, enough to eat and good health care. My ceramic fillings that
were installed by the communist dental system outlived hi-tech
improvements. As soon as I, one of hundreds of thousands of ingrates
to the communist hand that fed us, arrived in Denmark, a hi-tech
dental practice with a TV above my head replaced the intact ceramics
with amalgamate. Later, I lost most of them by attrition, or when they
shrank from cold air breathed on mountain skiing trips in British
Columbia. The Polish ceramic fillings outlived many amalgamate
replacements, yet my friends in Poland spend savings to have their
teeth filled with metal.
Rained out
Impressive green spaces, public places and the layout of streets and
boulevards radiating, as in Paris, from main squares of Szczecin were
unique, compared to other cities I saw. Despite wartime wounds in
plain view, these urban features set my city apart from other places that
I visited on numerous school trips. Warsaw terrified me the most:
huge, impersonal, tiring, busy with traffic. The feeling was not much
changed on July 2000 morning. We had some time before the
embassies opened in the capital of Poland. We had not finished early
morning exploration of historical Nowy Świat and Krakowskie
Przedmieście streets before a downpour forced us into the nook of an
art gallery building. Stores and cafes were still closed. We were lucky;
the niche protected our backs, while we relied on our rain suits to do
the rest and held on to bicycles in our front.
To our right on Krakowskie Przedmieście in Warsaw, a truck
manoeuvred onto the sidewalk. On the left, ochrona, private security
agency car with a crew dressed customarily in black (colours favourite
to mafia, too) was already waiting for something to happen. In Canada,
I leave a generous clearance when I walk or bike by armoured trucks
that deliver or haul away sacks of money. On the Y2K New Year’s
Eve, when I was visiting Szczecin, a young man on ochrona duty was
shot in the head by mafia, who likely mistook him for someone else. A
friend of mine could not join me for Y2K celebrations because he
joined his family in mourning the unnecessary death of a man shortly
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before graduation and marriage. Others could only helplessly read
reports about the killing in local newspapers.
The dew from their breaths on the windshield obscured the faces of the
security men inside the car. Maybe this, and because I caught a
glimpse of their short-shaven heads, a strong built and black uniforms
before the car steamed up, a terrible recollection woke up in my mind.
At the largest and most popular market in Szczecin, Turzyn, I saw a
horrific scene. Three big, bold-shaven young men in black clothes
assaulted an Asian vendor of CDs. They smashed his table and
merchandise with wooden clubs and tried to hit him and an Asian
female who was with him. They did not succeed for he was skilled in
martial arts and managed to challenge them, protecting himself from
their blows with a palette he grabbed from the ground at the next
stand. Blows of clubs against the palette echoed in the market. Unable
to harm him, one of the bandits raged, “Man, you are as good as dead,
I promise.”
The usual market crowd of shoppers, dealers and vendors looked
helplessly on. Intervention would risk being shot on the spot in case
they had guns. A small Vietnamese vendor with whom I conversed in
fluent Polish a while ago over her stand with men’s clothing was on
her cell phone calling for help. Stepping over broken CDs and walking
the doubtful shield of my bike in front, I saw them get into a waiting
taxi, slam the doors and take off. I managed to make an eye contact
with one of them as the taxi turned 180 degrees and disappeared into
the street traffic. I followed his turning head as he kept staring at me,
probably wondering what a fully equipped bike tourist was doing in
his kingdom. Poles are left helpless and defenseless against crime as a
result of system reforms since 1989. According to new laws, harming
an assailant in self-defense is a crime. An invalid was sentenced to
prison for using his jack knife in self-defense against an armed
assailant. In another case, a man bravely overpowered a dangerous
robber in his house, took a knife away from the bandit and stubbed
him in the buttocks, inflicting, as it turned out later, fatal injuries.
Violent market scenes may soon be over, not because police would
finally control crime, but because larger markets are disappearing and
are being replaced by hypermarkets with foreign-sounding names like
Real, Géant, Castorama, Leclerc or MacroCash. Unable to compete,
many stores and businesses are closing. A highly successful market in
the Turzyn district in Szczecin was sentenced to death when a Turkish
investor acquired the land from the city and started construction of a
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large commercial building, forcing parking lots out. Rumour had it that
another hypermarket would be built to bring more happiness to the
residents of Szczecin. Public protest ensued and the plans were
apparently changed. Eventually, all Turzyn stands are to be housed in
the Turkish complex under one roof and at a uniform rent per square.
One wonders how the rent and maintenance fees charged to the
vendors will affect prices of merchandise.
What a crazy world this is. While North American cities go out of their
way to counter the dominance of big boxes over commerce and
existence of smaller merchants by promoting farmers markets, Polish
cities like Szczecin are doing exactly the opposite. This city of 400
thousand already has 6 grocery hypermarkets, but only 30% to 40% of
the residents can afford shopping there. “What would I go there for?
To see what I cannot buy?” asked my father-in-law. Together with socalled Manhattan and a score of smaller markets dispersed throughout
the city, Turzyn plays a vital socio-economic role. These markets
supply the poorer part of the population with low-priced food and
other goods – imports from South-eastern Europe, Turkey, and the
Orient. As matters stood in November 2000 when I briefly visited my
city en-route from a conference against depleted uranium weapons in
Manchester, the multi-storey structure already dominated the unique
landscape of Turzyn.
Theoretically, the new owner of the site could put the rents so high,
that he would drive all vendors out and establish any commerce he
liked on the multiple floors of the building. Why could not the city
continue to collect rents from the vendors and supply the city coffers
with a guaranteed stream of funds? Any kid on the street can nowadays
give the answer, “Because a city bureaucrat wanted to make money on
the deal by helping a foreign investor.” With rents collected
laboriously from hundreds of vendors and duly recorded in the city’s
books, no possibility exists for that bureaucrat, or councillor or
whomever stands behind the scam, to get rich. A one-time deal with a
wealthy investor is another matter. Who knows, maybe he or she will
continue to receive kick-offs as the owner sells off land vacated by the
stands that surround the building under construction.
Not only business and storeowners are affected by change. Wall Street
Journal wrote on June 7th, 1996 that some 60% of Poles, particularly
workers and farmers, could be regarded as “losers” in on-going postcommunist change, and not more than 20% Poles as “gainers”. Similar
proportions reflect present lack of support for further free-market
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reforms and integration with Western Europe and NATO. Summer
2000 surveys, for example, showed that opinions of Poles about the
system transformation in 1989 were far from enthusiastic. Only 7.7%
of the surveyed considered the reforms of the transformation to be
successful and 47.4% did not think so at all. 65.4% were convinced
that the reforms impacted their lives in a negative way. The nation felt,
unlike the rulers and their propaganda that not everything after 1989
was rosy and not all things were bad before 1989. People aspired to a
compromise between old and new in the spirit of round table
negotiations of Lech Wałęsa with the communists. The times of Wałęsa
had promised a symbiosis of democracy and national independence
with the values of social justice.
Stuck
On the Warsaw street we were captives of the security car, the art
delivery truck and the rain in between. We could not easily squeeze by
and transfer to a drier place across the street. The puddles became deep
and the busy morning traffic sent humongous sheets of water flying
onto the sidewalks, leaving hardly any gaps for us to cross over to the
other side. I could not help but compare our predicament to political
situation of Poland caught between Brussels free-market reforms and
NATO geostrategy on one side, and the ruins of the communist empire
on the other. We watched a delivery of several crates of precious art
unfold in front of us. From behind the rain-drenched, steamed-up
windshield of the security car, four armed men looked at the same
scene.
“Handle with care!” “Don’t drop!” “This way up!” “Keep level!”
“Protect from rain and shine!” – screamed red stickers on each box
made of plywood painted dark-grey. The colour was reminiscent of
milicja interiors in communist Poland. I got to know many shades of
greys while looking for my stolen bicycles at police stations or while
being detained for such crimes as non-working bicycle light or lack of
ID at late night hour. The driver-foreman who opened the tailgate –
with the company’s foreign name and its Warsaw address, followed by
Experts in moving art objects – also screamed. I explained to Magnus
who does not understand Polish that it was an encouragement of the
crew of four bearers. They sprang out of the van as soon as the driver
opened the tailgate. The “encouragement” from the foreman did not
protect them from the downpour and they moved reluctantly, slouching
under the wet, cold drops.
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One by one, the contents of the cushioned van were dropped, rocked
and exposed to the huge raindrops that curiously enter every crevice,
spreading the wetness wide and deep past anything that would try to
keep the rain off. Our bicycles could not fit into our niche and the bags
were already dripping. We did not pay attention, for we have already
been through much worse outdoor baths. Maybe they know what is in
each package, it occurred to me. Manuscripts could be dropped, solid
stone figurines would not suffer if wetted, and paintings could take
shaking, I thought, watching the men carry the last crate through rain
into the gallery to the accompaniment of panting and scolding each
other under the heavy load. The screams and scuffle vanished into the
gallery with the last crate. Though the rain eased off, it was still too
wet for a bike ride to Aleje Ujazdowskie. We did not want to arrive
there soaked like we did in another respectable place a few days later
in Sandomierz.
We entered a scientific bookstore instead. There was also a store with
books in its windows on the other side of the street, a sure sign we
were near the Uniwersytet Warszawski complex. Magnus proceeded to
a section with aids for learners of Polish language. Browsing large and
small books with the assistance of a bookstore clerk, he could not
make up his mind. I was looking through new editions of Polish
dictionaries. “Are we the first customers today?” I remarked to her.
“First and maybe the only ones,” she half-jested. “With the prices as
they are, fewer and fewer people come to buy books. Another price
hike is expected with the rising of sales tax to 22 percent on all books.”
It was not only the booksellers’ dilemma. I heard complaints about the
prices of other goods and services. Railways, for one, are becoming
unaffordable to the majority. On every trip to Poland I am surprised
how much city transit tickets went up since my last visit. Wages don’t
follow suit and an alarming unemployment is growing steadily as the
economy is being “restructured” to fit into the New World Order.
Just recently I watched a Berlin company with brand new construction
equipment install a streetcar stop shelter in Szczecin. The shelter
structure was German, too. The bulletin board built into it was labelled
Information instead of Informacje. The only thing Polish were the
things that looked like shadows of human beings. Lean, dressed in old,
dirty clothing, four men were kneeling on the ground and laying tiles
around the shelter posts. Their figures contrasted starkly with the
upright, well-fed and leather-dressed silhouettes of a German driver, an
equipment operator, a foreman and a supervisor. If I had to, I could
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personally find Polish equivalents necessary for the small construction
site, in the matter of days. The city bureaucrat responsible for the
tender could not. The wealth and jobs march west; Poland is becoming
a slave of the Herrenvolk again. I wanted to scream.
I woke up from daydreaming, or was it day mourning, when Magnus
asked my opinion about a textbook. Next to an ample display of
respectable, glossy reports from miscellaneous Societies, Institutes and
Commissions on NATO, European Union and Polish role in both, I
spotted an unusual album. Written by Warsaw architects, it showed
pictures of buildings that survived the levelling of the city by bombs in
the last years of WW2. The builders of a new, communist capital razed
the buildings later to make way for wide boulevards and squares –
lamented the authors.
In 1955, Uncle USSR gave to Poles the huge Palace of Science and
Culture, named after Josef Stalin, if I recall correctly. It was built in an
empty expanse cleared of rubble and a few remaining buildings in the
very heart of Warsaw, clashing with the city’s character and spirit. It
still stands lonely amid huge grounds bordered by Marszalkowska and
Aleje Ujazdowskie arterials, firmly set into the cityscape and …
national jokes. A TV programme considered the Palace’s future, from
dismantling to fitting it with a huge slide from the top. What a way to
treat a gift! But it is symptomatic of the attitudes in a society tired of
communism and looking naïvely to the paraphernalia of well being
from the West.
Time wore down the giant and its elaborate surroundings, but still it
competes easily for height and space with glass-and-concrete
skyscrapers of the American Marriott Hotel, the Korean automaker
Daewoo as well as high-rises under construction surrounded by
scaffolds and cranes. At a different level, work is underway on
underground stations of a new rapid transit system passing by the feet
of Stalin’s Palace. Warsaw has been Poland’s hottest construction
market for 10 years, drawing the envy and political protests from other
regions. I made a mental note to show the Palace and the subway to
Magnus after we had our visas stamped in. He was to the top to see the
view when he was 12 years old, but his horizons have widened since
and I thought he would notice different things from the Palace’s
observation level 10 years later.
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Bikes outside!
“This is not American Embassy,” thundered out the embassy security
man in English with a Serb accent, “take bikes outside!” My own and
Magnus’s bicycles – which already made it in the bellies of jumbo jets
from Vancouver to Toronto, over the Atlantic to Copenhagen, then on a
ferry to Świnoujście on the Baltic coast north of Szczecin and on
numerous trains ending very wet escapades inside Poland – were not
welcome inside! With a lump in my throat, almost ready to bypass
Serbia in my travels, I tried to explain, “They steal bicycles in Warsaw,
I don’t want to leave them in Aleje Ujazdowskie. We intend to ride
them to Beograd.” I sensed the security man soften on hearing the
name of his capital city in his native language. But the bikes had to
stay outside, even if Yugoslavia risked not seeing our arrival on two
wheels through the Tatra and Carpathian mountains.
Later in Serbia I saw the reason for treating bikes like dirty dogs. No
bikes are allowed to pass through hallways and waiting rooms at
stations, except at the most cosmopolitan ones in Beograd and Novi
Sad – a cultural thing? In Leskovac in Southern Serbia I had to walk
my bike around the station building, even though there were no signs
advising to do so, and in spite of my intervention with the
stationmaster. It would be OK to walk through in dirty shoes, but
bicycle tires must not touch the shiny stone floors. A worker repairing
stucco on a drinking fountain at the station smiled to me, as if in
solidarity of people struggling with that which is impossible to change
and has to be accepted.
I did not want to take any chances with Warsaw professional bike-lock
cutters. We lost both our bikes to such artists a few years ago in the
middle of the day, at a busy place at the university in Vancouver. The
RCMP policeman who took our report said the thieves work in teams:
one cuts the lock, and another rides away. The risk of losing our bikes
from outside the embassy was not as great as to Polish kids in
springtime when they ride joyfully to parks on their two-wheel gifts
received as a memento for taking the First Holly Communion.
Recently, more and more of them return on foot and crying, for gangs
of other teens stop them, order to dismount the source of joy and
disappear with it into the bush. So Magnus stayed behind to guard the
bikes from would be thieves, not too happy with the reception in a
consulate of a country he wanted to visit. Luckily, the rain stopped so
Magnus would be dry.
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When I said I am a writer about NATO aggression on Yugoslavia, the
security man let me into the barred insides from the foyer filled with
visa applicants. “You must see consul,” he said. Better than in the
nearby American Embassy, I thought, where dozens of applicants stand
outside the embassy fortress that is patrolled by special Polish military
units dressed in bullet-proof vests, holding ready-to-fire sub-machine
guns. What did the Americans do to the world that they must barricade
themselves from it? “Consul will see you when he is free. Please come
in and wait a little.” He explained apologetically the policy concerning
bikes, as I was setting into a richly ornamented sofa in some Balkan
style. To make up for his initial harshness, he came over to my seating
from his sentry point that keeps the crowd from the roomy interior
reserved for the ambassador, the consul, trade commissioners and a
clerk busily stamping visas into passports from all over the world.
“Please go and check your bikes, bring them inside the embassy fence
and let your son come here.” A week later I found that the toughness of
Yugoslav authorities was, like in Warsaw, conditioned by resentment to
the USA and the West. Yet, human warmth always surfaced eventually
when they convinced themselves I was a friend of Serbia. I do not
know what feelings among the embassy staff stirred a Pole with a boy
fully dressed as a Polish soldier, complete with a four-cornered cap
with the White Eagle and a toy machine gun in his little hands. They
did not ask for an audience with the consul. My 22-year old son was
holding a bicycle helmet. His hairy legs were sticking out long shorts.
He wore a T-shirt with the logo of the Vancouver Writers’ Festival he
attended last year and a bandana on his long hair. I commented about
the other son to myself, “A rather inappropriate dress for a kid coming
to an embassy of a country Poland attacked with NATO.”
“Pan Piotr Beh-in?” the consul pronounced my name properly, unlike
most authorities in English-speaking countries. Constant frustration
with misspellings of the Slav first name and my German last name
prompted a change to Peter in Canada. My Polish wife Iwona kept
hers intact and does not get impatient when people call her Ivana,
Ilona, Yvonne, Yvan and so on. Magnus signed one of his emails, from
Bratislava I guess, Ölek Max Magnus – “People call me these names
on my trip through these countries.“ Our daughter Maja got for her 7th
birthday a fairytale printed in Russian Cyrillic, because our Australian
friend thought this was the language of Poles. She was close though,
considering how close Croats live with Latin alphabet next to Serbs,
who use Cyrillic parallel to Latin.
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Consul Vastimir Djuričanin greeted us with an outstretched hand. I told
him how I became an instant writer about NATO attack on Yugoslavia
in spring 1999. He read my articles in Zielone Brygady about depleted
uranium weapons used on Yugoslavia and my critique of the
regrettable policy of some Polish Greens in the ruling coalition,
supporting “humanitarian bombing” of our southern kin. I mentioned
my great-uncle Kazimierz Bein, pen-named Kabe, a leading
Esperantist. He translated Polish classics like Henryk Sienkiewicz’s
Quo Vadis? then stopped suddenly, giving a reason for a new
Esperanto word kabei – to stop a worthwhile activity unexpectedly. I
finished my resume; “My grand-grandfather spent many years in
prisons and lost his estate for anti-Tsarist activities.” That more or less,
I thought, put my family in the frame of reference of the Serbs, who
over the ages fought foes from all directions to defend their raison
d’être.
The consul rose. I did not manage to add that this Aleksander Bein also
helped in translation of Karl Marx’s Kapital in the prison by knocking
its original text through the wall in Morse alphabet, or was it the other
way around – by reading German transmitted in Morse and then
translating into Russian or Polish. My father once told me about it, but
I did not record. If my grand-grandparents did not lose estates for their
activity, I might be a Polish landlord today. I gave the consul the
Internet address of my book NATO na Bałkanach. I doubted though,
that he had ready access to a computer. In Canada, even receptionists
sit in front of PCs. I could not spot a single desk computer through the
open doors inside the consulate. Magnus got a free visa, as there was a
possibility he would take part in a congress of Slav youth near
Beograd in September. With a Western income I had to pay 40 dollars
for my visa, despite a plea to the consul on account of my non-profit
writing in defense of Yugoslavia from NATO. “We are a poor country
now. Every bit helps us.” he said. “You would pay only 22 dollars on
your Canadian passport, but then you would need a formal invitation
from a Yugoslav friend.” he added. Smart new Polish government, I
cynically remarked to myself, handing over two green banknotes and
receiving in return my Polish passport stamped with visa for one
month by the motherly-looking embassy clerk.
The grand swindle
Just before Magnus and I arrived in Poland in summer 2000,
wojewoda (premier of one of 17 regions in Poland) of the Mazowsze
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region around and including Warsaw sent 500 policemen to close an
existing farm commodity exchange that served 2 million people,
almost 5% of the country’s population, in the capital region. Reason:
wojewoda is a shareholder in a new exchange that was built with
taxpayer money. In keeping with the rules of fair competition, market
forces and non-intervention of government into free-market economy,
wojewoda’s intervention led to closing of the old exchange.
Surprisingly, the new one started to flourish and a notice appeared that
the new monopoly is for sale to “foreign investors.” That phrase has a
positive connotation because (undoubtedly with a little help from
Western “advisors”) the regime keeps rubbing into the Polish mentality
that nothing can take off on the New Path without a little help from
good Western capital injection. The sale to foreigners was hasty, for
according to the law, the price of a state asset cannot exceed four times
previous year’s profit. Most of that year passed on construction and
landscaping of the new “investment.” A monopoly since May 2000,
the exchange is another implementation of the golden rule of freemarket: socialize the costs, and privatize the profits to privileged few.
Police and private security in Poland are corrupt and collaborate with
mafia in many cases, as do some bureaucrats. Not a day passes by
without the news of an uncovered scandal on national news: organized
theft or smuggling of cars, alcohol, cigarettes or other goods; forging
of money and embezzlement; drug trafficking; or, mass fraud. But a
giveaway of major assets by the government officials and high-ranking
bureaucrats to foreign investors in exchange for hefty commissions
hurts the long-term national interest of Poles the most. Most of the
elite are corrupt and cover up their sins fairly well. In majority of cases
they fought for their office and power purely for personal gain, not to
serve the public. Without scruples they are selling-off public assets to
Western investors for a tiny fraction of the worth for personal gain, as
Professor Kazimierz Poznański, an economist of Polish origin at the
University of Washington noted recently in a bestseller book Wielki
przekręt (the grand swindle) and in several articles in the offmainstream press.
Poznański concentrates on give-aways under the government of the
AWS-UW coalition of the so-called Right. That does not mean that the
leftist SLD party, who were in power before, is innocent. SLD was not
different; they just did not manage to gain the impetus necessary for a
hasty, fraudulent privatization.
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The investors themselves are to blame as well, as can be seen, for
example, in secret documents that the courts ordered to be publicized
in conjunction with the multi-billion dollar trials of the tobacco
companies in the USA. A Phillip Morris Europe memo dated February
9th, 1992, describes a clandestine agreement with Rothmans
International, Reemtsma, R.J. Reynolds Tobacco and British American
Tobacco to thwart the tender processes for tobacco plants in Poland. As
a result, plants worth hundred of millions of dollars went for a fraction
of their market value. The American companies were desperate to flee
to Central and Eastern Europe, where lax laws and corruption would
allow them to continue production of cigarettes that make the smokers
dependent and kill many of them.
“The target share of foreign investors in the total capital pool of
[Polish] economy must not exceed the norms adopted in the developed
capitalist countries,” writes Poznański. In Austria and Germany
foreigners cannot own more than a fourth or a third of industry and not
more than a tenth of total bank assets. By October 2000, at least 70%
of Polish industry and banks were foreign-owned. These figures should
be compared with corresponding data for other countries in 1999: 3%
and 2% in Japan, 13% and 6% in Germany, 18% and 11% in the US,
30% and 4% in Austria, 50% and 7% in Canada and 50% and 55% in
Ireland, the record breaker in the Western bloc. Poznański believes the
damage is double. By grossly under-selling, the state lost an
opportunity to raise capital to create goods, programs and
infrastructure for the nation that the capitalists are unable to provide,
including economic instruments, such as loans to stimulate small
businesses. By transferring ownership of key assets to foreigners, the
state also lost control over income that the assets generate. Foreign
interests will now siphon the profits, bypassing the taxation system as
befits neo-liberal, globalized economy.
In 1999, only Estonia and Hungary enjoyed a larger share of foreign
ownership than Poland, but judging from the frantic pace of the
giveaway, Poland is now likely the “leader”. In 1999 Poland, foreign
ownership of the industry was 35-40% and the banks 70%. In 1999,
Deutsche Bank in Szczecin was just a window dressing that could not
help me with any transactions I required at the time. Today, their logo
figures prominently on the chief commercial hi-rise in the city. How
total is the foreign ownership and control of Polish life becoming? One
needs to add to this picture the 60% statistics for commerce and 90%
for the mass media. “Domestic investors did not get a chance [in
acquiring Polish state assets] not for some national cause or for
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economic rationality, but mainly because those responsible for
privatization recognized in their corrupt minds that foreign buyers are
most expedient. Given fast changes in staffing of government posts,
they had to act swiftly, which would explain their pressures on speedy
sales. With the pace as it was, a wealthy and, as a rule, foreign investor
was needed to facilitate the turnover of a fairly large chunk of capital.
Because they were not turning over their own property, the decision
makers considered undervaluing capital assets to be the basic
ingredient of a ‘tender’ designed to yield the most lucrative
commissions from buyers,” diagnoses Poznański.
Polish coal mining was virtually destroyed in one of the judicious
reforms prescribed by Western experts, including mining experts and
management consultants from Canada. Lift towers and mine facilities
in the southern Śląsk region are now piles of deformed metal.
Technically worse facilities in Canada’s Cape Breton collieries operate
to date to save the region’s economy. In Poland, miners were laid off
and given a separation payment sufficient to buy a new dishwasher, or
food for a family for couple of months if they did not need an
appliance. Like farming, coal mining used to be at the top of economic
activity in Poland. One can’t help thinking that this was the reason of
putting them under the reformist hammers.
Bureaucrats came up with “re-qualification programmes” for miners,
who would reinforce Polish armies of private security, drivers of
foreign company trucks and janitors in said companies’ warehouses
from which manufactured Western goods, packaged with labels in
Polish, would flood Polish stores and raise the general level of
happiness. By then foreign interests may “purchase” the coalmines for
a song, as already happened to lucrative Polish sulphur mining, for
example. In summer 2000, Polish oil, steel and coal were still not sold.
But, as Poznański remarked, even if Polish investors took these
industries over, 70 percent foreign ownership of Polish banks would
not leave much room to the Polish capitalist in dealings with foreign
competition.
Krzysztof Rytel described in November 2000 independent Zielone
Brygady how Warsaw public assets are wasted in run-off capitalism.
On October 10th, 2000, the new Most Świętokrzyski bridge was finally
opened with a great fanfare, but nobody disclosed the deals concerning
the surrounding real estate, which formed part of financing. The
municipal government of Warszawa-Centre went into a partnership
with an Elektrim company by contributing a large piece of land for a
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future river port. Elektrim was to finance the bridge construction and
would receive the ownership of the port, in which a village of office
towers was planned. There was nothing wrong with this deal
conceived in the spirit of privatization, except for a 1998 assessment of
the real estate that the public contributed. An adjacent parcel of land
was sold recently for a unit price 25 times higher. “If the deal was
honest, Elektrim would have to build 20 bridges,” Rytel noted bitterly.
The bridge cost 110 million złoty, but the municipality forked out 70
million złoty on approaches. Magnus and I struggled through the
construction sites with our bikes on our way to Cracow in summer
2000. Another 40 million of public złoty will be required to depress
Wisłostrada (an arterial running along Vistula) into a tunnel, and
hundreds of further millions will go into finishing the arterial project.
“[The project] will not solve any of the city’s transportation problem,
maybe except for a good access to the empire of Elektrim. Congestion
already increased on Świętokrzyska, a street that leads to the bridge
from downtown […] The new bridge is already passable only with a
difficulty […] the ruling coalition party, signed all transactions and
invoices.” Rytel titled his article “The grandest swindle in Warsaw”
obviously unaware of much greater swindles taking place in the
central, regional and local government offices in Warsaw and affecting
the country for generations to come.
Warsaw’s “grandest swindle” is small potatoes compared to what
happened to the shipyard in Gdansk, where Lech Waŀęsa precipitated
Solidarność and the downfall of communism in Central Europe. It
went for sale a couple of years ago. Polish investors intended to bid
beside another group representing foreign interests. Through
administrative scheming, the Polish group was eliminated from
bidding 640 million złoty. The foreign investors got the shipyard for a
tiny fraction of the value of 175 hectares of land it stands on. Its total
commercial value of about 3.3 billion złoty (about 3 to 4 złoty to a US
dollar at the time) was intentionally underestimated by the board of
directors to 227 million złoty, while at the same time its indebtness
was overestimated by over 6 times to 377 million złoty, which was
needed to announce insolvency. Instead of money, a bank guarantee of
73 million złoty was accepted from the only bidder, but the foreign
purchaser immediately received 43 million złoty from the shipyard’s
treasury. The remainder would be paid over a long period, which
would reduce the proceeds to zilch, given inflation rates. For
facilitating this “bidding” process – privatization neo-Polish style –
some Polish officials, including the board of directors, an appointed
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syndic and a court commissioner, certainly acquired platinumcoloured, 4-wheel-drive Lexuses and villas on the Spanish coast.
Impotent justice
“Do you know?” said Iwona on return from an errand in our
neighbourhood bank. ‘The teller told me how outraged she was with
people who inherit large amounts of money, like half a million dollars
from parents or family. They spend the money recklessly. For years I
saw those who saved the money: elderly who denied themselves a car
and walked to the bank, clothing worn for years compared to the
designer apparel of the heirs. Then it is all gone in less than a year,
spent on luxury cars and love-boat trips.” I replied, “Does it remind
you of a government that inherited a nation’s capital only to squander
it in a hurry?” “In less than a year, just like those people at the bank
told me about,” added Iwona. Where there is crime, there should also
be punishment. When it comes to keeping elected officials and the
army of nominated bureaucrats honest, state agencies responsible are
impotent, if not part of the mafia.
The Supreme Chamber of Audits (Najwyższa Izba Kontroli, NIK), an
organ supposedly independent of the state, has their hands tied. “An
unrelenting foe of corruption is at the top of NIK, but he can do
precious little. Prosecution and dispensation of justice are vested in
corrupt police and courts,” said my friend Wojtek. Polish Parliament,
Sejm, passed a law recently that requires all institutions involved in
money and asset transactions to report to a new watchdog agency that
was created to the tune of almost 20 million złoty. With 30 staff, the
agency will be reviewing an estimated 8 million reports, supposedly in
an attempt to curb money laundering. It will be up to the tellers at
banks and post offices, and to the real estate agents and car dealers, to
judge which transaction is suspect and should be reported. The
financial inspection staff are special agents and UOP (Office of State
Security) servicemen who, everybody knows, have been used to harass
innocent citizens in political games. Maybe a few criminals will be
caught in the process to show off that the government “cares”. But
guilty Polish bureaucrats may receive their “commissions” and bribes
abroad. There may be a new wave of emigration to the West to collect
and consume their riches before it is too late.
Some of the corrupt people come to Wojtek’s store to buy expensive
antiques with money likely from commissions for illegal deals.
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Salesmen of luxury cars, mansions and exotic vacations surely see the
faces of more serious criminals on cushy government posts. The Polish
grapevine circulates many stories about grand swindles. A typical story
concerns a purchase of a bankrupt state enterprise for 3 million zloty
(about US$0.7 million), sale of its machines and equipment for 30
million (accompanied by turning the workers into the streets) and
followed by the sale of buildings for an additional 10 million. Polish
film director, screenplay writer and publicist Alfred Mielczarek
ponders the sociology of the economic transformations, which “go on
without any deeper calculations, not to mention keeping society in the
dark.” He believes the roots of indifference of Polish society to the
harmful reforms reach as far back as the educational traditions.
A nationalistic, spirited grand ideology that developed over centuries
of foreign domination and conquest has mobilized the nation for
patriotic sacrifices in the name of self-preservation. According to
Mielczarek, emphasis on emotional engagement at the expense of
realism in upbringing, however, left numerous historical misfortunes in
the wake and created irrational views and attitudes among Poles. The
concern for the basis of material well being of the nation was
necessarily brushed aside in the process. The traditional patriotism was
erased when Poles confronted the reality against communist
propaganda after WW2. Caring about the nation’s assets went out the
window at the same time, since everything was perceived to be stateowned, therefore nobody’s.
Mielczarek’s thesis does not check against a multitude of contacts I
had with Poles from different walks of life, who represented a variety
of views, attitudes and political orientations. My friend Wojtek had
another explanation, “The Catholic Church promotes forgiveness of
sins, which most of the church-goers interpret as a license to sin until
the next confession.” With this thought I watched a TV news report
from meetings of government officials from the AWS party (Akcja
Wyborcza Solidarność or Election Action Solidarność). Introduced
under Lech Wałęsa presidency, the Cross still hangs on the wall above
their heads. Wałęsa lives quite comfortably today. He became a
millionaire, fat and an object of ridicule, jokes and disgust of the
masses he promised to lead into a better future.
My interlocutors cared about the material significantly more than the
ideological. They strike and protest not in any esoteric struggle of
ideologies, but to improve their meagre existence and, sometimes, to
challenge threats to their biological survival, as was the repeated case
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with farmer barricades on Poland’s main roads and in bureaucrats’
offices. After release from prison for spilling imported grain from
trains, Marian Zagórny, the leader of farmers trade union, did not
exclude continuation of the same form of protest. It might appear that
their behaviour is based in ideological ground. The official propaganda
frames this and other hot political issues largely as a battle of
ideologies: discredited communism against progressive neo-liberalism
and free-market’s invisible hand. But in reality the turn to capitalism
from communism was conditioned by a naïve trust in the superiority of
Western-style economic system as well as ideas. Confronted with nondelivery of the promises, people clench their fists in self-defense. If
neo-liberalism, however alien to patriotic feelings of the majority,
could secure a reasonable material security, only a few intellectuals
and students would be joining demonstrations.
When tram and bus drivers and mechanics of the transit authority in
Szczecin removed a new director in a wheelbarrow, they did it not for
ideological reasons but because the new boss appointed by the neoliberal rulers embarked on drastic cuts in staff. Most of the laid off
men had families to feed while unemployment ran high. If history
impressed Poles with emotional patriotism and spirited self-sacrifice
for the country, communism cured them from any ideological illusions.
I have a more mundane explanation of the unchecked harming of
society by the reformists. They are driven by fear of the future and
poverty that is plain everywhere. The power trough guarantees
material safety from the despair of everyday survival and sets the
ruling elites far above the stink and sweat of everyday grind. The
question of social acceptability of reforms by the masses is academic
in a system that claims it is democratic but makes vital decisions
without public consent and sends police with truncheons onto those
who dare to demand participation in government or refuse to be
evicted because they are unemployed and can’t pay the rent. The
masses appear apathetic to the harmful reforms. To me, they are either
tired or resigned, or too busy with making the ends meet, “Reforms
concern tomorrow, so who cares when today I need to feed my
family.”
Funeral of Polish bourgeois
Before communism, WW2 also proved disastrous to the maintenance
of a class of capital owners in Poland. By contrast, that group
developed in the Western countries without major upheavals and
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became the necessary ingredient of wealth creation in their nations.
Losses of human life played as significant a role in Poland as property
losses from expropriations and war damage. Deportations to the USSR
of millions of Poles from pre-war Eastern Poland stripped them off
their land, businesses and other property. After the war, in keeping
with world power plans for social re-engineering of Europe, several
million Poles re-settled into former German lands. That entire land,
and whatever assets on it that were not destroyed by the war, became
state-owned. On the remaining area of post-WW2 territory of Poland,
property owners returned to ruined cities, towns and villages.
If communism prepared the coffin for Polish bourgeois, present neoliberals hammered in the last nail when they exploited the general
feeling of non-ownership. To keep potential social resistance to the
selloff at a bay, the ruling coalition, particularly Unia Wolności,
launched an “information” campaign on a scale matching the enormity
of the giveaway. The media “carpet bombed” the nation with
statements, stories and news designed to rouse in Poles a feeling of
repugnance to everything that communists left behind. The galaxy of
lies painted a picture of a communist hell that would not be
sustainable, not even for a short while, in any social system. The assets
created under communism were deemed so worthless, according to the
propaganda, that it was fortunate when a foreign buyer wanted to
spend a penny on taking ownership of decrepit buildings, outdated
machinery and land devoid of green grass. Of course Unia Wolności
attributed any misfortunes and failures of their reforms to the legacy of
communists, not unlike NATO propaganda blames Milošević for
everything bad in the Balkans, including failures of the KFOR mission
in Kosovo.
I heard the Polish minister of finance Hanna Gronkiewicz-Waltz say in
January 2000 on national media that “half a century under communism
was a lost time.” My friend Rysio who had no choice but to build
Poland and other pieces of our world under communist banners did not
blink his eye, “It’s talk like this everywhere, all the time nowadays.” I
just returned from a fast trip to the other end of Poland on electric
express trains. Hearing the minister, I wondered who built the tracks
and the electric traction that makes movement of goods and people
possible in Unia Wolności’s Poland. “Perhaps it is not possible to waste
national real assets on a grand scale without a prior falsification of the
reality on a scale not smaller,” noted Poznański in his bestseller book.
The lack of logic in the picture painted by the propaganda is not as
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much disturbing as the fact that it proved devastating to the collective
conscience.
The falsification deprived of self-confidence legions of Poles who, like
Rysio and all my friends who did not skip the country, grew up and
spent most of their adult life in those years. AWS-UW coalition’s
proclaimed loyalty to Western ideals only served to augment our
feelings of self-defeat and confusion. The radical reformists gained a
free hand in implementing their own reforms. To maintain the
confusion, the elites lie to the nation that neither the laws of
communism nor capitalism govern post-communism. “Recession
really means improvement, corruption is desirable as it creates elites
and poverty is the right punishment,” scoffs Poznański and reflects, “It
is amazing that the view of post-communist neo-liberals has so far won
a fairly wide social approval for the misguided reforms.”
Was it a wide social approval or dictatorship? The Poles don’t come
across as so stupid. When updating me on the developments since my
last visit in 1998, most of my friends told me anxiously about the wave
of frantic, corrupt selloffs of the wealth they worked for years to
create, “We can’t do anything to stop it, so we just watch every day a
new dirty ‘privatization’ deal made behind our backs.” Cezary Tajer, a
philosopher, confirmed in November 2000 Zielone Brygady my
impression that many Poles don’t trust the media anymore, “People
don’t trust words – or more precisely, the information that comprises
words – anymore. This is nothing strange, for information is becoming
unverifiable for the majority and they don’t know how it relates to
reality.”
Winners and losers
Who knows if Western psychological operations and information
warfare experts had not aided the Polish elites in transferring the
national wealth to Western hands? That the West has bought the Polish
government officials is an open question to those publicists,
researchers and nationalists who dig into the dirt of politics. It is
inconceivable that any government could keep hurting its own nation
voluntarily, reform upon reform, year after year, unless personal
rewards were involved. No wonder that Janusz Lewandowski, a former
minister for privatization, labelled Poznański’s book “an ideal of the
author, so close to Ukraine and Byelorussia, which explains his
hysterical attack on insidious policy of Polish, Hungarian and Czech
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liberals.” The juxtaposition of the new NATO members against the
“losers” between Poland and Russia is not coincidental. It sounds like
most of anti-communist neo-propaganda.
Lewandowski’s label exemplifies the primitive rhetoric when the
guilty are squeezed in the vice of criticism – scaring the public with
the “threat” of communism if the values of the “West” (and the ruling
Polish group) were abandoned. Unia Wolności (UW), the culprit of the
privatization “reform” launched an aggressive propaganda campaign
against the book and its author. In defense of minister Leszek
Balcerowicz, the architect of the disaster, the propaganda refers to his
10-year leadership of economic reforms as “economic miracle”. The
UW threatens the nation that the economy would collapse, if other
party took over. If “Balcerowicz miracle” is a fiction, so is maintaining
that his departure might cause a disaster. “Was there an economic
miracle, as Balcerowicz’s people tell us, it would be hard to imagine
that it could end so suddenly if he left,” commented Poznański in an
interview of July 15th, 2000. Mainstream Polityka called the bestseller
a “grand mumble” and “boring reading.” In fact Wielki przekręt is not
an ordinary bestseller – it broke a sales record over several decades.
Only the UW party has trouble reading about its grand swindles. In
place of justification, the leading Polish weekly Polityka stuck an
invective onto the author – a “crypto-communist” – for quoting that
former communist leader Edward Gierek left a huge capital behind.
Gierek’s economic miracle, unmatched in the history of communist
Poland, created 2 million jobs and increased the capital assets by 65%,
almost 3 times more than under Balcerowicz who managed to
eliminate over 2 million jobs. Gierek achieved better results with
foreign debt smaller than UW’s. But most important, Balcerowicz
pushed Poland on a path that may end as tragically for the economy as
Gierek’s experiment. “The looming crisis would not develop by virtue
of the foreign debt, but because in his decade Balcerowicz caused
Poland a gigantic loss through dirt-cheap sales of most of the capital –
that by the way was created under Gierek – to foreigners,” wrote
Poznański. In response to these arguments Polityka repeated the UW
propaganda line that if one is against, one must be communist,
particularly if one quotes data from the communist era. Another line
was the UW nonsense that communists left nothing, so the investors
took nothing; therefore it was impossible that the prices were
intentionally low.
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At the same time USA is extolled, as for example in Polityka of
October 4th, 2000, under cover page report Why we love America.
“Still a leader!” rejoiced the scribe above a GDP comparison of US
with the European G-5. In all ratings of indices reflecting values other
than the sum total of all goods and services produced by a country, the
US fares poorly, together with Canada, UK and other industrialized
nations. Years ago Polityka used to be packed with facts when in a
broad-leaf format, albeit the pages were filled with some communist
propaganda, too. Articles were long and argumentative. Today, they
resemble a TV program carefully designed for one-minute attention
span. Shallow, printed on semi glossy and coloured paper like
Newsweek or Times, articles in mainstream Polityka are disappointing.
The “report” about the US mentioned world’s highest penal data: 700
prisoners per 100,000 US citizens. It missed the point, however, that
prisons and wars add a significant portion to the GDP of USA. The
article did not lose an opportunity to compare with corresponding
statistics that is 5 times lower in Poland, “Let the US prison data be a
warning to the protagonists of tougher punishments.” Poland is
considered “punitive” on a European scale, so perhaps it has lenient
justice compared with America. Maybe the number would shoot up, if
all embezzlers of Polish public property were tried and sentenced.
Poland’s GDP per capita could then race the US indicator.
An interesting twist occurred in November 2000, after creditors of the
bankrupt Korean Daewoo announced sale of assets, including Polish
auto-making plants. Any interruption of the flow of spare parts and car
components from Korea for assembly in Polish plants would mean
closing of the industry and unemployment to majority of 50 thousands
Polish workers of Daewoo. A 3-week’s panic ensued, nothing was
produced in Polish Daewoo assembly plants and part manufacture.
Daewoo car sales dwindled. Who wants to buy a car that will not have
spare parts when needed? Daewoo timed their bankruptcy wrong for
AWS-UW, who are working hard to prove to the nation that they know
what they are doing and should be re-elected. “Our media announced
loudly that a Daewoo ship with spare parts sailed into Hamburg full of
spare parts, that everything is dandy and please just keep buying Polish
Daewoo,” a friend filled me in over the telephone in the third week of
the crisis, stressing how “muddy and ambiguous” the media messages
were.
In the 3rd week of the crisis, the Korean bankers refused to help
Daewoo with its multi-billion dollar debt. Polish ministerial delegation
rushed to Seoul weeks earlier. Contrary to its privatization and “pure”
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free-market policy, the Polish government offered a multi-million
dollar rescue package to Daewoo. In a bid to save Polish auto plants
tied to Daewoo, some government voices spoke of nationalization of
the industry – a strange move contrary to the present policy of
privatization.
Normalka
Magnus stayed on the northern slopes of the Carpathian Mountains
when on a spur of the moment he joined a group of students from
Łódź. We met them at the platform of the Cracow station, waiting for
the same train, but destined for a week’s bike tour starting in Nowy
Targ. Magnus did not intend to be on the train. He planned to stay in
Cracow to explore its old streets free of traffic, meet people, and
maybe inquire about Polish language courses for foreign students. We
divided baggage before he walked me to the station. He kept the tent
and tools. I retained my knife. We bought a bicycle pump and a very
solid bike lock for him. He also got a spare tube after an experience
with a hole that could not be patched. We had to take a bus from
Sandomierz to Cracow on the weekend when bicycle stores were
closed, because one tube had a hole at the stem of the valve – a spot
impossible to repair. At the back of the bike shop in Cracow, Magnus
also replaced his baggage carrier that eventually cracked after being
mistreated by the airlines and was held together with a piece of copper
wire applied in Szczecin a week before. The journey from Warsaw has
fatigued the wire and the broken support bar kept slipping onto the
axle. It was a near emergency situation. A biker without a rack can
either carry his baggage in a backpack, which is quite uncomfortable
while sitting on a seat and pedaling, or he can try to stop larger
vehicles to take him to the nearest bike shop.
We had breakfast on a bench near the station next to the market where
we bought the food. I could not help remarking to a vendor of Cracow
specialty obwarzanki (woven, doughnut-shaped buns with poppy or
sesame seeds on the crust) that the price went up 40 percent since my
visit to the city last winter. The vendor replied, “Do you realize how
much they cost two years ago?” I knew what he meant and did not
wait for explanations. I was giving Magnus last-minute advise for
staying afloat in Poland. I pointed with my head to a group of people
coming briefly together and dispersing again, only to congregate for a
quick conversation some time later “It may be a pick-pocket gang.
Just watch their behaviour inconspicuously,” I told him. They acted
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very much like the thieves of documents and money from my bike a
few years earlier in Avignon in Southern France. When I came back to
watch them, they dispersed, of course, as soon as they noticed me.
Like the pickpockets in Poland most of them looked foreign, except
for the “boss”. I followed one of them to another scene – the Avignon
station just before the arrival of the TGV from Paris: the same nervous
congregating, quick scanning of the surroundings for anything
suspicious, hasty walking to and from. Standing in a far corner with
the whole station hall in sight, I put my sunglasses etui between my ear
and mouth, faking a cell phone or radiotelephone. The group
disappeared immediately from the station building.
While eating buns, obwarzanki, tomatoes and cheese, and drinking
black currant juice on the bench while watching the suspects, I also
told Magnus about the time in Szczecin when Rumanian, Gypsy or
Bulgarian pickpockets stole a notebook from my jacket. I was getting
off a tram at the market, forcing my way through a small crowd of, I
thought, passengers. After a while I discovered the loss and suddenly
remembered the foreign faces crowding around me, but my wallet with
money and documents was still in the right chest pocket. The thieves
figured that the left pocket weighing the jacket down more than the
other must have contained a wallet. I was lucky, but lost a bunch of
precious poems composed over the last few weeks. I restored most of
them from memory on the next day.
Since I still had time before train departure, I shared with Magnus
more on the subject. Also in the vicinity of the market in Szczecin I
was alone in a streetcar with two foreigners. One of them was standing
in the back, pretending to be absorbed with the scene outside, but
keeping me, I am sure, in his peripheral vision. His partner was
standing right beside me, although the whole interior was empty. He
was not just leaning over me, as people do on crowded trams. He was
touching me, supported on a handle hanging over my head. Since the
tram was empty, like his partner he was pretending he needed to put
his face against the window as if not to miss any detail of the
absorbing street scene.
I had a suit on. A new notebook, filled with most of the poems restored
from memory, was sitting in my left chest pocket. Money and credit
card were tightly buttoned in my pant pocket and I could feel their
presence against my behind under the jacket and winter coat. I rose
from my trap and went to the back of the car as in preparation for
getting off at the next stop. I placed myself beside the other fellow. He
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became even more absorbed with the views. I got off at the market and
walked over to the bus exchange. I thought I lost them. When my bus
came, so did they and entered the vehicle, one before and the other
after me. I took a seat facing the back of the bus, which was filled with
passengers standing and hanging on to handles. In one of them I
recognized the same lookout. With the corner of my eye I could sense
the other thief behind me. My money was safe, wedged against the
back of the seat. I made a point of staring at the lookout. They must
have reached the right conclusion, since he got off at the next stop. The
other one stayed on board behind me. I made my way out past him to
get off at the next stop through the front door, but he turned away and I
could not look him in the eye.
Magnus listened without comments, munching his bun covered with
twaróg (cottage cheese whose taste does not have an equivalent in the
West). Tiny, white-yellow slices of garlic, his daily medicine, stood out
from blood-red tomatoe meat that held the flame-colour seeds in juice.
With fatherly concern I interpreted for him the story that a couple of
teens with huge backpacks told us the previous night. They were
walking on the dyke of Vistula to Skałki, a natural place just outside
Cracow, where youth and vagabonds camp in the summer between
outcrops of limestone. We were sitting on a bench admiring the
nightscape. Vistula was persistently flowing below, her surface swollen
with rainfall, reflecting lights from the other bank. Beside the bench
stood a 100- or 200-something-km sign. We got on the dike in Warsaw
at an early 500-something kilometre of the Queen of Polish rivers. The
hikers just arrived by train from Warsaw and stopped to rest beside the
only people on the dike at the dark hour. The backpacks changed
position from back burdens to gravity blocks lying flat on the ground.
They have been to Skałki a few days earlier, but someone stole their
money, forcing them out to go home and re-supply. “Normalka,” they
said when I expressed my outrage. The word means, “It’s normal. It is
to be expected.” They followed with a description of a normalka a few
weeks earlier when they were robbed from their documents and
money. It happened at a less likely place, in a pilgrim hostel where
they left their belongings locked before setting off on a short
pilgrimage. Magnus continued to listen, sipping currant juice from the
carton.
Adopted
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At the station, standing in the open doorway of my train to Zakopane, I
pointed to express trains arriving and leaving as we chatted, “Look,
this one is an hourly train to Warsaw – just two and a half hours nonstop. As many hours as days for us to bike the same route. That one is
going straight to Świnoujście, will be there by late evening, just in
time for overnight ferries to Sweden and Denmark.” Magnus was
leaning on his bike and turning his head from the clock to the trains I
was pointing out, “And that one came from Lwów in Ukraine. You can
go on a train trip there, too. But check that your passport is OK and
that you will be secure in Ukraine.” In less than five minutes we would
be parting. A vice started tightening my throat. Unexpectedly, when I
was explaining train schedules, platform numbering, track designations
and sector lettering on the platforms, he said it was too scary, he did
not know the language and system well enough to be left on his own. I
grabbed his bike and helped place it in the racks beside mine. I was
very glad that he was coming with me to Serbia, as we have planned in
Vancouver. As soon as Magnus’s bike was firmly wedged into the
vertical rack next to mine, the train started moving.
I went over to the front coach to report, according to the rules, to the
conductor that Magnus needed to buy tickets on the train. Failing to
report may cost a hefty fine. I was painfully fined as a teen and never
tried to outsmart Polskie Koleje Państwowe again. The group of bikers
from Łódź were sitting on the benches and floor of the first car, next to
a large baggage compartment packed full with their bikes. Naturally
they were curious about our travels and about this hairy lad who stayed
one car away to watch our baggage. “I brought Magnus to Poland so
he can learn Polish.” It took them a while to figure out that I also live
in Canada and am not divorced from Magnus’s mother but we did not
bother teaching our son our tongue in a foreign country, since we had
enough of a struggle to get established and to master one of Canada’s
official languages. Many Polish immigrants made a point of teaching
their offspring Polish, but they quickly acquired English accent from
their peers. In combination with a skimpy vocabulary, it produced a
caricature of my mother tongue. Sign of the times – I thought about the
young people sitting on the floor next to my feet. How many of them
have single parents? Most Poles assume on hearing my perfect Polish
that I must live in Poland. Usually Poles are surprised upon learning
how long time ago I left the country. Many fresher émigrés don’t speak
pure Polish anymore. But neither do Poles who stayed. On my first
return in 1989 after 18 years abroad I was shocked to hear how
primitive the language became and how littered it was with words and
expressions from English. It is even worse now. With deteriorating
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communism and then liberalization of lifestyles, everyday language
became filled with f-words, even among the inteligencja, or what is
left of it.
I chatted with the young teacher in jeans who appeared very fond of
his group. He told me that they stop at parishes for shelter and he has
been leading bike groups for years. He did not know Pomerania
(Pomorze) and Western Poland (Ziemie Zachodnie), though. I shared
my impressions of those lands and made him excited about tour
options for next year. “How do you get permission to stay on church
premises?” I was curious and expected hints for my own camping.
“You just need to know some people here and there,” he replied with a
smile. I returned to Magnus to report. Shortly after, someone touched
my shoulder. The teacher was standing behind me with two tickets in
his hand, “One of our group did not come on time for this train in
Cracow. These tickets would be wasted. Please accept them for your
son and his bike. You will need to pay the difference to Zakopane. I
told the conductor already. He is on his way. We will be getting off half
an hour before Zakopane. Have a safe bike trip to Serbia.” He did not
want to accept any payment, “No, it’s the late person’s loss. It will
teach him to be on time. He will come on the next train.” Magnus
wanted to know where the group was going, and what the country
would be like over there, while examining my map of southeast Poland
that I gave him because we would be parting. “Great for bicycling, if it
does not rain,” I replied, hoping for dry weather south of Tatra
Mountains for both of us.
After a few minutes Magnus asked unexpectedly, if he could join the
group. I went over to ask the teacher. “No problem. But I do not know
English,” he considered. “We will teach him Polish and translate when
necessary,” insisted a few in the group on overhearing the
conversation. I announced the good news to Magnus, ”Go and
introduce yourself. A few of them speak English.” He came back,
“They stay in parishes, say Mass every day. The teacher is a priest.“ I
could see joy in his eyes and knew he would be in good hands. “The
day before yesterday I said goodbye to the Catholic youth group after
sharing food, sweets, laughs (again!), and snorting tobacco. I slept atop
a hill in farmer’s fields and the next day (yesterday) bicycled the rate
outlined on the other side (approx. 110 km),” he wrote on the 8th of
August 2000, from Bieszczady, a semi-wild hill country in the
southeast corner of Poland. Magnus’s route ending at Ustrzyki Dolne
was penciled onto a miniature map among the collage of vistas from
Bieszczady on the other side of the card. I was reading his words ten
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days after the fact, sitting in the comforts of my study after returning
from Serbia via Poland and Copenhagen. “I slept just outside the town
and have spent the day in town eating chocolate, ice cream and
coffee.”
“I may briefly visit the Ukraine and then head for Beograd,” I read on,
glancing at the packages of Magnus’s special order – his favourite
Grześki wafers, Kasztanki stuffed chocolate morsels, Danusia
chocolate bars and Sezamki sesame seed snacks – that I lugged in a
cardboard box together with a quarter-round of the best cheese from
my country through the ferry and airport terminals over two continents
and one ocean all the way to Vancouver, defending the contents from
the inquisitions of Polish, Swedish, Danish and, finally, Canadian
customs officers. Later Magnus answered my wondering how he could
have covered 200 km in a day from Poland across Slovakia to
Hungary, “Water and melted Gzeszki are a wonderous fuel, especially
between midnite and 5 in the morning. It is not possible to keep doing
200 km a day, especially after smoking and inhaling all the great air in
30 to 40 degree Celsius temperature. It helps to look a little like Jesus.”
Apart from the “fuel”, the terrain he chose only a 100 km to the east of
my route helped him cover the distance. “Mountains? What
mountains? I only crossed one hill,” he answered my curiosity in a call
home from Budapest.
Prosto to Slovakia
The train from Cracow arrived at Zakopane around 4 p.m. in a dry
condition. Not trusting the Polish weather any more, I took the train to
avoid another downpour and wetting of every thread on me and in my
panniers. I was also anxious to be on my way to Serbia – the place I
have been writing about in my Internet book for over a year. The road
from Cracow south to the border did not look too inviting on the map:
a red line traversing foothills and then higher mountains. I was right.
Later we saw from the train a lot of trucks on the highway, which
looked like an expressway some places. Many of the 5 or 7 thousand
annual traffic fatalities happen on that road when cars smash into
trucks in weekend rushes. I pushed my loaded bike through some
diggings in front of the station and looked around. Memories came to
life from numerous trips to this most popular Tatra mountain resort. I
rode through the town, reading names of vacation hotels in converted
villas along the way. I did not need to ask for directions. The way to
Serbia was up the mountains.
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A góralka (mountaineer woman) who stopped her horse-drawn cart by
a stop sign in Zakopane confirmed my intuition, Prosto. Caly czas
prosto. It means “Straight ahead. Straight ahead all the way,” sort of.
Magnus and I heard this so many times on our trip through Poland. A
few times the directions turned out to be wrong, like when we were
looking for a lighthouse in a small locality on the Baltic coast. One
serious family said Prosto, meaning this way, then – like everybody
who stayed in this little resort knew – follow the side path through the
dunes. Isn’t it obvious that lighthouses stand amidst dunes? But we just
arrived and it was getting dark, so we followed the main path parallel
to the shore, which of course led us away from the lighthouse. I
learned again (and Magnus – probably for the first time) that no matter
how winding and camouflaged the road ahead would be, the directions
are always Prosto.
I learned a similar lesson in Serbia. It must be some Slavonic
peculiarity. They don’t consider it necessary to explain that which is
obvious to them. The picture from their mind automatically walks over
to your mind, they assume. Slav prosto is not as bad as Indonesian
nodding. Indonesian culture does not know “No” and if it does, the
word never enters a conversation, particularly with a foreigner.
Because I was not aware of this detail, I was stuck in a saga lasting
several days in Eastern Indonesia and Bali during a business trip in
1989. Never again in Indonesia I posed a question requiring a “YesNo” answer. In Poland I try to verify Prosto directions at every
intersection or turn of the road.
I climbed a road winding through Tatrzański Park Narodowy (Tatra
National Park) to the border crossing at Łysa Polana, sampling
raspberries whose season ended weeks earlier elsewhere in Poland.
Like in Canada, cars were parked at accesses to mountain hiking trails.
At one spot a woman beside a car was impatiently awaiting the rest of
her family. Elsewhere she would simply call them, echoing through the
woods. Here, she did not dare. The majestic firs lent a sacred
atmosphere to the place. Every so often stood signs forbidding
trespassing, motorcycle rides into the bush and collecting of any
flowers, berries and mushrooms in this pristine relict. Polish
intellectuals inside the country and abroad staunchly defended the park
from profanation as a site of one of the future Winter Olympics. The
ruling elite – who have frivoled away the assets created by the nation
since WW2, impoverished millions and ruined Poland’s social fabric
with misguided “reforms” – lost on this small but lofty front.
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I was sadly contemplating the political changes of the last decade,
while breathing in the crystal-clear mountain air and listening to the
labours of my chain uphill. My left knee still hurt after I fell between
the station platform and the steps of the sleeping coach, when we
rushed to catch the overnight express from Szczecin to Warsaw a week
before. I shifted more weight onto the right pedal. I was also a bit
depressed after losing my companion. We spent many good days
together, first visiting the old and new in Copenhagen for a full day,
interrupted by a three-hour downpour accompanied by tremendous
gusts.
In København (as the Danes call their capital city) we were waiting in
a line-up at a travel agency inside the spectacular central station to
purchase overnight ferry tickets to Poland. The language, sounds and
smells brought back memories of four years this greatest country under
the Sun (and cloudy skies frequently) gave me under its protective
wings. I was a naked immigrant when I arrived in sandals at the same
station in late fall of 1971 via Germany together with my brother
Witek, who skipped Poland via West Berlin and joined me in Austria.
We could not leave Poland together. We would not get passports if we
told police that we were planning to skip. Not even our parents and my
fiancé Iwona knew about it. Witek and I sojourned in Vienna where I
was trying to get into the university while working for a consulting
company whose good-hearted principal I knew from student exchange
to Innsbruck a year before. Witek and I tried immigrant applications to
the USA, Australia and South Africa, but it did not feel right. He talked
me into going to Denmark who opened for a new contingent of
immigrants at the time.
Good ol’ Denmark
Denmark. It was the best decision in my life. That country gave me an
excellent education, comfortable living conditions and a secure chance
to start a family. Most of all, Denmark taught me that systems with
human face are not utopia, that tolerance and goodness achieve far
more than hardliners, muscle flexing and putting money before people.
I gave the best I could from myself, submitting a master’s thesis in
Danish that was later rated 13 plus. The highest rating in Denmark was
13 at the time and my professor Axel Bohn who was nearing
retirement gave only a couple of these in his career. In Denmark I had
everything a young man needed: enrolment in a good professional
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school; decent stipend that let me support my Iwona who arrived from
Szczecin a year after; comfortable and roomy apartment to raise sweet
Maja; and, a temporary passport that nevertheless opened the borders
of Western countries for travel and ski escapades.
How grotesque it is that fair-minded Denmark was among the vultures
praying on Yugoslavia. How powerful PsyOp must be that they are
able to fool the most advanced and seemingly freethinking societies.
Propaganda achieved what it set to achieve. People can’t tell the truth
and reality from TV images and deception anymore. “What is reality?”
asked one educated Dane whose views I always respected. He refused
to listen to my attempts at debunking “death” camps in Bosnia and
Račak “massacre”. His mind was already set by the TV he watches and
the papers he reads.
The station was domed with 19th century steel arches, the rivets adding
to the elegance and interest of the place. Magnus was flabbergasted,
attempted to take a few photos of the interior, and toured the multitude
of shops and service outlets – from a food supermarket to shoe repair
that filled the perimeter, as well as pavilions in the middle of the
station hall. After a few rounds and seeing that my number was still
long way from currently displayed, he went looking for a bike shop
that would straighten his rim that was bent on the plane from
Vancouver. In the morning Magnus took many pictures of the organic,
sustainable community of Christiania. I think it was there he realized
he has to limit his photographic aspirations or else he will spend his
vacation money on film alone. He was impressed with the bike lanes
over which we whizzed in absolute safety from the airport to
downtown in no time. Bike lanes were on my daily route to the
technical university in Lyngby years before Magnus was born in
Vancouver.
My life’s biggest mistake was to stay in Canada beyond the point of
legal return to Denmark. I thought that the wilderness in Canada is
pristine and that I need it to be happy. With sadness I watch the clearcutting of ancient, unique forests on the Pacific Coast of British
Columbia. 1300-year-old trees arrive at my door as junk mail and
telephone books so thick one needs two hands to hold them. Ancient
Pacific salmon is under severe threat from Atlantic species that were
imported from Norway to hundreds of fish farms along the Pacific
coast. Occasionally, storms break the enclosures where the foreign fish
is raised. It escapes and invades the streams and lakes, displacing the
Pacific salmon that lived there for thousands of years. Within just a
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couple of years, Atlantic salmon has spread to all tributaries and
streams in the watersheds of rivers flowing into the Pacific. The total
area affected is not trivial. British Columbia occupies an area of three
times that of Poland, the largest country in Central Europe. Fraser
River watershed and other rivers draining into the Pacific cover most
of the salmon-bearing province of Canada. Some of the native fish
may survive among the newcomers, like Indians do among the
European invaders who took over North America and transformed it
into a land only remotely resembling that which Indians revered in
their rituals.
We had a brunch in a small restaurant in the old town of
Christianshavn near Christiania. King Christian must have been good
to his country and people. The morsels for two, laid out artistically on
a platter next to a vase of fresh flowers, were absolutely scrumptious.
The small scones and buns were not enough to fill our stomachs but
were fresh and crunchy. I never tasted the tiny Danish sausages before,
now invitingly laying within the reach of my fork. When I lived in
Denmark I often saw them packaged in aluminium containers bearing
an inscription Leverandør til det Kongelige Hof (Supplier of the Royal
Court) under a rendering of a crown. No respectable Pole would eat
these caricatures of good, Polish kiełbasa that smells of garlic before
and after consumption and has the right dimensions to start with. The
miniatures, however, were so delicate and delicious, that to make them
bigger or eat them in larger quantities would be profane.
I gave Magnus a seat facing the window through which he was
watching the street scene with bikes and people of all description. I
was secretly wishing that my vegetarian son would forego these
derivatives of pigs and cattle. After biting the Danish sausage with
suspicion and discovering its taste, Magnus wanted my sausages as
well, in exchange for a portion of Danish ham. I managed to negotiate
one or two sausages for myself. In the next round, Magnus marvelled
over the serving of Danish soft cheese, fish paste and fish roe. He did
not get any compassion from me over them. Each of us emptied a glass
of freshly squeezed orange juice and then sipped chamomile tea
sweetened with Dansk Hønig from little golden packages provided by
another supplier to the Danish Royalty. Magnus slipped the remaining
intact small containers with butter, again bearing the crown picture and
the proud announcement about who the most distinguished clientele
were, into his roomy pockets. We left the eatery fully satisfied. The
first raindrops announced more to come from the darkening sky. We
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put on our rain suits and did not take them off for weeks, it seems,
until we crossed the southern border of Poland.
Necessities in shorts
Magnus wears his shorts regardless of weather, I guess because the
hair on his legs functions like an air-conditioner. He comes to visit us
in Vancouver in the same shorts, rain or shine, on bicycle or bus,
winter or summer. When empty, the pockets are just two flat
appendages with folds and buttoned flaps on top, one on each thigh.
But when objects gradually fill the space underneath, the folds expand
and give the pockets new life and purpose congruent with Magnus’s
values of usefulness, minimal ecological footprint and harmony with
the rest of the world. Everything that Magnus would need during the
day was stored in the pockets. To supplement the storage capacity, belt
loops fitted with climber’s snap-hooks hung at the entries to side
pockets on coiled cables that stretch as required to accomplish a task
dictated by a given artefact.
Collectively, the pockets and hooks could hold keys, a watch, hat,
wallet, a clove of garlic, handkerchief, assorted bike tools, a chocolate
bar, bandana, metal spoon, gloves, a small metal bowl that could serve
as a plate or pot or cup, sunglasses, a compass with a millimetre scale
on the edge, valve converter for air pumps at gas stations – you name
it. A few spare snap-hooks were always on a hang-by to take, like a
good dog in his teeth, anything the master would need to carry – a bag
of groceries, a bundled sweater, and more. One time I saw a spare tire
dangling on one of these hooks. I liked making Magnus impatient
when, after overtaking me, he was bicycling in front of me. The watch
and half a dozen of other objects dangled from his shorts. I would then
ask him what the time was. He finally smarted up and told me to get
my own watch.
I was still several people away from the counter at København
Hovedstation. The travel agency staff was taking time in giving a
complete service to each customer. “They can do it tomorrow for 40
dollars,” Magnus announced, dripping from his rain suit and helmet
after locating a bike repair shop nearby. He had no choice but to
straighten the wheel the best he could with a spoke wrench and try a
shop on the other side of the Baltic. “Labour is much cheaper in
Poland,” I consoled him. Money was no object since Air Canada at
Vester Farimagsgade gave him a damage voucher. But we had neither
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time nor inclination to spend another day in a rainy and windy city.
Poland was promising nothing but sunshine.
By a climate freak, summer 2000 started in Poland in spring. Not the
eldest Pole remembered such thing. Temperatures soared solidly over
30 degrees Celsius week after week, hastening the strawberry and
cherry season by almost a month. “It was Egypt,” one of my friends
later commented in Poland, “I woke up every day to a perfectly blue
sky. Not one cloud.” I know exactly when the first fruit of the year is
ready to be served in the old country – the time in June not different
from the season Okanagan Valley fruit appears at our Broadway
markets – because it graced my birthday table since I was able to
remember. “Piotr, pogoda ocipiała (the weather went bananas). I am
eating strawberries as we talk,” my old immigrant friend from
Vancouver, Michał Przeździecki reported from Warszawa over the
phone in May.
My path met Michał’s after I was transferred from Swan Wooster
office in Halifax to their booming consulting engineering group in
Vancouver, a world leader in the design of huge, mobile platforms for
oil exploration and production in the Canadian and American Arctic.
The bosses thought that my fresh doctorate in engineering and decision
and risk analysis would be better utilized on the Arctic projects than on
upgrading old piers, shipyards and fish packers in Nova Scotia. So I
rented out our Halifax house to a Buddhist group and loaded Iwona,
Maja, little Magnus and the furniture onto a plane bound for the Lotus
Land, where I found a small house to rent near the University of
British Columbia, only a 10 minute bike ride from the place we used to
live in on-campus housing.
Going East
Michał and his wife Krysia went the other way. From the Pacific coast
they moved to Yarmouth on the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia for a job
in fish processing. I visited him and his wife on a bike from Halifax,
breaking my own biking record with over 200 km logged in one day. I
managed to sell my house next to the Dalhousie University that cost us
a lot of sacrifice when mortgage rates skyrocketed over 20% around
1981. I covered all windows with thick cardboard wrapped in
aluminium foil to help keep cold out in winter, while we kept room
temperatures at 15 degrees. Iwona baked bread and economized like
nobody else in the world would be able to. I carried every saved dollar
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promptly to the bank to reduce murderous mortgage payments. Michał
was pissed off with the job in Yarmouth. Worldly Krysia was
suffocating in the small town atmosphere and if that was not enough to
turn them both off, the contractor they hired built their house to his
own liking.
In one day of my visit to Yarmouth I helped them get out of the clasp
of their contract with the builder. They were free again when I heard
from Michał from Toronto soon after. He frequently goes to the old
country to help start up yet another packaging machine or a whole
production line in the food industry. For many years Michał enjoyed
an advantage over other suppliers to Poland, because he was offering
slightly used equipment that he scavenged from bankrupt plants in the
US and Western Europe. Then an unexplained string of sales failures
plagued him. I did not believe when he shared his diagnosis,
“Skurczybyki (SOBs) take bribes from more expensive suppliers and
buy top of the line. I don’t know how the company presidents after
them will be able to pay for this.”
Michał is no pushover. Big son of a general, he faced a few challenges
on his business trips in Poland. In a town of Konin, where he was
sitting by the bar in his hotel, defenders of local territory did not like
his face and weight, as Michał concluded from their remarks. They
wanted a fight and got what they asked for, then ran away, screaming
and rubbing their ears which Michał twisted 720 degrees before
banging their heads together. After unsuccessful trials for over two
years to promote an inexpensive but unparalleled sewage treatment
process, I understand what Michał meant by skurczybyki. Somehow,
my would-be clients always ended up with one of the most “advanced”
Western systems. The degree of sophistication and therefore
desirability of the “advanced systems” is measured by the size of the
plug into the power grid, the tonnage of chemicals required per day
and the number of truckloads of glorified, de-watered faeces, called
“solids” hauled to a municipal dump.
Unlike the solar aquatic system developed in Vancouver, “modern”
systems are stuffed with electronics, bells and whistles. They discharge
murky, stinky water from the end of the pipe that is euphemistically
called “primary” or “secondary quality” in Canada. Polish
nomenclature is opposite. Pierwsza klasa czystości (first class of
cleanness) describes the quality of the discharge from a solar aquatic
facility. It means cleanliness of pristine lakes away from roads,
development and chemo-agriculture. None of the “advanced” systems
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bought for Poland is able to produce clean water and solve the stink
and dump problems at a low cost. It is easier to hide bribes and kickoffs in a contract with a huge price tag than in a contract for
inexpensive, appropriate technology based on local labour and
utilizing derelict Polish greenhouses and rubble from demolitions of
decrepit buildings. Besides, the Canadian company does not support
corruption in the countries of their operations.
Father and son
Magnus moved out of our home much earlier than is normal in Poland.
Young people can become economically independent from parents in
the West. Jobs, however low-paid, are more abundant than in Poland in
spite of a recession in Canada. A room in a shared house is popular and
affordable for young people. Magnus lived in such house in the poorer
East Side of Vancouver “to be with the community.” He could not rent
in our up-scale Point Grey close to the University of British Columbia.
When the price of heating doubled recently, he moved into the
basement quarters, a popular rental accommodation in one-family
houses in Canada, and started adapting it to his needs.
I savoured my bike trip with “the best son I ever had,” as I sometimes
jest to him. I enjoyed seeing his physical strength as well as moments
of weakness and exhaustion. But I was most pleased and proud of his
character and dedication to family. When I attempted to show an old
gothic cathedral in Wolin, where we started biking after a short train
ride from the ferry, he said, “Let’s hurry up to meet the family in
Szczecin first.” He wanted to meet his grandpa and cousins before
seeing Poland. Magnus helped me keep a balanced view, too, when I
strayed into complaining about the negatives of present change in
Poland compared to “when I was young.” I could see he appreciated
the right things. He announced at the end of the day on which I pointed
out an alternative to the wooden telephone and electricity supply posts
he knew from Canada, “Dad, the concrete posts are neat.” The bare
fact is that they save trees. “And they make a good use of the good
Polish sand,” I added.
Sand shows up most anywhere one digs into the Polish soil. On the
Baltic coast we learned that sand penetrates into the most secret
crevices of bikes, while and on cross-country trips – that it simply
traps bicycles. Repeated glaciations from Northern Europe covered
Poland with a lot of sand, clay and silt, but not much gravel. This
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geological circumstance led to ingenious inventions in construction,
like the artificial, light-weight stone keramzyt, baked from small lumps
of clay, and siporex – a large building block made of fine silica sand
and so light that it can be handled by one man. We biked past a few
mines of this special sand. Whereas houses in Western Europe are
predominantly built of red bricks, in Poland they are of light-grey
siporex. “It’s practical,” declared Magnus having learned that siporex
is a thermal insulator and can be cut with a saw.
Riding along Magnus, or sitting beside on train and bus trips, I saw
him imbibe the views of the chess-board of rye, wheat, oat, sugar beet
and potato fields, patches of vegetables and strawberries, tracts of red
and black currants, gooseberries, aronia berries (Saskatoon berries)
and raspberries, as well as apple, plum, sour cherry and pear orchards
that carpet the landscape between meadows dotted with relaxed cows.
On road frontages through aromatic woods, villagers displayed their
ware for passer-bys, particularly German tourists: baskets filled with
chanterelles, slippery jacks and all kinds of boleti, including the birch
(kozak) and king (prawdziwek) varieties. At other places village
children stood with jars overflowing with blueberries and wild
strawberries. We picked blueberries, too, at the beginning of our trip
somewhere between the Baltic coast and Szczecin, in one of the three
major forests surrounding this green city. Trucks loaded with sand
were disturbing the peace occasionally when they exited a forest road
from sand mine onto the asphalt. The cargo was destined for a siporex
plant in Rurka. We hit a spot already combed by someone else, for
blueberry bushes covered the forest floor profusely, but we found only
a few picks, just enough to want more on a next stop.
Later, we compensated ourselves by exchanging a few coins – a
laughable equivalent of a couple of dollars – for freshly picked wild
strawberries and raspberries in one-kilogram containers from street
vendors in Szczecin, Gdansk, and Cracow. In Frombork, we were
invited to a you-pick in a plentiful garden surrounding a house of an
elderly lady near the hostel. “Do you have any berries for sale?” I
asked when I saw her working in the thicket of diverse crops. “I just
sold the last container. Come in the afternoon.” We planned to sail
across the Vistula estuary to the spit that would lead us to Gdansk.
“Can we pick?” She was surprised to hear that this was a common way
of selling berries from farms in Canada. She looked at us as if judging
if we could be trusted into her kingdom of several types of berries,
fruit trees and lots of various vegetable patches. She gave us
containers. When they were full she refused to accept payment, “So
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little berries. Your labour is worth more. You are welcome to it.” After
Magnus and I had a feast I returned the container with a few coins on
its bottom.
Frombork had other delicacies in store. A sign on a trailer permanently
parked at a house advertised fresh and smoked fish. A boat under
repairs together with fishnets piling up inside the yard complemented
the picture. I pushed a bell button in front of the trailer. After a while a
fisher woman came out of the house and opened the trailer, displaying
herring, salmon and eel smoked golden-brown. Magnus chose the
cheapest, the herring, with a bit of my advice. Three dollars a
kilogram. Was it tasty? In the course of less than one day spent in
Frombork we returned several times to the bell and called out the
dispenser of the delicacy. On one occasion we had to wait longer.
When she finally came out, a refrigeration truck from Germany was
leaving the yard, fish water dripping from the cracks in the tailgate.
So close to Russia
Road from Frombork to the West is easy. Hitler’s engineers started to
build sections of the Berlin-Kaliningrad Autobahn. They remain, easily
discernible from the other roads by luxurious alignment and ramps
covered with small granite pavers, which send pleasant vibrations
through the wheels of a speeding bicycle. I recognized one section
before Frombork as soon as the front tire hit the familiar unevenness. I
logged a lot of distance on such sections near Szczecin after I got my
first bike at the age of 16. There was hardly any traffic on the
Autobahn in those times, since road transportation was not dominating
and travels to the West were rare. I could not bicycle there today, for it
is now a fully-fledged freeway, complete with huge, EU grantsponsored border control facilities in Kołbaskowo with long line-ups
of trucks from all over Europe on both sides of the crossing.
I stopped on the overpass and looked down. Here, Hitler managed to
build one side of the Autobahn before the war broke out. The other
side was devoid of concrete and was a band of roadbed prepared for
construction, but now overgrown and enjoyed by cattle. Parallel to it
stood concrete pylons of a power line without cables. “To Kaliningrad
in Russia,” I drew Magnus’s attention to the transportation facility that
was to play a key role in Germany’s expansion to the East. 70 years
later, trucks and cars with Latvian, Russian and Estonian plates were
speeding in both directions under our feet.
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“Two tickets to Kaliningrad, please,” I said putting our Polish
passports on an antique table in a travel agency that doubled as a
souvenir shop in a historical tower next to Copernicus’ monument in
Frombork. Copernicus is in Latin, Kopernik in Polish. When we saw a
poster displaying a flying boat and Kaliningrad, we could not pass on
the opportunity to sidestep into another country. The trip was to last
just one hour and a half each way. We would be back in the hostel by
suppertime. We picked up the necessities from our room, locked the
bikes and still managed to buy Magnus a serving of placki
ziemniaczane (potato pancakes) from a joint in the harbour. A small
crowd was already entering the small aquatic speeder. We took seating
with a table at the very back and spread our late breakfast from a
grocery: fresh bread, slices o cheese, kefir, yogurt, juice, tomatoes and
a piece of kiełbasa for me.
We were well into our meal when finally the officer of border control
came to our seating. He did not look long at my Polish passport when
he announced, “You will not be let into Russia with this passport. It
was issued outside Poland.” He added on seeing my surprised face that
stopped munching kiełbasa, “Since 1999, Russians require a visa on
Polish passports issued abroad. You can go on the trip but you will
have to stay onboard. They will not let you in.” The remnants of our
groceries went back into the shopping bag. As soon as I swallowed
kiełbasa, I asked the boat steward how I get my money back. He
opened the tickets and declared, “Customer’s fault, did not have
required visa. It is your loss.” I looked at him with disgust, “My fault
that your ticket agent did not ask where my passport was issued? How
the hell do I know that I am treated specially by Russians after NATO
mayhem in Yugoslavia?” “Don’t scream at me, go to the agent who
sold the tickets. As far as the boat operator, you have no recourse,”
answered the steward.
The travel agent was more civilized and refunded the money without
an argument. While she was filling out the refund paperwork, we
climbed up the tower. Inside, antique furniture piled three layers high
reminding me of my friend Wojtek’s warehouse outside Szczecin. On
top, under overcast skies, we took a bird’s look at the town, the estuary
and the spit on the other side. “Not many old roofs. Frombork must
have been levelled during the war,” I remarked to Magnus. He turned
the other way towards the castle complex on the hill overlooking the
estuary and the harbour. Its red brick walls and tile roofs looked old all
right.
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Another castle
Somewhere inside Copernicus used to work to “stop the Sun, put the
Earth in motion” as a Polish saying reminds about the great
astronomer, finishing modestly “…Polish nation brought him forth.”
We went down the tower’s narrow steps, collected the refund and set
towards the castle past the astronomer’s statue. We followed a path up
over a fill in the former moat. I looked around, discovered the fact and
announced it to Magnus. He did not agree with my conclusion. We
passed by half-buried window openings and when we reached the
barbican foundations buried on the outside but exposed inside and
showing down-looking gunner openings, he finally agreed with me.
The moat must have been at the foot of very high walls. We were
standing at least twenty metres above the sea level. An old drawing of
the castle showed an inlet from the estuary where we crossed a small
stream or channel over a bridge on the edge of the harbour just minutes
earlier.
Magnus was enchanted and I was impressed. In the inner yard, at the
entry stood a magnificent oak as old as the fortress. A sign with the
Polish Eagle announced the revered fact. At the base the huge trunk
was gutted by disease, fire, explosion or who knows what. Steel cable
stays anchored firmly in the ground assured stability during storm
attacks from the Baltic. Like contemporary Poland herself, I thought. A
Gothic cathedral occupied much of the yard. Frombork used to be a
fortress of the Teutonic Order whose mission on earth started as
promoters of the Christian faith among Muslims. From Jesus’ cross
insignia on their clothing and armour, they are called Krzyżacy
(Crusaders) in Polish. On a smaller scale than in medieval times, the
order survived in Germany until the 19th century. In 1809 Napoleon
disbanded the order, which found refuge in the Habsburg court in
Vienna. By 1918 it lost its knightly character and became a strictly
religious order. After Hitler annexed Austria in 1938, it existed
illegally. In 1947 it was legalized by the Austrian government and now
exists in Austria, Italy, Germany, Belgium, Slovenia in former
Yugoslavia and Moravia in former Czechoslovakia.
At the wider end of the yard, close to the tower where Kopernik used
to work, an ancient well was covered, lest a drunken tourist might fall
into it. As on the outside of the castle, most of the yard and the
cathedral were carrot-red brick walls and similar red tile roofs. We
purchased “see-it-all” tickets right after a leader of a bike group got a
thick bundle at a reduced rate. We chatted with the students resting
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beside their bikes loaded like camels, complete with a radio with a
long antenna. They were from Piła in Pomorze country, about 200 km
from Frombork, I figured they followed the route of Teutonic conquest
of Northern Poland. We went up the Copernicus tower. Ten years
earlier Magnus and I visited Copernicus museum in a townhouse near
the market in Toruń. To date Magnus has the lithographs he purchased
there as a souvenir. Kopernik place in Frombork was more impressive
than his house in Toruń. The tower was one of many handsome forms
incorporated into the perimeter of Formbook’s defensive structures.
We could still recognize the tower from a distance when we were on a
boat to the other side of the estuary in the afternoon. Its roof was
discernible above the red complex of the fortress, its clay tiles burning
in the sunrays slipping through a cloudy sky.
Inside were red brick walls and stairs made of old, darkened wood. An
exhibition of meteorites from all over the world occupied the first two
floors. Kopernik’s workroom was on the top floor. I had to tell Magnus
that the place reminded me of the watchtower in Witków – my dream
that had to go to rest for reason of unsettled Polish-German relations,
the same reasons some Germans call the greatest Polish astronomer
Köpernik. The difference is in one letter. They usually add Er war ein
Deutsche to finish the insult, much like CNN, Reuters and AFP
dispatches about Kosovo add at the end, “Milošević crashed the
Kosovo Albanian freedom fighters before NATO had to step in with a
humanitarian mission of international peacekeepers.” Much like the
school friend of Maja who visited us in Vancouver from Israel several
years later, when she pointed to the kitchen gas stove, “I have been to
Auschwitz. You Poles are skilled in using gas chambers and such.”
We went to see a planetarium show in another tower and then followed
arrows leading out the main gate of the mighty fortress to a medieval
hospital building – now a museum, but closed since it was Monday –
that stood re-built at the edge of the town centre below. “Russians
bombed the town relentlessly after capturing it from Germans. They
wanted to erase any trace of German presence,” explained Paweł, a
gardener whom we engaged into conversation in the gardens behind
the old hospital. We recognized small cedars, as if bought from a
Vancouver garden supply market. Along the southern wall of the
hospital, a parade of medicinal plants stood in sandy soil. They were
grouped by healing properties. Magnus exchanged his knowledge with
the gardener in English, picked a small leaf and applied it expertly to a
small cut on his hand. Paweł followed with comments about the
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suitability of some other plants with the same healing properties, but
unknown to Magnus.
Boars, pierogi and ogórki
I modified my eating habits towards Magnus’s vegetarianism, while he
became more of an omnivore thanks to good quality of Polish food and
his appetite sharpened by summer touring, I suppose. His diet rules
started to ease off when by accident pierogi stuffed with ground meat
and cabbage accidentally fell into his order of pierogi stuffed with
cabbage and mushrooms or blueberries, or both, I don’t recall. He bit
into it asking what it was and continued even though I honestly
explained its meaty ingredients. On next occasion I was left speechless
as he ate the whole piece of roasted boar that Rysio (i.e. Lynx, or
Ryszard – when addressed by others than his mother, lover and close
friends) saved for me since our hunt in January 2000 in Puszcza
Bukowa (Beech Forest) south of, but near Szczecin. “It is organic,” I
reassured Magnus, “boars eat beech nuts and roots and Bukowa is a
forest reserve.” Rysio and his hunter association keep the population of
wild swine below a nuisance levels to farmers, “The forests and
wildlife are state property, but we have to pay for damages that boars
inflict in the fields.”
The boars venture into the city parks shortly after sunrise, arousing
dogs on a walk with their masters on an early stroll. Another friend,
wife Aldona of my high-school colleague Tide Dora, told me about the
boar that came to their orchard just outside Szczecin and wagged his
tail when she talked to him softly. But the most urbanite encounters
with wild swine happen in spring on the parking lots where Szczecin’s
largest park becomes Lasek Arkoński, a semi-wild transition to Puszcza
Wkrzańska, which extends to the north of the city. A flock of 15 to 20
wild swine, including females with wild piglets, was seen on a bright
day of spring 2000, charging past parked cars and terrified people. “A
woman hung on to a low branch for her life while the animals ran
under, her feet desperately seeking the highest point on the trunk,” two
friends Teresa and Danuta told me, laughing. Like the others, they
locked themselves and their children inside the vehicles. There was no
reason to be afraid, though. The animals have no record of any harm to
the residents of Szczecin. The two species seem to coexist peacefully.
The animals like that particular parking lot because people come there
to hand-feed them with stale bread, like we do to ducks in Canadian
city parks.
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After tasting the boar, Magnus wanted to try polska kiełbasa and other
meats made of more ordinary pigs and cows. “They are vegetarian, “ I
reassured him, “they eat potato peelings and organically grown grass.”
After that he did not frown at my standard meal of a bun, 10centimetre section of kiełbasa and a sour, fermented cuke. Maybe I
acquired this culinary habit at frequent, government-sponsored public
celebrations of the October Revolution, May 1st Day of Workers, Rebirth of Poland after WW2 on July 22nd, Sea Festival in spring, Book
Festival, and other festivities in communist Poland. Trucks parked in
shade dispensed bułka z kielbasą and oranżada. Readers familiar with
Esperanto will recognize bułka as prototype for bulka, a “bun”.
Ludwik Zamenhof (1859-1922), Dr. Esperanto, introduced into his
artificial language words from different languages, including his native
Polish and Yiddish, Byelorussian, Ukrainian and German, all of which
surrounded him in the Eastern Polish town he grew up in. That he
lives on, I could see in my engineering association questionnaire that
asked its members to indicate the languages they command.
Interlingua, Volapük and Interlingue were there, too, along with Zulu,
Serbo-Croatian, Kannada and Albanian. I love Canada!
Oranżada was a drink with artificial colour and orange aroma that
gave the bottles their name, but with natural sugar, ascorbic acid and
carbon dioxide bubbles. The latter three made it popular among
children. The bottles were closed with a porcelain cap on a wire
contraption that enabled a tight closing of the top against a rubber
gasket. They are a thing of the past. With the fall of communism, rising
of Solidarity and free-market reforms, the content became more and
more shoddy, the fizz weaker and weaker, until the dark-brown bottles
with the white cap disappeared from the scene and were gradually
replaced with plastic bottles of all sizes holding artificially sweetened,
coloured and flavoured fizzy drinks with names like Fanta and Sprite,
and Coke and Coca Cola of course. During a few trips to Deutsche
Demokratische Republik in my student times I tasted a drink identical
to Coca Cola, but made in DDR. It cost much less and had a different
label. Sometimes the German drink was available in Poland. Now it is
to be seen neither in Poland nor in Eastern Germany, although I would
not bet that some imitation artists are not selling it as the Coke
company brands in Central and Eastern Europe. One of the first NATO
bombs in Serbia fell on a tobacco plant that was producing fake
Marlboro cigarettes for the underground market.
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Iwona tried to sour cukes in Canada but they turned mushy. One needs
organically grown cukes for souring. I heard more and more of my
friends in Poland complain that their souring efforts turned mushy and
stinky. On that basis I am considering to submit “ability to sour cukes”
for an environmental sustainability indicator in the West. We could buy
sour cucumbers in most any food store in Poland, including the
butcher’s. They used to stand submerged in oak barrels in vegetable
and larger grocery stores. The sales person would fish them out with
large, wooden tweezers, dripping with the sour juice spiced with dill
and garlic – a refreshing drink. Nowadays they are found on the
shelves, packaged in plastic but with the juice. The packers must be
making a fortune. I best like them małosolne (slightly soured) in the
first weeks of the cuke season. We had them fished out from smaller
containers standing next to the cashier since it is a staple food almost
every customer wants, except those who sour them on their own. We
paid about half a Canadian dollar a kilo.
We saw respectable Polish housewives and househusbands – males
gladly share in domestic duties when they are not absorbed with work
to put bread, potatoes and schabowy (pork steak) on the daily table –
congregating at street vegetable stands and kiosks, markets and farms.
They buy large quantities of ogóreczki, i.e. small cukes ideal for light
souring. Visit their kitchens and living rooms at the time and you will
see a big clay pot, glass container or plastic buckets recently, filled
with ogóreczki that are being soured in salt-and-garlic-and-dill water.
Small fermentation bubbles rise to the surface if you watch for a
longer time. Consider it a privilege when one or, if you are liked by the
hosts, more cukes are fished out and put on a plate in front of you. One
of the most desirable things I was returning home for from summer
vacations was ogórki małosolne. New World Order with its exotic,
uncertain supply of citrus fruit will not endanger Poles with scurvy.
Soured cabbage and soured cucumbers are an excellent source of
vitamin C in winter. They are free from the chemical “enhancements”
of the New Food Order, too. They would simply disintegrate if
someone tried to cheat chemicals into the souring vats. Let’s hope that
genetic engineering of cukes and cabbage would also render them
unsuitable to controlled fermentation. People would not need to
depend on any government and industry labelling then.
Home gourmet
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In Rysio’s apartment, bubbles also rise from a 50-litre glass balloon
nested in a wicker basket next to the little table under a printer in his
tiny office room. Every year Rysio employs microbes to make wine
from red and black currants, sour cherries or blackberries. He treated
me to boar roast with potatoes in mushroom sauce and ogórki
małosolne. He filled glasses with last year’s currant wine made the
sparkling way. I was not the only lucky Canadian. Rysio reported in an
email in mid-September, “Magnus dropped by yesterday. He is in
Szczecin since a few days in one piece and well, staying at his
cousin’s. I treated him to mushrooms, which I picked in two trips
around Trzebież and, with better results, at Brzózki in the quantity of
210 pieces. Kowal’s wife got 225 pieces in one trip, while Kowal –
300 pieces in two trips. They taste delicious.” I responded, “Shut up!”
Two days later he continued, “The total rose to 402 mushrooms which
I cooked and canned yesterday in vinegar and in natural sauce as well
as dried them. All lesser boleti I gave away to Jakowlewna.” A week
later the total reached 700. “2000 mushrooms for Y2K?” I asked.
Rysio knows how to upset me. Just a day before I left on a short trip to
Manchester and on to Szczecin in November 2000, he announced that
St. Hubert’s hunt will take place in three days to celebrate the patron of
hunters, complete with a feast of brawn or deer meat stew (depending
on the outcome of the shooting) from a blackened pot, washed down
with vodka by a crackling fire in the woods. As an accomplished
member of the battue squad, I was invited, too. Chasing the animals
out of their hiding and into the line of fire of double-barrelled guns
gave me opportunities to: pat a dog that unknowingly to me was
smeared with dung for the occasion; walk on the leafy underlay of
Puszcza Bukowa in Rysio’s gumboots, shouting terror to the pigs
hidden who knows where; tear my favourite jacket on a bush when a
huge boar jumped away from under my feet; risk my life against the
camouflaged hunters ahead; see wounded swine run away; bleeding;
and, assist in disembowelling and skinning a small boar in Rysio’s
garage. He cooked the meat promptly, so I could have a taste. I did not
swallow a piece of lead lodged in my portion. “The first shot that
missed,” explained Rysio. But on St. Hubert’s Day I was scheduled in
Manchester for a talk on NATO misinformation about depleted
uranium weapons. The hunters would not re-schedule for me, but
Rysio described the shooting and culinary delights of that day when I
arrived, additionally held up by train delays in England due to
catastrophic floods.
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Jakowlewna lives separately in a house ever since Rysio came back
from Africa with a 24-year young black beauty whom he was
determined to continue helping in the name of North-South redistribution of wealth. Rysio and Jakowlewna decided divorce was for
the losers and the lawyers. I saw her do the wallpapers in his apartment
overlooking his proud achievement – the city’s only intersection with
underground passages for pedestrians. He reciprocates, albeit more
reluctantly, with watering her garden and propping up the pear tree that
got so much fruit this year that branches began to break off. Their
accommodation standard is way over the Polish average, because
Rysio was able to bring dollars home from various engineering
postings abroad. The exchange rate at the time was extremely high.
One dollar could buy 10 times more than now. So they have what they
have. I am only glad that I helped this gifted professional get a job in
Mozambique with a Canadian company.
Souring requires produce free from chemical enhancers and also an
environment with the right bacteria. Anglo-Saxons consider the
microorganisms, as those in sour milk, kefir and other dairy delicacies,
rotten. We have suffered long in Canada without sour milk and kefir
that can’t be made from pasteurized milk. The drinks are ideal
complements for potatoes fried with bacon and sprinkled with dill.
They are the only liquids, besides buttermilk, to make chłodnik with –
a chilled “soup” for hot days made of young beet leaves, young carrots
and other veggies in season that the cook floods with one of the
“rotten” milk products. Just before serving, green parsley, dill, cut
radish and pieces of a hard-boiled egg from a free-running chicken are
put into chłodnik. We had chłodnik several times in bar mleczny –
literally “milk bar” but most often an eatery where one can get bunand-cheese sandwiches with real butter, cottage cheese with radish,
tomatoe or berry, eggs any style, milk and “coffee” made of roasted
grain, cocoa, juices and kompot.
The last word does not need translating. Its French origin in Polish is
interesting because the Slavs must have been cooking fruit in honey
syrup long before Western culture permeated eastwards. Most likely,
Polish royalty and gentry replaced with it a Polish “peasant” name. For
lunch and dinner one can choose from a smaller or bigger menu,
depending on the place, of mostly non-meat and fish dishes, including
numerous soups. Inventions such as soya burgers were added to bar
mleczny menus more recently. I used to be a frequent customer of the
milk bars but don’t remember seeing so many emaciated people with
tired, sad or stern faces, sipping economically the least expensive
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soup-of-the-day and filling the stomach with plain bread on the side,
making sure to gather all crumbs from the plate before leaving the
table. This sight stirred me every time Magnus and I had a meal at
such place. The contrast was most disturbing in downtown Warsaw
where well-fed businessmen on the go with black briefcases, in dark
suites, white shirts and ties, stood in line with the poor in rags and lean
workers in dirty work clothes. Dressed more like the latter, we had a
selection of soup, main dish and dessert like the former.
EkoAgroTurystyka
On the Mazowsze plain outside Warsaw Magnus stopped to record on
film a view of sustainable agriculture. A horse was drawing a plough
through a small field. Thill prodding, a cart was waiting for the return
of man and horse in the shade of a tree by the roadside. A friend,
neighbour or family was sitting near, leisurely conversing with the
plougher who, in his to-and-fro course, returned to the highway. The
horse nibbled at the uncut green shoulder lining the black of asphalt
while pricking its ears and chasing away flies with his tail, oblivious to
vehicles passing by. A few fields on, a group of women squatted down
in the furrows between cauliflowers and cabbage, looking like
mushrooms for the straw hats they wear against the sun and drizzle on
a long workday.
By mid-September Magnus wrote from southern Poland near Cracow
to his Vancouver sustainability and urban agriculture group, “When I
came to Poland this summer I fell deeply in love. The patchwork
landscape elegantly joins many parks and woods, this takes my breath
away (coming from British Columbia, Canada, I know what a view is).
In Stryszow my wonderful adventure of people and their food
culminated in visiting organic farmers and fields.” Magnus helped in
the fields, “We harvested four carts of potatoes with a small tractor and
many hands. It is a marvel babcia (grandmother) turns half a hectare
single-handedly and later the extended family supports the harvest. I
was pleased that my son could see that which many Poles pass by
indifferently, or worse, with contempt, “In my travels, I found that the
traditional methods still in use gracefully demonstrate simplicity (and
beauty) is sometimes most effective. Human-scale plots collage to
form polycultures fostering diversity and resilience in the ecology.
They are ideal for basic farming, such as horse ploughing. As well as
being natural, these practices put people in a wonderful relationship
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with plants and animals. I have heard nothing like the language a
plougher speaks to the work horse.”
Magnus described the sounds country folk make when “speaking” to a
horse and suddenly I could remember what I forgot over a few decades
away from rural scenes. Magnus tried to get closer to animals, “The
fresh milk and cottage cheese I have been fed by farmers motivates me
to practice the daily ritual of taking krowa (cow) out to feed and back.
This is a scene I would rather live than watch TV. For me, these and
other elements of human-scale and integrated farms are crucial for
sustainable food system.” I reminded him of the scene somewhere
between Dęblin and Puławy that I spotted while riding ahead of him
on a highway laid on top of a Vistula dyke. Below, a countrywoman
was walking a cow on a long line between a field and a meadow,
patiently waiting for the animal to finish each patch of grass and weeds
– living in the moment, celebrating the bond with nature, no hurry to a
TV, job or shopping mall. I stopped and waited for Magnus but he
glanced only briefly and did not take his camera out. The scene
reminded me of paintings by Wyczółkowski or Chełmoński, Polish
artists from the turn of the 19th century, famous for rural scenes.
Why is Polish countryside so important? Magnus pondered this
question in a letter to the International Coalition to Protect the Polish
Countryside, “Poland's countryside is tapestry finer than quilt. Poland
is lucky to have tightly knit water, wild life, woods, mountains, farms,
villages and towns […] sewn together with people living in harmony
with nature. Somehow land and nation have been able to accommodate
tens of millions of people without loosing food quality, fruit and
flavour over hundreds of years.” Magnus offered some solutions to the
question on how to keep the Polish countryside alive, “The answers
are not coming from business despite their empty promotional
campaigns [nor] from domestic and foreign governments despite their
tiring reports of jargon [but] from enlightened people who care for
Poland, the nation, landscape, nature, and beautiful living.”
The answers are “many and immediate,” Magnus learned in his travels
and subsequent research: “Keep on farming fresh! Engage in
EkoAgroTurystyka. Reward farmers for ecological resource
conservation and management. Enforce and respect land use and real
estate law. Close any loopholes and dissolve control by foreign
ownership. Celebrate!” Magnus concluded his letter in defense of
traditional Polish agriculture, “Poland has enormous ability to produce
fresh, healthy, diverse, and delicious food for its populace. It has an
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opportunity to flourish as a culture sensitive to the environment and a
culture that takes pride in its character.”
We could purchase the fruits of farming labours at a market in
Maciejowice, the site of a Russian defeat of the Polish national hero,
Tadeusz Kościuszko, who led an uprising in 1794 in an effort to
prevent the third and final partition of Poland by Russia, Prussia and
Austria. On October 10th, after a number of serious battles with the
superior Russian and Prussian forces under Generals Suvarov, Denisov
and Fersen, beginning with the victory at Racławice on April 3,
through brilliant defense of Warsaw on July 9, seven thousand Polish
troops, drawn almost entirely from the people and humbler gentry,
attacked 16 thousand strong Russian army and was almost annihilated
as the expected support of Kościuszko contingents failed to arrive. The
hero was seriously wounded and, insensible, was made prisoner on the
field of the battle.
Welcome, immigrants
Polish explorer Paweł Strzelecki, who ventured into the southern
hemisphere and was the first to climb Australia’s tallest peak, named it
after Kościuszko – deservedly so, for he is a Hero of Two Worlds.
Before leading the uprising against the ravens of Europe salivating
over the tiny remnants of once grand Kingdom of Poland and
Lithuania, he fought for American independence. As an appointed
colonel of engineers, Kościuszko built fortifications at Saratoga. Later
he was responsible for American defenses along the Hudson River and
constructed fortifications of West Point. Since 1802, West Point is the
oldest military academy in the United States. It trained great American
military and political leaders: John J. Pershing, Douglas MacArthur,
Dwight D. Eisenhower and many others. The academy became a
pioneer in civil engineering when Colonel Sylvanus Thayer served as
West Point’s superintendent from 1817 to 1833. As a civil engineer and
a Pole, I would like to think Kościuszko’s works from previous
century inspired Thayer.
After the war, US Congress appointed Kościuszko to the rank of
brigadier general, which he retained in the Polish service. Along with
the thanks of the Congress, he received the privilege of American
citizenship, a substantial pension and land estates. Just before his death
in 1817 in the United States, he freed his slaves, only requiring that
they keep up schools on his liberated estates. Kościuszko became a
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legend earlier in his life. In 1794, after he was invited by the Polish
insurgents to command the national armies with dictatorial power, he
refused at first, then yielded upon learning that the insurrection had
already broken out and Russians were about to crash it. His arms were
consecrated according to an ancient custom, which gave religious
sanction to the insurrection. It was Cracow on March 24th, 1974.
Amidst the crowds filling the marketplace of this former Polish capital,
Kościuszko swore fidelity to the Polish nation and determination to
fight the enemies of the country, but protested that he would wage war
only for the independence and territorial integrity of Poland.
“Recently, the goofs in the government started to hint a change of the
name of Kościuszko’s peak. Anglo-Saxons are not always too fond of
Slavs. Western societies forbid making fun of blacks, gays and other
minorities. The only group left to ridicule and discrimination are the
Slavs,” informed me Roman Zaroff, the webmaster of a pan-Slav
website from Australia. His grandpa, a soldier of Bialogwardziści
(White Guard, organized against the red revolutionists following the
Russian Revolution of 1917), used to say in Russian Nas nie ljubiat s
nas smjejotsa (We are not liked, we are made fun of). Roman in
Sydney, Przemek in Los Angeles, Michał in Toronto, Mietek near
Amsterdam, Marek in Halifax, and a legion of Yugoslavs in the West
whom I got to know in the last year through internet after NATO attack
– we are valued, well-educated members of Western society and make
an honest contribution to it, like most of the 10 to 14 million of
Polonia who consider themselves Polish or of Polish descent.
Compared to the Anglo-Saxon colleagues and members of visible
minorities, we are not always treated equitably when it comes to
remuneration and job promotions. We are white, so we can’t scream
“Discrimination!” when injustice is done to us. Slav accent does not
count as “visible.” I tried it in government surveys to no avail, for they
contain no such box to tick off. Dishonest Chinese, East Indians, native
Indians, gays and lesbians in Canada do scream, even if no injustice is
happening to them. I experienced anti-Slav racism on several
occasions. Having lived and studied for four years in wonderful,
utmost tolerant Denmark, unequal treatment was unknown to me when
I arrived in Canada in 1975. One of my bosses in the provincial
government of British Columbia was good at securing more rights than
were due to him, solely on the basis of the colour of his skin –
similarly, one lazy native Indian woman. Once I was constructively
criticizing a draughtsman’s drawing of the project under my charge in
an engineering office in Halifax. Junior to me in age, rank and
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education, the man said with anger in front of our boss, “You don’t like
it, go where you came from.”
One of my Anglo-Saxon next–door neighbours has been looking down
on us since we bought the house next to his in 1984. The bill he
presented me for the fence he replaced between our lots remains in
arrears. There was nothing wrong with the old picket fence and the
new one looked identical. At the time I was unemployed and had no
money. Later I decided to ignore him. The other neighbours – he being
a Canadian from a Polish parent, his wife American – don’t visit us as
frequently anymore since their combined income became I guess 10
times higher than ours. He visits occasionally to check with Iwona the
mushrooms he picks, while his wife – to ask how to rescue a dying
plant.
Counting faxes to Poland
The provincial government of British Columbia broke the racist
record, in my books. Human Rights Commission, Anti-discrimination
Committee and other bureaucratic creatures placard every office and
street in Victoria, the provincial capital, with posters and pamphlets
against racism and discrimination. But a Slavophobic bean counter hid
in the ministry executive office. He used to dutifully check telephone
records for compliance with the rules of “official use only”. Telephone
and fax bills are a tiny fraction of a government office budget. Most of
the taxpayer’s money is wasted in bad decisions and lack of
accountability of the management. Statutory 15-minute coffee breaks
for union members, which in practice extend for hours of running
numerous employee own errands, are in my opinion the second biggest
waste. If an executive accountant has nothing better to do but sniff out
all telephone records in the ministry building, so be it – he needs to do
something to justify his fat paycheque and fringe benefits.
I had difficulty, though, with his zeroing-in on my faxes and telephone
calls to Poland. “You come from there, have family and friends over
there; the Ministry must check,” he replied, not knowing that my
brother lives in Italy, sister – in Sweden and that I disliked writing or
calling my senile mother or that she did not have a fax. I maintained
contact with several countries in Western Europe. Poland figured big
on the accountant’s accusation, because I was preparing four papers for
an East-West professional conference in Warsaw. My work was not
run-of–the-mill and put my backward employer on a world map of
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economic analysis of transportation investments. There was a
professional justification for every single fax and phone transaction of
mine. I was also in touch with a Polish institute, who purchased a few
hundred pieces of sensors for Polish roads that started to fall apart
under heavy traffic as the economy shot up after years of downfall. I
sought Polish experience with the sensors because a research
programme under my charge required the same type of equipment.
The accountant was blind to my professional requirements, so I only
asked, “Are you checking our deputy minister’s faxes to England? He
is from there, has family and friends there.” I complained verbally to
the director of my branch, „Discrimination, harassment.” Both words
trigger a violent reaction in a bureaucrat, for they know they do it, a
great social stigma is attached to it, but they always manage to wriggle
out of any situation smacking of it. Then I saw the accountant at an
amiable meeting behind closed doors with the director. They were
buddies and he made no secret of it, “Svein is my friend, we go
together to a woodworking workshop on the weekends.” Of course he
would not tell me that bonds between the upper managers strengthen at
government “retreats”, which often run for a week at a luxurious resort
at taxpayer’s expense, and where higher bureaucrats set the rules and
“management structures” and dispense privileges that would help run
empires within the government.
Upon reading “summary reports” and “resolutions” from their retreats,
I wondered at the concurrence of vocabulary with “current issues” of
national, international and global politics highlighted in the
mainstream media at the same time. When “productivity” was topical,
the retreat discussed it, as if there was hope for increasing the
beneficial output of the bureaucracy while reducing their harm to
society. When “privatization” came down as a magic word from the
ether of a “global business community”, the ministry rushed with
layoffs of engineers and experts, and transfer of road maintenance and
transportation planning to companies and consultants. Managers
without technical expertise suddenly acquired a lot of power as
“process managers,” replacing the good, old planning, design, building
and maintaining the provincial road transportation network.
Perhaps globalist media controllers were working on information
warfare in civilian applications when “perceptions of the public” were
discussed at ministry retreats and then at office meetings of more
ordinary employees. It was not a bad application of a rejuvenator to the
entire surface of Trans-Canada Highway out of Vancouver, but “public
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perception” that caused several fatalities and scores of injuries when
the first rain fell. The entire section of the freeway was closed in both
directions. As the only expert on skid resistance at the ministry (I was
surprised how many times I turned out to be the only “expert” on
topics indispensable to the army of Western-educated professionals
and managers at the ministry), I was delegated to investigate. My
report was suppressed for it did not fly with the road safety director,
who was partly responsible for the scandal. The immediate manager of
the rejuvenation project was “demoted” by a move to a parallel job in
another department of the ministry.
Used car transportation
At a meeting of our branch with a “process manager” from the
penthouse floor of the ministry, the insolent climber of career ladders
lashed at the laid-off engineers and planners (a few committed
suicides), as if they were the reason for government and ministry
failures. Myself a licensed professional engineer, I rose and asked,
“Mr. Used Car Salesman, what do you know about roads other than
cars ride on them?” Today, they still have their cushy jobs in Victoria,
while the network became more expensive to the taxpayer and less
passable to the road user. I am underpaid and on a temporary contract,
with the federal bureaucracy this time. Here, too, I learned not to get
too excited and not to throw pearls between the bureaucratic swine. I
channelled energies into writing on topics the government does not
want to touch or deals with anti-socially. “Sustainability” and
“environmental responsibility” were translated into better roads for
more cars and more self-cleaning ditches to control the toxic runoff,
while transit and railways remain primitive in Canada, compared to
Western Europe, even Poland.
Shortly after the meeting of the director with the bean counter, I was
notified about so-called “internal investigation” of my travel expenses.
The red-skinned manager of my section was always fighting with his
Anglo-Saxon superiors for professional values and fairness (and his
own career, of course). When he learned about the investigation, he
jumped and remained not too happy, because he knew what it meant. I
was not happy, either, because my ethnic boss has had a lot of
experience in North American bureaucracies and if he was concerned
about the investigation, so should I be. But I was at peace since I did
nothing fraudulent in my extensive travels on ministry business and
naively trusted in justice and internal audits. The International
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Criminal Tribunal for Former Yugoslavia already existed but I was not
aware of it. Anybody familiar with the workings of the ICTFY
understands the principle that he ministry applied in harassing me:
Accuse now, look for proofs later. Their lengthy reports and “proofs”
were as bogus as the “justice” in the Hague kangaroo court.
I responded factually to every word of the audit’s allegations and
demanded redress, since word about my dishonesty got around the
ministry and, I suspect, much further, as subsequent job search has
indicated. My refutation remained unanswered. Finally I submitted
smashing proofs in the form of notes from others, car-rental agency
records, and excerpts from technical literature saying that what I did in
some of my site visits was the right way. I did not have time to
assemble my defense before, due to workload on a ministry flag
project in Greater Vancouver. The answer came from a female chief of
government internal audits, about whom I heard from my Polish friend
who has been unfairly treated by her as an accountant-controller
working for the provincial government. My friend went jobless after
that. The chief responded, with a respectable couple of months’ delay
that my submission did not prove anything and the investigation was
no longer in progress. When job cuts arrived at my ministry, guess who
was the first on the list. Actually it was not I personally. “Your position
is no longer required in the organization,” announced the letter
addressed to Peter Bein of Poland
Worse than the anti-Slav racism that some Anglo-Saxons harbour is the
judgment of our intent and intelligence by the lack of purity in our
English expression. Many chauvinists judge us by the number of
mistakes in spoken and written English. I was constructing some of the
clearest, most grammatical and orthographic memos and reports at the
ministry, as my colleagues often stated with admiration. Perhaps for
that reason my verbal expression was expected to match. Typical for
most speakers of a foreign language, our speech is sometimes clumsy,
other times grotesque because we select vocabulary as it occurs to the
mind at the moment, but unfitting for the occasion. I often got into
trouble because my colleagues and superiors jumped to conclusions
based on a word I used which they perceived as politically incorrect or
personally offending.
Iwona experienced a different kind of racism. She has fibromyalgia
and cannot express herself at times. When it happens, words simply
cannot come to her mind and when they do, they leave out her mouth
with the opposite meaning or mispronunciation. Several times men and
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women in position and with impeccable British or Canadian accent
treated her like an idiot or a lower-class serf. I wonder how they treat
Asian immigrants to whom English is the same as Chinese to the
English speaker. Less intellectual Poles are not treated much
differently when their ignorance of local customs and social norms is
exploited, sometimes in a criminal way. Reuters reported in
November 2000 that four Chicago policemen preyed, under the threat
of deportation, on Polish immigrants whom they eyed as wealthy. The
allegation had it that veteran police officers with over twenty years
experience waited outside Polish-American bars and nightclubs to pull
over vehicles carrying ladders, indicating that they were contractors’,
and bearing old PL bumper stickers, a sign many of us like to show for
national identity in the sea of foreign cultures melting together.
Raised on Polish jokes in the US, the policemen perhaps assumed the
PL people are not quite with it. The small contractors in the US usually
work in cash on small jobs. The policemen threatened the Poles with
deportation if they did not hand over their wallets. The situation was
not unique to Polish nationals, however. From New Jersey's highways
to California’s sunny freeways, policemen have been accused of
singling out black or Hispanic motorists for traffic stops – a racial and
ethnic profiling. Traffic tickets are sometimes paid on the spot in
Poland, so it might not have occurred to some of the victims to
complain in the most liberated country in the world. Welcome,
immigrants, to the Wild West.
Markets and a hero
In the town of Maciejowice, memento of the great Pole born in
Lithuania was inconspicuous and unassuming. A sign at the front of
the one story town hall that doubled as a county seat and school board
office announced simply Muzeum Tedeusza Kościuszki. The main
entrance was being lined with marble and granite tiles, to some
European Union standard, I suppose, judging from half-finished work
that already detracted from the building and the whole village. But
what Brussels writes in thick binders is now becoming a gospel in
Poland. The country desperately wants to join the promised land of
EU. Or else the former Soviet raven, presently wearing feathers of
different colours than the hated Red or the Tsarist Eagle, will descend
on Polish plains and enslave the nation again. The museum was
somewhere inside, around the inner courtyard, but temporary access
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through the cramped premises of the school board was impossible due
to noon break.
So we went to sample the produce from the market. It was not actually
a market filled with a throng of vendors, wares and customers. The few
stands lined up in front of the vehicles that – using the terminology of
Brussels’ free-market economy – brought the produce from farm to
market: a tractor, one Polski Fiat, one dilapidated Nysa pick-up truck,
and a horse-drawn cart. The island of this assembly looked lonely in
the middle of a cobbled space the size of a football field, which
surrounded the town hall-cum-museum building. We smiled to
ourselves on seeing the ridiculously low, for our Canadian pockets,
prices posted on crates of cukes of different size, two or three kinds of
pink to deep-red tomatoes, radishes with white tips and live-green
leaves, shags of dill, whitish kohlrabi, tight heads of white and red
cabbage and cauliflowers, sunflower tops, corn cobs, onions, carrots,
garlic, apples, plums, pears and lots of potatoes.
The veggies and fruit were not perfect in shape and colour as seen at
Safeway or in the bad-smelling produce markets along Broadway in
Vancouver. They had blemishes, spots, wrinkles, irregularities of shape
and colour. Carrots had arthritis. Tomatoes were a bunch of outliers.
Pass EU standards they would definitely not! But I loved the sight and
so did Magnus. With a bit of luck, if the farmer standing behind the
crates was extremely poor, the produce might be organic. Compared to
Western European farming, an average Polish farmer uses about seven
times less chemicals to grow plants and about a tenth of Western usage
of stuffs in husbandry. We regrettably bought only what we needed for
lunch and a bagful of aromatic apples. At the price it would not be
worthwhile to stop at a fruit tree by the road. Taking the money, the
seller said contently, “Enough for a beer,” and sincerely invited us to
stop by his stand on our return trip, like every good merchant should
have done. We bought a loaf of fresh, crusty bread, a package of fullcream twaróg (cottage cheese) and a carton of grapefruit juice (no
sugar added) in a store fronting the market. We set off to find a shady
place for our feast, for the sun-drenched town began to exhaust me.
Finances are no laughing matter for Polish farmers and their families.
Millions of farm workers and management lost their livelihood
overnight when one of the first “reforms” in post-communist Poland
closed state-run large farms – PGR as they are abbreviated in Polish –
for political more than economic reasons. The International Monetary
Fund, the European Bank and the World Bank applied a shock therapy
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that was not much different from that in Yugoslavia after “elections”
2000. Farming and food industry were one of the first slated for
“improvements” in Poland. The problem with food in Europe is that
there is a fat surplus of it. European farmers put pressure on
bureaucrats in Brussels to "protect" them and to dump their subsidized
production all over, including Central and Eastern Europe and Russia.
Big money is at stake. Roughly half of all European Union funds go
into subsidies to farming and rural communities. “Understandably so,”
said Magnus, “farming and food production are the basis sustaining
any society. It’s got to be protected.”
In their own backyard, Western Europe regrets the farm and food
policies that are being currently forced on Poland and other former
Warsaw Pact countries. Western food is not cheap and not healthy,
compared to Polish or Hungarian. How could it be, when agriculture is
labour-intensive and labour is several times more expensive in the
West compared to Poland? Economists use the term "external costs" to
describe negative effects of human activity that land uninvited on third
parties. External costs of Western food are huge. Energy-intensive
processes contribute to general pollution and production of greenhouse
gases. Western farming is also chemical-intensive. Most of
eutrophication of lakes and seas comes from agricultural run-off.
Intensive cultivation practices erode and degrade agricultural soils.
Industrialization of food production led to genetic manipulation of
food species, monoculture of rural landscapes, dependence of farmers
on seed supply from chemical multinationals producing chemicals
suitable for plants from these and not other seeds. Western-style
farming is not good for the social fabric and culture, either. Western
rural communities have almost died off, and their inhabitants, who
often are stewards of national, regional and local culture, have melded
into urban communities. Neither is this farming financially sustainable,
for it is subsidized with money taken out of the urbanite thick wallets.
Previous policies and practices have proven unsustainable; hence
Europe is trying to fix the problem at a huge cost. Similar trend is
surfacing in Canada.
Progressive Europeans see a great opportunity for Polish contribution
to Europe exactly through revival of the Polish, labour-intensive,
chemical-free, sustainable, individual farming. It is "organic" by
definition, hence of high value and demand in the West. Many
Europeans are keen to preserve the Polish rural landscape and culture,
so they can come for vacations and enjoy that which has disappeared
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in their own countries many years ago. Individual farmers are the
mainstay of Polish agriculture. They are able to feed the nation and
amply produce for export, even without significant production from
the former state farms. Trouble is the government intentionally does
not buy their crops and makes their livelihood impossible. Balcerowicz
and hundreds of other future "elite" spent some time being
indoctrinated in the US on "stipends" before they took offices in postcommunist Poland. On instructions from Brussels and Washington,
Polish puppet government harms its own farmers exactly because they
are able to deliver plentiful product of high quality.
A nation who can’t feed themselves
I visited one of Poland's largest dairies located in the east of the
country. It collects milk from hundreds small to medium farms. The
plant is modern, its product first class, complying with the stringiest
European standards. Looking surprised at the quality of wastewater
discharge, I also realized that the dairy sits in the middle of a vast area
of tidy farms, pastures and natural reserves in the form of woods,
marshes and wild river habitats. The world class, UN-protected natural
reserve of Biebrza River and marshes is nearby. Green Lungs are just
north of the area. Just imagine the devastation to food, environment
and social fabric, if Kraft Inc. and DuPont Foods took over. If Brussels
really cared for Poland, they would introduce anti-corruption reform
before any other. Now the bureaucracy in Poland is so huge, so
entrenched and so powerful, corrupt and draining on the nation's blood
that there is little hope of reforming them.
Large European grants for modernization of infrastructure and rural
areas are stuck in bureaucrats' drawers in Warsaw, who seek to control
the money in order to get richer. Newest Mercedes, their children
studying in Switzerland, a huge home in the suburbs and vacation
home in Spain is never enough for them. Brussels is furious, but
seems unable to do anything about distribution of their Euros to those
in Poland who need the money. Farming, in whatever ideological form,
offers a unique opportunity to rehabilitate millions of rural people who
have been pushed into desperation, extreme poverty, depravation and
substance abuse by thoughtless, egotistic policies of the "elite" and
their backers. Poland does not need to send their farmers to Uncle Sam
for rehab. The nation is perfectly able to take responsibility for its own
members, as it did under many different systems many times before. It
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just needs responsible and able leadership plus genuine support from
the West, or else – to be left alone.
An Australian of Polish descent, a member of StopNATO e-list wrote
in March 2000, “The problem with Polish farmers is that around 40
percent of the Poles are farmers. With smallholdings and primitive
methods used they are not going to be a competition for cheaper
foodstuff from EU, or as a matter of fact from Hungary (farmers’
revolts under Lepper already destroyed one transport of grain from
Hungary). An idiot like Balcerowicz dismantled Collective Farms in
early 90's […] Instead he should give shares in these state farms to
people who worked there. Within a few years the shares would be in
hands of smaller group of people with initiative and these farms would
prosper as much as large estates in the West. As for the rest of the
farmers.... let them migrate to USA. It’s sad but there is no place for
them in today’s Poland.” I responded with an equal depth of insight
that if the Polish government caused a mass exodus from Poland, it
might have provoked NATO air raids to stop it.
At about the same time the opposition Polish Peasant Party (PSL)
warned that the government might provoke a "general peasant revolt"
by continuing its agricultural policies. According to the PSL, because
of the government's policy allowing foreign capital expansion in the
agricultural sector, Polish farm products were pushed out from the
domestic and foreign markets. PSL suggested the government might
protect Polish agricultural production by introducing high tariffs for
imports. The Australian posting and the PSL warning came just after
my friend Mietek returned from a trip to Poland and described the
destitute rural areas he visited. Police protected the hotel in which he
stayed in a small town in southeast Poland from crowds of protesting
peasants and farmers.
“Even butter in the hotel cafeteria was from Germany,” wrote Mietek.
Unemployed and desperate rural folks hang around main roads to the
annoyance of folks from Warsaw, who couldn’t drive fast because of
the obstructions. During a visit to Poland in the fall of 1999, I saw
Lebensmittel (food) truck after Lebensmittel truck with German
registration plates zoom by eastwards on a main highway not far from
the western border. Of course we don't know if the trucks were
destined for Gdansk or the Baltic states. Only a few years earlier
before the “reforms” intensified, trucks from all over Western Europe
were hauling away high quality, cheap Polish food products. A miracle
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must have happened in the meantime. Probably the Polish farmer
became lazy, or the land – infertile.
Unlike the rest of Poland where small farms prevail, state-owned
PGRs dotted practically all western and northern territories or Ziemie
Odzyskane (Regained Territories). These lands were regained after
WW2 following centuries of German rule. At the end of WW2, Poland
was assigned by Stalin and the Allies about 100 thousand sq. km on
the West up to the Odra and Nysa rivers, while 180 thousand sq. km
were chopped off for USSR from the East. Total present area of Poland
is about 310 thousand sq. km. The regained lands saw a wave of resettlers from the East and a communist experiment of PGR and PGL
(state-owned forests) introduced everywhere.
Alcoholics and elections
After the reforms (second meaning of reformy is a pair of warm ladies’
underwear and Poles joke about the “reforms” of their government
accordingly) over half of Poland’s PGR land is being taken over by
weeds and wildlife, while the machinery and equipment was either
stolen or rusted away. We saw large tracts of fallow land on the way to
Copernicus’s Frombork in the north, where we saw huge rabbits and
hawks. Magnus glimpsed a fox crossing the road. A woman from a
Pomorze seaboard village, whose income depended on a local PGR,
told me that her monthly welfare cheque – called kuroniówka after the
then minister of social welfare, Jacek Kuroń – could barely cover her
expenses on trains she took to look for work after the PGR was shut
down. Kuroń is one of the ideological fathers of the Solidarność
movement of the 1980s. His colleagues are now the Polish power elite
of the AWS party – Akcja Wyborcza Solidarność or Election Action
Solidarność in English – while millions to whom Kuroń et al.
promised well-being and security are sinking deeper into poverty,
alcoholism and despair.
We saw idle alcoholics in most every village and town in the rural
areas. They were sitting inside (or outside, depending on whether it
was raining or not) bars, cafes, restaurants and stores (alcohol is
carried by all grocery stores in Poland), holding beer, cheap Polishmade sikacz (piss wine) – called so after the physiological urge it
invokes – or vodka bottles in their hands. They walk away to a nearest
wall or a tree to drain the liquid from time to time, most often in public
view. When sober, they look for something to steal or for marginal
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work to earn enough for a bottle of vodka, get drunk and waste another
day away.
When I was helping my antique-dealer friend Wojtek with building his
dream workshops in the fringes of Szczecin in 1997, only alcoholics
were available for hired labour. The able and sober Poles were working
for foreign companies in Poland and abroad, who could pay a better
(but still rather modest) salary. My employees took cigarette breaks
every 20 minutes and sneaked out to the store to buy beer. They stole
tools and soda water stocked in the tool room for the summer
workdays ahead at my construction site. They were good people,
though. When a stray dog joined our construction efforts, they adopted
her. In return, Sunia (meaning, diminutively, Lovely Little Bitch) gave
us joyful company and guarded the construction site at night, lest
thieves might steal the recycled bricks we were using. She could not
wait for my daily stroll for she also liked to roam and explore the
countryside.
Therefore, I don’t pre-judge those unfortunate people anymore. I used
to do it when I saw them in their pitiful condition. I don’t turn away
when they start conversation and I try to understand what they have to
say. More often than not, they reveal a sensitive, human side. But I still
boil on seeing them piss and make dark nooks and corners anywhere in
towns and cities stink like urinals.
Alcoholism was always a problem in Poland, but prostitution seems to
have arrived with free-market reforms. On many previous trips I saw
their teenage daughters by the village roads, dressed like whores, flag
down vehicles with foreign registration plates. The invisible hand of
capitalism drew young Polish women (and teenagers, unfortunately) to
this oldest profession not only inside Polish borders. Countless
immigrated to Western Europe in search of better life once a passport
became a thing of everyday use. They populated the bordellos and
escort agencies in towns and cities of higher-income Europe. I wonder
how many were enslaved into mafia-run bordellos serving UN and
NATO peacekeepers in Kosovo.
A series of legislation in the name of the free-market demagogy denied
Polish farmers the right to sell their crops for a fair price. This was
another calculated blow, critics say, to drive Polish farmers to despair
and force them to sell their land to foreign capital, primarily German.
Until then the business of bulk crop buying rested with government
institutions. Without a warning and any transition period usually seen
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in normal countries, the farmers found themselves standing with
trucks, trailers, carts and wagons filled with recent harvest in front of
closed doors of the bulk purchase centres. Outraged, the farmers
barricaded the main roads to the annoyance of Warsaw elite who
wished to drive by at great speed on their way to very important
meetings or resting places in the best spots of Poland, where they get
away from it all. The legislation met an appropriate reaction from
Samoobrona (self-defense) – another Polish protest movement starting
with S, but this time an organization of desperate farmers rather than
shipyard and other industry workers.
“Corruption… Don’t be part of it,” read posters and billboards in
many cities we went through. The former PGR land has been subject
of too much lobbying from the West and too much Sejm (Polish
parliament) activity that aimed at sell-off together with the other Polish
assets to any foreigner with money. Maybe “any” foreigner is too
broad, but certainly those who know how to reward Polish
parliamentarians, government and bureaucrats get a nice piece of the
Polish pie. “We would not do it if your government did not want us
to,” said some Germans when asked why they are buying out Polish
land and industry. I answered, “Our government would not do it, if
your West did not push corrupt government down Pole’s throat and if
your money was not bribing our officials into sell-outs.” Despite the
anti-corruption advertising, the government is not doing anything to
stop it, except for a few shows performed on political opponents.
Corruption is so rampant that UN ranked Poland together with
backward African countries in this respect
Police is not just helpless. It is part of corruption and mafia. State
security has more important things to do, like harassing sects, i.e.
anybody opposed to the official party line or the Catholic doctrine.
Recently, to show how much the government cares, police were
chasing Bulgarian and Romanian (maybe Kosovo Albanian as well?)
prostitutes who line up along main roads to elicit business, particularly
from international truck drivers. At the same time, state security forces
were “verifying” the past of presidential candidates. The Polish name
for this activity conveys even more: lustracja means scrutiny.
Reportedly, Kwaśniewski did not collaborate with communist state
security, but lustracja tried to prove it at any price. The investigation
of the president of Poland was so rude, humiliating and clumsy that he
promised to look into that part of the Polish governance system after
re-election. He was re-elected in landslide victory, only matched by the
election of Putin in Russia, “In France, even de Gaulle did not succeed
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in achieving [comparable electoral support],” wrote in November 2000
former Polish premier from the Solidarity uprising era, Mieczysław
Rakowski, now the chief editor of monthly Dziś. The magazine
represents a fairly high level, but its leftist, pro-SLD party leaning is
obvious. No wonder it writes favourably about Kwaśniewski, whom
the opposition considers a traitor as much as the AWS-UW clique.
Is it election time?
In 1991, farmer Andrzej Lepper led a hunger strike of farmers who
were unable to pay back their loans. In the following year,
Samoobrona was born and elected Lepper its leader. Samoobrona has
since carried out numerous protests and blockades: the occupation of
the ministry of agriculture in April 1992, invasion of Sejm a year later
and farmer rallies in Warsaw in July and December 1998, to name a
few. In January 1999, in a symbolic protest against importations of
West European, mainly German, food products into a country whose
government was destroying own farming, Samoobrona blockaded the
Polish-German border crossing at Świecko. Lepper ranked 9th among
the 13 presidential candidates in 1995 elections. He was summoned
over 70 times to various courts for illegal activities of Samoobrona and
for insulting the government. Knowing what most Poles feel about
their government, I am not surprised at the charges. Lepper was
running for the President of Poland in November 2000 elections but
had a meagre chance, like other principled and honest candidates, for
lack of Western support and therefore money for his election
campaign.
In the official propaganda, Lepper was a troublemaker and the other
dissidents were dishonest, impotent, ugly or outright fascist. Those
who have caused the present Polish disaster were displaying their own
election posters and slogans everywhere. “Is it election time in Poland,
Dad?” asked Magnus as we rode through one village where every
vertical surface, from county and village administration bulletin
boards, through school and church glass cases, to huge advertising
billboards that were covered with coke and chip ads before, were now
showing an unknown guy in the company of his wife and children,
“One of you and working for you.” His name and the slogan printed on
a banner hanging over the full width of the road greeted us into the
village and another one bid us good-bye on exit. I could recognize
neither the name nor the face of that man. Prepared in the political
backrooms with help from Western “advisors”? – I asked myself.
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The looks of a candidate seldom counted in Polish elections. However,
the nonsense of election propaganda was carried over to Poland with
the winds of change in briefcases of World Bank, IMF and other
advisors like professor Sachs who swept over Central and Eastern
Europe as the Soviet bloc was disintegrating. What should a
presidential candidate be like? – asked a poll in the leading daily of the
Warsaw regime, Rzeczpospolita. He does not have to be Catholic, nor
deliver on election promises, but should be educated, honest and goodlooking – supposedly answered the readership. I write “supposedly,”
because Rzeczpospolita did not wake my admiration for independent,
objective journalism before, during or after NATO attack on
Yugoslavia. I have been using this yardstick without failure on Western
media, so it should be valid for the Polish paper, too. According to the
survey, current president Aleksander Kwaśniewski and candidate
Andrzej Olechowski could count on the widest electoral support, while
Lech Waŀęsa and Marian Krzaklewski – on the smallest. In between,
the list was filled largely with the ruling elite’s candidates, too. How is
it different from the communist times?
The demise of Lech Waŀęsa is largely unknown to the ordinary
Western public, but his downslide was only political. Compared to the
lean, agile electrician from 1980s Time, Newsweek and Maclean’s
presentations, Lechu (as he was popularly called in his time of glory) is
a fatso and the subject of popular jokes, as well as envy for the fortune
he supposedly acquired from awards and speaking engagements. “How
is… what his name… [here followed a distorted pronunciation of
Wałęsa’s name] doing nowadays,” I often hear at parties when I
present myself as a Polish Canadian frequently travelling back to the
old country. The ideals of Solidarność are long buried at the cemetery
of political transformations, but the average North American maintains
a myth of democracy still evolving from the overturn of the communist
system under worker-leader Wałęsa. The same mentality rejoiced on
seeing CNN pictures of another “popular overthrow” of evil forces in
Beograd in October 2000.
A week before we flew to Europe I heard from my channels that a few
hundred trade unionists independent of the ruling Solidarność
participated in the official launching of Krzaklewski’s presidential
election campaign, in defiance of the AWS party directives. The
demonstrators carried banners that summarized the deep feelings most
Poles have for the hated AWS party and its Krzak (bush) as they call
the self-conceited, arrogant leader. Krzaklewski Brussel’s dog, AWS
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lies unblushingly, Thieves, Marian Krzaklewski for Uganda’s
president, Krzaklewski will end like Ceaucescu – read the banners. The
ruling elites don’t talk about alternatives to communism and
capitalism. They grew on contempt for everything communist and
Russian and simple-mindedly cling to the West. The masses are
similar. When I tried to speak up about a pan-Slavic economic alliance
(without Russia’s dominance) or about ownership of enterprises by
employee shareholders, I was immediately shut up, “We have had
enough Red rule!” The idea of Polish investment consortia consisting
of numerous smaller investors did not fly with them, either.
I peeked curiously into a website linking to the web pages of the
presidential candidates. The prognosis was different, of course,
depending whose site it was published on. Korwin-Mikke’s site
showed him on top of the list. Boleslaw Tejkowski’s pages did not
even have the links finished, a sure sign of lack of funds for the
campaign, contrary to propagandist accusations of his funding from
Moscow. An internaut could only read Tejkowski’s monthly Wspólnota
on-line – monthly, not daily or weekly – another sign of no support
from either West or East. Tejkowski, a veteran of struggle for national
interests against the communists, then against Solidarność and now
against the pro-Brussels, AWS-UW regime, wrote in the July issue, “I
desire to be a candidate of all Poles who make up the Polish Nation, to
which I belong and which I am serving. But most of all I would like to
be a candidate of the exploited and deprived, the poor and unemployed
and homeless Poles. […] In order that a candidate independent of, or
opposing the UW, AWS and SLD be elected, at least two-thirds of
eligible voters have to go and vote.”
That does it: democracy at work. This way Poland would never be able
to shake off the leach that sits on its back and sucks the blood out,
sharing, however, with the West. It is exactly the classes Tejkowski
would like to serve who don’t go voting and are manipulated with
scares from the elite’s propaganda. Fearing nevertheless that
Tejkowski could somehow obtain the required two-thirds of all votes,
the regime subjected him, like all the others except themselves, to
lustracja. An avid opponent of everything communist, he was accused
of collaboration with SB, the state security agency in communist
Poland. The prosecutor quoted ridiculous “evidence” and “witnesses”.
Tejkowski demanded that the evidence be scrutinized. A series of
delays ensued, sufficient to stall collection of a minimum of 100
thousand signatures required by law for nomination of a presidential
candidate.
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Post-election trauma hit Krzaklewski, too. The leader of Solidarność
followers, AWS, asked all village chiefs for election support in a twopage, hand-written letter. One of them, Jan Perec from the village of
Iwiny in the Wrocław region, responded with a considerably longer,
open letter, ending, “Neither Bismarck nor Stalin have inflicted as
much harm to our rural country as happened under Solidarność in the
last 10 years. I am writing this letter with great bitterness […] Your
goal is to take Polish land away from Polish farmers and to give it to
Germans. In vain, Mr. Krzaklewski. We will not leave the Soil of our
Ancestors…”
On several pages Perec listed the harm and misery in the countryside:
contracts not honoured and prices for farming products lower than
production costs; 50% of arable land standing fallow; farmers
producing for sustenance; no income beside meagre pensions because
industry fires workers from rural areas first; closing of rural public
transportation, schools and health care; and, high taxes and fuel prices.
“Given the above facts, I have no illusions any more and am
withdrawing my vote of confidence in you and your AWS and UW and
SLD, too. All of you in the three parties are marching along the same
anti-Polish and anti-worker path,” condemned Perec.
Public outrage reached the point that voters start doubting the
nationality of their elected officials. “As a Polish citizen, I demand that
the members of the ruling elites divulge their racial and national roots
as well as former name, if it was changed,” wrote Perec, reflecting the
mood of millions of his compatriots in Polish cities and rural areas.
Roots aside, the cynicism of the elites revolts most Poles, as Perec
wrote, “Mr. Krzaklewski! Every 100 or 200 m you smiled to the voters
from your posters, all over Poland. Where did you get the money? All
of you smile, are nice, allure the Nation […] fawn the Poles, but in
reality you rob and destroy the Polish Nation!”
Dinosaur tactics
His presidential campaign was severely undermined when the official
media presented him as a sure collaborator of SB, distorted the court
proceedings and Tejkowski’s own statement, “I never was, am not and
will not be anybody’s agent, because I neither like nor need it.” The
objective evidence was clear that he was a dissident prosecuted by the
communist regime, not one of them. Tejkowski stated before the court
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and the media that the SB and its present equivalent, the UOP,
counterfeited all file documents with signatures attributed to him by
the prosecution. To the glee of the media, Tejkowski suggested that the
court pass “his” file on to the media for publication educating about
the criminal activities of the SB and the UOP. When finally Tejkowski
won morally, the deadline for submission of nominating signatures
expired. The case was “dismissed” by he court, without ever proving
Tejkowski guilty and without vindicating him.
The ruling Polish coalition had a good chance to stay in power because
it received support from the West, who themselves were driven by the
fear of the Eastern Adversary and therefore suppress any rising leftist
movement. Nationalist political overtones also put the West on their
toes with the rhetoric that criticized integration with European Union
and NATO. The opposition was SLD with a number of smaller parties
and political associations. President Kwaśniewski came from this left
political wing. The left enjoyed a support of 40 percent of the
electorate in September 2000, according to surveys, but re-election of
Kwaśniewski for president in Fall 2000 did not mean that the left
would necessarily win parliamentary elections in 2001.
Kwaśniewski was seen as a balanced reconciler of the right and left, a
cultured man, the “father” who genuinely wants to keep the national
family united towards common goals – in contrast to the often rude,
narrow-minded, egoistic, corrupt and outright silly AWS-UW group.
Kwaśniewski stood apart from his predecessor Wałęsa. He did not use
his office to intervene in matters reserved by the Polish constitution to
the government or courts. Wałęsa acted on the fringes of legality, but
Kwaśniewski was the personification of respect for the letter of the
law. He came, nevertheless, under much criticism, particularly from
the nationalists and extreme leftists, for too much leniency towards
AWS-UW politics harming the Poles and for yielding to the coalition
pressures to sign off unwise reforms and laws. Parliamentary victory
of the Polish left appeared so much less likely, after the world saw
what US and NATO special services can do to install the government
they like in Beograd, right under democratic Europe’s nose.
The regime had a good chance to stay in power also owing to irrational
fears among the electorate. Any miscarriages of the new “reforms”
were immediately blamed on the miserable legacy of communism and
most of the masses bought it. I heard some of my very well educated
friends do that. For most Poles, one American movie or one glance
during a trip to Western Europe clarifies that everything is way better
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na Zachodzie (over there in the West). They imagine that everyone is a
rich Texas oilman, and that everybody lives in a spacious rancher away
from the city, surrounded by pristine nature and singing birds. Every
person in the West drives on empty highways in one of three cars to
pick today’s money from a tree and spends weekends in a luxury
motorboat on equally empty lakes. I was amazed with Pole’s ideas
about life in Canada. They know nothing, for example, about
devastation of irreplaceable forests by clear-cutting, engineered food
without taste, about poverty, hungry children and grim prospects for
youth in this supposedly wealthy country. There is twice as much
poverty among Canadian children as among Western European kids.
My arguments were not heard that 10 years of restructuring the old by
the free-enterprising system is more than sufficient time to start seeing
change for better Poland. Most Poles still think that it takes ten years
to build one-family house and that progress is measured by the number
of cars in the traffic, the stink, the noise and the crowding and soiling
of sidewalks by parked vehicles. One of my family members, who
lives in an apartment for which the rent nearly equals his monthly
pension, pointed to the multitude of new cars parked in front of his
building, “Look, people are getting richer, it’s getting better in
Poland.” I heard the same 10 years ago about colour TV in the midst of
a cramped apartment that have been crying for renovations for ages.
The TV was THE measure of personal progress. At that time I could
watch Polish TV theatre. Now it’s almost entirely American movies,
judiciously interspersed with beer, coke, chips, diaper, detergent, toilet
paper and feminine napkin commercials.
I also hear frequently from Polish Canadian acquaintances that things
got really better in Poland. They fly over for two weeks, see the flashy
stores filled with food and goods, the maddening traffic in form of new
Western cars in place of the old, ugly communist makes. On returning
to Canada they declare, “Things have improved tremendously and are
really good in Poland.” Things are, but not the human condition. Of
course they have not been to schools and hospitals, they did not have
to make do on a Polish monthly wage, they did not need to go through
the hassle of dealing with bureaucrats to arrange everyday life’s
matters, they did not talk to employees with months of meagre wages
still not paid. They did not notice alcoholics hanging around, they did
not talk to unemployed ship captains, engineers and scientists, and
they were not shot by mafia. A few of them lost their cars, but their
insurance covered it, so it was not a big deal. When Poles loose
property, most of them kiss it goodbye, no matter how well they have
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insured it. Like the Poles in Poland, the Polish visitors from Diaspora
tend to see the world through the looks and contents of shops –
Pavlovian conditioning of their comfortable lives in the West, I guess.
Polish wages, Western wares
Similar mentality led to absolute dualism in Poland: either empty
shelves and full employment for a communist wage, or full shelves
and large unemployment for an even smaller, but capitalist wage. The
elites much prefer the latter, since with help of the “invisible hand of
capitalism” (a few buddies in the right places, no scruples, intimidation
and a little massaging of the system) they can secure huge rewards like
nobody dreams of in the West. Examples are too numerous to mention.
Just in the last year, a frenzy swept through all levels of Polish
governments and bureaucracies, from local gmina, through powiat
(county), województwo (region) and sejmik wojewódzki (parliament of
a region’s local governments), to Sejm and the central government in
Warsaw. People were watching with disbelief as the public assets they
have been creating with great sacrifice for the last 50 years were
“privatized” one after another, Sometimes it looked like the investors
were paid to take the asset, because the acquisitions were so hopeless.
Quality of most everything under communism was pits compared to
things Western. The Polish nation therefore shaped an opinion, an
inferiority complex about their infrastructure, country and culture.
A young academic acquaintance of a couple of hours that we spent
together talking in Poland wrote me an email. He asked for a letter of
recommendation in support of his application for a position with an
American university. “I do not know your work and character well
enough to write a meaningful recommendation,” I replied. “US
reviewers of your application would not think much about either my
letter or yourself. Why can’t you ask your teachers, university
colleagues and friends in Poland who know you better?” His answer
stunned me, “Foreign opinions count more.”
The majority of Poles are convinced that the dead food in cans they
acquire in over-the-border trips to Berlin is superior to fresh Polish
food because it is a bit cheaper and has a Made-in-Somewhere-Elsethan-Poland label. Just a few years ago I used see Polski Fiat cars
negotiate the shoulders of European freeways at crawling speed to
bring the West home and take advantage of price differences. The
small cars were usually loaded twice their height and were pulling
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trailers packed as high. The rewards were often insignificant if time,
vehicle wear and fuel were taken into account. In the clutter of bazaars
found on most every corner of every city and town in Poland at the
time, one could see and purchase the harbingers of freedom and free
market system: cans of coloured soda, CDs and tapes of doubtful
origin bought on sale, expired packages of assorted foods, cheap
porno, fire-damaged stock of building materials, fake cosmetics
bearing the right names, vinyl shoes and plastic clothing made in the
Far East but displaying Adidas labels, tons of plastic shopping bags
probably stolen from supermarkets, lower-end radio and TV products,
and so on.
A homegrown English speaker was once trying to convince me how
superior English was to Polish or any other Slavonic language and how
well it could convey feelings. Linguists know just the opposite. Present
pro-Brussels propaganda of Polish neo-liberals reinforces these
mistaken opinions, for they serve to distract Poles from “nationalistic”
thinking and bring Poland into the European Family as a supplier of
cheap labour and resources, and a big market for under-quality and
banned goods from Western Europe. Plastic-frame windows are
outlawed in Europe but gladly supplied to Poland. For some time until
the Polish authorities caught up, dangerous and outlawed materials like
lead cables, wood panels coated with plastic, recycled newspapers and
colour magazines were brought into Poland from the glorious West for
dumping or re-processing. The offending components stayed in
Poland, the useful stuff was trucked back.
Car fair
For the fans of cars, gielda samochodowa sprang out in all major
cities. One could buy or order any make and model desired, including
North American gas-guzzlers which enjoy unexplained fame in Central
and Eastern Europe, perhaps for associations with the Hollywood
dream washed into people’s brains via TV. Western Europe,
particularly Germany solved the problem of disposal of substandard
and old vehicles. Consumers east of the Oder-Neisse line hungrily
swarmed over the junk from German and Dutch car graveyards. Each
time I entered the country by road from the West, long queues of
suppliers specializing in seeking out the wrecks at car cemeteries and
crash workshops of Germany, Holland, France, Belgium and Austria
were always waiting at the border road crossings into Poland. Usually
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they traveled by a small truck and pulled a trailer, thus making it
possible to bring two, even three wrecks instead of one at a time.
In recent years the regulations changed. Cars older than a few years
were no longer allowed into Poland, but spare parts were. Instead of
the wrecks, one could see at the border crossings engines, transmission
assemblies and assorted car doors and other body parts on the trucks
and trailers of the “suppliers”. Whole cars were still brought in, but
disassembled. On one trip I overtook many “suppliers” of wrecks
heading east between Frankfurt and Poland. Their density seemed to
increase closer to the border. On a freeway in former East Germany I
spotted a 3-axle shiny truck tractor with a half a million Deutsch Mark
sportscar tied to the chassis where normally the trailer would rest. It
was an unusual way of transporting a very expensive car. Soon after I
saw it parked on the freeway shoulder, viced by flashing police cars.
Was it a legit transport or Russian car theft mafia, for whom many
Poles steal cars in Poland and abroad? It was not the regular supplier
of wrecks, for sure. When I reached a border crossing with Germany,
my car was in a line-up behind a truck laden with tires and covered
with a tarp. The customs officer came, the tarp went off, and the officer
moved a few tires and ordered taking all of them off. By the time the
tenth tire landed on the ground, a new car showed from underneath.
Customs officers belong to the best-paid jobs. The pay cheque is like
in other average jobs but fringe benefits don’t compare.
While Poland’s car ownership has been climbing steadily, the army of
suppliers of Western junk cars dwindled. Before opening car
production in Poland, automakers such as Opel, Mercedes (Poland
makes Mercedes vans and small trucks), Daewoo and Toyota coerced
the Polish government into banning the used-car imports. Before, the
Western car fix-up “industry” was dispersed in the countryside. I
frequently passed by workshops in villages, where in former stables,
pigsties and barns the crashed carcasses were straightened and
polished for sale in like-new condition. Air pollution and heavy metals
were thus conveniently transferred nach Osten. Environmental quality
and sustainability indices in European Union shot up. I once read a
proud report on a German squeaky-clean train from Amsterdam to
Berlin. It displayed graphs of spectacular cuts in greenhouse gas
emissions in Deutsche Bahn system. A few hours later I was on a
Polish train from Berlin with sleeping cars heated by coal and smoking
of course through every station, because it was December. I read the
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manufacturer’s label. The coaches were made in Germany and
previously belonged to Deutsche Bahn.
Sick country
The survey in Rzeczpospolita brain-washer affirmed how two-thirds of
Poles valued education, eloquence and knowledge of languages, 60
percent – honesty, veracity, reliability and incorruptibility, and a third –
the looks of an election candidate. The paper surely meant just the
percentage of respondents, not the whole nation. Understandably, the
majority of candidates were from the corrupt, discredited tri-party
ruling coalition. A top member of Unia Wolności (UW) once said that
elections don’t matter, as long as UW gets some votes. With the help
of the West and through manipulation in Sejm and government they
can re-gain power, no problem. The architect, or rather the mason of
Polish perestroika, Lech Balcerowicz, a perpetual minister of
economic disasters, a much hated protégé of the architects of Polish
transition onto the Right Way – the US and the World Bank, its
professor Sachs and European Union – is from Unia Wolności. “A sick
country,” says one of my Polish friends who got accustomed to TV
news over the last ten years and no longer rages over daily features of
stupidity, nonsense, deceit and trash in reports from Sejm and
government offices.
Once the Sejm discussed whether or not it should decide the permit
and location for every hypermarket in Poland. It is not that the
parliament ran out of topics of national importance. No, to Poles who
know the workings of their power and administration machine, it was
obvious that fat kick-offs were at stake and the newly created local
government bureaucracy was fighting with Warsaw to retain the right
to profit from hypermarket permit bribes. Democratic attempts at
tempering the materialistic appetites of the bureaucrats and
government officials are in vain. When legislation limited the income
of one of the sejmik of local governments in one of Poland’s 17
voivodships, it smartly mandated “rewards for exceptional
achievements”. Those achievements are apparently extraordinary good
deeds to society, for according to the new rule all salaries went back to
the levels from before limitations were imposed. The reduced salary of
the sejmik chairman, 10.5 thousand złoty (over US$4000), was topped
with a monthly “reward” of 4.5 thousand złoty. The sejmik board
members received a 2200 złoty on top of an 8700 złoty monthly take.
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By comparison, the average salary of a lucky, working Pole is below
1000 złoty (US$250) for a 6 day a week, 8 hours per day labour. The
bureaucrats and politicians are paid dieta for every meeting they attend
during work hours. The total dieta in a month easily reaches the
equivalent of their monthly salary. They also make sure to be on
“boards of directors”, in “task forces”, on “steering committees” and
other bureaucratic constructs that they learned from colleagues in the
free-market countries. Including bribes, kick-offs and manipulation of
legislation to their private ends, they are easily clicking in excess of
US$10k per month (C$14k). Still the cost of Polish living is about 2-3
times lower than in Canada. In effect they are making the equivalent of
an average annual Canadian salary in one month! In return for their
privileged public position they leave chaos, poverty and
demoralization of Polish society. When I shared my concern with one
of the “prominent” economists who work for the World Bank and
such, he simply responded that Polish economy improved most among
the former communist countries and that the “wealth will eventually
trickle down to all Poles.” Some wealth may ooze out from the villas
of the “haves” to the workers in rags who build them on their knees. I
just cannot see that the drippings could improve the lot of the majority.
In one village next to the diked-off Vistula less than one hour’s drive
from Warsaw, a woman running a tiny but well-stocked grocery told
me, “All life I bent over crops from early morning to well after sunset.
No vacation ever, and now a pension that is not even enough for transit
fares. Those urbanites from Warsaw who speed by in Western cars
don’t need to worry,” she said just after an upset old man caught up
with his grandson at her store. The young fellow took his grandpa’s car
to town without documents. The police caught him, confiscated the car
and it could only be claimed on payment of a sum that made me
wander: the fine about equalled that man’s annual income. I
remembered the drivers who honked at us and showed us the finger,
Toronto-style, while shouting angrily inside their shiny, hermetic
capsules because we were walking our laden bikes across an arterial in
Warsaw instead of obediently taking two sets of stairs leading up and
down a murderous pedestrian bridge. Horrors! They had to slow down
from 70 km/h and give way to some plebs in dirty clothing. They
deserve the two or even three times inflated prices they have on
produce in the capital city, I thought revengefully, biting into a pink
tomato from Maciejowice.
The former PGR people were left to their fate in the best style of 19th
century capitalism. 15 percent of Poles live, or I should say vegetate,
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below survivability threshold, too many in the rural areas of former
PGR. They don’t have enough to eat, are homeless or are left without
care when sick and old. Another 50 percent of Poles live below
poverty limit, 30 percent are modestly wealthy. Surveys show opinions
about Poland joining European Union and NATO more or less in the
same proportion. Over the last few years, polls reveal a consistently
dropping support. Most recently, the “against” figures revolved around
60 to 70 percent. The balance included the “don’t know” category.
People are utterly confused that pro-Western government could have
brought disaster to their homeland instead of the expected bonanza.
They are also afraid to say “I am against” or their neighbours might
label them komuchy – a derogatory word reserved for the enthusiasts
of communism.
In the meantime the welfare dropped visibly. My antiquarian friend is
one of the barometers I trust. He and his wife saw more and more poor
people bring meagre objects for sale. During a November 2000 visit I
watched a poor lady attempt to bargain a few extra złoty for her lowvalue sugar-bowl, “You can have it plated with silver,” while a welldressed family (their metallic-platinum Lexus parked outside) picked
and chose their next purchase from a gallery of expensive antiques.
My doctor-friend Krzysztof observed a marked decline in the number
of visits to his clinic in the same period, “When I opened in 1997, on
some days patients had to wait on the stairs. Over the time the crowd
thinned out, the waiting room now remains empty, sometimes for
hours.” I probed Krzysztof, “Maybe a new competition stole your
patients?” “That too. My colleagues set up primitive offices in their
apartments, prescribe antibiotics for everything. That boy who just left
– his parents took him to several doctors since he got sick three months
ago, spent a lot of money, but got wrong diagnoses. He has an
inflammation of the third tonsil and I will be removing it. None of the
doctors bothered probing the boy’s throat with a finger. I did.”
2.2% of GDP
Admission of Poland together with Hungary and the Czech Republic
to NATO on March 12th, 1999, fits into NATO expansion plans to
make the world happier via free-market reforms. The total bill of
military integration for these states is estimated at 60 to 100 billion
dollars. Joining NATO also fits a need perceived by some Polish
politicians and strategic thinkers for national security relative to a
potential danger from Russia. US donate used weapons to its newest
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allies. Polish sceptics say the equipment is to serve Polish military
assaults in other regions. An American rocket-launcher frigate donated
in June 2000 is too large for operations on the Baltic. Polska
Marynarka Wojenna (Polish Navy) does not need to operate beyond
that area. As in Napoleonic times in San Domingo, Polish soldiers will
be suppressing rebellions of oppressed peoples in the remotest places
in the name of humanitarian intervention, and in exchange for doubtful
sovereignty under EU and NATO wings.
Considerably larger portion of tax money goes to Polish NATO forces
than in the much richer Western NATO states. The funds are supposed
to upgrade and streamline Polish weapons with NATO systems. Not so
long ago impoverished Poland was asked to share in the costs of the
new headquarters of Lord Robertson’s NATO in Brussels. Polish
taxpayers would be also footing multi-billion dollar bills for F-series
jets and other American weapons. In total, Poles will be forking out
US$4 billion annually over foreseeable future basically so that an
alliance hostile to and foreign to Slavs would be able to use them
against their kin in “humanitarian interventions” in the Eastern and
Southern Europe, possibly even further. By comparison, the World
Bank estimated that US$1 billion would be required annually over the
next 20 years to bring the protection of aquatic environment in Poland
to West European standards. Under the title of cuts in the army, Polish
government announced in March 2000 an unchanged 2,2% of national
budget for military purposes, far above a typical expenditure in a rich
European country. The programme of modernization of the Polish
armed forces was accelerated from 15 to 5 years, maybe because
Russia woke up after NATO “achievements” in Yugoslavia.
As usual the Poles, when denied equity, seek to re-adjust the system on
their own. While I was pedaling through Slovakia, unknown
perpetrators assaulted general Henrik Ekmann, the commander of
NATO’s Northeast Eurocorps who station in Szczecin. The assailants
took his 5 thousand złoty (close to US$1200). That reminded me of the
German commander of KFOR whose pistol was stolen during a rally
of Kosovo Albanian separatists in spring 2000. One wonders how good
these NATO generals are, if most any cutpurse can steal their wallet or
weapon.
Arrival of NATO in Szczecin was awaited with expectations of a
bonanza. Many residents of my city prepared to reap benefits from the
need to house, feed and entertain the officers and soldiers from
Germany and Denmark. Owners of dilapidated homes in Pogodno, the
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most attractive part of the city, were asking exorbitant prices over the
last couple of years on account of expected demand. I was putting out
my feelers on the property market at the time and walked away
disgusted from most viewings of properties advertised as “attractive,
up-dated, with all modern conveniences.” They were either unfinished
luxury homes in crowded suburban developments, or fixed-up
apartments in pre-war German building stock, where typically the roof
would be leaking and the staircase stank of urine because the
administration did not care. Typically, the buyer is lucky if tiles and
sink are installed in the bathroom, while a typical kitchen only has
water and sewer hook-ups gaping from the walls.
The properties were rather expensive relative to the land, labour and
materials required to build or upgrade them. Apartments are often
located amidst low or normal income tenants. The common premises
from the gate through the piss-smelling staircase to the dark and dusty
attic detract from the shiny hardwood and wallpapers of the apartment
for sale. If the buyer is not careful, he may find that the roof leaks over
his top-floor apartment because building administrations have more
important things to look after than a private property in the middle of
their empire. For the prices being asked I could buy a comparable
property in my expensive Vancouver or I could settle in a small estate
in Provence. To the newcomers to EU and free market in Szczecin,
supply was quite abstract from demand. No wonder that NATO bought
a reasonably priced complex of condominiums that was finished to a
high standard and was attractively located next to the largest park in
Szczecin, on a main route to NATO barracks.
DM800,000 was the asking price for a half-finished 200 sq. m house
on a small lot overlooking dozen of other attempts at opulence by
successful businessmen, high-ranking bureaucrats or mafiosos. The
asking price was 50% above the market value of a finished property,
but there was still DM50 - 100 thousand worth of landscaping and
finishing work to do and kitchen and bath equipment were still
missing. The house’s main attraction and selling value was a focal
point in the living room – an “antique” tile oven where a fireplace
would be standing in a typical North American home. My antiquarian
friend Wojtek dismantles those by the dozen from old apartments
being “modernized”. Upstairs, a bathroom tiled floor, walls and ceiling
featured a 4-person spa. It was obvious that the owner of the
overpriced, unfinished jewel did not like to keep it for his own family
because of the contractor’s mistakes, from kitchen to soaking pool in
the basement.
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Perhaps the only good thing about that overpriced lemon was that my
university friend (now Dr. Piotr Zaremba) custom-designed it. Piotr,
Nikodem Wojtara (now living in Vienna with his Polish engineer wife
and children as big now as we used to be then) and I practised a system
for absenteeism from the boring lectures at Politechnika Szczecińska.
The lectures begged presence only to copy what the teacher wrote on
the blackboard. We took turns in producing 2 carbon copies for the
other members of the “club”. I confess I had the largest number of
carbon copies in my course notes. The beginning of the academic year
was the busiest for my friends, for I usually lagged behind on one of
the hiking treks that were strangely organized by student associations
in the beginning of the academic year.
Drang nach Westen
Admission of Poland to NATO, some observers say, was premeditated
to split the Slavs. Others add that WW2 was fought to wear out the
Slavs. Slavonic nations lost the largest number of people, both in
absolute terms and in percentages of their total population. A total of
about 50 million soldiers and civilians died in that war. USSR lost
about 22 million people. Poland had a population of 35 million before
WW2 broke out and later lost at least 6 million people in combat on all
fronts of the war and in terrible exterminations, including about 2.7
million Polish Jews. Calculated per 1000 of inhabitants, Poland’s
human losses were the highest in the world. Polish culture, academia
and leadership at all levels suffered tremendously as a result. Many
prominent scientists, teachers, artists, professionals and industry
managers in pre-war Poland were Jewish.
A map at the museum in Szczecin showed the extent of Slavs to the
Elbe (Łaba) River. Today, there are still numerous names of localities
between Odra and Łaba with a Slavonic sound to them: Zierzow,
Kyritz, Krakow am See, Niemegh. The now teutonized Slavs of central
Germany, called Polabs (Połabianie), once stretched as far north as
Rügen Island and Holstein region around Hamburg and to the
southwest – to the Saale River. West of Nysa River, the southern
affluent of Odra, Łużyczanie or Srbi (apparently, no connection to the
Balkan Serbs) withstood Germanisation and won cultural autonomy
within Deutsche Demokratische Republik in 1949. Łużyczanie to the
more fertile west of that enclave succumbed to Germanisation by
1815.
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Łaba River separates two distinct landscapes. By about the 5th century
Slavonic tribes drove Germanic tribes out of the higher, forested ridges
situated between lower land and marshes east of the river. German
name of that land with poor, stony soil (Preusen) means the land of
spruces. For more than 10 centuries the stable core of Germany has
lain west of Elbe. East of it was a tidal zone of human ebbs and flows.
From early 9th century Germans repeatedly pressed eastwards (Drang
nach Osten), supposedly to convert the Slavs to Christianity, only to
withdraw afterwards. But for about two hundred years starting from
early 12th century, colonization accompanied conquest and conversion.
Polish King Bolesław Chrobry adopted Christianity from his German
neighbour, Emperor Otto the 3rd, fulfilling the strategy of his father
Mieszko the 1st to avoid trouble to the forming Polish state from the
West. That strategy remained pivotal through the reigns of numerous
kings after Chrobry, who opened the country to the influx of German
craftsmen, artisans and merchants.
Many Poles fear that joining NATO and Europe will give Germany a
mandate to repeat history by re-colonization of Poland. That process
may have already started, by design or not. German currency is used in
transactions between people and companies, like in Serbia. Deutsche
Mark figures on top of the exchange rate listings in kantor throughout
Poland. Except for Russian and Ukrainian labour and mafia who seek
employment and gain in Poland, and prefer to operate with US dollar,
the bulk of other valuta dealings are in German currency. My friend
Wojtek frequently uses Deutsche Mark in his antique business dealings
with Polish and German customers alike. Germans are also aggressive
in acquisitions of Polish property and land.
In the 13th century Prince Conrad of Mazovia (Konrad Mazowiecki)
called in German crusaders, the Teutonic Order that lost its reason for
being in the Palestine. The order was helped on the northern Polish
border to entrench itself and later penetrated into lands occupied by the
pagan Baltic people. German immigrants colonized the conquered
lands rapidly. In 1226 the Teutonic Order subdued themselves and their
newly acquired lands to the rule of Emperor Frederick II. The Polish
state was divided at the time into a number of loyalties. Already
vulnerable to aggression from neighbours and to the Mongol invasion,
the divided Polish states found themselves in the danger from a
powerful German state on their northern border. Nevertheless the petty
princes were able to encourage German immigration that helped them
invigorate economic life.
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First Pomorze and Lower Silesia (Dolny Śląsk), and ultimately most of
Poland absorbed the Germans. Jews, expelled from nearly every
country by crusading zeal, were also granted the right to settle in
Poland. Poles considered them skilled middlemen contributing to the
economic life, but Jews were never absorbed as the Germans were,
which hampered the formation of the Polish middle class. During the
12th to the 14th century Poles were forced to learn mainly from the
Germans, who exploited this position and caused strong anti-German
feelings. Poles began to seek models of material and cultural
development in Italy, France or the Low Countries in preference to
Germany. The union of Poland and Lithuania under Jagiełło was a
blow to the Teutonic Order in the beginning of the 15th century.
Poles are afraid that a German takeover of Polish lands acquired after
WW2 would begin when Poland formally joins Europe. The Poles
might then become serfs of German landlords and industry owners in
the Polish state. An easy way out would be to form an alliance of all
Slav states, say some Pan-Slavists, instead of joining the EU and
NATO. But what if Russia takes over that alliance? – reply the critics.
As many times before, Poland is again flanked by two evils: one on the
East and another on the West. The Slav states lack power to form any
pact independent of US, NATO or Russia. By cheating on a promise to
Gorbachev to dissolve NATO together with the Warsaw Pact, US
gained an upper hand and monopoly on world power. That allowed US
and NATO to weaken potentially strong Slav members Czechoslovakia
and Yugoslavia, by breaking them up into smaller states. The other
Slav countries are either controlled by the West or are being
destabilized to gain such control.
NATO is presently trying to gain control over countries between
Poland, the Baltic and Russia. It is part of the same strategy that
brought US and NATO troops to the Balkans. Many Poles see it as the
Teutonic wolf in sheep’s skin of EU. Polish mothers and fathers are
asking, “Will our sons become NATO gun fodder on battlefields of
Byelorussia and Ukraine? Or in Palestine?”
The nationalists are asking: Why does Bundeswehr need to exercise in
“severe winter conditions” on Poland’s eastern ranges? News from
Germany about the activities of associations of re-settlers from Ziemie
Zachodnie is also sour grapes. One association, the BdV (association of
Germans displaced as a result of WW2), intends to create a memorial
and research centre in Berlin. According to Erika Steinbach from BdV,
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15 million Germans were forced to leave their Heimat after WW2, of
which over 2 million perished during re-settlings. According to Polish
history and memory of a few survivors, Hitler ordered German
population to leave. Conscious of the atrocities committed by Hitler on
Slavs and to avoid revengeful repressions, German population was
leaving before Soviet army or civilian administration arrived. This
happened on the territories presently in Poland, Slovakia and the
Czech Republic.
German fortunes
Like millions of others throughout Europe who were displaced by war
and social engineering of the WW2 victors, my parents re-settled near
Szczecin, where my father was starting up a former German synthetic
fibre plant. They lost everything during WW2. As a Polish citizen on
lands to which USSR laid claim at the beginning of the war, my father
had to leave Wilno in Lithuania. My mother was bombed out of
Warsaw. When I was little, I remember my mother show me a poor
man in rags, pulling a cart in Szczecin, “He is a German. He stayed
because he was born in Stettin.” My little heart cried for this lonely
figure bent over the poles by which he was pulling his cart heavily
laden with junk iron, alienated from everybody and poorer than
anybody around. I never saw any of my neighbours harm him.
Today, I don’t believe anybody would. But they would steal from a
wealthy German Bauer in self-administered income distribution. This
happened to one of Wojtek’s customers, an antique connoisseur and a
farmer with land holdings in Germany, Canada and recently in
Pomorze. I wondered if it was about him when I read a Polish article
describing a trial in Szczecin of 8 Germans and 6 Poles who bought 20
thousand hectares of Pomorze land with fake Polish corporation
identities. The accused Poles facilitated the deals in exchange for
handsome rewards.
According to the existing law, foreigners are not allowed to buy large
tracts of land. I do know a Kurt (name changed) from Germany who
acquired 2 000 hectares of farmland in Pomorze, as creatively brought
machinery and cheap fuel over the border and reaped a harvest, only to
be robbed of it by his Polish employees. Supported by a low-interest
loan and a Drang nach Osten policy from his German bank, he bid on
the farmland at an auction without fearing any competition. A Polish
and Canadian citizen of good standing, I could not get a loan for the
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same purpose from my globalist, Canadian bank. Knowing their
usurious interest rates of 30% per annum, I did not even consider a
Polish bank. One high-ranking official from Warsaw was Kurt’s
competition at the tender but did not stand a chance to win against
Deutsche Mark. I wondered where this official would have hundreds
of thousands of złoty from.
Enterprising Kurt got many kicks out of his engagement in Poland.
Eventually divorced from his German spouse, fighting for the spoils of
their common possessions and for custody and loyalty of children,
Kurt got together with Marysia (name changed), a Polish divorcee with
her own offspring but no money. She assumed management and
bookkeeping for his business. They lived through Kurt’s misfortunes,
such as the hit-and-run fatal accident his son caused near Szczecin
when drunk-driving. Shortly before, another fatal road accident on
Pomorze road near Resko demolished his combine before harvest time.
Kurt got out of both calamities by paying someone off to get his son of
the hook and collected from his German insurer for the wrecked
combine.
At next visit to Szczecin Wojtek told me, “Did you know Kurt went
bankrupt?” Kurt had to part with an exquisite house near Szczecin, on
the German side just west of the border, that he built for a new life
with Marysia. I was once invited for Kurt’s birthday to the nearly
finished house in the middle of a pinewood, next to Kurt’s German
fields. At the other end of the fields stood Kurt’s old house, now his
former wife’s. The new house was architecturally bold, dominated by
an open-floor plan and vaulted ceiling of the main interior combining
kitchen, with a huge living and family room. It was covered with the
warmth of unpainted wood inside and stained planks on the outside –
construction unusual for Europe, adopted from Canada, where Kurt
used to own and operate a dairy farm.
“Did you know what happened to Kurt?” asked Wojtek on my last trip.
Kurt’s Mercedes with some antiques he took for an auction in
Hannover was set on fire. Wojtek lost about 20 thousand złoty worth of
merchandise he lent to Kurt. At about the same time, Kurt’s old house
was broken into. Nothing was stolen, but all of his personal antiques in
ex-wife’s house were damaged beyond repair. “I have a dozen of
Kurt’s precious paintings, all slashed with a razor, waiting for repair in
my shop. Hopeless – like Kurt, who now lives out of his Rűcksack.”
Marysia left him for a Dutch fellow and he once visited Wojtek with a
girlfriend the age of his son. “Looks like mafia’s revenge,” remarked
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Wojtek’s Mirka. “We never really knew what dealings Kurt was doing
and with whom.”
Revisionism
Poles and other Slavs have a good reason to be concerned about
German revisionism. Step by step, European Union is revealing itself
as a return to 1937 Dritte Reich. A recent Austrian and European
parliament resolutions call the governments of the Czech and Slovak
republics to nullify post-war legal basis for expulsion and
expropriation of Germans. German Christian democrats, CDU/CSU,
have called Poland and the Czech Republic to admit that the expulsion
of Germans after WW2 was illegal and any supporting laws and
regulations should be made null and void. Bundestag was expected to
work on a resolution submitted by the CDU and CSU parties, which
appealed to the German government and parliament to endorse the
Austrian and European resolutions.
The Association of German Compatriots from East Prussia (present
Polish Green Lungs) supported the CDU/CSU call. Is there no cause of
concern on both sides of the German -Polish border? Bloodshed or, in
a less drastic turn of events, escalation of historical hatred between the
two nations might follow. “Successful common future in Europe
requires a broad agreement on the question of basic values and
common history, i.e. also regarding illegal deeds that have been
committed,” reads the CDU/CSU preamble in Orwellian. No mention
of redress for millions of Poles and others annihilated by the Nazis, the
destruction of cities, towns and industry as a result of WW2, or
compensation for slave labour employed in Nazi labour camps.
I read with disgust in spring 2000 that the lawyers representing Jews
who were forced to work for Germans during WW2 negotiated a
proportionately larger piece of the pie at the expense of other ethnic
groups. And then Jews wonder why “nobody likes them.” The CDU/
CSU preamble does not mention the rights of Polish re-settlers from
Soviet lands. My friend Ryszard told me once how his grandma,
whose famous quotations he lovingly sends me in email, died during
transfer from Kresy Wschodnie (the Eastern Lands) in 1945. She was
senile, got off the train to pee, the train started without her, she could
not remember who she was and died neglected somewhere in southern
Poland.
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On August 22, 1939, Hitler said during a meeting with high-ranking
commanders of Wehrmacht, “It is not our military goal to reach a
certain line but to destroy our adversary physically. For that reason I
have prepared, for the time being only in the East, armed units of SS
and ordered them to kill without mercy and without pity all mean,
women and children who speak Polish and who are of Polish
nationality. Only in this way we can acquire the space we need to live
[…] Poland will be depopulated and re-settled with Germans.” For the
very reason Germany waged a war against Poland, starting on
September 1, 1939. The war was total, terrorist and genocidal.
Civilians and prisoners of war were mass executed summarily. On
September 1, 2000, as many times before under the non-communist
government, the president and premier of Poland referred to the
terrible anniversary as “the beginning of WW2” so as not to upset the
first violin of EU, Germany.
Strange turn is noticeable also in arts. The great Polish film director
Andrzej Wajda made a movie titled Wyrok na Franciszka Kłosa
(sentence on Franciszek Kłos). “The movie brings neither glory nor
benefit to neither Poles, Jews nor Germans, only gives a doubtful
credit and undoubtful profit to Mr. Wajda,” wrote Jerzy Wieluński in a
review for a Polish nationalist monthly. As if on contract to Rudder
Finn Poland Inc., the film trivializes the very dramatic history of the
Warsaw Uprising and other WW2 events that every Pole holds dear.
“German occupation shows as a garden party of Polish-German
friendship, which by the way is the moment’s dictate, considering an
absolute domination of Germany in so-called EU, into which we are
being pushed like shells into a barrel,” wrote Wieluński. Kłos, a
member of the Polish state police force before WW2, is pictured as a
typical representative of the nation, who builds a better future based on
Germany. How these messages compare with the feelings of Poles, one
can see by in an old patriotic song, “…we will not let be Germanised
by the foe… no German will spit in our face, nor Germanise our
children, our armed troops will rise…”
Perhaps to overcome the anti-German feelings that they themselves
roused in their eastern neighbours, German propaganda is taking over
not only the film arts. Stanisław Rembek bases the screenplay of
Wajda’s movie on a 2000 book. Not everyone reads books, particularly
in present-day Poland ruled by tykes, tycoons and mafia. Therefore, as
of March 1998, German ownership of Polish dailies covered a
circulation of almost 2.5 million out of 5.3 million from foreign
owners. In weeklies and monthlies, it was even worse: 14.3 million
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German out of 18.5 million foreign. In his book Rudolf Jaworek
observed boldly in bold face a fact concealed from the public, “A few
global agencies prepare information fare for the whole world. Various
national wire agencies dip into this pot, picking and choosing (in
Poland PAP, TAI, Interpress). Individual TV, radio and press avail
themselves from such serving, devoid of the tastiest morsels of truth.”
Polish Nazis
It must be thanks to the new ownership structure of the media that the
Poles start learning about how atrocious they were in WW2
concentration camps. Amazed, I read in a local paper in November
2000 that a case was before a court against a grey-haired Pole
uncovered in Szczecin more than half a century after he served as a
guard in the Nazi camp at Chełmno. “When I was jailed in post-war
Poland, there were a few of those camp guards from Śląsk and
Wielkopolska in my cell, waiting for trial. The German occupants
exploited the population to their ends at a gunpoint. If you were
assigned to be a camp guard, that was it. If you did not like shovelling
bodies into the ovens, you went in with them,” explained my friend
Rysio factually. I wonder if NATO propaganda would be consistent in
digging out the past and brought to the daylight US atrocities
committed during the Korean War. Out of a 20 million population, 5
million died, of which half were civilians.
The Polish government does not mention the activities of Chancellor
Schrőder, an avid supporter of NATO bombing of Yugoslavia. Two
days after the anniversary of German assault on the Polish nation,
Schrőder spoke in Berlin to a gathering of Germans displaced as a
result of WW2. He said that the return of Germans to eastern German
Lands (i.e. Polish Ziemie Zachodnie that were re-gained after WW2) is
only a matter of time after Poland and the Czech Republik join the EU.
The Union gives the right to all to settle freely where they wish.
Schrőder said, “Do not upset the victim who comes into our hands
voluntarily. Trust my method, I will deliver to you the Eastern Lands
in such a way that their present administrators, i.e. the Poles, will be
thankful to us that finally they became Europeans.”
Plans of Bundeswehr to enter the Balkans are also covert. Germany’s
foreign minister Joschka Fischer was quoted as saying in Bundestag in
October 2000 that to maintain “democracy and peace,” not only
German businessmen but also the military should enter Serbia to teach
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the Serbs what it means to live in peace with their neighbours. The
press dispatch appeared on the German AP service but was taken off
soon. German troops already station in Poland, in my Szczecin, their
Stettin. Of all the NATO soldiers available, Brussels decided to insult
the Poles with uniforms bearing the name of a nation that invaded
them in 1939 with extermination plans. The choice was not
coincidental. Germany has “vital interests” in Poland and time will
show what they are. As of October 2000, 60% of Polish commerce,
70% of Polish industry, 80% of Polish banks, 90% of Polish media and
hundreds of thousands of hectares of Polish land were in the hands of
Western owners, particularly Germans.
The understanding of the recent history of Eastern and Central Europe
among the top American intellectuals who try to impress public
opinions is amazing. Benjamin Schwarz in the Round Table on
Humanitarian Intervention (Atlantic Monthly, April 6, 2000) wrote,
“Secretary of State Madeleine Albright tells us that the solution to
ethnic conflict is multi-ethnic tolerance, but policymakers should learn
that, lamentably, the most stable and lasting solution to ethnic conflicts
has been ethnic cleansing and partition. Take the case of our NATO
allies, Poland and the Czech Republic. Those countries are today far
more stable and more likely to remain democratic than they would
otherwise be, because after the Second World War they committed
ethnic cleansing: they forcibly expelled their German minorities – a
population numbering some 14 million. (To put the deaths in Kosovo
in perspective, one and a half million died in the expulsions from
Poland and Czechoslovakia.)”
First of all, whatever Albright might have said flies in the face of
KFOR “peacekeeping” in Kosovo. Second, Schwartz's “our NATO
allies, Poland” is wishful thinking. Poles may be an ally just on paper.
The real test will come when Polish NATO troops will be sent to fight
their brother Slavs in Yugoslavia or Byelorussia. One test was passed
with flying colours in Kosovo when the Polish troops were assigned to
US KFOR to pacify rebellious villagers in the “safety zone” between
Kosovo and southern Serbia. Polish soldiers refused to attend to their
duties as enthusiastically as the American boys did. Third, Schwarz
submits that ethnically clean states guarantee stability and democracy.
What about Canada and the USA – not ethnically clean, but reasonably
stable? What about Yugoslavia before the West decided to partition it?
According to Schwartz's theory, Turkey and Iraq should be partitioned
to make room for the Kurds? Fourth, the countries are far from “stable
and democratic” as most of this part of the book presents. Fifth, those
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terrible Poles! Not only they built concentration camps on their own
territory for other Slavs, Jews and Gypsies and fired under the
extermination ovens, but after the war they also slaughtered and
chased the poor Germans away!
To claim that Poland and other states in the region may have achieved
stability and democracy thanks to some ethnic cleansing is nonsense
likely of armchair “thinkers”. Poland never had a 14 million German
minority. Schwartz probably means Germans living on previously
German territory west of Poland. They were advised by their Führer to
run as the Soviet army approached. The Allies decided at the end of
WW2 that Poland moves westward into previously German-held lands,
to make room for Stalin's plans in the former Eastern Poland. The
Allies deported any remaining Germans, before Polish population
moved in. The Poles did not kill any German civilians to make room
for themselves on Ziemie Odzyskane according to great powers’ remodeling plans for Europe. Polish army alongside the Soviet army did
kill resisting Wehrmacht forces – any problem with that? Hitler wanted
a war and he got one. Hitler wanted to exterminate Poles and turn
Poland into Lebensraum but the whole Polish nation fought back and
lost its przestrzeń życiowa (living space) in the East to Stalin.
Bad spirit
“What about the bad spirit left behind, forever, on Polish lands from
the Nazi extermination of millions of innocent souls?” asked my
Iwona, pointedly and surprisingly, as usual. If Germans wish to
reconcile with Poles, they should first pay for the direct damage to
Polish property due to war; compensate for all exterminated Poles (as
if human life was convertible to money!); pay for slave Polish labour
exploited in their economy under occupation; and – not trivial – for the
indirect consequences of the war, like a higher incidence of nervous
disease in Poles compared to other nations. Iwona once flew to Europe
in the company of a Swiss super-salesman of drugs for neural disease.
“One of the best countries in the world for our business,” he shared
with Iwona about Poland. Today, he is probably on a plane to Beograd.
Polish property owners fear that after joining EU they would be
charged an annual 2% property tax. Most landowners would not be
able to pay the tax and an estimated one million of properties could
suddenly come for sale, further eroding an already low price of land.
The tax might force many small farmers to sell their land. Apparently
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there is a plan for leaving only less than 300 thousand owner-occupied
farms in re-structured Polish agriculture. Selling off state-owned land
of former PGR might be much easier. At present 30 million hectares of
former PGR land in Ziemie Odzyskane is worth 15 billion dollars. By
comparison, the daily transaction at the Frankfurt stock exchange, for
example, amount to $500 billion. Germany channelled $3,000 billion
into re-building former Deutsche Demokratische Republik. Polish
nationalists fear that massive sell-out to German investors would
follow introduction of the property tax in Poland. Ultimate goal:
Lebensraum.
For reasons of revival of German revisionism and an appeasing Polish
government I resigned from bidding on a medieval watchtower outside
the village of Witków on Ziemie Odzyskane between Zielona Góra and
Wrocław. I thought I would bicycle with Magnus and surprise him
with the sight of the mini-castle. Magnus always loved old castles and
explored them passionately. He spent half an hour amidst castle ruins
during heavy rain in Kazimierz Dolny en-route to equally historic
Sandomierz. I was out of there in 2 minutes. On a round-Europe trip in
1990 I had to stop at every castle he noticed from a distance through
the car windows. I had to make detours to reach them. I did it gladly.
He was twelve years old, his joy and curiosity were mine. The
watchtower probably dates back to sometime between the reigns of
kings Bolesław Krzywousty (1107 – 1138) and Wladysław Łokietek
(1305 – 1333). Witków was in one of the princedoms created after
king Krzywousty’s death. In Łokietek’s time, Witków was on Germandominated territory between small Polish princedoms. I tried to
imagine the back-and-forth battles and the soldiers watching the
surroundings for approaching enemy units from the top of the
watchtower.
The watchtower is a square building the size of a large 2-storey, onefamily house. Fragments of a ring wall about 2.5 m high surround it. A
smaller, narrow building arches along the south fragment of the wall.
Both buildings have tall roofs with spacious attics. The complex stands
on a mote 30 m in diameter, surrounded by marsh overgrowing a
shallow moat. To the south was a former PGR, which discharged
excess manure into the marsh moat, my nose could tell. After years of
neglect the communist government renovated both buildings in the
1970 and 1980s to a good, liveable condition. Inside, frescoes around
the windows were preserved in the main building, but the outside
needed work. A magnificent cross-arched basement from 13th to 14th
century smelled musty. I was planning to cover the entire main
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building with broken fieldstone, flat side out, as was done to the
medieval church in the village. I looked forward to restoring the ring
wall and building a small tower with a drawbridge where it once stood
on the north side. I found an Austrian electric gadget that supposedly
would take care of the dampness in the underground part. It did in
other historical buildings of importance in Poland, as the Austrian
company’s pamphlet I picked at antiquities fair showed proudly.
Neither the damp basement, nor the manure, nor the cladding work
ahead bothered me because I fell in love with the “castle” on first sight
at an exhibition where its huge photograph was displayed to lure
buyers to this former PGR property. The regional curator of antiquities
liked my ideas of cladding the building in stone, attaching a wooden
gallery outside around the top floor under the large roof overhang, and
preserving the moat as a marsh. They promised to help me find
drawings of a barbican from the same epoch, and of a bridge to
complement it. I was imagining hiring locals to collect stones in the
fields, break them, erect scaffolds and bring the cladding piece by
piece to the eves, crowning it with the gallery. Myself, I would do the
easier work of restoring the wall around from brick and broken stone.
If money was left over, and if villagers were still on good terms with
the new landlord, we would build the barbican and bridge. Neither of
these good things happened because of German revisionism. I did not
want to risk losing my pet project to some Fritz who would arrive with
papers proving he was the owner.
1K fewer schools for Y2K
Polish taxpayers also finance infrastructure that benefits the rich
(traffic improvements in the cities) and the foreign (toll freeways on
transit routes between Western Europe and Russia). No wonder that
there is no money left for universal education. A communist
programme of building 1000 new schools by the 1000th anniversary of
the state (being a thousand years after christening of Poland in 966)
was successfully implemented throughout the country to assure
constitutional right of every child to elementary education. The schools
were built spacious and bright, surrounded by ample playing and
sports grounds. The programme was a bizarre combination of Christian
history and socialist government agenda.
The present Solidarity coalition government, which in one of its first
initiatives tried to mandate the display of crucified Jesus statuettes in
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Sejm and government offices, performed an opposite action. Within a
wider educational reforma, schools in areas with insufficient number
of students were closed for lack of funds. Majority of them happened
to be in peripheral regions where neither bus nor train could bring the
students to and from school on the same day. The bureaucrats proposed
that kids simply stay in dormitories for the week and return home for
longer weekends and vacations. Saturdays are school- and workdays in
Poland. Similar attitude prevailed when in the name of “productivity
and efficiency” before Deutsche Bahn was to purchase it, Polskie
Koleje Państwowe were closing unprofitable branch lines. Some of the
lines were the only connection of local residents to the world. One
elderly woman from an affected area said on TV, her eyes in tears,
“The train is my only means to get to the nearest town to buy food and
see the doctors. I am handicapped and can’t cross several kilometres
long path through the woods several times a week. I will just stay here
and die slowly…”
The hero of Solidarność, Lech Wałęsa started losing credibility as soon
as he became the president of non-communist Poland. He did not have
what it took to be a statesman and slavishly hang on to the support of
the national Catholic Church and Karol Wojtyła’s Vatican. That
alliance was helpful in bringing to its knees and eventually destroying
communism. But as soon as the clergy started appearing on each TV
news broadcast and were also cutting the ribbon at every grand
opening in place of the communist apparatchiks, people started waking
up. Today, one can locate the priest’s house in a village without fail: it
is the most opulent house. Churches, monasteries, religious orders and
other Church properties in Poland contrast sharply with the
surroundings. Only banks, post offices, Western hotel chains and ZUS,
state insurance buildings from the time before a recent reform of
pensions, can match the opulence. Inside, the diet matches the finishes.
Outside, garages hide cars that most parishioners could not afford. Did
Christ live above the means of the people He came to redeem?
The church towers over each village like a castle and the priest is a
local king sharing power with local politicians and bureaucrats. The
model has been adopted from the highest level of government in
Warsaw. The government, bureaucrats and the church milk the
taxpayers clean of money. Polish country folk and simpler folk in the
cities bow before the Cross and dutifully empty their pockets onto the
usher’s tray under social pressure and fear of God’s revenge, which the
priest instils from the pulpit. There are not many fat lay people in
Poland, in contrast to North America, for example, but I have not seen
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too many lean clergy over there. A Polish priest was once delegated to
a Polish parish in Victoria, British Columbia’s capital. He was not fat
all right, but displayed a normal young male’s attraction to the
opposite sex and acted on it. His red convertible was certainly helpful
in this respect. His main concern for the future was how to get
delegated by his superiors to a parish in Germany, where the pay
would be higher.
For ten years mainstream Poland has been talking about the threat of
dangerous sects. The problem must have been brought about, like
corruption, prostitution and organized crime, by some ugly spin-offs of
the surviving viruses from communism immersed in the free-market
economy, of course. Nobody knows for sure which churches, religious
organizations and spiritual movements are actually sects; so all are
suspect, except those Catholic. More suspicious people are afraid of
everything exotic: Yoga classes, vegetarian diets, acupressure and
transcendental meditation. The only experts on sects are organizations
fighting sects. By sheer coincidence they are almost entirely from
within the Catholic Church structure.
The state does not give any information about the activities of new
churches and religious movements in Poland although it registers them
and is mandated to verify that the activities are legal and comply with
the registered statutes of the organizations. So everyone seeking
information about dangerous sects is sent away to the anti-sectarian
bodies. By school board decrees, these bodies educate teachers,
parents and students how to stay away from dangerous sects. They also
provide socially valuable service by pointing out the cults that should
be avoided. They train bureaucrats at all levels and the police. Yes,
police is obliged to report sect activities in their area of operations. The
courts repeatedly questioned the quality of information generated by
anti-sect campaigns. In several cases the judges concluded that “sects”
publicized in warning pamphlets were branded unjustly.
A green digression
Public health and the environment became dirty words in Poland.
When I suggested that Borys elects environmental sciences, his dad,
my friend Wojtek knocked tellingly on his forehead. In a country
where the National Fund for Environmental Protection subsidizes an
“ecological” swimming pool in a private villa, while an effective and
inexpensive process for treating sewage has been practically ignored
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by them since 1998, there is not much hope for environmentalists.
Leading independent forum of environmental activists, Polish biweekly Zielone Brygady (Green Brigades) was labelled a sect and like
other environmental advocacy publications was denied funding on a
lame excuse. So it became a monthly for the darth of funds. The true
reason for its condemnation was publication of articles denouncing the
policy of Unia Wolności’s Ecological Forum in support of NATO
attack on Yugoslavia. My letter to a bulletin of the Forum, Zielona
Alternatywa, about their stance regarding Yugoslavia remains
unanswered. In the meantime German and European Greens have split
over Joschka Fischer’s obsession with bombing Belgrade by Luftwaffe
in the best Nazi traditions of WW2.
The green morons from Unia Wolności invoked the authority of
Fischer along with pseudo-intellectual remarks about Balkan
Holocaust, made by the Clinton family and a Polish Jew Marek
Edelman. Edelman inspired Fischer, much like Aryan “scientific”
studies of the dimensions of skulls of Slavs, Jews and Gypsies inspired
Hitler to further racial purity in Europe. Being a veteran of the uprising
in the Warsaw Ghetto during WW2, Edelman considered himself
qualified to detect Serb atrocities in the Balkans. He reportedly
“sensed” the smell of Albanian blood (or was it the stench of burning
bodies?) in Warsaw as it drifted from Kosovo over the Carpathian
Mountains. I wonder if Edelman advised former premier of Poland,
Tadeusz Mazowiecki, on the results of his remote sensing abilities. It is
quite likely, for the former premier took it upon himself to repeat
propaganda spun by the enemies of Orthodox Serbs.
Apparently for lack of a more Slavonic authority, the God-chosen elite
of the Polish Greens idolized the globofascist-cum-former pacifist in
Green feathers, Joschka Fischer, like they would Hitler or Duce two
generations back. Shortly after NATO attack on “the last bastion of
post-communism and internationalism in Europe,” Janusz Okrzesik, a
senator and vice chairman of the green squad in Balcerowicz’s Unia
Wolności rambled, ”Kosovo means a farewell to a dream about a
world without wars. Now Joschka Fischer must openly tell his
colleagues that however possible such world might be, it would be a
world without war as well as without freedom, human rights and
wealth.” Perhaps he meant the wealth he and his colleagues acquired at
the trough replenished from Brussels and NATO, since the principles
they espoused at election time no longer governed, “Dreams about a
green and pacifist paradise on Earth have to be put aside, at least for
the time being.” By an unintended editorial twist, senator Okrzesik’s
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words in Zielona Alternatywa were accompanied by a child’s drawing
of a primitive man with a spiky bludgeon. The Polish ruling elite was
sucked into NATO PsyOp, just like in the other NATO states. The
Polish elite and their mass media must have been under this influence
long before Poland joined NATO in March 1999.
Another vice chairman of the same fake Greens, professor (apparently)
Piotr Gliński, was more creative. Befitting a man of academia with
socio-ecological involvement at the grassroots, he supported NATO
action in Yugoslavia “in sadness and cognizant of the drama of
suffering and deaths of many innocent people.” It must be tough to
juggle the instructions in PsyOp bulletins, own conscience and
ambitions to “catch as much as you can” from the power trough.
Professor Gliński holds several positions. Under his accolades of
Green neo-Führer Fischer in W sprawie Kosowa (On Kosovo)
Gliński’s signature is appended with just three affiliations: the head of
a department of civil society (judging by name, sponsored by Soros?)
at the Institute of Philosophy and Sociology of the Polish Academy of
Sciences (sic); the president of the Community Ecological Institute;
and, the vice chairman of the Polish Sociological Society. Does it
mean that Gliński’s institutions uncritically swallowed PsyOp
instructions about the Kosovo problem?
Indeed Soviet secret service NKWD has severely injured the genetic
pool of inteligencja by murdering a few dozen of thousands of top
Polish army officers at Katyń on Stalin’s orders at the beginning of
WW2. Despots recognize that unwashed and not yet poisoned mind is
the enemy’s most dangerous weapon that must be destroyed or fixed.
NATO knows it and uses its unarmed arm, the PsyOp corps and other
services of the information warfare, to alter the minds. Bending under
the burden of responsibility as a prominent member of the Polish
academy of neo-academics, Gliński responsibly denied that war is evil,
particularly if waged in the name of higher ideals, “a war in defense of
basic human rights is good. And every responsible human being is
obliged to take its side, though it is not easy and reports from not only
refugee camps but also from bombed Serb cities are dramatic.”
As kids on my block would say, “Prof Glin made an ass of himself.”
So did the institutions that Gliński would like to lead. Or did they
employ scientific methods like “remote viewing” by psychics (and
Edelman?) that the US military has been using since Star Gate (for
example, see http://rvconference.org/links.shtml)? Somehow US
intelligence did not bother employing remote viewing before bombing
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the Chinese Embassy in Belgrade. If they did, the remote viewer made
a slight mistake – like in a field near Grdelica where a special, deep
penetration bomb destined for underground military installations that
are not in the area, made a hole deep enough to accommodate a third to
half of the concrete rubble of a large civilian bridge over route E75
that was destroyed in NATO attacks.
Polish instinct
Fortunately, Poles knew better by instinct. Strangely, their usual
generous donations to victims of civil wars and natural disasters were
not forthcoming when Unia Wolności & Co. appealed to help a million
Kosovo Albanian refugees. Was it because a Polish mafioso dealing
with Albanian mafia and moved by his leftover patriotic feelings
tipped the Polish grapevine? Gliński continued in a pathetic style that
was seemingly lent by a professional editor of Unia Wolności’s Green
Rag, for it was noticeable in the others’ excuses for siding with
present-day barbarians. He could not skip a line of admiration for his
new Führers, “It was Fischer, after all, and not Bill Clinton who long
before bombings cited Marek Edelman’s political “hearing ability” and
ability to recognize genocide ideologies.” Heil Fischer! Heil Clinton!
Heil Edelman!
The chairman, Maciej Kozakiewicz, did not have much to say in the
same issue of Zielona Alternatywa. Formerly his signature was
deposited under Gliński’s nonsense together with a bunch of other
humanist-ecologists who aspired to represent the Polish Green Front
Marching into the Embrace of European Union (to the Jingle of Soros
Money). With the insight of the highest historical and sociological
authority, chairman Kozakiewicz signed without hesitation the
following words (maybe even helped compose them?), “Milošević
regime and that part of the Serb nation who support the mad politics of
national chauvinism and ethnic cleansing, on-going for many years,
are responsible for the tragedy of the residents of Kosovo and Serbia.
It was Milošević – not Kosovo Albanians – who did not want and still
do not want to submit to peaceful plans for solving the Kosovo crisis.
It was the government of Serbia – and not NATO – who chose war and
genocide. Not to see this sad fact is the pinnacle of cynicism and
political stupidity.” It is comforting that the chairman is able to draw
moral conclusions. Maybe he will realize one day that the last sentence
applies to him, his Forum Ekologiczne and Unia Wolności – his refuge
from primitive regimes.
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Kozakiewicz also authored a resolution of the pathetic Greens, dated
May 27th, 1999, concerning “NATO intervention in Kosovo.”
Kozakiewicz must have known by then about the bombing of cities,
trains, buses and bridges in Serbia proper but perhaps professor Jamie
Shea influenced him to apply some NATOish in the title as well as in
the text. Or was it the chairman’s guilty conscience? The resolution of
the Ecological Forum of Unia Wolności was to the point. It accepted
“with satisfaction” the evolution of European Greens’ positions
concerning matters international, “Our circles, born from movements
espousing respect for human rights as one of the most important
principles of political activity, shares the position regarding
intervention in Kosovo of governments in which green parties
participate.” No wasting of words here.
“In our opinion insistence of some persons from the environmental
movement on rhetoric reminiscent of the anti-communist Cold War
constitutes an indirect support for Milošević communist dictatorship.
We do not accept the latter position,” continued the resolution – also to
the point if you understand Orwellian. If you don’t, “some persons”
mean numerous readers of Zielone Brygady who could not agree with
bombing of innocent civilians for alleged rights violations by their
“dictator.” Among them were the stars of truly concerned activists like
Dariusz Liszewski, Andrzej Korbel and Olaf Swolkień. They could not
agree from basic human conscience rather than from some pseudoecologist political mumbo-jumbo. Very passionately they could not
agree, for their souls were screaming “Murder!” unlike the souls of
those who thought they would co-opt “the unmanaged” Green Polish
crowd into supporters of Leszek Balcerowicz, the seemingly perpetual
Minister of Pushing Poland Down the Drain. Kozakiewicz and
colleagues are left painfully lonely now. It is one thing to make an ass
of oneself and pull out the communist scare and name-calling to
discredit morally right opponents, but quite another thing to be left
with nobody around willing to stomach coming near you to tell you
that
When I visited him in Cracow in July 2000, Andrzej Żwawa, the
editor-in-chief of Zielone Brygady was under pressure to re-name his
bi-monthly to a meaningless abbreviation Zet Be, establish a “clear
editorial programme and goals” as well as an editorial board. Neocensorship. I joked that the name should be changed to BEEE! – the
sound sheep make in Poland. There is nothing wrong with the existing
name of the publication, a forum of grassroots activists on the Polish
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environmental front. One would think that Soros would rejoice, but,
like the National Fund for the Protection of the Environment, Soros’s
Fundacja Batorego is using money as a neo-weapon to shape the
conscience of the activists. Zielone Brygady have a clearly defined set
of objectives: Environment, Ecology, Human Rights, World Peace and
anything connected, like Vegetarianism. Any opinion is admitted for
publication, including the nonsense that Gliński and Kozakiewicz
botch up from time to time.
Yes-sayers
Unia Wolności’s position on Kosowo would remain unknown to date,
was it not for its publication in Zielone Brygady. Nobody reads
Zielona Alternatywa, except the yes-sayers on Unia Wolności’s pay,
because they are the authors and it is nice to see one’s scribbling
printed. One-person editorial board-cum-organizer-cum-proof-readercum-writer Andrzej Żwawa has been filling his life’s call to a general
satisfaction of the majority of the readership, including sympathizers
abroad. I know Andrzej, his views, and “lifestyle”. Zielone Brygady is
his passion. He lives in voluntary poverty, works 10 to 14-hour days,
including weekends.
Who tried to tinker with the solidity of Zielone Brygady? Maciej
Kozakiewicz. One year after he signed the Ecological Forum’s
statement about Kosovo that was published on Żwawa’s pages,
Kozakiewicz had the nerve to propose sweeping changes, all the way
to replacing the fitting name of Zielone Brygady with something
meaningless. A year earlier, the Ecological Forum did not make secrets
of their plans to “co-opt the unmanaged factions of the Polish Green
electorate.” Kozakiewicz revealed the same “consensus”-seeking
tendencies when he proposed a takeover of all green, independent,
small publications in the country. One Party, One Goal, Sieg Heil!
Reportedly, several thousand independent North American radio
stations from ten years ago are now under a handful of corporate
owners. I have nothing against the private enterprise, but excuse us!
Where control of the media by the military-government-industry
complex leads to, we saw in the debilitation of the Western public by
the NATO “information” machine, operating parallel to and as equal, if
not of a higher importance than combat operations in Iraq and the
Balkans.
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The rep of the Green gang of Unia Wolności salivated over „elections”
to a new editorial board he proposed for Zielone Brygady. Like
promises of Balcerowicz before each new reforma, Kozakiewicz
outlined the bright future for the present readership of Żwawa, “Of
course [reorganization] requires a lot of effort […] With time [the
publication] could receive grants from various foundation and even
from the government.” Translated from Orwellian: after a takeover of
exisiting independent green publications by the Ecological Forum of
Unia Wolności, there would be no problems with obtaining funds from
the taxpayer, and Soros would not mind to throw in a few złoty. The
Greens at Unia Wolności was probably sensing their end coming, since
Kozakiewicz also hinted BEEE! be staffed with salaried crew. He
offered a few sentences of “market research” and financial viability
analysis of the new publication, worthy of a graduate from one of the
dozens of marketing-management-EU integration colleges that
mushroomed all over Poland in happy anticipation of well-paid jobs in
the free-market economy and sub-Brussels bureaucracy, “We need 500
Greens for starters.” I wondered if he meant green US banknotes.
The Unia Wolności (UW) Greens prophesied a year earlier, “The
electorate of both the UW and Polish Greens will be based in the
growing middle class who are satisfied with life and aspire to improve
its material standard.” Does it mean an end to those who are not
satisfied with the way things go in Poland and who do not belong to
the 5% neo-nomenklatura or to the 30% of Poles living in reasonable
comfort? Again with incredible analytical insight and phoney pathos
(which at first sight I thought came from a communist-time rag)
similar to Gliński’s and his own a year earlier about Kosovo,
Kozakiewicz wrote; “It is not possible to tell the truth longer-term
while being at the mercy of government money.” This is one of the few
sentences that I believe. He spent a lot of time on the editorial board of
the government or Soros sponsored Zielona Alternatywa.
The Greens from Unia Wolności had to create appearances of decay of
Zielone Brygady in order to launch a reforma campaign among the
uncorrupted factions of the Polish Greens. Of course the reforma was
to be implemented on their terms and with their own tools of the trade.
I have little doubt that unexpected rescinding of funds by the
government sources was part of a calculated reforma strategy. In the
last 10 years Unia Wolności repeatedly demonstrated their reformist
talents. This time they tried to capture the brains of remaining
independent Polish Greens.
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From sewers to riches
I should not say that the sewage treatment process I was trying to bring
to the attention of Polish decision makers was ignored. It would be
inaccurate. Most of the local government officials were very excited
about the potential that the technology promised but became
disinterested on finding that the company did not grease any deals as a
matter of policy. The bureaucrats in various funds for environmental
protection were interested, but in awarding the contract to “tried”
companies, which upon an examination turned out to have no expertise
and poor reputation. They did, however, have a personal connection to
the bureaucrat. As late as last spring I received an excited note from
one Polish environmental NGO that they are coming to Ontario and
Quebec to see toxin-incineration plants and would like to see our solar
aquatic sewage treatment facility in British Columbia. They were the
same people who failed to write a letter of interest I drafted for them
so the first Polish solar aquatic project located in their region could
obtain a Canadian grant for implementation of emerging Canadian
technologies abroad. Their excursion to Vancouver petered out when
they could not answer my simple question if they had a business
prospect in Poland yet.
The talk about lack of capital and the need to open to the West is
bogus. Poles were recently forced to accommodate another reforma.
They have to join private pension plans, which are obliged to invest
only about half of the assets in the Polish economy. The other half
flows out of the country to enrich others in the globalist free market. I
went with my 20-year old nephew on a tour of the financial institutions
in Szczecin to help him research his pension plan options. The fees and
interest rates would put the financial institutions straight to jail in
wealthy Canada. I advised Marcin to stay away if he could and save on
his own in the newly created Polish Lukas bank, which to date pays
the best rates I saw in my travels over there. The Poles are being
milked to the last drop by a swarm of their own parliamentarians,
government and bureaucrats, who work in harmony with the “freemarket” forces from the US and Western Europe, as if the overfed and
materialistically spoiled West really needed the few extra bucks, and if
the corrupt Polish elite was unconscious of the utmost immorality of
their deeds.
“The reforms may have been introduced too fast and could have been
administered better,” said Krzysztof’s wife, who heads a medical
institute. “Majority of Poles being uneducated and simple, they don’t
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understand what progress requires. They impede change with
unjustified fears, protests and blockades,” she repeated the party line
of the ruling coalition, alluding to recent barricades erected on main
roads by desperate farmers. According to observers, the political
pluralism is fake, for all of the coalition parties are corrupt and
impotent against the grave problems of a large nation in transition
from communism. The trinity fakes political disagreements to deceive
the electorate but actually it is one solid block of Brussels and NATO
lackeys.
Opposition is fought with the dirtiest tricks, including false accusations
of absurd crimes, smearing in the official media and harassment of
private sponsors by the Office of State Security (Urząd Ochrony
Państwa) who should be protecting the state instead of contributing to
its downfall. I only hoped that Krzysztof’s professor-doctor spouse did
not really know what she was talking about. She spends most of her
time between international conferences at the taxpayer’s and foreign
medical equipment firms’ expense. She and her husband live
hermetically in a luxurious villa that few in Vancouver could afford.
Sometimes their daughter visits them from studies of international law
in Switzerland. They drive two periodically replaced cars to a spa at a
flashy international hotel in town, to parties of the high society or to
the airport to get away from it all to Egypt, Corsica, Provence or other
places where life is more bearable. They used to go to Yugoslavia for
vacations, but now only Slovenia meets their standards of cleanness.
Before, Polish children and youth could go to resorts and camps from
schools and their parents’ work places for a symbolic fee. Anybody
could get referral to rest and cure any ailments in numerous sanatoria,
when needed. My mother availed herself of them, as she grew older
and tired of work and life. I went to one or two summer camps (each
was one month long) and one winter skiing camp year after year,
though neither of my parents were members of the establishment. On
the contrary, my father had a low paid position in engineering because
he refused to join the party. I thought of him fondly when walking near
Świnoujście harbour facilities he co-designed on the Baltic coast. My
mother, I remember, constantly fought with “professionals” who cared
more about their own careers than about the children under their care.
There are plenty of vacation offers in the windows of travel agents, as
there should be in a free-market country, but it is another question who
can afford them, and how often.
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Present poverty statistics were unthinkable in my Poland. It was not
heavens, but I received excellent education accompanied by stipends
all the way to the 4th year of technical university when I skipped the
country in search of greener pastures. We never had to worry about
dental and medical care, which were provided free of charge. Now
private doctors offices are stuffed with Western equipment and drugs
but the owners are struggling for clientele with money who could pay
for the “investment in progress.” My friend Krzysztof, a nose and ear
doctor who undoubtedly belongs to the 10% Polish rich, is constantly
waiting for customers of his new practice. Each call was a potential
instalment that would pay off a bit of a luxurious clinic he built where
idle attic once filled the top in his villa. I know that villa intimately,
because my fiancé Iwona lived there before her parents practically
gave it away to the new owners. We don’t really know how this deal
went through for we lived in Denmark on my university stipend by
then. Krzysztof could not have private practice if his wife, a medical
professor connected to the ruling Unia Wolności, was not bringing in
handsome dough several times her husband’s income. Life is also quite
bearable with those new Western drugs. The rewards for pushing them,
in form of all-expense-paid “symposia” in exotic places of all
continents, are acceptable to someone used to a high standard of living.
Made in Poland medication was affordable in my Poland, unlike
present imports that only the well-to-do Poles can buy. The top
includes, with some exceptions of course, the new nomenklatura and
the so-called business people who made fortunes by stealing common
property (sorry – by buying it for one złoty) after bribing the
nomenklatura. In the meantime, Polish pharmaceutical industry is
marginalized and dying to make way for globalist products and to shift
income westwards, just the opposite to what a better world and a
genuine concern for humanity would require. In present-day Poland
only the rich can get decent medical care. The rest has to pay through
the nose for poor service because nurses and doctors are grossly
underpaid. State-run health care institutions are so grossly underinvested that patients of hospitals and sanatoria are asked before
admission to bring along their own toilet paper, towels and soap,
cutlery and a thermometer. In my visits to Krzysztof’s during business
hours, I watched his patients drive to his house in luxury cars and vans,
get out in the latest Paris fashions, take upstairs their sick kid bundled
in the latest fashions from children’s clothing stores in Berlin, and pay
cash at the end with one day’s wages of an average Pole. Medical
equipment, supplies and general upkeep of hospitals are no longer
fully funded from government treasury. Tax money goes into the huge
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bureaucracy, where key positions pay sums I will not mention because
nobody would believe me.
Battles past and present
From Warsaw Magnus and I followed Vistula River, sometimes riding
on the dike when the road veered off too much. Just north from
Maciejowice I spotted a memorial place between the road and the
river. The site, though neglected, bore the signs of great importance.
Relict artillery pieces from WW2 were parked permanently, their
wheels set in concrete pedestals. Shrubs and trees were laid out in a
regular pattern, unlike the surrounding bush on riverbank sands. There
was a parking lot nearby, overgrown by weeds. “In this place,” I
started to summarize an inscription on an obelisk for Magnus, “the
Soviet Army and the Polish Army by its side built the first bridge
across Vistula and under the shield of artillery fire against enemy
airplanes crossed over to the other side, establishing a stronghold
against the Germans.” The bridge was nearly 900 metres long,” I
added looking at the veteran guns. They chased the Nazi oppressor
away but also brought communism to Poland and to other Central and
Eastern European nations for half a century.
Standing on the path of miscellaneous army movements across Polish
flatlands over the centuries, I wondered how far the guns traveled from
the Soviet Union. Magnus went to pee under a bush. That sight rang a
bell from a fragment of Szymborska’s poem, translated by myself,
Perhaps there are no places other than battlefields,
those still remembered,
those already forgotten,
birch woods and cedar woods,
snows and sands, marshes framed by rainbows
and ravines of black defeat,
where to relieve nature urgently
one squats under a bush.
What moral flows from this – perhaps none.
What really flows is blood that quickly clots
And always some rivers, some clouds.
Maybe the commemorative artillery pieces were the same guns that
brought the communist manifesto of re-birth of the country of Poles to
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Chełm in eastern Poland on July 22, 1944. Four months later a Sovietsponsored government formed in nearby city of Lublin. But in the 18th
century there were no trucks to move armies and weapons around. Did
Kościuszko’s soldiers have to walk all the way from Kraków to
Racławice to Warsaw and south again to Maciejowice not far from the
WW2 crossing of Vistula? I figured it would take us a week to cover
the same distance on bicycles. Maybe also Kościuszko forces crossed
Vistula at the spot we were presently standing on? Did soldier-engineer
Kościuszko build bridges to cross the rivers, or like today we saw
along the river, cable ferries carried the troops across water? At the
beginning of the 15th century, Polish-Lithuanian king made a long
detour in his march north towards the Teutonic Order to avoid crossing
a river because his reconnaissance reported an ambush of the German
Knights on the other side.
Obviously the Polish or Soviet guns set in concrete for posterity did
not roll over the bridge to Studzianki, an August 1944 battlefield on
the other side of Vistula. But the armed forces did. Two Polish armies
turned north from Studzianki, encircled and eventually freed Warsaw
on January 17, 1945. The campaign came too late to be of help to
Warsaw uprising by the Polish home army, supported from London by
Polish government-in-exile. The guerillas attempted to challenge the
Germans in August and September 1944. The Soviet supreme
command ordered that the Red and the Polish Armies wait until
Warsaw uprising failed and the guerrillas bled to death. When at the
end of July 1944 the Soviet army reached Vistula and neared Warsaw,
the underground was requested by broadcasts from Warsaw to support
it. Home army General Tadeusz Bór-Komorowski, under orders from
Polish military headquarters in London, started an open struggle in
Warsaw.
Despite the efforts of the Allies to send arms and supplies by air, the
Soviets refused any support and made the sacrifice in Warsaw useless.
After 63 days of heroic struggle, further resistance was impossible.
Nowadays, song and poem, a handful of movies and hundreds of
plaques found on most every street in Warsaw mark the valour of the
killed guerrillas, the German ruthlessness and the infamous Soviet
tactics that played both sides to its own strategic advantage. In 1944
Warsaw it was a cynical sacrifice orchestrated by the future rulers of
the Central and Eastern Europe. In 1998-2000 Kosovo, it is an equally
cynical game of US and Western Europe to gain an equally despotic
grip on a heroic nation standing in the way of the invisible hand of
free-market chasing mineral riches of the Caucasus and Asia.
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The Polish army started forming in Sielce, a 100 km east of Moscow,
from one division named after Kościuszko under General Zygmunt
Berling in 1943. The soldiers of the Kościuszko division were baptized
in the fire of the battle at Byelorussian village of Lenino in October of
the same year. They broke through German defenses to the depth of
several kilometres, opening the way to a Soviet offensive towards the
Dniepr River 40 km behind the front line. Of a total of 12.5 thousand
Polish soldiers, 3 thousand gave their life or were wounded at Lenino.
The German casualties were 1.8 thousand, including prisoners of war.
The Polish armed forces eventually grew to two armies under Soviet
command and fought Germans on the eastern front, then proceeded to
free present-day Polish territory in summer 1944. At home, the Polish
government in exile commanded Armia Krajowa (Home Army)
guerillas, while Armia Ludowa (People’s Army), operated in coordination with Soviet partisans in Polish eastern territories from
before the war.
Special operations units of Armia Krajowa were trained and supported
by the British SOE, Special Operations Executive. Polish resistance
was instrumental in interception and analysis of the German Enigma
code and machines, and V-1 and V-2 flying bombs. SOE Operation
Foxley recorded one of many assassination attempts on Hitler. A group
of Polish Resistance fighters nearly succeeded in killing the Führer in
autumn 1941 when he was travelling in his personal train in West
Prussia, now in northern Poland west of Gdańsk. British-trained Polish
saboteurs also played a major role in disrupting Nazi railway traffic to
the eastern front. They destroyed or seriously damaged an estimated
6000 locomotives and an unknown number of other rolling stock,
reminds author Denis Rigden in Kill the Hitler. Were they KLA trained
by the US, British and German special services, the toll would be 6000
churches.
On all fronts
The underground and the armies under Stalin’s command were not the
only Polish soldiers fighting the Nazis. An agreement signed in
London on July 30, 1941, between Stalin and the Polish government in
exile ended the state of war between the two countries. The state of
war started when Soviet Union invaded Eastern Poland on September
17, 1939, under a secret pact signed by two generals – Hitler’s
Ribbentrop and Stalin’s Molotov. Hitler needed Soviet political
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support in the early stages of his march to Moscow and the Ural
Mountains. Poland’s eastern boundaries extended half way between
Warsaw and Moscow when WW2 broke out. The peace treaty with
Stalin enabled General Władysław Anders from the Polish government
in London to organize 75 thousand men from about 200 thousand
Polish prisoners of war taken by the Soviets in September 1939 and
hundreds of thousands of Polish nationals deported from Eastern
Poland.
Anders got Stalin’s permission to take his army to the Middle East in
March and August 1942. From there Anders’s men went through the
battles in northern Africa through to Tunis while another part of his
force landed in southern Italy, participated in a suicidal assault on
Monte Casino in 1944, and the remaining troops reached Bologna in
northern Italy. Polish military units also assembled in the United
Kingdom, crossed the Channel to Falaise and parachuted over Holland
in 1944, reaching as far as Wilhelmshaven at the end of the war. In
Southern France, Polish soldiers started the campaign in Avignon and
made their way to Bretagne, Paris and Alsace-Lorraine.
Polish pilots in Royal Air Force squadrons took part in the battle of
Britain in 1940 and flew combat missions over the Northern Europe
and off France’s Atlantic coast. They scored every eighth airplane shot
down by the RAF. From an airbase in Brindisi in Southern Italy, Polish
airmen flew planes that dropped equipment, weapons and supplies in
support of guerrillas fighting the Nazis in Poland, Greece, Northern
Italy, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia. Were there Polish fighter jets on
par with NATO standards in 1999, they would fly over Yugoslavia,
too, but from Aviano, and would drop bombs instead of boxes with
food and supplies suspended from parachutes over the positions of
Tito’s partisans. Polish navy also operated on all WW2 European
fronts, from the Mediterranean through Northern Atlantic and North
Sea, to Murmansk and White Sea in the north.
Few nations can show a comparable participation in the WW2. Lesław
Dudek, a Polish historian and retired brigadier-general, quotes the
number of WW2 Polish military casualties from a 1992 book of M.
Färber Zweiter Weltkrieg in Bildern. Killed and missing in action on all
European fronts were about 120 thousand Polish soldiers, give or take
a dozen percent, depending on which source one believes. Dudek
humbly compares the figure with a total of some 19 million military
casualties in Europe, of which the Soviet Red Army and partisans
suffered a loss of over 13 million. By no means the figure comprises
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only those killed in action. The majority of Soviet prisoners of war,
especially in the first months of German offensive of 1941, were
exterminated or starved in Nazi concentration and POW camps.
Yugoslavs, Italians, the British and the Americans lost about 300
thousand military men each, Rumanians 200 thousand, Greeks 20
thousand. In terms of military casualties per 1000 citizens, the US
losses are 3 times lower than British, which are over 2 times lower
than Yugoslav and nearly seven times smaller than those of the Red
Army.
Military losses of Poland were small, compared to her total population
of 35 million before the war broke out. But over 6 million Poles who
died under Nazi occupation and Soviet prosecution is, percentage wise,
the largest loss of civilian population during WW2, if not in the history
of modern warfare. In absolute terms, only USSR lost more civilians:
almost 8 million, including 1.7 million Jews. 1.4 million Yugoslav
civilians died in WW2. The number of Poles tortured to death, starved
and killed in Soviet prisons between 1939 and 1941 is not known. A
large number of civilians also died as a result of deportations from
Eastern Poland to Siberia, Kazachstan and other regions of the USSR.
Based on Färber’s data, Dudek estimated that nearly 21 times more
Polish non-Jews (including Romas), and over 23 times more Polish
Jews than soldiers died during WW2 – a total of over 17 percent of
pre-war population. Only the Korean War half a century ago matches
this terrible statistics. Out of 20 million citizens, Korea lost about 2.5
million civilians and as many men and women under arms – a quarter
of the total. But only 11 percent of Polish civilian casualties resulted
from military actions. The others fell victim to Nazi methodical
extermination, including wilful bombing of civilian targets, not unlike
that of NATO in 1999 Yugoslavia, but with even more massive noncombatant casualties.
To survive a genocide
Ideology aside, both factions of the regular Polish armed forces on
WW2 fronts and guerrillas at home fought for Polish freedom and for
biological survival of the nation against Nazi genocide. Yet November
11, 2000, celebrations of the Polish Independence Day emphasized the
WW2 contributions of the pro-Western wings and hardly mentioned
those Poles who fought, died and were wounded beside their Soviet
comrades from Lenino to Berlin and in Armia Ludowa. Honorary seats
at the ceremonies at Pomnik Nieznanego Żołnierza (the Monument of
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Unknown Soldier in Warsaw), attended by re-elect President
Kwaśniewski, the military and political brass, were given to those
veterans who fought in WW2 under the Polish command from
London. The TV showed “documentaries” on the battles of Poles on
the Western fronts along with the diplomatic activities of their political
and military leaders on that side of the invisible divider of ideologies
that is considered “correct” by the present rulers of the country and
their Western supporters.
The unveiling of General Władysław Sikorski’s monument in London
in September 2000 was featured at length on TV on November 11,
2000. The premier of the Polish exile government during WW2 and
the commander-in-chief of all Polish armed forces outside the Soviet
control, General Sikorski’s negotiated with Stalin the release of
deportees from Eastern Poland and POWs taken by the Soviets. These
men formed General Anders’s army that eventually reached the West.
Throughout the Independence Day, Polish TV did not mention
Berling’s and Świerczewski’s 1st and 2nd Armies that pressed on
German forces from the East. Perhaps the present propaganda
overcompensates for the erasure-by-design of the “Western” part of the
picture under communism. That does not mean that either version is
the complete and the only representation of reality. Perhaps the present
ruling elite and their propagandists do not consider freeing the country
from Germans from the East and then falling into Soviet yoke to be an
act of liberation of the country.
Why, the national holiday commemorates the day in 1918 when a
Polish soldier and statesman Józef Piłsudski (1867-1935) returned to
Warsaw from a German prison. Young Piłsudski was anti-tsarist and
collaborated with Russian nationalists, then remained a staunch
nationalist and an opponent of bolshevism. Maybe for these
characteristics his cult was re-born after communism fell. Monuments,
busts and street plates bearing Piłsudski’s names appeared everywhere.
But in the frenzy of revival of the national hero, the propaganda forgot
that Piłsudski was not blinded by the West’s would-be blessings. He
became anti-German and anti-Austrian when circumstances called for
it for the good of his country. Piłsudski formed the first Polish
sovereign government after centuries of gradual partitions between the
Prussian, Austro-Hungarian and Russian Empires that eventually
erased Poland from the map of Europe when in 1848 Austria
swallowed the last independent piece of Poland, the city republic of
Cracow.
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A genuine and selfless patriot, Piłsudski deplored corruption in the
government and did not yield to compromises of Polish independence.
His words are still topical, “Scoundrels and rascals run the whole show
[…] Debasement of people is rampant in Poland […] Party interests
dominate everything else […] Sejm and Senat enjoy too many
priviledges […] I categorically reject any attempts against the Treasury
money […] The freebee stodge is over […] Counting on government’s
coverage of their chair, hotel, sausage and bordello with taxpayer
money is bound to fail.” In the original, Piłsudski rhymed the
parliamentarian’s privileges as fotel, hotel, serdel and burdel with a
charm and brightness typical of him. How I wished that a new
Piłsudski appeared on the Polish political scene. Piłsudski had 12
ministers, now there are over 100 functionaries with a pay and
privileges at the ministerial level. The present government pushes the
symbol of the great Pole, but fails to live by his principles in a country
where 5.5 million citizens exist below the material threshold of
biological survival, 200 thousand are homeless, and in 6 months of
2000, within the legal eviction season from May to October, 12
additional thousands were sent onto the streets.
Stolen bridge
The monument on Vistula bank near Maciejowice was more or less
intact, unlike many we saw in our travels. They are numerous for
practically every town and village was a place of WW2 combat. This
one was intact perhaps because the inscription was engraved into a
stone slab that has no value at the metal scrap yard. Beginning in late
1980s, chauvinism and contempt of everything reminding of the
Moscow rule in post-war Poland desecrated many other monuments of
the Soviet soldiers who died while approaching the seat of Hitler’s
Germany. Polish poverty and stupidity played a role, too. Heavy and
cast in bronze, the plaques were a temptation for local alcoholics.
Those deranged Poles would not hesitate to dismantle a small steel
bridge under the night cover to sell it for profit at a steel-recycling
yard, as I learned with unbelief from TV news during a trip to my
country of birth.
Just like a bridge could be yanked out of its bearings, so the plaques
were missing on numerous obelisks, walls and monuments, leaving
gaping boltholes and an imprint lighter than the adjacent surface. It is
not a glorious aspect of the post-communist change in Poland. There is
enough space for plaques for everybody, but the new police needs to
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become more effective before more bronze is dispensed to record the
good deeds for posterity. More importantly, reforms are urgently
needed to care for humans rather than profits of the few in power
inside and outside of my worn-out country and nation.
German Drang nach Osten displaced Northern Slavs from the lands
between the Elbe and Vistula rivers. The German spear penetrated as
far as present Green Lungs and Baltic states and stopped on the pagan
Lithuanians. Polish kings also harassed the pagans and exterminated
them. The arrogant Christian West called these ancient peoples
collectively Prussians. Ironically, the new overlords of Prussia adopted
the name for themselves, creating historical confusion that lasts to
date. Iwona’s father was born in Pomerania (Pomorze in Polish,
Pommern in German), an indigenous Slav land, like Prussia (Prusy,
Preussen) used to belong to the Baltic peoples before Slavs and then
Germans overtook them. History was the only school subject in which
I did not achieve A or B, so naturally I thought Iwona’s father was
German like the occupiers of Pomorze. I imagine how confused the
former residents must be who come by the busload to Poland’s
Regained Territories to see die alte Heimat.
Numerous Baltic tribes once inhabited the area of present Green
Lungs. The Prussian tribes of Jadźwingi and Wenedy were decimated
and survivors probably survived in Mazury (geographical name of
Western Green Lungs, Warmia being the eastern part) with its
characteristic dialect. Darek’s friend Remigiusz Roguszka is an expert
on the subject. Darek promised to take us on exploration of the history
of ancient Prussians by kayaks in the company of Remigiusz. Wet
weather brought these promises to naught. We could not conceal our
disappointment. I knew nothing about the infamous aspect of Polish
history in relation to Baltic pagan peoples. I could not wait to learn it.
Magnus’s imagination, shaped by Tolkien’s books, probably
anticipated that fantasy would come true in his father’s country. Once
he shared with me, “Dad, I believe I would learn Polish language fast.”
Slavs have the most numerous languages in Europe and some words
from Serbo-Croatian, Czech or Slovak may mean the opposite in
Polish, but I did not elaborate and smiled to my son.
The following October, I learned that an UOP squad with sub-machine
guns and wearing balaclavas and bullet-proof vests ransacked
Roguszka’s apartment at 6 a.m. One officer was commanding the
operation and one filmed everything on video. Hi-Tech. They handed
Roguszko a search warrant before they turned his place upside down.
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A staunch opponent of skinheads and a frequent target of their assaults,
Remigiusz was a suspect in a current neo-fascist trial before a court.
He publishes a neo-pagan magazine and is active in the revival of Slav
conscience internationally, lately at www.slavinet.org. I suggested that
this would be a good reason for the regime to witch-hunt him as a
“sect” – the catchword for all free thinkers and opponents to
globalization and integration of Poland with Europe and NATO.
To stop mutual hostilities and bring Christianity to the pagans, the last
Polish king of the Piast dynasty, Kazimierz Wielki (Casimir the Great)
strived to conciliate the pagan rulers to the northeast of his kingdom by
ways different from the brutal conquest of Teutonic Knights. The king
was a builder who “found a country of wood and left a country of
stone,” as we saw in Kazimierz Dolny on Vistula. There, a medieval
granary got a new life as a tourist hostel we could not keep our eyes
off. King Kazimierz raised the level of learning among Poles to
western European standards. He founded the University of Cracow in
1364, one of the oldest in Central Europe, beside Prague and Vienna.
His political vision came to fruition, when daughter Jadwiga of his
sister’s son, Louis of Hungary, to whom Kazimierz bequeted his
kingdom, married the grand duke of Lithuania, who became
Wladysław Jagiełło, the splendid King of Poland.
Sinking in the sand
It wasn’t until 1410 and a great defeat by united Polish and Lithuanian
armies under king Jagiełło and his cousin Witold (Vytautas in
Lithuanian) that the German Teutonic Order’s expansion eastward was
arrested for a while. We celebrated that occasion on its 590th
anniversary, together with tens of thousands of Poles gathered on the
former battlefields of Grunwald (Tannenberg in German, although
Grunwald is also derived from German “green woods”) near the
sparkling city of Olsztyn in the middle of Polish Green Lungs – the
greenest and cleanest region in Europe. We spent the night at my
Internet friend’s, Dr. Darek Liszewski, a philosopher, political and
environmental activist for better Poland, and set out to Grunwald the
next morning on bicycles.
Darek insisted on country and forest roads, “We should reach the
battlefields before noon.” The journey looked tempting on the map. It
bypassed busy roads and cut short almost in a straight line. Darek was
flying on his spiffy mountain bike with fat tires, at times rending the
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air with the joy of a boy on his first discovery of biking delights in the
countryside. But Magnus and I struggled kilometre after kilometre as
our skinny tires kept sinking and side-slipping in the soft, sandy
underlay under the load of bodies and intercontinental gear. We arrived
well three hours later than planned. The last few kilometres we
triumphantly rode, slalom-like at times, by several kilometres of buses
and cars with registration plates from all over Poland. The traffic
crawled towards the great anniversary celebrations, filling the Green
Lungs with stink.
The great battle was re-played on huge screens via excerpts from
Krzyżacy (Teutonic Knights), a movie that is based on a novel by
Sienkiewicz, directed by one of the famous Polish film directors and
filmed by the splendid cameramen educated at the film academy in
Łódź just a couple of days’ bike ride from Grunwald. I was born not
far from Łódź and my great-uncle Kabe used to live in that industrial
city. My grand-grandpa’s estate that was confiscated by the Russian
Tsar was not far from Łódź. On a smaller scale, the battle was waged
on a nearby meadow by a few hundred enthusiasts of medieval ages.
They came to Grunwald from Poland, Lithuania, Russia, Byelorussia,
Germany, England, France and a few other NATO countries to rescue
one of the grandest battles of Europe from oblivion. I saw Lithuanian
army officers in gala uniforms, accompanied by Polish officers in the
new four-cornered caps with a White Eagle. The eagle must be getting
confused and if history repeats itself at a faster pace, its noble head
will fall off from turning west and east too fast.
Hard as I tried to find them, Bundeswehr officers were nowhere to be
seen at Tannenberg, neither the friendlier Danske Vær who also station
in Szczecin at the first NATO outpost in former Soviet domain. I am
not counting Camp Bondsteel in Kosovo, which of course is just a
temporary housing for US peacekeepers under UN command until the
Milošević monster comes to his senses and quits slaughtering innocent
Albanian peasants in Kosovo.
The simulators of history tried hard. An ambulance was standing by, its
sirens whining at one time as someone perhaps accidentally hit another
with one of the many types of medieval weapons they were waging.
Unlike nearly 6 centuries ago, no dead were strewn over the miniature
battlefield when the crowds of medieval cross-dressers walked by the
spectators to make room for the next show that proved to be closer to
our NATO reality. Half a dozen parachutists descended one by one
onto empty spots between the crowds from a slow but noisy plane with
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a big belly which took off majestically from another meadow not long
before. But it was only an intermission allowing the audience to bend
their heads back for a change, while looking at the specks detach from
the plane, then grow bigger and bigger until the acrobats and their
cupolas could be admired in detail from a closer range. Not good
enough for Nebojša Pavković and his 3rd Army (who defended Kosovo
from NATO in 1999), I thought. They would be shot down like ducks
from the ground, fewer at night than in bright day. I realized at that
moment that Nebojša must mean, “has no fear” in Serbian. Just then a
drizzle started.
The next show required looking straight ahead again. On the grass just
vacated by the Grunwald warriors, the cream of the nouveau riche
Polish NATO army, specially tended, groomed and trained somewhere
near Warsaw was about to present their skills to the international
audience and to the Polish national TV cameras, of course. I was
listening to the cheerful loudspeaker announcements, but thinking
about the KLA units trained under USA, Germany and other NATO
care in northern Albania. It was a choice Polish unit Grom (thunder)
for very special assignments, went on the announcer. Like busting
Montenegro with British SAS units? For a moment I thought I was
watching a Hollywood action movie, complete with sub-machine guns,
karate hits halving concrete sidewalk tiles laid on the bodies of the
pathetic actors, and kick-boxing scenes as if from Bruce Lee’s movie,
but performed by Jans, Tadeuszes and Mareks.
The show concluded with the arrival of two jeeps that made a smoke
screen, picked up the commando and retreated accompanied by much
fake gun noise. Mission accomplished. I could not help thinking about
a SAS platoon who was reportedly ambushed and killed in a Kosovo
ravine by the soldiers of Nebojša Pavković, or over fifty soldiers in
NATO choppers that were shot down on missions to rescue downed
pilots in Kosovo. Poland can be proud that her sons will more
equitably share the burden of peacekeeping and humanitarian
interventions in this atrocious world.
Savages east of Berlin
The drizzle turned into a downpour. I quit counting which downpour it
was in a row experienced on this trip to Serbia via Poland, where
apparently the ancestors of some of the contemporary Serbs once
lived. Magnus and I bought tickets and went under the roof of a field
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museum of the historical battle. Again, another excerpt from the great
movie after Sienkiewicz’s book was screened in a small auditorium.
We had to wait for our turn and chatted about the exhibits we just saw,
waiting in a small crowd at the door to the cinema room. “Please tell
him that the English know European history only as far as Berlin.
Beyond is a savage blank,” reproached and condescended a man who
was overhearing us. I did nothing. Magnus is not English, has a sense
of fairness, takes interest in other cultures, and is genuinely concerned
about human welfare. “Swords we are not short of, but we will accept
these two as a promise of our victory.” Perhaps not as precise and
economical as my grandpa’s Kabe into Esperanto, this is my
translation of Jagiełło’s reply to envoys sent by the Teutonic
commander. They brought the swords to encourage, the commander
thought, the Polish king to come out of the bush and fight.
The Teutonic forces prepared camouflaged dig-outs, expecting heavy
Polish cavalry to begin combat from the Polish-Lithuanian side. But
Jagiełło sent light mounted Tatars first, who rode through the dig-outs,
broke the enemy lines and thus began the fiercest combat Green Lungs
saw in their history. The adversary was tricked earlier, though. Jagiełło
ordered his eager soldiers to stay in the shade long into noon, thus
exhausting the heavily armoured and dressed Teutonic Knights and
other cream of Western harbingers of Christianity who were waiting in
the open from early morning to begin a sure victory. This is why they
sent the two swords to Jagiełło. The heat and sweat was getting under
their skin.
The same arrogance and conceit made Clinton, Blair and Fischer
attack Yugoslavia and her civilian population. A similar excuse for
conquest, but based on the religion of “democracy,” “human rights“
and “globalization” for the Balkans rather than Christianity to Baltic
pagans, filled the mouths of Bill, James, Jamie, Joschka, Madeleine,
Tony and scores of others with pathogenic, Serb-hating lies that are
being exposed and reversed against the Albanians, Croats and Bosnian
Muslims with every new exhumation in Kosovo and elsewhere in
former Yugoslav republics. The same Slav wisdom, strength and spirit
inflicted such wounds to NATO that Lord Robertson and Generals
Clark and Strong will think twice before assaulting this small, brave
nation again. Five to ten percent out of a thousand US and NATO
fighter jets and bombers shot down and severely damaged is no small
potatoes, considering that own losses of VJ were minimal. I looked
around the audience in the dark and asked myself how many of them
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would really volunteer to fight their southern brothers under NATO
flag.
Nouveau it is, having been admitted to NATO together with Hungary
and Czech Republic just before the Pact’s stealthy attack on
Yugoslavia. But riche is Wojsko Polskie not. Restructuring of the
country’s defense system began with dissolution of its defense
manufacturing. It’s not that the expertise is out of date. A few years
ago, engineers at Łucznik plant in Radom 90 km south of Warsaw
designed a pistol, MAG-95, with a mass of 1 kg, in line with the
newest international standards. Polish military procurement experts
declared it too heavy. The engineers went back to the drawing boards
and returned with a lighter MAG-98 three years later. Just recently at a
military supply tender in Poland it fetched 1400 złoty apiece. In
response an undisclosed firm bid Austrian-made Glock, which
normally costs over 2000 złoty, for 1100 złoty per pistol – a typical
case of dumping Western products, military and civilian. Charges for
Glock spare parts will more than compensate for the apparent subsidy
later.
The production of an excellent assault helicopter Huzar was also
discontinued. Israel managed to get their order out just days before.
The Americans brought a helicopter over to one Polish defense
manufacturing plant to show how superior future production in Poland
would be. The chopper malfunctioned and could not take off in front
of a crowd of reporters assembled for the occasion. Massive layoffs
also ensued in production of other weapons, including a basic gun and
ammunition without which a country should not even start spelling
SOVEREIGNTY, bringing the desperate workers from Łucznik as far
as the streets of Warsaw to demonstrate in Fall 1999. Then a month
before we left for Poland, they again demonstrated in Warsaw,
demanding orders for weapons they could produce for NATO.
To be fair, not all military suppliers are displeased with the policies of
the new Polish government. At least one of the businesses created by
the invisible hands of free-market is doing fine. It is an insignificant
detail that the owner of the business is Boguslaw Bagsik, a chap
known for a multi-million dollar fraud. Why Bagsik and not the others
with still bigger frauds? Good question that perhaps the mainstream
media propagandists could answer. Despite recent legal proceedings
against Bagsik by his creditors, regarding his leather clothing business
this time, he got a government order for fighter jet pilot jackets at four
times the market value. As to the workers, researchers, engineers and
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product developers at Łucznik, their saga is over. In Fall 2000, a court
declared the plant bankrupt and, therefore, for the taking. Will Bagsik
or a foreign investor “buy” it? It depends on which one would offer a
better bribes and kick-offs to facilitators of the deal. The defense
industry workers can protest till they drop.
The army brains faced a grim prospect of layoffs, too. NATO does not
need any Polish generals and officers to command an obedient army.
Observers feared suicides among the dismissed Poles. Many of them
were looking forward to Poland joining NATO to advance their careers
and find a new meaning in serving their country. Instead, 70 thousand
military personal were to be laid off. In May 2000, Polish minister of
defense Janusz Onyszkiewicz announced that “to secure funds for
modernization” to NATO requirements, the military would be reduced
from present 220 thousand to 150 thousand, or 30 thousand extra
compared to an announcement in March 2000. Kosovo war must have
taught NATO that tanks are not the weapon of choice for humanitarian
interventions from the sky.
Polish army’s mainstay were tank divisions and foot soldiers in
armoured carriers in case NATO dared to invade through the Iron
Curtain. The air force of the country is not au par, since only a
Russian-built air tanker participated in the slaughter of the innocent in
spring 1999. Poland will be upgrading its air combat capability by
steering away from excellent MiG-29 and Sukhoi fighters. It will be up
to laid-off Polish mechanics and aeronautical engineers to make the
second-hand F-16s work. Would the aircraft be veterans from the
Balkan skies that were lucky to make it back to Aviano despite
wounded wings and fuselages? While in Poland in November 2000, I
saw the happy news announced on national TV that the US is giving
away this junk to Poland to the tune of US$1.5 billion. The price
probably does not include spare parts and expertise necessary to fix the
wrecks. I thought that Poland was only a dump for German hazardous
waste and junk vehicles from Western Europe.
Niemiec or szwab?
King Jagiełło crushed the might of the Teutonic Knights, but it resurfaced a few centuries later, leading to the final partition of Poland
after Kościuszko’s uprising failed. Before Jagiełło, king Bolesław
Chrobry (the Brave) in the beginning of 11th century was a great
soldier and statesman. He met with his friend German Emperor Otto
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III at a congress in Gniezno in year 1000. Poland secured an
independent church. Chrobry realized the principles of Polish
statehood, which his father Mieszko passed down. In the last few
centuries of the first millennium, Mieszko’s predecessors (the Piasts)
united a number of tribes and established a highly developed political
community that felt comfortable with high civilizations of Europe’s
West and South. When Germans began to break through western
Slavonic tribes, Mieszko secured his state from the aggression by
subjugating himself to Emperor Otto I. Mieszko removed all risks of a
hostile crusade when he married a Czech princess Dąbrówka and
accepted Christianity in 966.
Mieszko’s deliberate adoption of the western civilization remained the
prime policy of Polish rulers for several centuries. Finally, by placing
all his lands in the hands of the pope, Mieszko inaugurated a close
relationship that gave Poland the special protection of the Holy See.
That protection is expressed in recent years by Vatican’s continual
support of admission of Poland to European Union.” It would be
difficult for the Catholic majority of the country to oppose “their”
Pope’s will.
By the time of Chrobry’s coronation in 1024, his father’s principality
was transformed into an independent, powerful kingdom covering
more or less the area within the present borders. West of the Nysa
River, Chrobry retained Łużyce where Slav culture survived to date
under German conquest and domination. South and southeast of
present borders, he included parts of present Czech and Slovak
territories and parts of present eastern Ukraine. In the north, he did not
manage to subdue Baltic pagan tribes. Was German Drang nach Osten
stopped forever after WW2 when Poland’s borders were re-shaped
again, this time to those from the turn of the first millennium?
Some Polish nationalists fear that the expansionism will materialize in
economic takeover this time. The nationalists are ridiculed and
harassed by the present ruling elite oriented to European Union and
NATO. Deutsche Bank and other German financiers are major owners
among the foreign banking interests who own at least 70 percent of
Polish banks. The statistics are no better for other sectors that are key
to a country’s sovereignty. Polskie Koleje Państwowe (Polish national
railways) are being privatized and could be taken over by Deutsche
Bahn, which would be preferable perhaps to partitioning into a myriad
ineffective operators, as happened in the famous privatization of
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British Rail. But then from a bureaucrat’s point of view, the more
packages to sell, the better opportunity for profiteering.
The nationalists and patriots fear that the crisis may deepen once
Warsaw integrates with the super-government in Brussels. The fear is
not paranoia. German constitution and other legislation guarantee
German title to all former German lands. My friend Ryszard Łogiewa
remarked in one of his emails, “During the Cold War I met one Fritz
connected to the FDP party at Berlin ZOO station. He started a
discussion about the return of our newly acquired Ziemie Odzyskane to
Germany. I asked him if he realized how far westwards the Slavs lived.
He admitted that indeed their range extended as far as the Elbe River.
Then I drew on a piece of paper that Hamburg should be Polish. The
discussion about the return to German Vaterland was over.”
I responded, “Polish airlines should demand a free use of the newest
airport in Berlin-Schőnefelde for world-wide hub operations. Polish
shipping companies should get, in addition to free passage through the
Kiel Canal, a free use of Hamburg, Lűbeck, and Rostock seaports and
all canals and river ports between Oder and Elbe Rivers. Polish
municipalities and industries should have the privilege of dumping
garbage and all kinds of other waste on land and into waters between
the said rivers. Poles should have a special low rate for using German
resorts and an income-adjusted rate for real estate prices on former
Slav territory.” For the ultimate havoc among German revisionists, I
added, “and this would be in addition to WW1 and WW2 damage
reparations.” The latter would amount to about DM30 to 50 trillion
(US$15 to 25 trillion) for lost Polish lives alone, if current German
pricing of statistical life in cost-benefit analysis of transportation
projects was used. I can see their faces when they divide the claim into
their number. They would have to sell everything they own and also go
steal from the Russian, Ukrainian and Albanian mafias to pay the debt.
That would not be enough, though. Several next generations of them
would have to work to pay off the terrible debt. The gross world
product is on the order of US$30 trillion. Human life is precious.
Idle professionals
Ryszard is now idle because his credentials from communist Poland
don’t fit into the hiring politics of the present clique. He is the last one
I would call a chauvinist Pole. He traveled all over the world, worked
in Poland as well as Libya and Mozambique. He could make friends
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with Martians, if need be. He speaks Arabic as well as fluent German,
Russian, and working English, not to mention his dialect from Śląsk
(Silesia) in the south of Poland, where he was raised. He can socialize
with Africans, Arabs, Jews, Americans, Russians, Chinese, and
Belgians – any humans as long as they remain logical and reasonable.
Ryszard does not tolerate BS and can sense it ten miles away. He is a
transportation engineer and received Employee of the Year distinction
from a fair size international consulting firm for whom I “found” him
for a road project in Africa.
On a recent trip to Sarajevo, Ryszard befriended Bosnian Muslims
whom he impressed with knowledge of Islamic religion, culture and
the language. But when a German starts talking revisionism, he
automatically switches, like most Poles including myself, to
contemptuous szwab (Fritz in English) with lower-case “s” instead of
Niemiec – a normal German. The derogatory word must have come
from Schwabia, a historical part of German geography, from where
Germans probably colonized Poland at the invitation of Polish kings.
But as the resentment to the foreigners among local Poles grew, the
name took on a negative connotation and was later expanded to all
German-speaking persons who deserved contempt.
Ryszard and I, and Magnus recently, know a number of good Niemiec.
One time we invited a young couple from Germany with children
touring British Canada to stay with us in Vancouver. The kids called us
Onkel and Tante (uncle and aunt). We became friends. Magnus’s
German friend Carston spent many summers among friendly people
and beautiful nature of north and eastern Poland. He inspired Magnus
to go traveling in Poland. My school buddy Wojtek Sawaszkiewicz is
doing business from Szczecin with numerous Niemiec who bring
hopeless old pieces across the border to Wojtek’s well-equipped
antique renovation workshop staffed with cheap, measured by
Deutsche Mark, but very skilled Pan Zdzisław, Pan Bernard, and a
number of other Pan and Pani who give the antiques a new life with
their skillful hands. We are not chauvinist when we say szwab. It is just
a self-preservation instinct.
I do not know of the German customers’ complaints about the
workmanship and service but I do know that Wojtek and his charming
wife Mirka work 16-hour days, have neither time nor money for
vacations, can’t get any non-usury loans from any Polish bank and face
disasters one by one. On each new visit they stoically tell me about
new thefts from their store or about non-payment of insurance on a
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truck that one of the employees rammed into umpteen parked cars
when he tried to drive it home from a bar – drunk, without permission
and driving license. He had no idea how to drive and stole the keys
beforehand. In the court he explained he wanted to learn how to drive.
He did not have to pay any fine, did not go to jail, and Wojtek had no
right to fire him. The total damages were astronomical and the
insurance company tried money-saving “damage control” on Wojtek’s
truck. In his lengthy and exhausting investigation Wojtek found out
that the owner of the dishonest insurance firm was a German.
Stutthof
En-route to Gdansk from Frombork, Magnus lagged behind near
Sztutowo and I waited. He said when he caught up, “Dad, there is a
sign with Grunwald two swords. What is it?” All major places of
martyrdom from WW2 have been awarded one of the highest Polish
decorations – the Grunwald Cross. In our travels we saw arrows with
two Grunwald swords quite often. They were pointing from the centre
of a village or town to the places of slave labour camps, massacres,
executions and other terrible events accomplished by the German
Nazis in Poland. Twelve thousand Nazi concentration camps, subcamps, labour camps, POW camps, children camps and other
establishments of mass killing and extreme human suffering aimed at
eventual death of the victims of the Aryan Herrenvolk. The Nazis
located about half of the total number of the heinous establishments on
the territory of Poland. The Nazis did it to “optimize” transportation of
more than 18 million people that went through them during WW2
from numerous countries. The largest Nazi occupation force in Europe,
which eliminated Polish administration entirely and helped keep the
dark secrets away from the West, also spoke for location in Poland.
Nazi camps built on the experience of 1933-1939 camps that were
established in Germany to do away with Hitler’s domestic opposition.
Established in 1939, since 1942 Sztutowo (Stutthof) imprisoned mainly
Polish freedom fighters and later citizens of other countries. Stutthof
and its over 60 sub-camps processed a total of about 110 thousand
people. About 85 thousand died there. Stutthof was not the only
extermination camp. Out of the 18 million “processed” through Nazi
camps, police centres with torture chambers and 400 ghettos for Jews
in Poland and later also in the Baltic states, Byelorussia, Ukraine and
Czechoslovakia, Schutzstaffel (SS) bearing the skull and crossbones
insignia together with Gestapo secret police and Wehrmacht staff of
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the POW camps (called oflag, stalag and dulag) exterminated about 11
million people with methods ranging from gas chambers, shot in the
head, burial of wounded survivors of executions alive in mass graves,
torture, starving and exhaustion to death, sickness without care, to fatal
medical experiments and injections of toxins.
Out of about 8.9 million prisoners of the death and extermination
camps, 81% died. Out of 7.5 million people, mainly Jews and Poles, in
Nazi establishments on the territory of Poland, 6.7 million died. I took
out a calculator; 89% died – one number divided into another and
multiplied by 100. Out of Poland’s 5 million citizens taken to the
camps, about 3.5 million were buried in excavations filled with lime or
went into the air as smoke from the pyres and stacks of crematoria.
About half a million Gypsies were executed or died in the Nazi camps.
Exact numbers are impossible to determine because Nazis succeeded
to a large degree in obliterating evidence of crimes against humanity.
In a February 15th, 1940, speech before the commanders of
concentration camps, Heinrich Himmler stated the tasks ahead; “a)
Polish leaders should be identified and located in order to render them
harmless. b) Poles should be exterminated quickly in pre-determined
stages. c) The German nation should recognize as its main duty to
annihilate all Poles.” Poles were the first group of prisoners brought to
Auschwitz near Oświęcim, which became one of the largest Nazi death
facilities in Europe.
60 years later it is the main duty of Poles to pray that no leaders like
Hitler, Himmler and Göring re-emerge. For a while I thought that we
were close when Fischer, Schröder and a bunch of Luftwaffe and
Wehrmacht generals got excited about the good job they were doing in
the Balkans. Regardless, I could not stop thinking about Joseph
Goebbels when I listened to Jamie Shea, TV news and when I read no
matter which mainstream newspaper dispatches and commentaries
about the recent wars in the Balkans. These historical parallels woke
me up from a European Union and NATO dream that I used to share
with many other Poles who also longed for a better future of our
Ojczyzna. The awakening was facilitated by NATO bucket of cold
water on March 24th, 1999. The Polish nation cannot do much other
than prayer. Poland emerged weak from the communist era and the
following decade ruined it even further. The political leadership is
corrupt and was easily bought by the West for a box of shiny beads.
We used to say under martial law just before the fall of Polish
communism, “We are at the bottom. From here the way can only be for
the better.” We were wrong, I am afraid, for Poland has not reached the
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bottom yet. If the Solidarność clique stays in power after next
elections, Poland is bound to acquire a Third World country status. It
has one in corruption already.
Jews were slated for extermination in the Endlösung (final solution)
plan of 1942-1943. Those who were not executed or did not die of
starvation and illness in ghettoes were brought to camps specially
created for that purpose. Oświęcim-Brzezinka (Auschwitz-Birkenau)
death complex was the largest facility for the final solution. By the end
of 1941, Chełmno (Culmhof) near Łódź saw the first use of motor
vehicle exhaust to kill large numbers quickly. The victims were Jews,
as in the first transports from Łódź, Lublin and Kraków to most of the
other death camps. In summer of 1942 some 300 thousand Jews from
the Warsaw Ghetto were taken to nearby Treblinka and were
exterminated. Majdanek near Lublin administered summary
exterminations in gas chambers without recording the identities of the
prisoners and deportees. A trainload of Jews would arrive from
Hungary or France, greeted by a camp orchestra composed of Polish
prisoners. The Jews would be sorted into gender and age groups, asked
to deposit their possessions and would be led successively to death,
believing they were going to shower rooms before assignment to
accommodations. Thick smoke of loved ones, of friends and train trip
companions rose above their heads from a stack next to the “shower”
facilities. Sobibór and Bełżec in southeast Poland were also killing 6 to
8 thousand people a day towards the Endlösung. Most of the WW2
death camps were located in Poland since the bulk of the target of
extermination, Poles and Jews, lived there.
Such giants of German industry as Siemens, Hoesch, AEG, Krupp,
Mannesmann, I.G. Farben, Röchling, Flick, Hawiel and Hermann
Göring used slave labour from the camps. The last name coincides
with the name of one of the initiators of concentration camps,
Hermann Göring and Heinrich Himmler, who set to the task as soon as
Hitler gained power in Germany. Since 1934, SS took over exclusive
supervision of the camps. A total of about 170 thousand people went
through the early concentration camps in 1933-1939 Germany. After
Hitler’s attack on Poland on September 1st, 1939, existing camps in
Germany were enlarged and new ones were built, mainly in Poland, as
German occupation progressed east. The camps were to serve the 1941
Generalplan Ost (General Plan East), which envisaged extermination
and re-settlement beyond Ural mountains of 30 to 50 million people
out of a total of 45 to 60 million residing in Poland, Lithuania, Latvia,
Estonia, Byelorussia, Ukraine and the city of Leningrad. Germans
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planned to accomplish this “ambitious” human engineering project
within 20 years. 20 million Poles were to perish along with 5 to 6
million Jews. Those left alive were to be exploited as slave labour. A
small number would be subject to Germanisation. Generalplan Ost
provided for colonization of the “freed” space by 4 million Germans in
the first 10 years, followed by 6 million later.
Through the gate of death
We turned off our road to Gdańsk by an old, spacious villa amidst a
large garden lot. Two or three families occupied the house. We crossed
an abandoned narrow-gage railway track and a couple of hundred
metres from the Gdańsk route we entered the grounds of the former
death camp. Magnus took a picture of a site map that showed the
layout of the camp. Ordnung muß sein (Order must govern),
pronounced the arrangement of scores of buildings and barracks drawn
on the map. The Nazis brought the art of mass killing to perfection.
Presently we were standing behind the villa and next to a wellorganized garden and greenhouses. “Commander’s villa. Camp
gardens. Administration building and officers’ mess and club,” I read
out aloud from the legend for Magnus’s benefit. He did not wait for the
translation of legends for rows of larger buildings on the map.
Past the former administration building built of brick, in which we
missed an exhibition by an hour, and a barrack building opposite, in
which political police used to investigate the political prisoners, we
entered through the “death gate” and walked silently from place to
place for the next hour or so. In intact barracks next to the gate we
could see piles of shoes, glasses, baggage. I did not need to translate
for Magnus.
At the southern boundary, set against woods separating the camp from
the road to Gdańsk, two barbed wire fences separated by a carpet of
barbed wire stood clear from the trees. The clearance allowed guards
on watchtowers to shoot down anybody who dared to come near.
Concrete posts with curved top on which several barbed wires were
supported made it impossible to climb over the fence from inside the
camp. The “barbed wire” fence of a Serbian “death camp” in Trnopolje
in Bosnia that British ITN media conglomerate, fabricated by forging
reporter’s photos, looked pathetic by comparison. The “fence” in
Trnopolje was about half the height of that in Stutthof. A child could
climb it and an adult could kick it open. But the gullible Western
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public swallowed the US and NATO propaganda trick hook and sinker,
thus satisfying their feeling of responsibility for world affairs and
exercising their vigilance against repetition of WW2 Nazi genocide
and atrocities in the Balkans at the end of the 20th century.
We followed remaining foundations eastwards. “Camp kitchen,”
explained the sign at an outline of a room not larger than 4 by 4
metres. “Laundry. Surgery. Isolation ward for the terminally ill,” read
the signs increasingly depressing, ending with “Gas chamber” and
“Incineration plant” at the camp’s eastern boundary next to the narrow
gage railway tracks. Both wood fuel and humans were brought by the
trainload as in Auschwitz. A Christian cross and a David’s star stood at
the entrance to the gas chamber. Photos dating from early 1945
showed the same chamber without the cross and the star, but
surrounded by a group of people. Among them were officers of the
Polish Army allied with the Red Army. After freeing Warsaw, the same
units of the Red Army turned north and freed Stutthof and then
Gdańsk. Maybe the same Polish and Russian soldiers who went
through the crossing we saw at Vistula near Maciejowice also reached
Stutthof and then proceeded to Gdańsk, like we did 55 years and a few
months later.
We walked the tracks, stepping on the old, wooden ties. The tracks led
north to a group of large commercial buildings in the woods. “Grain
and farm supply warehouses,” I explained to Magnus, reading the
colourful signs displayed on each. Later we checked on the map the
names of German industries that built and occupied them during the
war. Using Stutthof death camp labour they made equipment and
weapons for Hitler’s army. Turning west before a fence protecting the
present businesses we reached an elaborate monument erected to the
memory of Stutthof victims. As if sensing future threats to humanity,
the monument prominently displayed a warning for future generations.
In vain – millions perished in wars and genocide since WW2. Vietnam,
the Kurds, East Timor, Rwanda, Middle America, Sierra Leone, the
Balkans, Chechnya. The numbers keep growing and there seems to be
no end in sight. When the sky of world relations clears and sunrays
manage to get through at times, as after the Cold War, the dispenser of
Evil blows the winds of history or progress – I don’t know any more
what they are – to make sure the sky is dark again.
I looked around. There were not many people besides us in Stutthof,
yet this sad historical museum is located in a region of beach resorts
visited by hundreds of thousands in the summer season. The boat from
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Frombork that brought us to the spit separating Vistula estuary from
the sea was full and we pushed our bikes through a crowd of
passengers waiting for the boat on the other side. In every resort we
passed hundreds of vacationers strolling, having a good time in
amusement parks and shopping along the main road. The weather was
not exactly for swimming and sun tanning on the sandy beaches. Poles
know what the Nazis did to their nation. They wept and grieved and
built monuments to the martyrs. Their genes recorded the genocide as
another node of suffering in the DNA. Now they leave it up to the
officials, the media and foreign delegations, like ones from Israel, to
commemorate.
In a long compartment built into one side of the concrete monument at
Stutthof, ashes and bones found on the site upon its liberation in 1945
were displayed in sand and gravel behind thick glass, like dinosaur
bones found at a natural cemetery of hundreds of dinosaurs in Alberta,
Canada. Fresh flower bouquets were placed here and there. A large
clearing opened a hundred metres to the north. The position of each of
the dozens of former prisoner barracks was marked with a monument
and an indication of its inhabitants. Danes, Jews, Poles, Belgians, the
litany went on and on. We returned to the access road and the map,
passing by former gardens and greenhouses. The garden was still
tended. Tomatoes and cucumbers hung down among vegetable
furrows, berry bushes and fruit trees. Stutthof soil obligingly accepted
the bones and ashes of the martyrs. As obligingly it gives harvest after
harvest since the garden was set up in 1939 within the camp
boundaries. One glance at the map and we knew we only walked
through about a quarter of the death camp area. More clearings with
terrifying memories were tucked into the surrounding woods. And
where were the 60 sub-camps of Stutthof located?
The march of death
Just before the main road to Gdańsk, Magnus stopped to take a picture
of the camp commander’s villa. Its back to the camp, it overlooked the
estuary and marshes in Vistula delta. I did not need to ask Magnus why
he wanted to take that photo – surely not for the idyllic setting in a
garden next to the woods. We followed the road. The narrow gage
tracks leading from Gdańsk to Stutthof crossed it at places. I realized
suddenly that under Germans an extensive network of these railways
covered Pomerania and Prussia. All the other death camps built on the
Polish territory were located far away to the south. Stutthof must have
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served the northern region, as well as any human cargoes brought by
ship from western and northern Europe to Gdańsk harbour. Soon we
stopped on the bank of Vistula. A self-propelled barge ferry held
against Vistula current by a cable was coming towards us laden with
cars, a few trucks and a foreign touring bus. About the same traffic was
waiting for it on our bank. I went to pee and spotted a small rock with
a plaque attached to it, “At this place the death march from Stutthof in
January 1945 saw the drowning of thousands of prisoners.”
None of the motorists could explain what happened in 1945 at this
spot. A motor-biker dressed in leather like in the biker magazines said
that Stutthof prisoners were loaded onto a ship that was deliberately
sunk in the Baltic. When on the ferry, I could discern white foam on
the tops of sea waves in the distance. The narrow gage rails, Grunwald
sword signs and reminders of the death march accompanied us all the
way from Gdańsk to a small port town of Łeba on the Baltic coast. We
interrupted biking once we rode into one-foot deep flooding of streets
in Łeba and took a train back to Szczecin because of inclement
weather. On the way to Łeba from Koleczkowo near Gdynia where my
friend Piotr Jurkiewicz built a country house out of nothing, we saw
plaques that read village after village, “Several hundred prisoners died
in the vicinity during the march from Stutthof in January 1945.” A
crew surveying one of the villages with laser equipment told me that
Nazis rounded up survivors in Stutthof and ordered them to march
west, like a herd of cattle, before the arrival of the Red Army. January
1945 was bitterly cold. The shadows of human beings produced by
excruciating years in the camp did not have warm clothing. The Nazis
were herding them presumably as labour resource for the dying Third
Reich, or perhaps as a human shield. No motor transport was used, for
every drop of fuel and conveyance was being used by the desperate,
retreating Wehrmacht units.
I wondered if their Führer provided fleeing residents of Pommern with
transport and warm blankets. They did not drop like flies from
exhaustion and malnutrition and did not freeze to death. Plenty of them
have been returning each year to see their Pommern. As a student I
was a custodian of such groups. They stayed in the best Polish hotels,
moved around in rented cars and ate better food than the average Pole
could afford. But I only saw the rare, aged survivors of the Nazi death
camps on TV. While the residents were fleeing ahead of the retreating
Wehrmacht, Hitler’s army fortified themselves behind Wał Pomorski, a
heavily defended line of bunkers and underground places that still exist
some 100 to 150 km east of Szczecin. Wał Pomorski was supposed to
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stop the onslaught of Soviet and Polish armies towards Berlin. It did
not, but many Poles and Russians gave their lives there in February
1945, two and a half months before the fall of the Third Reich in
Berlin.
The same 1st and 2nd Polish Army units that beat the Germans at Wał
Pomorski, one month later conquered another stronghold around
Kołobrzeg. They waded into the Baltic, lowered the white-and-red flag
into the salt water and promised to guard Poland’s access to the sea
that Germans gradually cut off from Poland over the centuries. The
Polish army units then split and went east to free Gdańsk and west to
secure the estuary of the Odra River, turned south past Szczecin and
joined the central wing of the Red Army that swept Polish plains. A
fierce battle at Siekierki bridgehead 50 km south of Szczecin only ten
days before Berlin offensive began on April 25, 1945, opened the Odra
crossing. Polish soldiers erected border posts bearing the rendering of
a white eagle on red background under the stubborn word “Polska”
while bodies of soldiers were strewn on the smoking battlefield of
Siekierki.
Starving on mountain Slovak roads
Before parting in Cracow, I insisted that Magnus retains the tent we
shared. In Szczecin, we left another tent behind to reduce weight
carried in the baggage. We thought we would be parting somewhere in
Serbia just before my return by train to Poland, from where I was to
take a ferry back to Copenhagen airport. How am I going to sleep if it
rains? Will it really be dry and sunny south of the mountains? – I
thought looking out the window beside Magnus while the train was
slowly climbing an ever steeper and circuitous track uphill to Nowy
Targ. Just then Magnus made an unexpected discovery. “Look, Dad!
Thimble berries!” I was equally surprised to see the plant bearing tasty,
red thimbles hanging down from delicate branches covered with large
leaves. The plant is quite common along sun-lit roadsides and forest
clearings on British Columbia’s Pacific coast, but I was surprised to
see it in the Polish foothills and ripening when their season in Canada
was over many weeks before.
We did not hug too long, he looked into my eyes that started to wet and
alighted the train with the crowd of youth and loaded bikes. I could not
hide my emotion, he did not look back as he disappeared behind the
corner of the station building, mixed into the group but standing out
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with his long hair, beard and a bandana on his head. The counsellorpriest was taking his flock for a meal at the station bar. The tenth year
into his work with youth, he has led groups all over the country. God
bless – I thought and hoped Magnus would have pleasant rides and
berry stops with the Catholic group. They celebrate mass every day – I
smiled to myself, thinking about my son who was baptized thanks to
his mother, but does not go to church.
I casually passed by money exchange offices on both sides of the
border crossing, not knowing that in Slovakia and then in Hungary as
well money can be exchanged only in large towns during office hours.
In Poland kantor is found everywhere open round the clock. I
remember the first town in Slovakia, overlooking the expanses of the
Tatra Park. Soldiers in extensive barracks behind fencing made of
corrugated metal roofing were looking out as if admiring the sunset
behind the mountains. Next members of NATO? – I thought riding by.
Grandchildren of collaborators of Nazi plans for the final solution in
Slovakia? Money exchange office was closed but from the posting on
the door I memorized the conversion rates of koruna to other
currencies.
Locals and tourists, including Poles whom I recognized by their
conversation, were leisurely strolling along the main street that was
flanked by colourful, freshly painted 2-storey buildings, one church
and another historical building with a clock on top. As usual on the
first day in a new country, I was trying to guess the meaning of
unknown words posted on various signs and inscriptions. I could
recognize a good deal of them for their similarity to Polish, sometimes
quite funny associations. Others, however, were tricky – the opposite
of what one would deduce from Polish. A good part of the town’s
young residents were out on the main street. Seductive girls were
luring boys, who also wore Western fashions, but pretended they had
more important things to do than to stop and talk to the girls. So they
kept to themselves, shouting something to the boys across the street as
if making fun of them.
Many of the youth had East Indian features. Were they Gypsies,
Romanians, Walachs or Ruthenians? How did they come so close to
the southern Polish border and when? Gypsies were always present all
over Poland, travelling, stealing as well as providing beautiful music at
social occasions and, I remember, zinc-coated vessels for household
use. I don’t know enough about these peoples and perhaps need a trip
to their territories in the future. Gypsies were present south of the
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Polish border when I was a teenager. On a school trip to
Czechoslovakia I was tricked into showing a group of Gypsy females
the dried sausage I brought from Poland with barter in mind. The
Gypsies offered money, which was even better. When I returned from
our lodge, panting, with the sausage, they simply took it out of my
grasp and walked away.
I stopped at a gas station to check the directions. A friendly, young
attendant opened a road map of his little country and pointed to where
we were. I did not have money to buy a map. It was getting dark as the
sun was setting lower and lower behind the Tatra. The silhouette of the
mountains against the sky was getting smaller and smaller with every
kilometre post. Then I noticed a change in the direction of the road. It
gradually turned west and the mountains were now on my right instead
of my back. I re-created the image of the map from the gas station in
my memory. Indeed, the red line on the map turned west before it
threaded through Poprad. It got dark several kilometres before that
city. An occasional heavy truck with foreign registration plates passed
by, rushing through darkness to a far-away destination. At a few
widening of the roadside, the drivers have already retired their
machines for another night of a thousand-kilometre trip. I was
speeding by them, conscious that I was on a main, albeit not a major,
international route. One time I noticed Russian registration plates on a
heavy, Western-looking truck.
Six hours after crossing the border in Tatra Mountains, I tucked myself
into my sleeping bag under a ring of huge spruces in a park
surrounding a resort a few kilometres south of Poprad. Falling asleep
on a stomach filled with just a few raspberries and sour apples found
by the road, the sight of mighty Tatra against the setting sun and the
vast spaces of the Tatra National Park on the Slovak side was being
engraved in my memory forever. So were the Roma-looking children
for whom I had to brake sharply as they were playing on the road
through a few villages I passed on descent from the mountains in the
spacious Slovak Tatra National Park.
The next day was filled with long, winding descents into the valleys
and steep ascents along switchbacks that hug the chains of Carpathian
Mountains. I was passing by Roma men and women waiting for driveby buyers of bucketfuls of raspberries picked in the surrounding
wilderness, while my stomach remained cheated with water and a few
miserable berries found occasionally on the mountain roadsides behind
the safety railings. Physical weakness did not help in crossing the
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voluptuous terrain. I felt the hunger weaken me by the hour. I could
not bicycle up steeper grades any more and pushed the bike. One time
when I spotted a few berries behind the steel rail, I could not easily
climb over it. When I finally did, I had to lie down on the other side
and picked the berries from a sitting position.
A young Polish couple in a car that parked at one of the mountain
passes was eating sandwiches and showed me the number of
kilometres written over the current section compared to only half as
many over the next section which appeared as long on the map. “The
switchbacks make the distance twice as long,” he said. By noon I
reached rye fields and apple trees along the road, which kept me going
to the next town where I exchanged money and bought food. A Polish
family was in the supermarket on a shopping frenzy, oblivious to the
prices and quality of the Slovak food. The store had no rye bread and
no butter, so I had a loaf of puffed-up bread with butter-like spread
made with margarine, softish tomatoes, strange-looking cucumbers
with thick skin, yoghurt without zest, a piece of good-looking and
expensive but disappointing sausage and a bottle of the best Czech
pilsner. I fondly recollected the stops in Poland at most any food store
in the smallest village, where one could find a modest selection of
good quality baking, dairy and meat products as well as fresh produce
in season, not to mention Grześki wafers and tasty local beer.
Into the scorching sun
The streets of the old Slovak town bathed in mid-summer sun and
were graced with a stunning beauty of Slav women in scanty clothing
and men with sun-tanned, bare torsos. I had to walk on the shady side
of the streets as I looked for a bank and then a store. I started worrying
about my ability to bike in the heat. Just a few days earlier Magnus and
I were struggling between Kazimierz Dolny and Sandomierz in the
thickest downpour I ever experienced, while passing vehicles sprayed
us generously with water from deep puddles. In one of the villages
before Sandomierz, a farmer obviously on good terms with the local
volunteer fire brigade was receiving an emergency assistance with
flooding of his greenhouse where tomatoes were now standing in
muddy water, like rice in the tropics. A few hundred metres down the
road another farmer was helplessly looking as water was overflowing a
drain by the road, creating a deluge predicament in his greenhouse.
“That’s what you get if you don’t drink beer with the firemen.” I jested
to Magnus as we were passing by the anxious farmer.
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Dried-out bike chains, starved of oil on the trip to Kazimierz Dolny
from Warsaw during the last day and a half, ceased to be a problem.
Water was not only in the chains. Every fibre of our baggage, perhaps
also the solid steel of our machines, has seemingly soaked water.
When we left the table after supper in a cafeteria in Sandomierz old
town, we also left behind a puddle of water where we sat. An even
bigger puddle glistened on the shiny marble tiles where our bikes stood
in the hallway. A young, cheerful woman took our order of bigos (sour
cabbage stewed with meat) and krokiety (pancakes stuffed with
cabbage and mushrooms) at the counter. The kitchen was located on
the other side of several eating rooms and she left to prepare the order.
That gave us enough time to squeeze water out of our clothing into a
few large pots with plants that reached the ceilings in the labyrinths of
the eatery. Magnus emptied the liquid contents from one of his shoes
into the nearest pot, and then did the same with the other shoe.
Our behaviour did not go with the aura of the place. Located in the
intimacy and quietness of a low, arched basement of a theological
institute, the catacombs of the cafeteria were as clean, impressive and
cheerful as the renovated old town of Sandomierz. Framed citations
from the Bible adorned the walls. Neatly arranged tables were covered
with clean tablecloths and a vase of flowers on top of each. There were
no other diners. The woman returned after a while with our portions.
“An empty place,” I remarked. “Did we come at the closing time?”
“No, not at all,” she replied. “Normally we have a crowd of tourists at
this hour. But today the rain must have driven them away,” she
explained. Before leaving, I offered to mop up our drippings. “No,
thank you. I have to wash all floors anyway,” she smiled carrying a
bucket and a mop. God surely noticed her kindness. The next morning
there were still puddles under our bikes parked besides our beds in a
local hostel. “How is it that this town is renovated to the smallest
detail? Even the old towns of Gdańsk and Warszawa don’t compare,” I
noticed to the quiet attendant of the hostel. “Church money,” he
replied. “There is work in progress on the last three old buildings.
After that there will be nothing left to renovate.”
Magnus discovered that one of his tubes had an irreparable puncture. I
was surprised that there was no water inside the tube. We had no
choice but to go to Cracow on someone else’s wheels. It was a bus;
trains take as long as it would take us from Sandomierz to Cracow on
bicycles, if Magnus did not have a flat tire. Seeing our predicament,
the driver made an exception from company rules and managed to
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somehow squeeze our bike – mine into one of the baggage
compartments, the other in the back of the plush bus. A father with a
small girl occupied the seats in front of us. I picked up a book the child
dropped between the seats. It was one of the delightfully illustrated,
rhyming stories by Kornel Makuszyński about Koziołek Matołek, a
goat boy who was born in Pacanów. I always thought Pacanów was a
fictitious place. I showed Magnus the illustrations and described the
series in a few words. A quarter of an hour later Magnus pointed to
something outside as soon as the bus entered a small town, “Dad there
is this character from the book you just showed me.” On the facades of
houses I saw portraits of Koziołek and scenes from Makuszyński’s
books. The bus stopped at the market and I read the bus stop sign
Pacanów.
While contemplating the hilly landscape carpeted with small fields of
different crops and orchards, we felt sorry we could not cover this part
of our journey with pedal power… Matołek had neither money for a
bus, nor a bike. Like another character, Pyza, from a book for children,
he walked along Polish country roads and paths with a bundle of
necessities hanging down from a stick over his shoulder.
Smaller than I thought
I crossed Slovakia faster than I thought I would. In late afternoon I
descended lower and lower into widening valleys between not-toohigh ridges. The crops became more like I expected them to be in
Hungary: yellow peppers, sunflowers, corn. Closer to the border place
names doubled in Slovak and Hungarian. Carpathian chains became
smaller and the mist contained in the growing distance made their
detail less and less discernible as I biked south. Wehrmacht was
pushed against the Carpathians during WW2 by the Soviet army
following defeat at Stalingrad. The Germans hoped to reverse the fate
of the war in the mountains. But the Soviets repeated the tactics of
Mongol hordes from the Middle Ages and speared forward through
mountain passes and valleys, driving the enemy east. Several places I
noticed characteristic long farm buildings from the communist era.
Unlike in Poland, they were alive and well. In the yards, farm vehicles
and equipment were resting before the next workday in the fields. In
bars and joints of the villages along the road, the farm workers were
socializing over mugs full of beer. By the evening I was on the
Hungarian border. I crossed Slovakia’s border with Poland on the
previous evening. So I made it in one day: If Central and Eastern
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Europe keeps dividing into petty states, the most memorable events in
travels will consist of pulling out one’s passport at border crossings
one after another.
Evading a stern Slovak border guard who wanted to see my passport
before I could relieve myself from the water intake of the last few
hours, I pointed to the WC sign in lieu of explaining my
insubordination to the guard. The washroom could not be described as
clean and was equipped with a trickling tap, no soap and a cloth towel
chained to the bar – a sure way to transmit germs. I wiped my hands
off my shorts, pulled a slightly used napkin from my pocket and pulled
the door handle through the tissue. I ignored the soles of my sandals.
Knowing the descriptions of Balkan and Turkish toilets from some
travel books, I sensed that I must be much closer to the Balkans than in
the morning among lush green Slovak meadows, commercial-size
fields, clean villages and prosperous, freshly painted towns.
To make sure I would not be hungry in Hungary, I bought forints at the
border immediately after Slovak and then Hungarian passport control,
not worrying about the exchange rate. After all, full stomach is more
important than a few dollars difference on exchange. The unfortunate
money exchange experience of the previous day was still fresh in my
mind and stomach. I spotted German company names at gravel pits
and concrete mixing plants along the road. The asphalt became new
and smooth beginning at an entry to one of them. As usual before
sunset, I rode at a faster pace and enjoyed it more than during bright
day. The air cooled down and traffic thinned out. In the first town,
Ózd, on my route shortly after crossing the Hungarian border, nobody
in a group of young people dressed to the newest Western standards
could speak English. I did not really need directions. Road signs were
clear. I was just curious about their knowledge of foreign languages.
Suburbs and then villages past Ózd were peculiar, because they
dragged on and for many kilometres, as if there was no space away
from the highway and everybody had to live next to it. Homes along
the highways were in good condition, well maintained and many had
elaborate stucco details. All were covered with slate or ceramic tiles.
Either the standard of living was higher than in Slovakia or Hungarians
paid more attention to building and ground maintenance. The trenches
along the fronts reminded me of Indonesian villages. I saw people in
front of their houses clean the ditches of weeds. There was hardly any
litter to be seen.
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The joys of night biking
It got dark. At each next village I promised myself that I would stop
and go to sleep. When I reached the next village and I did not see any
opening in the rows of houses for a park, schoolyard or other place in
which I could spread my bedding for tonight, I kept riding until the
tight rows fronting both sides of the highway finally gave way to
fields, woods and meadows. I enjoyed riding between the hills of
moderate height, until I reached the next village that also dragged on
for kilometres. The names of localities and streets were not twinned
with Slovak names, as in Slovakia. Then surrounding hills closed on
me, the road turned sharply and started climbing the ridge gently at
first, then steeper and steeper on switchbacks until I ran out of low
gears, dismounted and walked the bike uphill. The night was gorgeous.
To me crossing a mountain ridge was always a memorable experience.
Preceded with anxiety about how would I make it to the summit, the
crossings always ended with a feeling of great satisfaction once I
mounted my machine at the summit and let gravity carry me as far as
laws of physics would allow.
The moon was up. The air was pleasantly refreshing but not cool, and
definitely not hot as during the day. As I walked up the steep road, I
could hear animals roaming in the surrounding bush. It was quiet and I
could hear my own breath. From time to time a vehicle light would
appear somewhere up, from a direction contrary to where I imagined
the road should be going. Then it reappeared at a lower elevation and
from the sound I could tell if a truck or a car was coming down
towards me. When it finally approached, it would switch long beams
to short too late. I was already dazzled and needed a while to re-gain
night vision.
I recollected past mountain crossings and realized that doing it at night
is the best. I did it for the first time in southern Europe, where riding at
dark hours was a necessity dictated by the season. I chose October for
my tour to Provence from Nice with a side tour to Monaco. The side
tour was painful for it was done in the heat of the day. The shore at that
place is like a frying pan owing to southern exposed. On Cote de Azur
it gets dark at six o’clock in October. The necessity to keep pedaling
after six to cover some distance turned into a pleasant discovery during
a short passage that started late afternoon at St. Tropez. Despite
darkness I continued over a small ridge, curious what would be on its
other side. The surprise was in between in the form of mysteriously lit
mountain villages. I stopped and admired the richness of forms and
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lights that illuminated them. Then gravity carried me down on the
other side until I pitched my tent in the fields beside the road.
Next day I intentionally rode up to Grand Canyon du Verdon at late
night hours. The few villages on the way up were not bathing in lights,
but the spectacular cliffs and rock formations more than made up for
the scanty human presence. I pitched my tent next to a lonely inn in the
mountains and went to have an overpriced watery French beer in an
empty dining room. When I woke up, he already waited impatiently
for the tent to open to lick my face. I had it done to my face before
when on a trip in British Columbia a dog licked me out of my sleep.
That German shepherd was exuberant to find a would-be play
companion in the middle of the night just lying there ready for an
invitation to dogging around. I reluctantly obliged, just like one could
not refuse a friendly gesture from an innocent child, even though it
might cost inconvenience. But the dog at the Verdon canyon had no
intention to leave me alone after getting attention. He sat beside, or
rather “helped” me fold my tent and sleeping bag, sniffing everything
approvingly, including the tires of my bike. I did not know what it
meant.
Now I do. He was a traveler and the smells excited the wildest travel
desires in him. I can understand it, for I behave similarly in spring
when I open maps, inspect my travel gear, look for an excuse to go
biking somewhere. When I was ready to leave the place, he was too. I
tried to scare him off and several times ordered him back to his master
in the inn, but he knew better. After a few hundred metres he would
appear out of the morning fog and trot along. After a few kilometres of
this hide-and-seek, I resigned myself to his companionship. I watched
him roam through the roadside bush as my pace over the grades was
obviously too slow for his traveling speed. When I stopped to look at a
view, he did too, coming closer for a pat on the head and a good word.
My concerns about how to handle him through traffic were solved 10
or 20 km later when I heard a car stop behind me. I heard a male voice
call a name. My companion obediently returned to his master for a car
ride home. The dog must have been doing it frequently and his master
accepted this idiosyncrasy. There was no possibility of losing the way.
On one side was the steep slope of the mountains, on the other – the
gorge. At noon, over a lamb roast meal that left tasty bones on the
plate, I sighed after my four-legged instant friend.
Next opportunity of night mountain travel arrived in Eastern Pyrenees
when I was in Perpignan on the Mediterranean, following a robbery of
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my documents and cash in Avignon. The documents were found in a
puddle, but the cash, credit card and exposed films from the canyon
were gone. I regretted losing the latter. Having learned from a
respectable bank office that I need to wait a couple of days for a
replacement credit card, I looked at the map and could not resist the
proximity of Angora and Spain. I took off just before noon to the
foothills where I traveled most of the afternoon. When I reached the
steepest switchbacks leading up to Angora, I walked the bike along in
the dark. I was surprised at the progress of my moving along the
mountain landscape and wondered if stopping at a roadside figure of
St. Mary tucked into a niche carved out of the cliff next to the
pavement edge had anything to do with it. Then on return from
Barcelona I crossed a lower ridge after a rather tiring ride up and down
coastal hills of Costa Brava back to Perpignan.
I remember that day for the hunger I experienced after having spent all
change left after the robbery. An elderly couple whom I met in the
afternoon at a sea view spot told me in the evening at another vista
further north about the wonderful steak and wine dinner they had in
the meantime. I had only some small exotic fruit that God sent under
my feet from the trees along the Costa Brava road. Had I not stepped
over them and discovered their nutritious softness under a coat of
prickles this way, I would not have noticed my life saviours. Not far
from Perpignan, not minding the uneven underlay I simply laid down
in a patch of tall grass in the roadside ditch and fell asleep
immediately. I woke up looking up at a beautiful starry sky and
finished the lean trek to Perpignan in the dark. I made it to the same
spot near the bank building at the fringe of the town that I occupied
before. Next day I got a new plastic card and after re-supplying my
inner energy generator I immersed myself in the calmness of mountain
switchbacks and gorgeous night views on my way to Carcasonne.
Although I could not see the night grazers, I could hear cowbells in the
mountain meadows below the road. Speeding through the landscape I
could recognize half eroded roadbed here, flooded part of a village
there. Southern France experienced catastrophic floods just before I
arrived.
Another time, in New Zealand, a climb fearfully described by bikers
who went over it before me turned out into an unforgettable night
experience finished with a long ride down in the dark, switchback after
switchback, braking at the curves and then letting go until the next
curve, looking my eyes out the eyeballs for potholes, branches or dead
animals ahead on the pavement in the dark. As if placed there for all
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who choose to descend the ridge at night, there was a camping spot
just beside the road where it started to level off.
Pedalling into Hungary
When I reached the summit, a sign in Hungarian announced its name.
A small intersection diverted the main road to a small valley on the
left-hand side. I got on my machine and let the ball bearings turn by
the force of gravity instead of my leg power. The main road turned
right before it started descending. The descent was perhaps as long as
the climb. I braked frequently or else the speed would overshoot the
range of my front light supplied from a Japanese dynamo churning
under the main bracket from the friction of the rear tire. My legs were
resting on pedals and I had to half-turn them occasionally for comfort.
I came out of the woods that overgrew the tops of the mountain, passed
meadows and then fields on less steep slopes, entered another mileslong village, but the bike was not slowing down. I was still propelled
by gravity when I saw the lights of another place in a distance.
Pedaling into Hungary was too pleasing. Not until perhaps 11 p.m. (I
do not carry a watch, especially on vacation) in a town with village
houses, I forbid myself to pedal one more turn. I looked around, passed
by a small group of noisy youth leaving a bar, tried a tiny park, but
anybody walking along the street could see my light-coloured blanket
even if I hid in the shade of the huge trees. I walked about, straining
camper’s instincts, when I noticed the tower of a church over the
town’s low roofs. My instinct did not disappoint me. In a small park
outside a wall surrounding the church, the stones were still radiating
the absorbed heat of the sun. I chose a relatively flat spot next to the
wall behind a bush and pumped up my mattress. A couple entered the
park and stopped. Neighbourhood dogs started barking stubbornly. I
thought I was being watched. But it was a pair of lovers. She was hurt,
sat down and was sobbing out her resentments to him. He was standing
over, explaining himself in a guilty voice. I was safe. Before falling
asleep, this time my memory recorded long, northern Hungarian
villages with characteristic style of roofs from the time of Austrian
empire, trees heavy with huge plums by the roads and fields of
sunflowers and yellow peppers.
First thing in the morning, with lots of forints in my pocket I looked
for a food store in Petervasara, my town in a way. My town all right, it
was not to be my day. I bought bread, tomatoes a carton of pure apple
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juice, I thought, and a package of cottage cheese. I tried to clarify
contents with the selling clerks, but they shrugged their shoulders in
response to my linguistic acrobatics. I tied my purchases on top of my
baggage, for the ride was to be short, just to a spot beyond Petervasara,
somewhere I could sit in the shade of a tree with a nice view of the
valley leading to the next town, Kisterenye. I sliced the bread and
spread Slovak “butter” from yesterday on each slice, cut tomatoes and
garlic – a parting gift from Magnus.
I decided to eat the cottage cheese with a fork straight out of the plastic
box. I opened it feeling strange fat on the plastic surface. Inside was a
whitish substance – strange cottage cheese. I smelled it. It was lard!
The inscription on the cover ended with a word that sounds like
“cheese” in Slav languages, but obviously not in Hungarian. I was
disappointed about lack of consistency in that language. Just a while
ago I could see from the store opening hours listed by day of the week
that Wednesday and Friday were copied from Slav languages. My
linguistic instinct failed me on the count of the juice as well. It turned
out to be a beverage with smell and taste additives. I diluted it with
water to dampen its would-be lethal effect. Later that day I rewarded
my culinary loss with sun-warmed peaches bought from street
vendors.
I knowingly broke the law near Nagybatony, a socialist-style town
built with care for workers around a group of industrial plants. I
entered an ordinary-looking highway, but after a while noticed signs
marking no-entry for bicycles, tractors and horse-drawn carts. If I
wanted to comply I would have to make a long detour over, I
remembered from the map, terrain dotted with mountains. I chose the
present route exactly for that reason. Although I like crossing mountain
chains after sunset, the late-morning heat was already too much to ride
even over flat Hungarian plains. Had I gone thru some mountains, I
would be finished off well before sunset. So I pretended I did not see
the sign and politely rode on the gravel shoulder whenever I heard a
truck approaching from behind while another vehicle was coming
towards me. Nobody honked as they would in many other countries,
perhaps on seeing my long-distance equipment.
No entry
After a few kilometres I noticed police ahead on my side of the road.
Three policemen were checking a car pulling a trailer overloaded with
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sacks of yellow peppers. With the best international body and verbal
language I could master, I asked one of them which way a biker could
go to Budapest. He arched with his arm over the mountains to the west
of the valley. Obediently, I turned in that direction at the next
intersection, only to end up at a place of Saint Mary’s cult with lots of
parking space and a bazaar with stands of souvenirs for visitors, but
without an exit in the direction I needed to go. I turned back to the
railway station at Nagybatony. Just in time, as there was an express
train Szczecin-Budapest ready to leave in 5 minutes. I was delighted to
see the name of my city on the routing plate on one of the Polish
coaches. Unfortunately I was short of forints and the cashier at the
station could not help me with money exchange. I watched my
Szczecin train roll off to Budapest without me.
The bank and post office in the town could not help me, either.
“Salgotarjan,” said everyone I asked in all languages I know. It was the
name of a city some 15 km away where I could change money. Only
half an hour’s ride, I thought. But I was wrong. The next 2 or 3 km
were still over the road with no access for bikes. I rode through fields
along the railway tracks to Kisterenye where I joined the road I came
in the morning from Petervasara. Noon was near; the sun heat was
quite trying. I rested in a shade, dried the dew that settled on my
covers during last night as well as whatever clothing remained damp
from Poland, refreshed myself with peaches and filled my water bottle
before setting off to Salgotarjan. I did not realize then that I would
cover that route three times on my trip to and from Serbia: presently by
bike to Salgotarjan, then back by train to Budapest and finally, enroute on a train from Budapest to Poland.
Salgotarjan is an industrial centre on a major road and railway route
from Budapest north through Slovakia to Poland and Scandinavia. I
passed by huge glassworks and other factories. Among the crowd of
international 8-axle road kings, I saw a truck from Gdańsk, colourfully
adorned with the insignia of a leading Polish overland shipping
company Pekaes – a reminder of the southward trade and migration
routes of the Slavs from the North in the far past. A map at the
museum in Szczecin featured the trade links of the Slavs with the
Nordic peoples, Western Europe, Baltic states, Russia, the
Mediterranean and the Middle East.
The station was easy to find after I exchanged money in a small office
in Salgotarjan downtown huge apartment block with commercial
spaces on the ground floor. “Look for a steam locomotive first corner
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to your right,” explained the clerk in English. A retired little steam
engine adorned the station front. The train to Budapest was not leaving
for another couple of hours. I refreshed myself with aromatic wheat
bread, soft cheese, juice, fresh tomatoes, cukes, and yellow and red
peppers from a nearby stand. I sat on the shaded part of a bench on a
lively square near the station. All kinds of people were walking across
the cozy place in the middle of the bustling town – men in business
suits with briefcases and cell phones by their ears, mothers strolling
leisurely with baby carts, teenagers fooling around, matrons with bags
fool of groceries, young couples walking closely and slowly while
licking ice cream. Again, one could not fail to notice the beauty of
local women, but there were not as many of the blond type I saw in
Slovakia. Most of them had dark complexion – a sure sign I was
coming closer to the heart of the Balkans.
No cruises to Beograd
The train rolled into the magnificent Budapest station that was
crowded with travelers to and from all destinations. Paris, Wien,
Berlin, Frankfurt, Praha, Bucureşti, Sofia, Moskva, Kiev, Warszawa –
I kept reading the schedule. A train to Beograd was not leaving until 2
o’clock in the morning, which left me plenty of time to sightsee
Budapest. I came out the front of the station. The streets were buzzing
with crazy traffic. I had to join it on bicycle in order to reach the
famous waterfronts of Danube. The river was not far away, but the
traffic was even crazier over there. To my horror I saw both banks of
the river lined with bands of multiple lanes with vehicles speeding
who-knows-where. On each shore there were also tracks for trams.
Crossing Danube were numerous bridges of all styles and vintages. I
stopped in midstream of the river on one of them. The bridge deck was
pulsating from large trucks going over it. Water was not blue at all,
contrary to the songs and poems. Litter and sewage from upstream
towns, cities and tributaries were floating on Danube’s surface and in
its murky depths. To Beograd, I thought, and on to the Black Sea.
I noticed river cruise ships moored at one bank of the Danube. On the
other side stood the citadel with a statue and the old, stately buildings
that tourists photograph passionately. Looking at the spaghetti of lanes
leading up and the heights of the place, I lost my tourist ambitions and
decided to check out the waterfront and the cruisers. Indeed they were
tourist boats tempting visitors with 6-hour leisurely sailing to Vienna,
all meals provided. But I needed to go in the opposite direction. If the
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floating restaurants could sail to Austria, surely they could as well go
downstream to Beograd. I looked around whom to ask in English. Two
hostesses stood at the entry to a gangway leading down to a luxury
restaurant docked below at the stony shore of the Danube. Holding
bunches of glossy, multi-lingual brochures next to their breasts they
wore Hungarian folk dresses and were engaged in a conversation with
a group of German-speaking tourists. I interjected when I sensed a
break. The young hostesses did not speak English. Instead, someone
standing by cast light on the mystery with a German accent, “Dzere are
shtill some bombed bridges in Novi Sad, blocking the Danube.” I
restrained myself from any discussions about who bombed them and
why.
Strolling along the pedestrian mall offered different experiences, free
of the hum of omnipresent traffic. The place was packed with tourists.
They sipped beer in bar and café gardens that spilled onto the mall,
had supper by flickering candles, listened to a band at a square or, like
myself, walked along to absorb the sights, sounds and smells. An icecream cone in my hand, I stopped here and there to look at an
interesting architectural detail or something unusual in a store window.
After a while I started noticing the same faces. They were pimps and
their employees, walking nervously along the crowd, stopping by
selected, wealthy looking men, to ask something. With the cone in my
hand and dressed in my bicycle riding rags, nobody bothered me. Just
like in Poland, capitalist reforms revived this kind of business in
Hungary. It existed under communism, but it was not as buoyant. I
remember prostitutes work around hotels I was staying in while
leading foreign tourist groups when I was at the university, but there
were just a few of them. I wondered if Hungary now had as many
agencje towarzyskie (escort agencies) as Poland. They advertise in all
Polish towns and cities.
After it got dark I went back to the Danube to check out the night
views. They were there and looked all right. I was getting antsy to
board the train and be on my way to the country that made me spend
hundreds, maybe thousands of hours in the last year on studying
information and writing about her – Serbia, the victim of US and
NATO strategic goals.
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PART II: IN SERBIA
Wieviel Deutsche Mark?
“To Beograd return, please. And a bicycle ticket.” I said into the
microphone attached to the bars of the teller window at the Keleti
Station in Budapest. “We don’t sell tickets for bicycles. You have to
buy it on the train.” “OK, but how much will I have to pay for my
bike?” “I don’t know. It is up to the conductor. Normal fare for you?”
answered the voice behind the glass. “Yes. And a couchette, please.”
“For today at 1:50 a.m.? You have to buy it from the conductor. We
only sell a day in advance.” “Will you take a credit card?” “Of course.”
I still had some forints left in my pocket, wanted to spend them to
avoid carrying useless change around in Serbia, and felt a little hungry.
The change could not buy a pizza. It was after midnight and most food
places were closed, including the station bar next to entries to toilets.
There were various night outlets with exotic Turkish and Balkan food
around Keleti, but their patrons did not look too clean, and definitely
not sober.
Somewhere between the station and the Danube I passed by a clean
place at a major intersection. It was open to the street through a huge
window on the ground floor. A wooden platform was provided on the
street side to help customers reach a glassed counter displaying a fair
selection of salads. On one end of the counter revolved a kebab
sizzling in electric heat. I looked inside beyond the salesman. There
was a large room with the same white plastic tables as on the street in
front of the joint, but they were covered with tablecloths. A much
longer counter continued under a right angle inside that room. I walked
inside. The variety and richness of dishes, salads and various Turkish
baking was pleasing. I looked at the posted menu, but could not figure
it out. A smiling, Turkish type behind the counter looked like the
proprietor. I pulled out all money from my pocket and pointed to
dishes I desired. He followed my finger and, when my amount was
exhausted, threw in a few pieces he considered mandatory for a guy
who seemingly has never tried these delicacies before. He handed our
joint selection to me with a big, genuine smile. I carried it outside and
had an absolutely scrumptious meal, seated next to a few late-night but
satisfied customers.
With an hour to spare I found a bench on the station platform for a
short nap before boarding the train. The night was warm. Other
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travelers (or bums?) occupied some benches on the same platform. I
did not need to unpack my sleeping bag and only put documents and
money under my head. The bike was safe, chained to the bench. I
woke up at 1:47 and panicked, realizing I did not know from which
platform my train was leaving from. I rushed to the schedule board to
find out: platform 12. I was at platform 4. I rode my bike through the
empty station glancing at the digits inevitably nearing 1:50 on the
clocks. I threw my bike and myself into the foremost coach door in
front of a stationmaster, as she was lifting the lollipop, grinning at me.
The clock on platform 12 read 1:50 as the locomotive took off, pulling
half a dozen cars of different colours.
The train to Beograd was Jugoslovenske Železnice (Yugoslav
Railways) with a couple of Österreichische Bundesbahn cars, all
pulled by a Hungarian engine – a symbolic example of Central
European co-operation, I thought. Putting my bike against a door
fronting the locomotive, I smiled to an engineer sitting in it, facing me
and preparing a sandwich from slices of bread, tomato and peppers in
two colours. He smiled back, taking the first bite of his meal, with a
smile of a content person, like the Turkish chef’s a while ago. I walked
through the sleeping car to couchettes. The Yugoslav attendant greeted
me in German. Yes, there were couchettes available and plenty of free
space on the train coming from Vienna. “26 mark, “ he informed
without much ado. A full 10 złoty more than on Polish trains. “No
baggage?” he wondered, showing me into an empty compartment
towards the end of the car.
He went back to bring linen, pillow and blanket. I smelled the
freshness of the white, laundry-pressed cloth and felt the real cotton
with my hand – so much more pleasant than the sheets of synthetic
sheer fabric dispensed on Polish night trains. In my travels across
Poland since free-market reforms I grew to despise the linen –
probably a saving measure in a battle for profits of reportedly ailing
railway in a country where train used to be the mainstay of inter-city
and rural travel. Like many innovations in my country of birth, the
new Polish throwaway linen is disappointing. It wrinkles away from
underneath one’s covers and makes you sweat like in a bedding over a
stove in a medieval inn, while the electric train speeds through the
night on seamless rails attached to prestressed concrete ties with hitech clips. The tickets are also high tech, issued by computer on Polish
railways. Still, the PC on a counter of the Szczecin station did not help
prevent a rip-off by 30 złoty on a 140 złoty ticket, which I discovered a
couple of hours later. The conductor crosschecked the price in her
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book, “Once you left the teller window they don’t take complaints.”
Magnus tried to console, “Perhaps the teller read 7 instead of 4 from
the monitor by mistake?” Most Poles count change meticulously
because they don’t have too much money to spend. If the teller had a
problem with vision, it would have been repeatedly brought to her
attention by angered travelers.
Worth the extra 10 złoty, I thought about my Yugoslav covers for
tonight. When Milošević is replaced with someone looking to the
West, will the cotton linen disappear from Yugoslav sleepers? Will the
new leadership in Beograd tell their countrymen, like the Polish ruling
elite is telling now, that the nation’s labours and achievements of last
half century were a waste of time? Will the new rulers order a reform
of night train passenger wrappers, sending the cotton sheets to
conversion into high-quality banknote paper?
I secured the bike to a handle of the door overlooking the locomotive,
took the bags off and returned to my couchette. Just then a fat
Hungarian controller popped up suddenly and knocked on the door
leading to couchettes from the Austrian coach. The door was tied with
a rope, which the Yugoslav attendant of the sleepers was trying to undo
in a hurry with a screwdriver, to let the controller in. In Poland that
door would be simply chained permanently, if not welded. Still,
robberies of sleeping passengers happen with the use of such hi-tech
aids as gas to fortify the sleep of the victims and liquid nitrogen to
freeze and break chains on the doors. “Ihre Fahrrad? Haben Sie kein
Fahrschein?“ the controller ordered police-like rather than asked. I
tried to explain in my broken Deutsch that bike tickets are not sold at
the station and I am supposed to buy it on the train.
He pulled out a book filled with tables and announced “1667 forint” in
German, after a short study. I had no forints and no idea how much it
would be in a familiar currency. Moneychangers in Budapest posted a
rate of 133 forints per German mark with a small print For amounts
over 250 000 forint beside it. For the rest of us, 25 percent lowered the
rate thievishly. “It is a pretty good rate,” assured a young clerk in one
the foreign exchange offices located at the railway station. I walked
away disgusted, having expressed my opinion about usury in the
simplest English. At the international ticket cashier the rate was not as
much of a robbery, but at 122 forint per DM it was still low compared
to the bank exchange rate of 160 forint, which I read on my credit card
statement after returning to Vancouver. I guess free market means “free
to rip off customers as you please.”
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“Wieviel Deutsche Mark?” I asked the controller. He took out tiny
calculator, punched in a few numbers and showed the result, “14 Mark,
bitte.” For that amount I could take my bike across Poland three times.
And Beograd was only 6 hours away. I took a 100-mark banknote out
of my secure pocket. The controller frowned. “Haben Sie kein
Kleingeld?“ Yes, I had enough German change to pay for my bike, but
not at the rate he was quoting. Hopefully one day, when bigger crimes
against humanity are taken care of, generals Clark and NATO will take
it upon themselves to summarily bomb any city and train that rips off
the tourist with outrageous valuta exchange rates. With a bit of
imagination and propaganda such rip-offs could go as atrocity or
human rights violation. After all, I still feel human and have a right to
an honest exchange rate, no matter where I go.
10 years earlier
One of five insert pages from a little notebook reads:
Yugoslavia
1. Belgrade (Beograd), Zagreb, Skopje, Sarajevo
2. Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia,
Slovenia, Montenegro
Under item 3 figured a miniature map sketched by Magnus when he
was 12 years old and getting ready for a car trip around Europe in
1990. I was going on a business tour of several countries, including
Yugoslavia, whose territory Magnus coloured to make it stand out
better among the surrounding countries on his tiny map.
His uncle Witek invited us. My brother converted from an arduous
traveler, skier and wilderness survival expert to a missionary based at a
Christian community in Italy. We met him in Zagreb, to where Air
Canada conveniently connected via Zurich. I rented a car and Witek
led us to Medjugorje, the place of apparitions of Christ’s Mother. All
neighbour countries were properly placed on Magnus’s little map: Italy
in the northwest, Austria and Hungary in the north, Rumania and
Bulgaria in the east, and Greece and Albania in the south, closing the
natural boundary of the Adriatic coast of Dalmatia. Magnus left point 4
blank,
5. Estimated 1990 population 24,183,000
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6. Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian and Macedonian
7. Dinar
Under point 8 Magnus noted from an encyclopaedia the contrasting
climates of the coastal region, interior highlands and the Pannonian
Plains, with emphasis on the summer season and occurrence of rains,
as if he was not born on a rainy day and minded what Vancouverites
lovingly call “liquid sunshine”.
Points 9 and 10 listed the main rivers Danube, Sava and Drava and the
means of our transportation: bus, train and plane. Only a few days
before departure I got confirmation that I could rent a car in
Yugoslavia. The man in the sleepy car rental agency at the Zagreb
International Airport found a specimen of the car that I reserved from
Canada. A small Renault that would be OK to take us to the city but
not on a trip across Yugoslavia was waiting on the edge of the parking
lot. There were no other cars to rent, explained the man. We threw our
baggage onto the back seat and the man showed me how to operate a
funny stick protruding into my right biceps from the dashboard. It was
the gearshift according to the man. We drove off. Luckily, the stick
ended up loose in my hand after second or third gear-shifting
operation. We were not far from the terminal, either. The man looked
expertly at the stick in my hand, scratched his head and after some
internal struggle concluded he had no choice but to give me another
car. We walked over to another parking lot, more used than the one
where we picked up the lemon. He opened the trunk, took out his
belongings and handed me the keys with a big smile. I looked for the
sticker of the rental agency on the bumper to make sure we were not
taking his car. We were not. We got what I pre-paid in Canada – VW
Golf.
The Golf had Zagreb registration plates and if I knew the political
situation inside Yugoslavia in 1990, I would never have rented a car
for a trip across the country. When a driver showed me a finger and
then also a fist on a highway while I certainly did not commit any
infraction, I was flabbergasted. Next time an idiot stopped in the
middle of the lane in front of me on an empty expressway and kept
blocking me off when I tried to pass by him on the other lane. I
understood the hostility a few hours later when I asked in English the
first person, an intellectually looking woman, for directions at a resort.
She gazed at the registration plates of our car and replied angrily in a
Slav language I largely understood, “Why do you pretend you are
English when I can see you are a Croat from Zagreb!” with hostility, as
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if Croats harmed her before. I did not know the Yugoslav nationalities
and politics at the time and had no idea if she was Bosnian, Serb, or
Slovenian. Only after I showed my Canadian passport she reluctantly
told me the direction we were looking for.
Ten years later Magnus did not draw little maps. If he did, there would
be half a dozen more to do and valutas would list DM beside dinar.
The route was different, too. We both biked down from southern
Poland through Slovakia to Hungary. We toyed with the idea of
grazing Moldova and Rumania on the way, but I was not sure about
personal safety in those countries, which belong to the poorest in
Europe. Moldova is poorer than Albania. I had no qualms about
Serbia, though. A friend of mine likes going on vacation to Cuba
because, he says, the police are everywhere and he feels safe. I
expected something similar to Cuba in Serbia and my expectations
were met, but not always quite the way I liked. A police state has its
disadvantages.
Menjačnica
The money exchange saga that started on the Polish –Slovak boundary
continued in Serbia. Just before the Hungary-Serbia border, a passport
control officer woke me up and after looking my passport over and
comparing its serial number with the litany in his black book, said in
impeccable Polish, Dziękuję Panu. Przyjemnej podróży. (Thank you,
Sir. Have a nice trip.) Custom officers were not interested in the
bicycle gear resting on shelves above my couchette. I was woken up
again by the Yugoslav passport control shortly after. I looked out the
window. Subotica-Субоτица read the station sign in Latin and Cyrillic
alphabets. The buildings looked more miserable than in Poland – Serb
maintenance style, or no funds due to sanctions? Menjachnica, money
exchange, geldweksel, an enterprising young Serb who looked for
business along the train corridors woke me up from a short sleep. I was
too sleepy for money transactions, but the rate was better than in
Budapest. I defaulted, counting on a higher rate in Beograd.
I felt ashamed and guilty arriving in the pariah country of civilized
Europe. I was ashamed, because I was a Pole. My country of birth
joined the anti-Serb chorus early in the Balkan destabilization
campaign. George Kenney, former employee of the US State
Department, wrote during hysteria against alleged Serb death camps in
Bosnia, “On August 14th, 1992, UN Human Rights Commission
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nominated former premier of Poland, a practicing Catholic Tadeusz
Mazowiecki, a special representative on human rights in former
Yugoslavia, from which position he tended to attack only the Bosnian
Serbs.” In an interview for a Moslem paper the Polish premier said,
“David Reef wrote in one of his essays that Serbs kill Bosnians as
some kind of a lower being. They do not give up their attempts to
commit genocide because they were not punished for present genocide
or for many previous instances of genocide.” Mazowiecki did not limit
himself to expertise on Bosnians under Serb onslaught. For the Voice
of America he said in November 1994, “Ethnic cleansing is not the
result of war but its purpose. In many regions the Serb goal has been
already achieved through murders, beatings, razing of houses and
threats. Moslems and Croats who stayed on Serb-controlled territories
live in fear.” He forgot about eating babies alive and about systematic
rapes of non-Serb girls, wives and grandmas by the Serb hordes.
I was also ashamed because after a decade of reforming and civilizing
Poland from the “primitivism of commies”, the current elites and their
media did not act any smarter or nobler than those communists they so
passionately despised. The Canadian side of my citizenship was not
better. Prime Minister Chretien is as a prime example of a dummy at
the helm of a supposedly progressive nation. His erudite remarks about
the Balkan crises include, “The Serbs caused two world wars.” I also
felt guilty, because I could not do much to help my southern brothers
and sisters. I did not even succeed in convincing a number of my
acquaintances whose brains have been washed clean by the Canadian
anti-Serb propaganda. My trip to Serbia was one of quiet moral
solidarity. Like we comfort those fallen into sudden misfortune by just
physically being with them, I wanted to be with the Serbs, even if only
for a while.
The wheels made a hollow sound. I peeked between the curtains. The
train was crossing a wide river in a city. “Danube, Novi Sad,” flashed
through my head as I watched the dark-blue steel diagonals and posts
of the bridge flash by, wrinkles of flowing river in the background. I
was repeating what thousands of Northern Slavs have done in
centuries and millennia past. A natural frontier, Danube flows across
Europe from the Black Forest to the Black Sea. As Magnus and I
learned in the museum of Pomerania (Baltic Seaboard) in Szczecin, the
mountains and passable rivers were no geographic obstacle for the
local Slavs as they migrated with many other Slav tribes residing south
of them, in a southward search of greener pastures or safety from the
onslaught of Germanic tribes. But it was not until the Slavs learned to
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build boats in the wide estuaries of Odra, Vistula and other rivers and
to cross the short stretch of the Baltic to Scandinavian lands, that they
were able to cross the Danube and spill into the Balkans for trade,
curiosity travel and settlement. To prove the point the museum
displayed boats found along the Danube that had similar construction
to those found on Wineta Island (later re-named to Wolin) between
Szczecin and the Baltic.
In Poland, Magnus and I visited antiquities and museums, through
which he rushed faster than I wanted to, refusing to listen to my
translations of the most interesting, I believed, explanations posted
next to maps and exhibits. He enjoyed meeting people much more. But
I made sure to rub into his head the descriptions of the Arab travelers
about the bounty of twice-yearly harvests, and fish, fowl and game
enjoyed by the Slavs between Elbe and the lands east of Vistula. The
Northern Slavs were able to feed other peoples in the West, East and
South in exchange for spices, furs, exotic fabrics, jewellery and other
manufactured goods. When they learned to build boats, they crossed
the Danube that stood like a wide, west-to-east barrier in the way of
the southward migration. If their harvest was so abundant in the north,
how much more productive the land, river and forest were in the
Balkans, if the Slavs decided to move? Or did the Balkans offer more
security? Other Slavs, possibly driven out by Germanic Drang nach
Osten, which displaced them from the lands between the Elbe and
Vistula rivers, migrated to the Balkans and mixed with a multitude of
other peoples.
There are different theories and theses about the origins of Southern
Slavs called Serbs and Croats. Their origins, according to some
scholars, might be in the present Polish regions of Wielkopolska and
Dolny Śląsk. Other researchers claim that Serbs came from what is
today the enclave of about a hundred thousand Lusatians living in
southeast Germany between, and including, the cities of Cottbus
(Chóśebuz) and Bautzen (Bydyšin) in a land they call Łužica. Others
claim that Serbs came from east of Ural Mountains. In either case,
Slavic tribes of Serbs and Croats were known by those names long
before they settled in the Balkans.
The Danube became a physical and mental boundary between the
Northern and Southern Slavs. Polish humorist Stanisław Jerzy Lec said
on reaching the northern bank of Danube in Pančevo that he still felt at
home, but the opposite bank (Beograd) was “abroad”. Lec’s
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countryman and also a writer, Andrzej Kuśniewicz, looks at Danube as
the frontier of the world, too. Beograd is for them “on the other side.”
Donauschwaben
Other Europeans were also drawn to the Balkans. Banat, a historical
land overlapped by northeast Vojvodina today, used to be a lure for
invaders and immigrants. Serbs were the residents after the Turks
withdrew from Pannonia. The Austrians colonized the land when they
incorporated it into their empire. Next came Rumanians, gradually
descending from the Carpathian Mountains. Then Magyars populated
it in great numbers when Austria joined Hungary into one mighty and
spacious empire. There were also scores of other peoples living in
Banat and later in Vojvodina: Ruthenians, Czechs, French, Poles,
Slovaks, even Spaniards. Only strange-sounding names of people and
places remain as a reminder of some of them.
The Danube borders Banat in the south, Tisa River in the west and
Transylvanian Alps (southern Carpathian Mountains) in the east. Tisa
flows into Danube from the north, mid-way between Novi Sad and
Beograd. Mures, Tisa’s eastern tributary at Szeged in Hungary delimits
Banat from the north. Navigation on all these rivers contributed to
local economic development. “The general prosperity of the whole
province is remarkable,” notes 1960 Encyclopaedia Britannica as if
Banat was still an integrated economic area. It was an economic unit
until 1920, when it was divided between Rumania and the newly
formed Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenians. Hungary got only 9
villages in the deal. US state department and NATO special operations
would have a lot of “reasons” to manoeuvre ethnic and historical
claims once they decided to re-engineer the boundaries in this part of
the Balkan region.
The historical name of the province is the Banat of Temesvár for a
good reason. Temesvár is Hungarian for Banat’s old capital Timişoara
in Rumania, where most of the old Banat is located today. Invading
Magyars occupied Banat in the 9th to 10th century, but by the 13th
century were largely displaced by Tatar invasion. A century later, great
numbers of Serb refugees migrated to western Banat (later
incorporated into Yugoslavia), following their defeat at Kosovo Polje
by the Turks. Successively, the Banat Serbs were granted charters by
Hungarian kings, who had to contend with Tatar invasion at the time.
The whole of the Banat fell into Turkish hands in 1552, however, and
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remained under their occupation until 1718 when the Austrian Empire
took it over. The Turkish occupation left Hungary’s once most fertile
land completely neglected. The Hapsburgs commenced Banat land
reclamation that laid foundations to its prosperity. Maria Theresa and
Josef II encouraged colonization from Western Europe. Contingents of
fine immigrants arrived, descending the Danube, from the Rhine
provinces, from Bavaria, and from as far as Alsace. They were hardworking peasants who transformed wetlands into productive fields.
Though Banat kept changing hands between Hungary and Austria, and
was finally split between Rumania and Yugoslavia, the German
inhabitants were peaceful and had no preference for either country.
The immigrants faithfully retained their nationality, more so that they
became the most prosperous and industrious in the re-born Banat’s
northwest and north. French was also spoken in Banat until WW2,
when the eastward colonization reversed into re-settling the Germans
from their Banat. Claudio Magris, who followed the story of Danube
from its disputed sources in the Schwarzwald (Black Forest), through
Ulm, Linz, Wien, Bratislava, Beograd to the Black Sea, wrote in his
book titled Danube, “My own journey down the Danube is first and
foremost a journey towards the Banat, in the wake of an expansion
now vanished, and in fact reversed.”
The 1920 change of suzerainty placed the commerce of Banat
Germans in an unfortunate situation. Historically oriented to the
rewarding markets of Budapest, the Germans and French in the Banat
had to direct their produce to the towns of Transylvania which were
not as profitable. Today, only a dwindling German minority remains in
the Rumanian part of Banat, where one can still hear Swabian and
Alemannic dialects in some villages, as if it was Schwarzwald or
Wűrttemberg. German colonization of the Banat country began via the
Donau when longboats known as “crates from Ulm” set out from the
heart of Swabia in early 18th century, carrying troops to fight the Turks.
German settlers, Donauschwaben (Swabians of the Danube), followed
the troops. For two centuries from Maria Theresa’s charters until
WW2, Donauschwaben and Alsatians made a radical, significant
contribution to the culture and life of that part of the Danube basin.
The contribution is now obliterated. Germanic longing for the Balkan
country survives on a mural from 1717 in Ulm. It pictures Weissenberg
(Beograd) and the German troops in the ferries on the Danube. A next
Hitler could find a justification for invading Banat. So could
Hungarians, Austrians, Turks and Tatars, even France.
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Never before I crossed the Big Divider, and the Grand Unifier at the
same time, southward. In early 1970s, I went over Dunaj by train
between Bratislava and Wien, first as a summer exchange student to
Austria, and a year later as a Polish escapee to Linz, where I walked
over a bridge on the Donau daily. I was articling with a prominent
Austrian bridge engineer, Herr Kurt Wenzel, whom I approached for a
job after my student exchange term at a remote mountain hydro project
expired. Under his personal eye at his bureau in Linz, I learned bridge
design with early computer tools. To minimize any damage to the
public, I was given minor bridges for starters, while my Austrian
colleagues poured over drawings of Donau bridges in Wien and in
other Austrian cities. I arrived at Linz again few months later, when
fatherly Herr Wenzel accommodated my plea for employment while
my brother Witek and I petitioned embassies in Vienna for an asylum.
I also fondly remember Herr Fritz Hari, an accountant on the hydro
project, who invited me to stay with his family in Steyr after my
articling was over in the mountains. He used to recall the entry of
Soviet army into Austria at the end of WW2: Zabrali, by which he
meant, “took everything away.” Other helpful, gentle and friendly
Austrians did not bear any relation in character to Hitler and I
wondered how that nation could have borne him.
I crossed Donau several times when hitchhiking in Austria. The main
Autobahn from Vienna westwards runs more or less parallel to the
river, but from Linz Donau charts northwest to Regensburg, staying
shy of the hills of Bayerischer Wald to the north, while the freeway
cuts southwest to Salzburg towards Alpine foothills and through the
Alps on to Innsbruck. Just before the border with Germany in Salzburg
and Passau, my passport humbled without a visa. I had to say Danke,
auf Wiederschauen to my lifts and walk over in front of the border
control to the other side of the freeway to hitch a ride through the Alps,
around the German borders. Clenching a few banknotes in my pocket,
I watched vehicles with circled F, I, D and CH plates with envy. The
express trains to and from Paris, Zurich, Bern, Rome and Munich sped
by along the valleys of Austria while I was watching with a broken
heart, imagining myself onboard one day, on a trip across Europe
without borders. The boundaries opened to many former communist
nations a quarter of a century later. My Polish passport no longer needs
visas stamped by the embassies of these countries, but, except for a
brief elation around 1990, my heart remains broken. Invisible
boundaries remain.
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Western Europe does not really need Poland for a partner on equal
rights. The joining of Poland with European Union is delayed by more
and more years, while accession funds came to a trickle from the
multi-billion promises of the nineties. Former Soviet bloc states are not
a good match for extremely rich European Union. The fusion runs
contrary to aspirations of societies on both side of the former Iron
Curtain. When I was crossing Dunaj to Austria in my youth, I was
going to the rich West. Today, many former communist countries of
Central Europe (“central” from a Pole’s point of view; located between
Germany, Scandinavia, the Danube and Eastern Europe from Ukraine
and Byelorussia to the Ural Mountains) are one foot in the West and
full members of NATO, but many, like Poland, are poorer than 30
years ago. For the first time in my life I was crossing the Danube as a
Northern Slav, tracing my protoplasts’ footsteps to another land of
conquests, partitions and re-births, a land of misery and poverty after a
bloody civil war, sanctions and bombing, to the remnants of a
multiethnic state my Southern Brothers dreamt of and which US and
Europe shattered under NATO flag, because it did not fit into their
concept of a new order of the world.
I jumped out of bed, drew the curtains open and slid the pane down.
Bright sun, personal significance of the occasion and sanctity of a
place relentlessly bombed throughout NATO campaign awoke me to
my senses and feelings. I was in a place of barbaric, unfair, unjust
bombing and suffering of innocent people. I wiped my face with the
bed sheet, at ease to let go because nobody else was in the
compartment. Outside, ruined ends of the old bridge tilted grotesquely
into the river. On a hill overlooking the Danube, stood the historical
complex of Petrovaradin fortress that I knew from Internet pictures of
Novi Sad after NATO. On the shore, a line of vehicles was waiting
next to the tracks for their turn on the new bridge that was built for
both train and road traffic. A production line of steel bridge-deck
segments unfolded as the train accelerated. Sections ready to be
launched were waiting on rails next to the shore, followed by halfdone steel boxes, stacks of steel plate and beams and finally, concrete
mixing and cement silos. I could not see any workers around. The hour
must have been early, but the sun was already hot.
A picture from Vojvodina
The seventy-odd kilometres from Novi Sad to Beograd were mainly
flat Vojvodina fields and pastures. As I am writing I look at a photo
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that Magnus took. The horizon of Vojvodina plains is on the diagonal.
Perpendicular to it is a short perspective of a train shot forward
through a window. All windows are open and someone stands by each,
but the viewer can only see hands leisurely hanging over from the
openings. When I rode the train over Vojvodina, time seemed longer
than on a bike ride over the same distance, maybe because the
landscape is as flat as the Canadian prairies. Or was it the spirits of
millennial history that divided lands now called Vojvodina into Banat
in the northeast, Srem (Syrmium in ancient Roman Empire) to the
south of the Dunav, and the Bačka to the northwest.
Here and there, within a stone’s throw from the train, stood a shanty
made of grass or reeds. After his return from Europe, Magnus told me
that he saw them too. They were not temporary residences of the poor
or displaced, but sentries against vagabonds who might come at night
to steal from the fields. The trees and the thickets became ever smaller
as the train was nearing the capital of Yugoslavia. Relentless sun on a
cloudless sky was bathing the arid landscape. Inđija, Stara Pazova,
Nova Pazova – the station signs rang a bell. First when a small civilian
plane came to a landing parallel to the train I realized that I was close
to the Batajnica airbase. Nova Pazova Aero Club built full-scale mockups of MiG-29, the cream of Yugoslav Air Force. NATO pilots bombed
the models, as intended by the creators. NATO commanders were
surprised after ceasefire when 11 Yugoslav MiG-29s took off from an
airbase that was supposedly finished off by NATO air raids.
When groups of apartment towers and solitary high-rises appeared on
the horizon, I knew the train was nearing Novi Beograd, a new
development on northwest side of the old capital. Just before the
elevated station of Novi Beograd, I recognized a car auction, and next
to it – a market. A big trading place for miscellaneous merchandise
occupied a large open space and spilled onto a modern arterial street
typical for Novi Beograd, whose generous urban design also comprises
numerous open landscapes and green spaces between large apartment
blocks. It was Saturday, August 5, 2000. The picture was not different
than in Poland – regular stands, individual vendors with wares laid out
on ground mats or directly on the pavement, and crowds of buyers
browsing through everything from slippers to shower heads.
Anxiously, I waited for the crossing of Sava River into Beograd. The
train thundered over a bridge, but bomb damage was nowhere to be
seen. To the left, I spotted an abandoned hi-rise with signs of fire on
several floors and windows without glass. A knocked down radio or
TV antenna rested on the top. Next to it, a new but smaller red-and!160
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white antenna was a sure sign that NATO attacked the building to
suppress “Milošević propaganda machine” but it lived nevertheless.
The hi-rise used to be the Yugoslav communist party headquarters,
later converted to a business centre and local TV station.
To a traveler arriving from the West, Beograd station might appear
chaotic, but it had all the regular ingredients: numbered platforms and
tracks, unclear announcements over the loudspeakers, a few
policemen, clear international signs and menjačnica near the exit.
Nobody was inside but the posted exchange rate of 20 dinars to one
DM was higher than on the train. I walked my bike onto the busy street
fronting the station and, guided by instinct, walked to where most of
the foot, car and bus traffic headed – uphill to the centre of the city.
Past old buildings from about the turn of the century I could see a large
modern but ruined building ahead. It was precisely damaged without
signs of major damage on surrounding buildings in dense downtown
development. Large portions out of plumb and out of level looked
beyond hope to me. I imagined how many windows shattered from the
explosions downtown.
On the other side of the street, scaffolds climbed a turn-of-the-century
building with neo-classical columns and intricate ornamental detail.
Only by a lighter colour of the new work one could tell what the
bombs damaged. It was the police headquarters, while the precisely
bombed building across used to be the country’s military headquarters.
They moved to a more traditional building next door. I walked over to
a guarded gate leading into the backyard to ask what was in the ruined
building. Instead of an explanation the soldier showed me in no
uncertain body language to clear the area. Past the present military
headquarters, behind an ornamental iron fence I could see in the
backyard armoured transport vehicles lined up, as they should in one
of the most disciplined armies of Europe. In the next block a street
vendor was selling big, pubescent peaches, shiny yellow peppers and
ripe, aromatic tomatoes. The prices were way below prices in Poland. I
wished I had some money. I was getting hungry so it was time to
change marks into dinars.
By a square with a fountain and mini-waterfalls, I located a bank. A
bored or exhausted urban dog walked lazily over the cataracts held on
a leash by his mistress. The animal obviously enjoyed the water in the
heat of the day. It was well over 35 degrees Celsius but still before
noon. On the other side of the square customers sat around chairs
under a group of shady trees. It was a Western brand pizza place. The
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beer was domestic. Not far from the tables, also in the shade, a woman
sat on the ground, begging for money with the silence of a sign
scribbled on a piece of cardboard. The scars still red, her left leg was
chopped off beneath the knee – a victim of NATO cluster bombs, or a
survivor of falling buildings? I only needed to change a 100 German
mark banknote, but the bank did not have so much. I had to come back
at noon when the money would be delivered. The rate was slightly
below that at the station, but I did not want to go back through the
inferno and inhale traffic exhaust. The air quality bothered me. It was
not Vancouver for sure, not even Warsaw. I went in search of other
banks that might have an equivalent of DM100.
Not far by the same square was a Borba publishing house bookstore. It
displayed numerous books about Yugoslavia in the windows. Several
concerned Kosovo. I walked into the pleasant coolness and semidarkness of a temple of books and knowledge. The personnel looked
intellectual like in any other bookstore in a cosmopolitan city. A map
spread out next to the cashier displayed the places of NATO attacks all
over Yugoslavia. Several books in Serbo-Croatian described the
bombing and discussed it in a scholarly fashion. Older books in album
format described atrocities committed on Serbs in former Yugoslav
republics. I could not stomach the photographs and went back to the
map. “Embassy” was in its legend, but the icon did not show exactly
where it was at the scale of the map.
The personnel looked for the name of the street (Cherry Blossom) I
remembered from descriptions of NATO “mistaken” bombing of the
Chinese embassy. After some search of directories they found a new
address to where the embassy moved after the attack, but could not tell
me where exactly in Novi Beograd it used to be, “It is not far, on the
other side of the river.” I made a mental note of the general direction I
would be going once I changed money.
Other banks had the money. At one of them, I had to take a number.
The line-up was moving like a snail. The general picture reminded me
of the bank in Poland where I had to wait ages to deposit or withdraw
trivial amounts from my savings. Barricaded behind massive counters
of oak and marble there were slow-moving few clerks. Most of the
tellers were not staffed as if NATO targeted bank clerks in particular. I
left. At another bank one customer held the line for more than 15
minutes while the only clerk went away to verify papers stating the
identity and authorization of the client. It was close to noon, so I
decided to go back to the first bank where I expected an armoured
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money delivery vehicle. There was no vehicle in front of the bank, and
the staff apologized that money has not arrived yet.
On my way to the station I walked on the shaded side of streets. I did
not dare ride in the traffic, since it behaved too boldly for my taste and
overheated condition. It was already after noon, but menjačnica was
still closed. I asked a fellow checking entry tickets what was going on
with the money exchange. In Yugoslavia, a special ticket must be
purchased to enter platforms at all major stations. The man wanted to
help, “How much do you need to exchange?” I was not sure if it would
be a legit deal and walked away to the other entry into the station,
hoping to find another menjačnica. There was none. A sign directed to
where I just came from. The circle closed, my stomach was protesting
and I had to do something to pacify it. I walked over to a reliably
looking platform entry checker and asked him where I could change
money. He could not speak English but two Slavs can understand each
other with a little help from a few German words and a pen. “DM100 –
I can give you,” he wrote 2200 with his ballpoint pen on a white
parapet. I nodded. “Just wait,” he said and disappeared in the direction
of ticket tellers.
When he came back we stepped aside to exchange one German
banknote, worn out after several days in my back pocket, for 22 brand
new 100-dinar banknotes. When finished, we shook hands in an old
Balkan custom, I guess. I was happy to get more than at any official
place, without waiting. He was happy, too, and probably shared a
profit with the station cashier who lent him a stack of new banknotes.
They must have sold DM100 for at least 5 or 10 percent more. I
learned not to rely on government institutions but to seek help from
people directly. It turned out to be the right strategy in Serbia, although
sometimes it was difficult to delineate the borderline between duty and
personal relations. That is the way most Slavs are. Fraternal relations
come first, then the rules and regulations. Just try to fraternize an
RCMP officer in Canada.
Novi Beograd
From the station I had to find my way to the modern bridge that
crossed the Sava River into Novi Beograd. The direction was
circuitous but my instinct led me correctly uphill where the traffic
congregated. I found the bridge without any problem. It had wide
sidewalks. A human shield stood along on both sides during NATO
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bombing, wearing target signs on their chests and backs. Thanks to
them thousands of residents could now go daily between the old and
new Beograd. Another bridge, also intact, connected the station with
Novi Beograd more directly and trams went over it with a racket.
Further south, a bridge over Sava River carried the Zagreb-Niš
freeway. South of it was the steel truss work of the railway bridge over
which my train came from Budapest in the morning.
The first thing that greeted me from a distance was the sound of cricket
orchestra spread out in Novi Beograd’s bush and the sight of an
abandoned hi-rise bombed by NATO, the same building I saw from the
train. It stood amidst green space next to a large park, litter from
explosions and fire still strewn at its base. I did not feel too safe too
near the building, thinking of the depleted uranium possibly contained
in guided bombs. I biked past in search of bombed Hotel Jugoslavija
and the Chinese embassy. The way to the hotel was straight. The main
building looked intact, but a small wing on its side was damaged and a
crew with a backhoe was currently working on demolition of the
bombed structure. I asked one worker what happened. He showed a
flight of a plane with his hand, “NATO, bomba, booom!!!” he
explained. I looked on, trying to imagine the horror of hotel guests and
nearby residents in a fairly densely developed neighbourhood.
“Clinton nicht gut.“ he added in German, seeing an inostranac, i.e. a
foreigner in me.
It was close to suppertime. There were grocery stores and food outlets
everywhere, since it was a major residential area. Its layout, sun
access, green space and transportation were well planned. I followed a
bike path on the side of a boulevard between large apartment
buildings. Sidewalks ran parallel, separated by a strip of greenery. Like
in Poland, pavilions and kiosks with take out and eat-in food lined up
the way in front of large apartment buildings. I craved fish and found it
in Ribarnica. It was a fish store with fresh, frozen, smoked and canned
fish. For customers like myself, a little garden on the side offered
seating for consumption on-site. I fancied deep-fried sprats with fries,
but they were frozen – it would take half an hour before they could
land on the table. I asked for directions to the former Chinese embassy
building, left a deposit on my meal and took off.
The embassy stood lonely, surrounded mostly by green space and
parking. It was fenced. By a shelter in its front two policemen stood
guard. One of them walked over to me, “Do you have a camera?” Not
being sure if it was all right to loiter around the building, I did not
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quite know what to answer, “I do not have a camera, I just wanted to
look at the damage NATO did.” He seemed disappointed, “Come back
with a camera later. You can go and look now. Nema problema.” He
followed me and explained where which bomb hit. I recognized
images of the building known from photographs of rescue action by
Beograd fire brigades and medical services that responded to the
tragedy. The force of each bomb was tremendous. There were huge
craters where they hit after exiting the building. The place was a big
mess. A strange smell still oozed from the ruins.
A greenhouse opposite the entry to an underground parkade lost its
glass. The metal frame was distorted. NATO blew off new life that the
hands of a Chinese gardener started in pots. On the fence near the
police shelter, flowers and wreaths rested on the ground below a sheet
of paper wrapped in plastic. The names of three embassy staff were
listed on the sheet below their photographs. It was a token from a
Beograd society of Yugoslav-Chinese friendship. As I was leaving, a
tour bus full of Chinese arrived and parked in front of the ruins. One
policeman walked over and talked to the guide who alighted from the
bus. The group followed the policeman to the gate. He opened it and
let them in. The place came alive with cameras flashing and videos
humming.
My sprats were frying when I returned. I sat down by a table and
started a beer with bread. When I finished what was put on the table to
go with my meal, I took out my own bread and sliced a tomatoe on top
of it. The sprats were hot and crunchy. In front of me, neighbours were
greeting each other, stopping to chat. Some strayed from the sidewalk
for pržena riba (fried fish) or just a beer. A boy accompanying his
father conversing with another man looked at me frequently, as if
wandering whom that guy was with a bike leaning on his table. I filled
my glass and cheered to him when he lifted his glass of soda to his
little mouth. He was shy but kept watching me curiously. I liked my
serving and went back for more, this time trying a fried mackerel. The
boy became more curious.
The hour was not dark yet and good to spend on finding Darko’s place.
I showed his address to the woman in Ribarnica and followed her
directions. Novi Beograd is large and could be confusing to a
newcomer. I stopped several times to correct my bearings. One time I
asked a man washing his car at an apartment block. He joked instead
of an answer, “From Canada! You are a NATO spy, aren’t you?” The
man called someone on his cell phone, “We have a friend here who is
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looking for…” and got the directions for me to Dr. Darko Nadić’s
address. I did not know that at the time Yugoslav security in
Montenegro caught two Canadians and two British without papers who
claimed they were returning from a weekend on an Adriatic beach.
It must have been a nude beach because the foreigners could not
produce bathing suits to the authorities that stopped them. They had
maps and explosive accessories in the trunk, for one of them was a
mining businessman on assignment in Kosovo. The two British were
UN trainers of the new Albanian police for Kosovo. That force
distinguished itself in levelling Serb Orthodox monasteries and
churches, some of them UN-class monuments of human culture dating
back to the 14th century. Former Kosovo Liberation Army men and
women, now parading as Kosovo police beside KFOR “peacekeepers”,
were not able to stop some unknown extremists from killing a
thousand opponents of Greater Albania with a capital in Prishtina, as
the separatists call Priština. Another thousand disappeared without a
trace since UN and NATO armies marched into Kosovo in June 1999.
The international peacekeepers and Kosovo Albanian police were also
“overwhelmed” and “helpless” with the barrage of stolen cars,
narcotics, illegal weapons, hundreds of thousands of illegal migrants
from Albania, prostitutes and racketeers.
All these “blessings” flooded Kosovo and Metohija alongside the
uniformed men. Like their leaders with names so “dear” to every Serb
– Kouchner, Ceku, Thaci and scores of NATO generals – these men
believed they were bringing an Endlősung to this ancient cradle of
Serbia. They thought the final solution was stopping alleged ethnic
cleansing if not genocide of the innocent Albanians in the hands of
cruel Serbs and their bloody bandit-in-chief, Slobodan Milošević. A
year later, the place is cleaned out of 350 thousand non-Aryan… sorry,
non-Albanian undesirables. 500 thousand Albanians killed by
Milošević turned out to be 500 Albanians killed by NATO bombs and
KLA terrorists. In the hands of George Soros, Trepča mines are finally
not polluting while the market became truly free for all, especially the
mafia. Girls from Albania, Moldova, Rumania, Ukraine and
Byelorussia can’t wait to go to serve the UN workers and KFOR
troops in Kosovo. If lucky and still alive, they could be promoted to
Albanian-run bordellos from Rome to Stockholm.
Intercom
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Darko’s name was easy to find on the intercom directory at the
entrance to his modern apartment building in Novi Beograd – Narić,
No. 6. The evening was dark, but the list of residents was illuminated.
I pushed the button, a voice answered, I introduced myself in English,
the voice responded in Serbian, I repeated in Polish and the intercom
shut off. Maybe it was too late for a visit. I headed for the exciting
lights and music emitting from the river frontage. Starting at the
freeway bridge over Sava, then for several kilometres along the river’s
Novi Beograd bank, a unique chain of night entertainment places line
the entire waterfront with only one break where I unsuccessfully tried
to go to sleep a few hours later. At one place a beam of light shot
straight up. Intrigued, I rode towards it while the brightness was
blinding me on the dark paths through lawns. They were anti-aircraft
searchlights in four corners of an obelisk. A large plate at the bottom
listed 19 NATO countries and condemned them for attacking
Yugoslavia between March 24th and June 9th, 1999. I was ashamed to
see names of the same countries on the obelisk as on my two
passports. Couples and groups of youth would come to the obelisk,
read the inscription, contemplate. Not many looked up where the light
tried to pierce the night sky. I did, imagining NATO sinister birds
caught in the light beam.
The excitement was infectious. The sight of the riverfront alive at night
made me ride the entire length up and down. Normally sleepy at ten, I
was awake and alive, perhaps making up for sluggishness of the hot
day. On its northern extreme, old buildings clung to the bank of Sava.
Restaurant guests had a great time to the tunes of Gypsy and
Hungarian bands playing violin, accordion and harmonica. On the
southernmost end, at the freeway bridge, stroboscopic lights and
psychedelic music of several discos on barges competed for clientele.
In between, the loudest was a singer performing soul-breaking pieces
to an audience sitting at tables in gala evening dresses on a wooden
deck that levelled off the slope of Sava’s shore. Tired finally, I found a
place to spread my mattress under huge willows, next to a rusted barge
or a hull of a vessel no longer in service. My mattress crumpled the
weeds and covered the cracks in dried out mud. What toxics released
by NATO bombers was I going to sleep on? Willows are good at
breaking down poisons and absorbing heavy metals. Serbs are good at
forgiving and getting on with life. I fell asleep with these encouraging
thoughts. I dreamt about a bright place with a variety of ethnic faces,
but it was not Canada, I am sure. It was somewhere in the Balkans, for
in my dream limestone walls of the past mixed with vegetation starved
of water in the summer heat of climate change.
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I woke up to a blast of live singing through speakers a kilometre away
that could enhance the Pope’s address to a million. It was well after
midnight, but the party was only starting. I packed up and went to the
Kalemegdan fortress to find a quieter lodge. I rode on the sidewalk of
the bridge that I recognized from the Internet pictures of a human
shield during the war. The defenders were now partying in barge
discos below. At the fortress heights, the music and singing from the
other side of the river were still audible. Some people were out in the
park enjoying the summer night. Generous illumination brought into
relief the fortress’s intriguing white limestone walls and towers. I
found a clean spot next to a stone projection that looked like a
sarcophagus in one corner of the fortress. I spread my bedding on the
ground, locked the bike, put earplugs in their place and fell asleep for
the second time that night.
A car that was trying to park beside the sarcophagus woke me up. I
was sleeping in the best parking spot, so the driver had to manoeuvre
to bring his vehicle to a satisfactory position, blocking me off from a
would-be invasion from the Danube side. How he got there by car was
mystery. I walked my bike over footbridges and bent in low gates to
get there. It was a van and the day was a Sunday. A large family
popped out, dressed for a wedding, each female and child holding a
bouquet of flowers. They did not have Serb features, looked like
Romas, or Ruthenians – I could not tell. As mysteriously as they
arrived they disappeared down the stone, winding stairs that I would
never expect existed in a tower ruin guarding the sarcophagus. It was a
long way down to a small, old Orthodox church that stood amidst
remnants of walls of the same material, as if by a miracle saved from
destruction. I packed and exited my asylum through a narrow gate in
another tower. The road was paved and curbed on the other side. It
served a zoo. Was it the one I read about during the war? The zoo
director’s tame tiger started biting his paws, rare birds destroyed their
eggs and exotic snakes devoured their young as soon as bombs fell on
Beograd, some next to the zoo.
I pressed familiar button No. 6. Again a voice answered, but the door
did not buzz to invite me in. I walked about the entrance, sat on the
bench to which I locked my bike. The odour of sewage was oozing
from a grate at my feet. I asked a woman who came out with garbage
in her hand. She shrugged her shoulders. I went back to the door. The
wall was plastered with postings of handymen offering their services in
apartment re-modelling, gas, water, and heating installations. I pressed
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No. 6 button again and tried to limit the number of words. As before,
the voice was indifferent and the intercom shut off. I decided to find a
telephone booth and call Darko’s cellular number. I climbed out of the
depressed level of the entry to the street just as a Roma girl was
descending with a hand-pushed buggy on bicycle wheels. Her vehicle
was half-loaded with flattened cardboard boxes. She was one of the
army of scavengers, a vital part of urban ecology.
All roads lead to Beograd
“Push number 10, not 6. It’s Nadić, not Narić, Peter. We are waiting”,
said Darko’s voice in the telephone. I was back at his place in less than
ten minutes. It was a small place by Western standards, but a cozy one.
Entry from the staircase was, like in many apartment buildings in
Poland, through a locking gate in a bar fence that made a secure space
for bikes, baby carts and cardboard boxes with old shoes and
magazines before the apartment doors. If he did not live with his
parents in the apartment, it would be an ample space for him, even for
a couple: living-dining room, a bedroom for his parents, a smaller
room occupied by a computer and Darko son’s bed which he
unsuccessfully tried to turn into sofa, a small kitchen without a
window and a smallish bathroom. The bathroom had a sink. In many
apartments in Poland one needs to bend over the tub and use its taps to
wash one’s hands and face.
The balcony overlooked Novi Beograd panorama. Relatives called the
Nadićs during NATO bombing if they were watching on TV the
bombing of the power plant and the hi-rise that housed socialist party
headquarters on the lower floors. The Nadićs only needed to step out
onto the balcony from the living room. They said the explosions were
terrible. They pointed to the cracked ceiling and walls, “Like in a
zemljotres” which means an earthquake. I wondered how many elderly
died of heart attacks from NATO bombing. The view also comprised a
congress centre Sava Centar and modern tower of green glass – Hotel
Intercontinental where Arkan was assassinated.
Darko looked at his watch, “We should be going to the bus depot to
meet Lara.” I knew Lara Duca from StopNATO postings from
Bucureşti, Rumania. With Serb blood in her veins, she was coming to
visit Beograd for the weekend as a break in a Serbo-Croatian language
summer course in Novi Sad. The bus station is in the old part of
Beograd, Savamala. Before WW2, it was a place of the working class.
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The river docks are still there, not much changed since the war,
judging by the technical standard. Majority of the Jewish population
lived in Beograd’s Dorćol quarter on the Danube bank. Most of them
died in Nazi camps. Like in other Central and Eastern European
countries, Serbian villages hid many Jews. There are a couple of
synagogues in Beograd, one near Zeleni Venac market and another in
Dorćol.
We got off the tram near the train station at Karadjordjeva Street where
I arrived a day before. The street is named after a Serbian peasant,
Đorđe Petrović, who in the rank of vožd (duke) led an uprising against
the Turks in 1804. The Turks nicknamed him karađorđe (pronounced
karadjordje, Black George). The name carried to the last Serbian royal
dynasty of Karađorđević. The bus depot was as busy as it could be in a
capital city. Buses of all makes and condition were arriving one after
another to the beating heat of the noon sun – from anywhere far and
close a road leads to Beograd. A luxurious, air-conditioned coach from
München, full of passengers in designer clothing, carrying fashionable
bags, arrived after a beaten-up, smoking bus from Vojvodina that
spilled out lean people with sun-tanned faces, carrying baggage, heavy
cardboard boxes, babies and occasional sacks of peppers.
There were also coaches from Köln, Firenze and Sarajevo. They stood
out from the buses from all over Serbia: Kraljevo, Kragujevac, Užice.
One bus came from Pale, a village near Sarajevo, famous for Radovan
Karadžić, who with Slobodan Milošević and Ratko Mladić are the
main accused of alleged “Serb” crimes before The Hague tribunal of
NATO. Pale is the capital of the Republika Srpska in the new country
of Bosnia and Herzegovina, itself a former piece of federal Yugoslavia.
Lara’s bus was late, but Darko spotted her in the crowd. We went back
to his apartment by a smoking city bus. The air near these buses was
unbreathable. “Old German buses,” explained Darko. Beograd transit
used second-hand German and British equipment, some dating back to
1960s. Leyland buses disappeared as too old for service in the mideighties, but the German veterans are still smoking and rattling strong,
as if determined to exterminate Serb urbanites by gassing. Russianbuilt trolleybuses long ago replaced domestic Yugoslav production, but
their share of public transport is small. The system of fares was
interesting, too. On each bus a conductor cashed change from newly
arriving passengers in return for a ticket. I noticed the name of the bus
company on the ticket was different than on the trip to the bus depot.
“There are as many private bus companies in the city as there are
lines,” jested Darko.
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Both soft-spoken and gentle, Darko’s parents Petar and Radmila did
not look like candidates for roomers at The Hague tribunal. His mother
was preparing lunch in the kitchen with her husband’s help. Soon I was
invited to the table. We had ampre čorba (poorman’s soup). For main
dish there were potatoes with delicious yellow peppers fried with
onions, all laid on an oval serving plate to share. On top, at one end,
which Radmila turned closest to me, were two thin cutlets. I looked
around and counted. Darko was having leftovers from the previous
day. I asked what it was. He did not want to, or was embarrassed to
answer. One look – and I knew it was tripe, a popular and tasty dish in
Poland. Not counting Darko, there were four people to share the meat.
The hosts insisted that I take a whole piece. I took half of one cutlet. I
said I was not crazy about meat after spending several weeks with my
vegetarian son, but they did not listen.
The stench of burned bodies
Sharing the best morsel, that is, giving it away to a guest or best friend
is in Serb blood. It is not a gesture like an Anglo-Saxon “How are
you?” that does not expect much more than, “Fine. And you?” Serbs
hid over 500 US pilots who were shot down over their country during
WW2 when the Allies bombed the oil fields in Rumania. The Serbs
gave their medicine, food and beds to the Americans, and went without
drugs for their own combatants, ate less and slept on the floor. I
believe they did it because they felt grateful to foreign soldiers who
risked their own life to fight the common enemy. The Serbs did not
hesitate to give their own life to spare the Americans, rather than to
turn them in to the Nazis. An American Jew, Richard Felman, was one
of the spared pilots. Shortly after US and NATO bombing started on
March 24, 1999, with gratitude and admiration he reminded the
American public about the largest campaign of rescuing US pilots
behind enemy lines.
The Serbian deeds have been conveniently hidden when US had a
chance to help solve the Balkan crisis instead of making it worse. US
president Harry Truman decorated Serb general from WW2 Draza
Mihailović with the Legion of Merit for rescuing the US men. How
many US Air Force pilots who bombed Yugoslavia for 11 weeks in
1999 were grandchildren of the WW2 American pilots rescued by the
Serbs? Did they bomb the grandchildren of their saviours?
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Felman recollected that a village with 200 women and children was
burned to the ground by the Germans, because the Serbs did not want
to tell where they hid US pilots, “Still today I can smell the terrible
stench of their burning bodies.” Magnus wrote from Žabalj northeast
of Novi Sad in August 2000, “They housed, fed and clothed me.”
“Who were they,” I asked when he returned to Vancouver. They were
local villagers; one was a refugee from Croatia. They lost hope in the
civil war, lost any sense of future and lived hour by hour. They
embraced Magnus, a stranger from a country that bombed them,
treating him like a son, brother and a long-time friend when he arrived
hungry and penniless from Szeged in Hungary. He slept in their
cornfields and when he asked for directions in a broken Polish, they
asked him to stay. Once re-supplied with money abroad, Magnus felt a
great need to return to Žabalj. Maybe their genuine friendship and
hospitality made a big change in his life, like in Felman’s.
I did not travel to Yugoslavia when everyone went there from
communist Poland. To Poles the land of our southern brothers and
sisters was a place of freedom and capitalism. Per capita income was
way above Polish average. Yugoslavs understood our dilemma of
travel valuta limits imposed by Warsaw and treated us at special rates
that they charged to their countrymen – considerably lower than to
Germans and other West Europeans. Oftentimes they were just
unselfishly generous. Rudolf Jaworek, a Polish social scientist
describes his trip to Yugoslavia from communist Poland in his recent
book Wybacz im, Serbio! (forgive them, Serbia). He drove a tiny Polski
Fiat, whose vital part expired on a mountain road after a strenuous
journey. Someone towed him to the nearest town and did not want any
money for quite a trouble involved. Jaworek did not have enough
money to pay for work nor for the spare part, which had to be brought
from another town. Both were provided for free, “It is OK. You will
show me around Warszawa when I come to visit.”
Ampre čorba
I requested the recipe of ampre čorba from Darko. Here it is in his
own words as passed on by his mother, of course, for four people,
made with one litre of water. “It's traditional Serbian soup, which we
make when we are skinned. On hot vegetable oil you have to put one
soupspoon of flour and stir it well. When flour gets light brown color,
take it off from cooker. Be careful that flour does not get burned! Then
add water and one teaspoon of spices called Vegeta and 3 caraway
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seeds. Vegeta is Croatian-made natural spice for soups and other foods.
I hope Piotr that your son-in-law can explain you what is Vegeta and
that you can buy it in some store in Canada. Of course we have
‘Serbian’ spices like Vegeta. After that put soup again on cooker and
when soup is hot before boiling just add one full egg and stir it well.
When egg is boiled and well stirred, soup is finished. Just add little
salt, not much because Vegeta is too salty. Before serving, add black
pepper. Bon appetite.” I saw Vegeta frequently used in Poland, and its
Croat variety is available in a Polish store in Vancouver.
The Poles have several zupa nic (nothing soup). My mother used to
make a Polish version of ampre čorba without an egg. After the
October 2000 coup, Darko added prophetically but I think
unknowingly, “If you don't have egg in your kitchen (when you are
moneyless or you forgot to buy) you can serve this soup with small
pieces of toast bread. Put small pieces in your plate and pour soup.” As
I was writing shortly after newest pieces by Professor Choussodovsky
and Diana Johnstone about freeing the Serb economy under DOS,
Koštunica and IMF, I wondered how many Yugoslavs would have to
go without the egg in ampre čorba. The Serbs have other thrifty
recipes as well. I saw a vendor of potatoes peel a few of them and cut
into a pot of water boiling on a little kerosene stove on top of his stand
in the Zeleni Venac market. He added onions and salt. He was dressed
but, as far as I could tell from his hands, face and neck, probably as
emaciated as Fikret Alić in ITN pictures from the “death” camp in
Trnopolje. At that moment I realized that I did not see as many lean
and sick people when I lived in Poland as I did when I returned in
recent years. As I was writing the paragraph, a report came through
StopNATO from a commission from Ireland who found that 50 million
children in former Soviet bloc countries live below poverty threshold.
My son-in-law Ron is in the recipe because his father is Croatian. Ron
never went to Europe. I tried to discuss Serb-Croatian problem with
Ron’s father, but got a CNN line in response: “Serbs are murderers,
they put guns to Croatian people heads.” A young Croat beside me on
a bus in Vancouver surpassed Ron’s father. He started conversation
when he heard me talk to Iwona in Polish. “What are your roots?” I
asked a standard Canadian opener. “I am a Croat.” “So you speak
Serbo-Croatian,” I half-asked, half-stated. “I speak Croatian.” “Isn’t it
the same?” I insisted. His tone and body language were militant. I felt
he became tense. “No. Serbs have Russian alphabet. We are Catholic
and write in Latin alphabet.” Iwona interjected, “So the war in the
Balkans is a religious war?” He was born in Canada and visited his
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parents’ country several times. “I like going to the Dalmatian Coast,”
he shared. “I saw programs on TV saying Serbs destroyed the old
Dubrovnik.” “No, they did not destroy the old town, they bombarded
the outskirts of Dubrovnik,” he answered surprisingly. “What do you
mean? I heard claims that Serbs severely damaged the old buildings.
Their beautiful clay tile roofs had to be built new.”
“Serbs only destroyed what was outside of the old city. There was not
much damage to the historical buildings,” he insisted. I changed the
subject by describing how Magnus and I were threatened in Yugoslavia
in 1990 when we drove a car with Zagreb registration plates, “I could
not figure what was going on.” He listened, “Religious and ethnic
discord causes trouble everywhere. If we did it in Canada, there would
be fights all the time. Look how many religions and nationalities we
have here.” He agreed. I went on, “What happened in the Balkans is
terrible. Thousands of people on all sides died of violence and were
expelled from their homes. I know one Serb American who lost the
whole family in Croatia in recent years. He immigrated to the States
after it happened, and tells everyone how his family was herded into
churches to be burnt alive. His family was already decimated by the
Nazis during WW2.” Unexpectedly, the young Croat moved to a seat
away. I did not even mention Ustashi and their death camp at
Jasenovac.
Richard Felman belongs to the handful of North Americans who
understand newest European history and the Serbs. The young
Canadian Croat on the bus at least knew that the Serbs did not
bombard the old Dubrovnik; maybe because he traveled to the Adriatic
coast, while CNN, BBC and CBC did not. In Vancouver, I know of a
few families from Krajina; an RCMP officer who served in UN police
in Bosnia; a couple of professors of history who try to rectify the Big
Lie; one Canadian women who got sick of depleted uranium (DU)
after returning from a humanitarian mission in Bosnia; and, one expert
who is not fooled by NATO tales about benign DU. They could write
books about their ghastly experiences. In Canada, there are: former
ambassador to Yugoslavia, Mr. G. Binett; a score of RCMP officers
frustrated after forensic diggings in Kosovo; honourable and honest
General Lewis McKenzie and plenty of other soldiers who served in
the Balkans; Dr. Rosalie Bertell proficient in DU effects on humans;
and Scott Taylor, who honestly reported his observations during 78
days of bombing of Kosovo in a book Inat: Images of Serbia and the
Kosovo Conflict.
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I feel hopeless about the rest. One Polish woman to whom I emailed a
joke, Notice of Revocation of Independence, during the lengthy 2000
presidential “elections” in the US, replied why she did not agree with
condemnation of NATO intervention in the Balkans, “Please don’t take
an offence, but to me defending Serbia is associated with pro-Russian
campaigning.” I accompanied my wife Iwona to a Bible study group
recently. Out of about 20 Christians, not one understood. “Hitler
exterminated the Poles and other Slavs in concentration camps?” one
lady in her fifties and born in England disbelieved me. A gentle fellow
in his fifties tried to reconcile the disagreement, “The atrocities
committed by the Serbs and the other side in Kosovo during NATO
bombing…” When I summarized the conclusions of international
forensic teams after a year of digging, one lady asked, “Where do you
get YOUR information from?” “From all sides, from the only media
not yet controlled – the web.” The pastor was impatient, as if I
offended his TV watching intelligence, “How do you know the web is
true? There is so much rubbish on it.” I answered with a question,
“How do you know the Bible is true? ‘Judge them by their actions.’ I
study both sides and scrutinize against fragments of truth that is
undeniable. I form my opinion about the sources based on their
performance in ‘truth projection’, as it is technically called by the
information warriors.”
Next day, as we walked to a bookstore on Broadway, Iwona shared,
“Guess what. At the mass today, the pastor read a worried letter. It was
from a society that helps pregnant teens keep the babies. They
discovered TV reporters interviewed them in the presence of planted
teen impostors of pregnancy.” The letter feared unfair play and asked
for prayers. I said, “We can pray as the authors of the letter asked, but
who is praying for cleansing of Western media?” “God acts in
mysterious ways. Don’t you believe that He sent a message to the
pastor about the media?” replied Iwona. The bookstore was, as always,
crowded with people who, in the canyons of ceiling-high bookshelves
sought “healing,” “meaning” and “relationships” with everybody and
everything including their own “me”, while not talking to each other
even in a place that should intellectually unite them. I reached up for a
pricey album about Mother Theresa’s life. It started with her real
name, date and the place of birth “in Skopje in Northern Macedonia
(now in Albania.)” I read the quoted words aloud to Iwona,
intentionally to distract the clientele from the books on Buddha and
neo-sexuality. A few heads lifted – eyes blank. I rushed home to watch
the expansion to Greater Albania on TV. For supper Iwona made a rich
soup, with chicken meat and lots of veggies.
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Beograd in one day
After lunch Lara changed her jeans to shorts. Darko led us to a bus
stop again. What I covered on bicycle in less than 10 minutes was a
trek by city transit. A crowded, sweating bus took us a few stops
towards downtown and Knez Mihailova pedestrian street in Beograd’s
Stari Grad (old town). It has as much to do with “old” as I with young.
The buildings were not more than a hundred-something years old.
Indeed, we later refreshed ourselves in a particular café, because
Darko wanted to show us the oldest building in town. I looked over the
outside of the building, scanned the inside and found no signs of
antiquity older than 19th century. I contained my amazement. Darko
explained the city was destroyed and burned many times. And I
thought that Polish cities had rocky history.
I was roasting though the buildings cast shade across the width of Knez
Mihailova. I went over to the fountain from which I filled my water
bottle the previous night. This time I soaked my hat. “Remember how
you made ‘erconditioner’ of your hat all that day in Belgrade?” wrote
Darko when I asked him to fill in details of that day. Yes, in Belgrade I
discovered air-conditioning with a wet hat, which cooled my head in
the hot weather. I wished I knew this method in Indonesia in 1989.
Above 25 ºC, I start malfunctioning and 35 to 40 ºC in Belgrade was
Indonesia, where I stayed on air-conditioned premises most of the time
to be able to survive a 3-month consulting assignment. I actually used
this method when biking in sweltering heat in Canada, USA and New
Zealand, but it was a wet cloth inside bicycle helmet, not a hat.
Next to the fountain was a bastardized place with broken windows
partially covered with plywood. Anti-NATO posters decorated the
outside. “US cultural centre,” explained Darko. I peeked inside.
Graffiti sprayed on in different style and colour covered every inch of
white space on the walls. My personal interpreter Darko translated
from Serb Latin and Cyrillic, Srbija do Tokija (Serbia to Tokyo),
Monika stisni zube (Monica squeeze your teeth) and many others,
decent and indecent. Many slogans were repainted in September 2000,
before the “elections”. Broken furniture and glass littered the floor.
Someone tired of an overseas world power meddling into internal
affairs of his or her country sprayed USA fuck off in plain English. A
few houses on, Darko pointed to a well-maintained building of the
British Council, ”It is was demolished, but Western money renovated it
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for an opposition party whose offices are now above the Council
floor.”
Knez Mihailova Street is Beograd’s most polished history. In The
Fakers dated 1974 (when pedestrian streets became fashion in old
towns of European cities, marking yet another milestone in their
history), a Yugoslav novelist Momo Kapor described the saga of a
post-war generation. They witnessed in the 1950s and 1960s a goodbye to the Stari Grad (Old Beograd) centred around Knez Mihailova
and a bewildering sequence of fleeting metamorphoses that appeared
and vanished at an ever faster pace of political and social change.
Twelve years after Kapor, Italian writer Claudio Magris commented in
prophetic words, “Fakers are engulfed in the promises which life
flaunts on the real-life stage of Knez Mihailova Street, caught between
the leftovers of ideological rigidity and the glitter of Western
prosperity, between anguishing truths and phoney emotional
enticements, the suppressed crisis of Socialism and the myths of the
celluloid.”
What hang-ups will novelists reveal in 20 years about the fakers of the
new Balkan democracy? From the perspective of 1980s, Magris
considered changes in Belgrade a quarter century earlier optimistically,
“Kapor, in this book, wrote a small-scale Education sentimentale about
the hopes and dreams of the post-war years in a country which is an
advance patrol – sometimes to be considered ‘missing’ – of the Third
World. Belgrade is the background for this roundabout of
disappointments, but also for the life which through them is reborn,
and the astonishment which its sudden changes of colour […] leaves
behind it.” In post-NATO war Yugoslavia, will an Education
sentimentale bid farewell to hopes of building The Third Way in the
world?
Shops on Knez Mihailova invited customers with Visa and Master
Card logos. “It is only for Yugoslav citizens thanks to EU and UN
sanctions,” explained Darko. I offered to buy ice cream for the three of
us from a little stand on wheels. Darko assured me that the make was
domestic. In Poland I resented the advertising and sale of foreign
makes stuffed with artificial colours and flavours. As if the West ran
out of work and had to push Poland’s own milk down the Poles’
throats. Or as if the ingredients were so good for you or it was such an
art to make good ice cream. I still worked on my cone when a face
popped up, holding a microphone in his hand. Another face was hidden
behind a TV camera. Before I knew the question was posed in Serbo!177
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Croatian. I strained my linguistic ability and, believing that I
understood what was asked, responded in Polish.
I chose Polish because we just finished chatting with a group of Polish
youth, whom Lara recognized on Knez Mihailova as students at her
summer school in Novi Sad. They also came on a bus or train to hang
around Beograd over the weekend. When I finished with a Polish
dziękuję, it was too late. The “interview” was aired in the evening on
Pink TV’s Svet plus (World plus). Darko told Lara who in turn
mentioned it to me in an email. Hard as I tried, I could not remember
what I said, only that Darko translated after the fact, "If you have
problems whom would you call – a priest, a psychologist or maybe a
fortune teller?” I laughed, because I took it to be a more serious,
political question. My Polish answer to the TV camera was to a totally
different question. According to Darko, a fellow who is official in
Yugoslav Left owns Pink TV, but it never had any political programs,
just entertainment.
The Polish people in Lara’s summer school were “a very colourful
bunch.” “A little bit nasty and annoying for our (mine and my
Romanian friends') taste... They were drinking a lot and also skipping
classes a lot – this is the main impression we got about them after four
weeks of staying in Novi Sad. Maybe I told you – they kind of scared
the shopkeeper from the liquor store – they were emptying the shop
regularly. The girls were heavy drinkers.” My generation was lucky;
alcohol was only a problem of some grownups in Poland. We did not
have Coke and fries, but we did not see our schools deteriorate
physically, morally and educationally. Our friends were not thrown out
of apartments with families because they could not pay the rent.
Milicja (police in communist Poland) were not by and large part of any
mafias, because mafias did not exist. Everybody had a job and poorer
families were supported by the safety net paid for by everyone. There
were no temptations of drugs and sex at the age of 14. The government
officials and bureaucrats were not selling off the country for personal
gain in a hurry before next elections.
I read in a Szczecin paper a story about the “Polish FBI” cracking
down on a mafia working an international route for smuggling people
and narcotics, beginning “in the Balkans”, as the paper wrote, and
passing through my city, presumably in transit to Berlin, Hamburg,
Amsterdam, Paris, Copenhagen, Oslo and Stockholm, not unlike some
of the ancient trade routes of the Northern Slavs in Central Europe,
who acted as middlemen between the four directions of the compass.
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The police found Russian, Ukrainian, German and Dutch passports on
one suspect. The policemen, pictured in the paper exactly as their US
model – in helmets and wearing balaclavas and bullet-proof vests –
found 80 kg of marihuana and over 3 thousand pills of extazy on the
suspects and in their places of residence. Among the suspects the paper
mentioned “citizens of former Yugoslavia, Poland and Germany.” I
wonder which part of former Yugoslavia the reporter meant. It could
not possibly be Kosovo, since it is still part of the Republic of Serbia,
which comprises Yugoslavia together with Montenegro.
If I lived my youth in present-day Poland or Yugoslavia, maybe I
would become an alcoholic or a drug criminal. When I visit Serbia in
10 years, will I be assaulted, insulted or annoyed by hordes of drank
youth, as I was repeatedly in Poland in recent years? “But they also
had some good things about them,” Lara continued to keep a balance
about her Polish classmates. “Really nice surprise was Tomek who was
speaking perfect Romanian! With great accent, and such accurate
grammar! Amazing! He followed us in Romania where he spent two
weeks at a friend of mine. We went together at the seaside (a group of
6) at another friend’s. There, he amazed us playing the piano in a
divine manner.” As long as there is life, there is hope.
From Singidunum to Darol-i-Jehad
Claudio Magris wrote in Danube in 1986, “Jugoslavia is a truly multinational state, that is to say, built out of a multi-nationality which
cannot be reduced to an unambiguous or predominant dimension […]
‘Jugoslav’ is an imaginary concept […] indicating the abstract force of
an idea rather than the accidental concreteness of a fact; and perhaps it
is the result of an operation of subtraction, and the lowest common
denominator; once the individual nations have been removed, which
shows what they all of them share but which is not to be identified
with any of them.” Magris considered Tito’s goal of keeping together
several peoples under one banner to be a legacy of Hapsburgs’ AustroHungarian empire in Mitteleuropa, “of its composite, supra-national
character, of its mediating function between the East and the West,
between divergent or contrasting worlds and political blocs.”
Magris was conscious of the importance of “Jugoslavia” (as he
persistently calls that country in the book, not English Yugoslavia and
not Serbo-Croatian Jugoslavija) to regional and world piece, “Like the
Hapsburg mosaic, that of Jugoslavia today is both imposing and
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precarious. It plays a very important role in international politics, and
is determined to check and to annul its own internal tendencies
towards dissolution. Its solidarity is necessary to the equilibrium of
Europe, and its disintegration would be ruinous for this balance, as that
of the double monarchy was for the world of yesterday.” Magris’s fears
came true fifteen years later. The benevolent rule of Austro-Hungary,
then of Yugoslavia, over numerous Balkan peoples has been replaced
with an appearance of self-determination and democracy in a multitude
of smaller states. If history teaches lessons, US and NATO did not skip
the classes when History talked about states too tiny to be sovereign
and have their own voice. It was exactly what the new rulers of the
world wished to accomplish in the Balkans, contrary to the rhetoric of
their propaganda.
Knez Mihailova connects to Kalemegdan, an old fortress on a 60 m
cliff at the confluence of Sava into the Danube. One needs to cross a
busy street and a park with a monument of gratitude to France. On it,
an inscription in Serbian reads, “Let’s love France as France loved us
1914-1918”. During NATO 78 day-and-night attacks the monument
was covered with black sheet and was sprayed with graffiti. There is
another monument on the edge of Kalemegdan. Called Pobednik
(Victor) and created by a famous Yugoslav Croatian sculptor Ivan
Meštrović, it stands naked on a white pedestal, holding a sword in one
hand and a falcon in the other. Before WW2, citizens complained
about Victor’s nakedness. He looks west. I wonder how the new
“democrats” in Yugoslavia would interpret the posture. Meštrović was
a famous sculptor and he also created the Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier on Avala Mountain, near the TV transmitter tower that NATO
destroyed. Darko’s grandfather was one of Meštrović’s workers on this
monument. During WW2, the artist supported the Ustashi movement,
but then became Tito supporter. Meštrović’s son Mate lived in the USA
and supported Tuđman (Tudjman in English) and Croatian nationalists,
as Czech author Dr. Rajko Doleček describes in his book.
The white limestone of Kalemegdan contrasted with the green-grey
vegetation withering in the sun. The stones stood on top of proofs of 7
thousand years of habitation that archaeologists dug out at the
confluence of Sava with Dunav. The first fortification overlooking the
juncture of the rivers was built by Celts in the 3rd century B.C. with the
name Singidunum, which lasted until the 7th century. From the 4th
century on, the city changed hands between Huns, Sarmatians, Goths,
Gepids, and Romans. After a takeover by Bulgarians, the city was
named Beograd (White City), presumably from the colour of its
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limestone walls. Beograd has seen more battles under its walls than
many fortresses in Europe. The Turks used to call the city Darol-iJehad (the home of wars of the faith). In the beginning of the 11th
century Byzantine emperor re-conquered the city for the Greek empire
from Bulgarians. Hungarians took it from Greeks soon after, starting a
constant change of owners.
The masters of Kalemegdan
In 1284, under king Dragutin, the city came under Serbian rule for the
first time and became a capital of Serbia by 1403 under Stefan,
grandson of Prince Lazar who died in the battle at Kosovo Polje in
1389. Stefan’s successor ceded the city to the Hungarians. The Turks
unsuccessfully besieged the city twice in the 14th century, but in 1521
Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent took it in Turkish possession until
1688 when Austrians took it. The Austrians lost it 2 years later but reconquered it in 1717, greatly improved the fortifications and helped
develop the town’s commerce until 1739 when the Turks became its
masters for 50 years. Then Austrians carried it by assault, but only for
3 years. In 1806, Serbs took the city from the Turks, but lost it again to
them in 1813. Up to 1862 Turks inhabited Kalemegdan and the
Danubian slopes of the city under a special Turkish administration.
Serbs lived in a more modern part of the town, on the plateau where
Knez Mihailova is now and on the western slope of the ridge. Frictions
persisted between the two parties. Bombardment of the Serb part of
town by the Turkish commander in June 1862 led to a withdrawal of
the Turkish garrison in 1866. The last Turk to leave was Ali-Riza
Pasha in April 1867.
By the terms of the treaty of Berlin, Beograd became the capital of
independent Serbia in 1878. WW1 began with the bombardment of
Beograd by Austrians on July 29, 1914. Four months later the city was
taken by the Austro-Hungarians, but Serbs made a brilliant return and
King Petar triumphantly entered his capital before the year was over. It
fell to an attack by Austrians and Germans in October 1915, and
remained in their hands until the end of the war. Kingdom of Serbs,
Croats and Slovenes was created. Beograd became its capital. During
WW2 the Axis exerted pressure on the kingdom to join, and when it
finally happened in 1941, a revolt in Beograd overthrew the
government. On April 6th, 1941, two weeks before Easter, Luftwaffe
planes attacked the city. Six days later Wehrmacht marched in. The
combined forces of the Soviet army and Tito’s partizani retook the city
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on October 20th, 1944. The city lived in peace for almost 55 years until
NATO attacked it.
We walked through the outdoor military museum on Kalemegdan. The
steel of war machines, painted grey-green, baked in the sun. Darko
called me into an adjacent doorway. As I walked up the steps, I noticed
“NATO aggression” posters that escaped my attention the day before
when I visited the same part of Kalemegdan. Exhausted by the heat I
took a nap on a pile of cut weeds piled up in the shade of a large tree. I
did not have much rest before a noisy group of teens smoking
cigarettes woke me up. My bike parked under the Austrian fortification
walls was safely locked up, but a flat tire was unexpected. I thought I
rode over a thorny branch somewhere in the park, but later discovered
the valve was tampered with, while there was no hole in the tube. The
kids must have played a joke on me when I was dozing off, probably
snoring, too. When I discovered this annoying fact, I remembered the
incessant, noisy, strange laugh of a girl in the company under the same
tree I was napping.
There is another, much larger exhibition of NATO aggression in
Beograd. I saw part of it on Venik's web pages. It is located in a
modern building at the airport near Surčin in the museum of aviation.
The Kalemegdan exhibition of NATO aggression was interesting, but
there was too much to digest in the short time we had. Explanations of
photos and artefacts were only in Serbo-Croatian, although in both
alphabets. I concentrated on watching a propaganda video made by the
Yugoslav ministry of information. They did not have an English
version and no copies for sale. I hope that free-market will at least
bring the Serbs a benefit of learning how to market themselves in the
Western world. Outside, Darko waited with a surprise. Several NATO
missiles stood next to the entrance. They were dented and polished of
paint to bare metal of the belly that slid on the ground. Manufacturer
plates were visible, turned towards the visitor to read. The expiry dates
read 1998 and some as early as 1995. Well, wars are also for getting
rid of old arsenal.
Yugoslav revolutionaries and underground
While sipping cold drinks at the oldest restaurant in town, named
simply “?” and housed in one of the oldest (from 1824, Darko said)
buildings in town, we observed filming of a commercial next to our
tables. The crew took time with several runs of the same scene. The
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main character, a sporty, well built young man had to run each time
down the slope of the cobbled street past us and the Saborna Crkva
(Saborna Church) on the other side. He and the group running with a
bouncing ball behind him were dressed like American athletes. In the
meantime, Patriarch Pavle with his entourage crossed the street from a
palace of the Patriarchate of Serbian Orthodox Church to the Crkva
just opposite his residence. We did not go into Saborna Crkva because
the three of us were wearing shorts. Instead, we rested under umbrellas
on the sidewalk spill over of “?”.
Darko saw that commercial on TV for RANG sport equipment, “I
noticed that only two or one scene came from this place near
Patriarchate. All commercials were a mixture of some old scenes
(youth running down the street playing basketball) and new scenes
(basketball players in field, terrain) so, that's bringing old to new.
Money makes world…” Indeed money can do miracles, including
“democratic” change that took place on October 5th, 2000, in
Yugoslavia. The enthusiasts of democratic change in their country still
display bumper stickers YU 5.10.2000 in place of registration plates of
their vehicles. I only wondered who, with the low average income of
Yugoslavs, would be the consumer of RANG – maybe those young,
drugged “revolutionaries” shown on CBC and CNN? Darko
confirmed my speculation. I do not recall hearing jingling of dollars,
marks and franks in their pockets, though. American Indians were
bought with much less – beads and mirrors.
Next crkva on our tour, a large one and built of red stones, was Serbian
Orthodox Church of St. Marko (Crkva svetog Marka) near the Radio
and Television of Serbia (RTS) complex that was precision-bombed by
NATO in order to hit the Yugoslav minister of information just before
an interview for CNN via a satellite. He was late and the missile killed
sixteen innocent staff. As we approached the gutted building
grotesquely standing between its seemingly intact neighbours, I
spotted the group of Polish friends of Lara’s from Novi Sad. From a
closer distance there was damage visible all around the bombed
building, from a steel fence right in front of us, through a former
restaurant behind us, to all adjacent buildings of the RTS. St. Marko’s
suffered damage from the explosion. It towers over a Russian
Orthodox Church that is squeezed into a small, green-red-white-andblue building, very similar to Russian churches in Moscow. The
Russian church lost its roof in the blast. Darko informed me after the
Beograd “coup” that the “democrats” demolished the main entry to the
complex that we saw to our left when we were standing in front of the
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bombed RTS building, “Probably you remember black or dark glass
windows at the entrance. That's been demolished now.” Somehow
those who use information warfare more intensely than the military
power have a knack for all things communicating from the “adversary”
side.
Past Vuk Karadzić’s monument we descended on an escalator deep
underground, to a railway station of the same name, built in 1995
under Milošević. Karadzić is considered the father of modern SerboCroatian. He once said to the joy of school students and grown-ups
alike, Piši kao što govoriš – čitaj kako je napisano (Write exactly as
you speak, read as is written). Didn’t I wish that a Vuk appeared in the
English-speaking world one day! Official letters are Cyrillic but Latin
alphabet is also in use in Serbia. Finished in polished stone tiles,
pleasantly illuminated and provided with a modern visual information
system for travelers, the station was impressive. The sight was
somewhat surreal in the midst of a city showing neglect due to the civil
war and decade-long sanctions. For a while I thought I was in Western
Europe, but displays announcing commuter trains to Batajnica and
Pančevo brought me back to reality.
“Same construction as Yugoslav underground military base
technology,” I remarked, to which Darko smiled and answered
something about state secrets. The station was cool, too. It must be
comfortable in winter, warmed by the heat radiating from the Earth’s
core. It would be a secure place from air raids, if the entries were
closed, of course, since reportedly NATO has deadly weapons seeking
entry to underground installations. On our way up, a cheerful group of
mostly children and youth with just a few adults descended on the
opposite escalator. The adults held small children in their arms. One
was scared and crying. The rest was having fun riding down. They
looked like an orphanage of Romas on a weekend outing. I was to see
more of them in travels in Serbia, not always in as happy situations.
Beograd by night
Darko’s department is at Bulevar Revolucije. The University of
Beograd is scattered, does not have a campus system. Different
departments are in different places. I saw Economics at a fitting
location near the station and bus depot on my way to a market.
Students don’t need to move around the city because all classes are
held at their own department, which means teachers move between the
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buildings. A scientist at the Department of Political Sciences located in
other part of town, Voždovac, Darko teaches sociology part-time at the
Department of Electronics which we saw on Bulevar Revolucije.
Architecture and Civil Engineering share the same large, old building
with Electrical Engineering. Next to it is the white and light pink
university library.
At Trandafilović a few city blocks away we had pljeskavica for dinner.
The former is a place where the waiters lit candles for the guests sitting
at a table covered with clean cloth topped with a vase of fresh flowers.
The latter is hamburger of large proportions. We reached the restaurant
after Darko stepped into another place that apparently did not meet his
standards for an occasion of hosting friends from abroad for dinner.
Trandafilović is near Beograd’s Neimar that used to be a very pleasant
and quiet place with villas. USAF bombed it on Easter 1944, when
Serbia was an ally of the USA. Hospitals, maternity clinics and other
“collateral” objects suffered as well. Neimar is a stronghold of
"democratic opposition", people who remember times before
communists came to power. Socialist Party of Serbia could not get
many votes there.
“The motive for the USAF bombing in 1944 is hard to guess,” said
Darko at the dinner table. “After Tito died, ’democrats’ and new
historians said that Tito gave orders or plea to bombing Beograd,
Podgorica in Montenegro, Leskovac and Niš. NATO bombed these
towns in 1999. In 1944 USAF ‘flying fortresses’ bombed only civilian
targets and areas of Belgrade devoid of Germans military
infrastructure or units. Official history that I learned at school said that
USAF mixed up Niš with Timişoara or Ploieşti in Romania’s famous
oil fields. I don't know now what is truth.” Serbs have a good memory.
”People said during last NATO bombing that those bastards bombed us
on Easter of 1944. They remembered what happened 55 years ago,”
continued Darko. 1999 NATO bombs also fell on Easter.
Trandafilović is a favourite eatery of Darko’s mentor Danilo Marković.
“We are very, very close friends, he was my professor and he is my
‘second father,’” said Darko and called Marković from his cellular
phone to join the table. Professor was sick, unfortunately. I was not
sure if I could measure up to this man, but wished to get to know
someone so prominent. The founder of new disciplines in Yugoslavia:
Social Ecology, Sociology of Work, Sociology of Safety of Work, and
author of 10 editions of Sociology, Marković was minister of education
and vice prime minister in Serbian government. Then he served in
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Moscow as the ambassador of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and
currently was professor of education at the University of Beograd.
Darko insisted that he pays for all three of us, even though the bill
probably amounted to his weekly paycheque. I tried to cover the bill in
vain. It was a point of honour for Darko. His behaviour reminded me
of an old Slav custom. In Poland it was always this way. No matter
how high the bill was, the inviting party would pay. It was an
opportunity to share with a poorer friend or acquaintance, or for a
poorer person to express gratitude. Of course some people abused the
custom to draw a personal advantage, but by and large it worked. If
one didn’t want to pay restaurant rates, one would simply prepare a
dinner at home and invite the guests over. Women naturally expected
that no matter who initiated the dining out, it would be the man who
would pay, open the doors for the lady, help her put the coat on, offer
his arm up and down stairs and escort her safely home, even if it meant
an additional expense for a taxi.
Considered sexist by Western feminists, it is a custom enjoyed by both
genders in Poland. Man-woman relations are so much richer, healthier
and fulfilling thanks to survival of the custom. Perhaps that would
explain a rather low percentage of gays in Poland compared to Western
societies. On my former job for the government in Victoria, Canada, an
attractive female subordinate reported sexual harassment to my boss
when she did not like my reprimand. She was seated next to a passage
way and most bachelors in the building liked to come by and chat with
her during work hours. It was healthy that she was attracted to some of
them, but not that she used work time for her selection of mates, and
definitely not healthy to accuse a protest from her supervisor as a
sexual harassment. Luckily for me, my boss had a common sense.
Some of my colleagues were not so lucky.
Iwona and I learned fast in the West that an invitation does not
necessarily mean that dinner would be served or someone else would
pay for us. The first cold shower was in Vancouver when a colleague at
my new job invited us to their home in the evening. We did not eat
before leaving not to offend the hosts with lack of appetite. We were
served tea and doughnuts and came home hungry. In Denmark we
learnt to drop another Polish custom – thanking and restraint when the
host invites you to help yourself to a dish. In Poland it is considered
polite and well mannered to refuse gently and make the host insist
more than one time.
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The reality
When we left Trandafilović’s it was getting dark, but was still
pleasantly warm. I miss such summer evenings in Vancouver, where
only a precious few evenings allow sitting outside in T-shirts and
shorts. Darko wanted to show us a surprise closer downtown. Lara and
I followed obediently. I was slowly recovering as soon as the heat
subsided. Lara was a night person. We crossed one large, busy and
spacious intersection where modern Hotel Slavija towered a square of
the same name. We arrived at Skadarlija, an old corner of the city that
was transformed into a night entertainment street in the fifties. At the
entry was a fountain. I could not pass by an occasion to dip my feet in
the coolness of fresh water after gathering dust all day. My aquatic
sandals that I always take on my bike trips were ideally suited for the
refreshing dip. In rainy weather water simply flows down and drips to
the ground. I don’t need to worry about wet socks and drying my shoes
out.
Darko’s friend Zoran Savić owned a small Chinese restaurant in
Skadarlija. It had a small garden with red, green and yellow wooden
chairs. Zoran opened it as the second Chinese restaurant in Beograd
after Peking in the 1980s and named it Zmajevo gnezdo (dragon's
nest). Zoran’s, not MacDonald’s, was the first take-out fast food place
in Belgrade. All staff at Peking was and still is from China. Zoran's
workers were Serbs. Following Zoran’s example, many Chinese
opened take-away restaurants in the city. That ruined Zoran's business
and he sold it in less than a month. We passed by lots of little pubs,
cafés and restaurants before sitting outdoors by a calmer music. In the
middle of the street, between the table gardens the stream of seekers of
night adventures walked up and down looking for the best place or
simply strolling and people-watching. We chose a table on the edge to
watch them. The choice of beers was modest. I had a dark one. The
price was about half of what I would pay in Poland.
I found a place for the night in the Novi Beograd park. It crossed my
mind that life went on – in Skadarlija as well as around the solitary
skyscraper nearby that was precision-gutted by NATO missiles. Lights
and hum of traffic hurrying home (or to parties?) was coming from all
sides of the park block that sheltered my den. I put ear props in,
recalling Szymborska’s poem (my own translation),
The reality requires
that this, too, be mentioned:
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life goes on.
It does at Cannae and Borodino
and on Kosovo Polje and in Guernica.
Its dark silhouette against the starry sky, the hi-rise peeped out
between branches of the group of trees above me. The grass was
tramped, as if someone reclined there before me, like in a fragment of
another poem of Szymborska,
In the grass that grew over
the cause and effect
someone is bound to just lie
and stare into the clouds,
spike of grain in teeth
When packing up in the park next morning, I left behind a pair of
hiking shoes, which leaked in Poland, but stayed put on my forward
carrier for possible escapades in dry Serb hills or mountains. In the
drier climate of the Balkans a bum could use the shoes until winter
wetness. I untied them from the carrier and put neatly aside, hoping the
next user of the liar will notice. I went for the last time to the market
near the main station to savour its smells and sights. It was time to
move on south, to Grdelica. People carrying bags and boxes filled with
produce were alighting at the bus stop by the market. It looked like the
bus lines were designed to connect the place with villages where food
grows from dirt.
The market was also well planned and thoughtfully designed. Rows of
metal stands with canopies and compartments to lock the wares
overnight stood around a central pavilion with permanent butcher’s,
dairy and other necessities. I bought a small loaf of fresh bred for 3
dinars at a small a bakery near the entry, walked past familiar truck
with watermelons and found a place to put my bike away at the market
proper. The drunkards were there at their post near my parking spot,
offering to look after my conveyance again, beer bottles in their hands.
If it were not for the language, I would think I was in Poland.
Train number 391
I arrived in Grdelica on train No. 391. It left Beograd with a delay and
then had to wait several times to make way for other trains. Like in
No. 393 that was bombed on April 12, 1999, the electric loco pulled
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four passenger coaches, working laboriously its way south from
Belgrade through Niš and Leskovac to the border, where the crew
would change to Macedonian and continue to Skopje.
“Inostranac” (foreigner), rumoured the corridor overfilled with Balkan
types of all ages when they heard me ask the conductor in English to
help find my reserved seat. They moved respectfully to make way
through the crowded passage. A man freed the place and invited me to
sit down, retreating into the corridor. His little son remained seated.
In the compartment there were two other children with parents and one
physician. The doctor started a conversation in simple Serbo-Croatian
when I revealed my nationality and citizenships. She asked what I
knew about NATO war. “I am writing a book about it, going to
Grdelica to collect material about bombing of the train,” I said in the
best Serbo-Croatian I could master from Polish, Russian and some
words I already learned in Beograd. A few words I could study from
the train carnet in my hands. Contrary to Polish, voz means train, not
coach, and kola means coach, not wheels. The doctor named a score of
other localities where NATO committed “collateral damage”, i.e.
crimes against civilians. “Not in a hundred, not even in a thousand
years will we forget what NATO did to us,” she said in her language,
with great pathos but straight from her heart.
“Hundred” or sto was the price range of my return railway ticket that I
just showed to the conductor, “thousand” or hiljadu was the price of
shoes I looked at in Beograd. Her words sound in my mind’s tape
recorder to date. I knew what she meant. Poles have it in their genes to
beware of German politics of expansionism and revisionism. The first
hostilities, at least those that survived in the memory of Slavs, date
back more than a thousand years when Germanic rulers took it upon
themselves to convert Slav pagans to Christianity. The museum in
Szczecin displays Slav skulls and bones damaged with Western
weapons of the harbingers of Christ’s word.
It is the globalist New World Order; NATO in the Balkans applied
somewhat more hi-tech weapons. It is no longer that within sight
which is the subject of conquest. In order to dominate the Balkans and
the Earth, the outer space and ether must be controlled, too: the first as
a natural escalation of technology, the second as a sophisticated tool
for the conquest of the minds. The rest is not much different: slaughter
of the innocent, claims of God-given right to determine what others
need, and Hatred. I translated fitting passages from Szymborska,
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Look, how adroit still,
how well carries itself
Hatred in our century.
How lighly It scales high obstacles.
How easily It jumps, hunts down […]
Oh, the other feelings –
sickly and sluggish.
Since when Brotherhood
could count on the crowd?
Did ever Compassion
first breast the tape?
Despair carries away, how many?
Comes over only It, who knows its stuff […]
It is a master of contrast
between din and quiet,
between red blood and white snow.
And most of all It is never bored
with the motive of a neat butcher
over his defiled victim […]
Pan-Slav view
When communism competed with free-market capitalism for global
domination, each power bloc could temper the adversary’s ideological
extremism. In a power vacuum that followed the Cold War, the
survivor-victor took it all, claiming (and believing?) such is the Word.
Pan-Slavists think differently. On September 30th, 2000, reps from 11
European states and North America declared, “Strategic location of the
Balkans arouses constant interest in the region. In the past, differences
of ethnic origin, language, custom and religion between nations who
live there were a frequent pretext for outside intervention into internal
Balkan affairs. In the last 100 years alone, forces acting behind the
stage used the Balkans deceitfully to unleash over ten wars, including
the two world wars. Different justifications were put forward, but the
cause was always the same: to subordinate the region to foreign
interests.”
A Polish pan-Slavist Bolesław Tejkowski noted in his address at Sofia,
“Weakening of national Balkan states intensifies the competition of
imperialistic states for domination of the Balkans. This creates a
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constant threat to peace, hence the existence of national states in that
region of Europe. It is obvious that only a structure of strong and
sovereign Balkan national states, which by virtue of their power and
independence would annihilate any rivalry between imperialistic states
to participate in the colonization of the Balkan Peninsula, could
guarantee peace in the region.” Tejkowski considered that only the
Slavs could appoint the desired structure, with support from Greece,
who is already interested in the concept, and from Hungary and
Rumania. Such bloc would break a continuum that the US seeks to
establish from Spain to Turkey in order to control the entire
Mediterranean Sea.
The bloc would also counter “imperial actions of the UK, Germany,
Turkey, Italy and France in the Balkans and a wider process of the US
and its totalitarian globalization of the world. In this wider process,
Germany plays a special role by striving to achieve what they lost after
WW2. The tools for the process of world subjugation are NATO and
European Union, whose expansion to the East is increasing ever
stronger.” The ultimate US strategic goal, according to Tejkowski, is to
cut off Russia’s ties with the Balkans and replace them with a threat
from south and west. Tejkowski is clear about the reasons of present
Balkan unrest, “At the same time that West and East Germany united
into one state, Serbs were forcefully partitioned into a new Yugoslavia
and Bosnia-Herzegovina, in order to eliminate a powerful and
independent state in the Balkans. But the new Yugoslavia that was
carved from the partitions of the old one was still too strong for the
West. Therefore, on March 24th, 1999, NATO started a war against
Yugoslavia to subdue or to crush her.”
NATO pretext was to fend off Serbs who allegedly persecuted
Albanians in Serbian Kosovo. “Because the Serbs did not persecute the
Albanians, but the Albanian terrorists started to kill Serbs in 1997 with
an inspiration from NATO, then the true reasons of the war of the West
against Yugoslavia should be sought in the West’s plans to conquer the
Balkans,” concluded the Polish nationalist and pan-Slavist. Could
Macedonians, Serbs, Croats, Slovenes, Bosnians, Moldova’s and
Bulgarians, with help of Magyars, Greeks and Rumanians, indeed
counter NATO and Western Europe’s appetites for the Balkan space,
market and resources?
The sun relentlessly beat the walls and roofs of the coaches and
penetrated inside through the windows from the moment of our
departure from the shade of the Beograd station. Outside, it was at
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least 35 degrees, inside – five more. The lean Serb in the corridor next
to me saw to it that my water bottle was filled at every station and
guarded my bags on an overhead shelf running the length of the
corridor. Gliding over a landscape of farms, the steam bath of the train
did not receive any coolness from open windows. Some men stood in
the outside doors, holding them open with a foot. A mother was
lighting up the cigarette for her son in young teens. Passengers were of
different types. I could see dark-hair types resembling the Greeks on
Broadway in Vancouver where they gather (men only) over beer, a
game of billiard, gossip and political debates, while their women shop,
cook and look after their homes and families. But strangely, the
passengers spoke a Slav language discernibly different than the Serbs.
They must have been Macedonian. How many Greeks and
Macedonians did NATO kill on the international train No. 393? Were
they counted in the White Book issued by the government of
Yugoslavia?
Grdelica
The train was considerably late when it arrived at sunset. The prospect
of a cool break from the swelter was good for a half hour walk from
the station to the town centre. My bike checked in as baggage was not
due to arrive until the next morning. First I thought that Grdelica was
the few buildings near the station. I set along a rugged road, following
several people who got off the train. Not being helped by family and
friends who met, embraced and kissed the arriving ones and were now
carrying their baggage, I was lagging further and further behind with
every stop I made to give my hands a rest from the bags. I did not
leave them at the station because my bedding was inside. I realized and
appreciated the donkey function of my bike; had it been on the same
train, I would be already having supper in a café in Grdelica.
Past a window manufacturing outfit with the local capitalist’s name on
it, a garbage dump on the bank of Južna Morava, then some industrial
buildings that looked dead and had broken windows, the unlit street I
was following started to look more like a town. I must have been
approaching its centre, for more and more restaurants with outside
tables appeared on both sides of the street. I arrived at the focal point
of the town – or was it a large village? The centre was marked by an
elongated square, a few policemen chatting with the citizens and lots
of youth enjoying the warm night and the company of the opposite sex.
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A local macho attempted to park his old VW on the lawn, but was
promptly reminded by a policeman about good citizenship.
I was sitting on a low wall near a state-run or co-operative restaurant.
On the other side of the square I spotted a grocery store in a modern
apartment building. Secure with the police presence, I left the bags on
the grass behind the wall and crossed over to the store. It carried all the
basics: bread, cheese, milk, meats, staple foods, washing, writing and
cosmetic products as well as an oversupply of sweets and chocolates. I
bought half a loaf of bread, too fluffy for my taste but there was no
other, a bottle of beer, a half litre container of yoghurt and a few slices
of sandwich meat. I did not quite know which one to select, so I
followed the selection of the person before me. The clerk was ready to
cut off a big chunk, an amount the previous customer took, when I
intervened with explanations that I needed five slices, not five hundred
grams. She stepped out from behind the counter laughing and
accompanied me with further shopping by the self-serve shelves.
A big sign on a brightly lit fast food joint at one end of the darkish
central square read “Open 24 hours,” so I left my bags with its teenage
staff and set on a tour inspection of the town and a search of a place to
sleep. Grdelica is not big and everywhere I peeked into intimate
corners, there was either litter, or too much light from a lantern.
Cleaner, darker places were occupied by petting teenagers. After one
round I collected my bags and walked back towards the station. I
found a small orchard near the road half way from the station and
spread my mattress and blanket under a tree. Before I fell asleep I
noticed the silhouette of a bridge truss. It must have been on the tracks
that ran beside the road but it could not be the bombed bridge because
it had only one span.
I woke up terrified by the noise of a freight train passing by in the
darkness. I dreamt that NATO planes were raiding the orchard I was in.
In the morning, bombs the size of a hen egg hang over my head. I was
in a prune plum orchard. The fruit was ripe and aromatic. Sticky syrup
oozed from cracks under the power of the preceding sunny summer
days. Breakfast was taken care of. At the station my bike was due to
arrive in 10 minutes. A breathless, electric train stopped exactly on
time. A few passengers scrambled down from the doorways flung open
in coaches. A man passed my machine down through an open gate of
the baggage car to the stationmaster-cum-cashier standing on the
concrete slabs laid on the side of the tracks in lieu of a platform. I
signed a sheet of paper and biked south, following the river.
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Grdelica looked different in daylight. People were outside tending their
houses, sweeping the sidewalks, refuelling cars at the gas station.
Stores opened. Children looked for a mischief. Matrons walked with
grocery bags. Anglers on motorcycles, bicycles and foot were going
fishing or were already dipping the lines in the river. Town houses
dwindled into rural dwellings on my left as I was leaving the town
along the river. Wood was chopped from logs piled on the riverside of
the road opposite each house – an allotment of fuel? On my right, past
the river, I could hear the thumping of tires on the joints of the
concrete pavement of route E75 connecting Niŝ with Sarajevo. Soon
the scene so well known to me from Ekke Wenz's website came to a
full view. The two spans on the rail line were not damaged at all. The
Sarajevo Bridge on E75 looked brand new.
Bridges ought to be reIt was no mistake. I could see, smell and touch the fresh concrete of
the pillar I parked my bike against. Emotion stored for months erupted
and flowed freely down my cheeks. Crumbled concrete of the bombed
road bridge rested on the banks of Južna Morava, given second chance
by the bridge replacement contractor, to protect the shores during
freshet. Contorted steel succumbed to the weeds and bushes on both
sides of the railway track, within reach of the crane that dismantled the
carcass of the killed bridge. All damaged structures were made good
and all craters were filled with seemingly great effort, as in a passage
from Wisława Szymborska’s Nobel Prize winning poem The end and
the beginning (my own translation),
Bridges ought to be reand stations anew.
Tattered will be sleeves
from being rolled up.
But the workers, like the residents and the authorities, must have
obsessively pondered a question when they looked around the
neighbourhood from the scaffolds and cranes. The rescuers and
investigators never found exactly how many people died. Local
residents found fragments of human tissue and pieces of coach
interiors and baggage in their backyards upon returning home when
the attack was over. On previous day, on train No. 391, I asked about
the number of passengers killed by NATO in train 393, “Only 50
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died?” I counted over 300 people in my train to Grdelica. “It was
Easter. People don’t travel as much during a festive holiday,”
explained the doctor in my compartment.
Beside the tracks and on each side of the E75 overpass above, two
overturned carcasses of coaches were waiting for a funeral. On top of
the embankment of the Sarajevo Bridge, an instant gas station arranged
in a van was selling diesel fuel in recycled water bottles. “30 dinars”
read a sign made of a cardboard box. A discarded sign on the ground
read “28 dinars.” I thought that economic sanctions cut fuel supply off
Serbia. I crossed the bridge towards a monument carved out of a large
black slab of marble. A black Mercedes with German registration
plates stopped beside it. When I arrived, the tourists finished reading
the names of umpteen identified passengers and a note below about an
unknown number of people killed by NATO bombs, all carved into the
polished marble. The Mercedes engine started and its occupants
continued south, probably for a vacation in Greece.
I walked over to the village nearby. I found Petar, who was willing to
show me around. No, he did not rush to help the victims in the bombed
train because previous attacks taught him to run away to safety as soon
as he heard familiar whiz. Others in the village must have been doing
the same since miraculously nobody died in nine air raids NATO
performed in the vicinity during the 78-day bombing campaign.
Neither they nor I could understand the persistence with which
powerful bombs kept falling on this definitely non-military area. I
understood it in Novi Sad, Serbia’s gate to the outside world. Near
Grdelica, an international road and railway route cross a major river
together with a fibre-optic cable. Did NATO consider Grdelica gorge
to be Serbia’s southern gate?
Petar guided me to a crater about 5 m in diameter, now filled in and
overgrown with weeds, next to a new house on the other side of the
village road from his place. Beograd gave money to re-build both
houses, but not enough for inside finishes, doors and windows. So
Petar lives with his elderly mother in an unfinished room on the
ground floor. Naked walls of stones and bricks salvaged from the ruins
where his house once stood complemented a concrete floor. It must
have been the first room enclosed before winter. A wood kitchen stove
doubled as a furnace when it warmed them up in winter when they
slept on foldable beds. Utility buildings in Petar’s yard stood stripped
of plaster after the explosions. He showed me a concrete post 30 cm in
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diameter that shrapnel damaged. Only two steel bars held it up. The
blow severed the third bar and knocked out a lump of concrete.
We walked down to the river along a road that Petar covered a
thousand times pushing a wheelbarrow filled with rubble from his
former house. “Here is my house, all of it,” he pointed to an area of
piles of broken brick and mortar on the bank of Južna Morava. Just
before we climbed up to the tracks before the railway bridge, he
stopped at a fire place amidst tall weeds. He grabbed a bunch of wire
coils from the charred bed, “Throughout the 78 days of bombing I kept
a fire going. From tires, to create a smokescreen against NATO
bombers.” No government, no military told him to do so. To him, the
bridges were “his”. We measured the bridge for Ekke. On the other
end, new steel resting on a new concrete support embraced withered
wreaths, “Family, construction workers, friends,” read the dusted
ribbons that spent there almost a year since the bridge opened on
September 15, 1999, just 3 months after NATO stopped bombing
Yugoslavia. With an engineer’s eye, I could see the bridge was not
new. Intact sections were straightened and left in place, still bearing
signs of the tragedy with beads of welds added to bent but usable steel
to restore the strength. Contorted steel of unusable bridge parts was
rusting in the surrounding bushes, struggling with weeds that tried to
hide the witnesses of an ugly crime.
Not even in a thousand years
As the doctor on the train said, “Not even in a thousand years…”
Close to the bridge’s southern end, a small monument of dark marble,
same as the large monument at the E75 bridge, posted the names of
Ivan and Ana Marković for posterity. The coach they rode in, or,
rather, its severed carcass, still laid on the other side of the track. On a
sheet of paper from a bag hanging at the monument, I deciphered a
Cyrillic text; “The family and friends make it known that, from a
criminal NATO bomb, a newly-wed couple perished in a train on a
bridge near Grdelica on April 12, 1999.” The other side read in
English,
On the back of this Death notice is the picture of a young
married couple killed a couple of months only after their
wedding because a NATO pilot was shooting a train they were
travelling by.
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Their great love towards chemistry and common research
scientific work joined them and made a genius joint crowned by
a marriage but the killer separated them forever interrupting
their way towards the Noble award for chemistry.
How much the humanity has lost by their death nobody knows
but we can imagine if we remind ourselves how much the
human beings have lost if they had should stopped the work of
Pierre and Maria Curie in their research work.
It is for sure that the pilot in the moment of pressing the trigger
was not aware of what he was doing and the money earned in
such a way would be so much worth.
Could you think for a while if your activities whatsoever
contribute these tragic events or whether your activities will
help such occurrence namely human beings destruction? Is it
valuable so much your such earned money?
Surviving victims from the train received the first, stabilizing
treatment at Dom Zdravlja (Health Centre) in Grdelica. I walked into
the building, hoping to find someone who treated the victims on April
12, 1999. A nurse on the ground floor took me upstairs to the director’s
office. Tall, dark-haired and smiling Dr. Čedomir Jović seated me at a
table and offered cold drinks on the hot day. He found his 1999 duty
diary after a few minutes’ search through his cabinets and stacks of
papers, “Here, everything is recorded as it happened, when it
happened. To the minute.”
“The bombs kept falling, over fifty of them. The blasts carried all the
way to our building. Windows shattered, doors broke off the frames,”
he walked over to the door of his office, opened it and showed that part
of the frame was missing. The door pushed it out, driven by a shock
wave from an explosion somewhere near the bridges a kilometre or
two away. After March 24, 1999, people learned quickly to tape glass
panes and nail boards and plywood across doors and windows. Like
the others I asked, he could not tell the number of killed, “A hand was
found in the woods on the hill opposite the bridge 500 m away. A body
of a child was washed ashore several kilometres downstream. The
back of its head, one arm and one foot were missing. People jumped
out of the burning train on the bridge into the water of the river that
was swollen in spring freshet.” There were several air raids throughout
the war. Dr. Jović scanned his diary for notes about injuries from
bombs. I followed line after line of his records, starting on March 24th,
when he recorded, “Start of NATO air raids.”
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April 6th at 4:55 at night: 2 air raids, 4 bombs; glass panes
broken in Health Centre, doors prized open; train stopped 50 m
before bridge thanks to power interruption;
April 12th, Monday, 2nd day of Easter, 3 air raids: at 11:45, 5
minutes later and 15 minutes later: 16 wounded received first
aid at Health Centre before transport to hospital in Leskovac; 4
with heavy injuries (missing jaw, arms, legs); one child found
without half of its head, arm and foot on the river bank 3 or 5
km downstream; a hand found on a hill 500 m from the bridge;
April 27th at 2:45 at night: attack on the bridges;
April 27th at 11:00 a.m.: bombing of the bridge, one woman
admitted with shrapnel in her shoulder;
April 29th at 1:40 at night: a third of the Sarajevo Bridge
demolished, no injuries;
May 11th at 3:10 at night: 2 houses ruined, no injuries;
May 14th at 12:30: 4 explosions; Ljubiša Stamenković suffers
serious burns on hands and feet.
Permit
I wanted to go back to the site of NATO bombing and take pictures,
but did not have a camera. Local photographer Coja offered his
services at a modest price. We were closing the deal when a policeman
appeared in Coja’s photo shop, “Do you have a permit to photograph?”
I did not know that I needed one. The consul in Warsaw told me about
the need to declare larger amounts of money at entry to avoid problems
when taking it out on exit, but did not mention photo permits. I was
taken to the police station to “get a permit.” The procedure required
checking my ID. “And your second passport?” he asked unexpectedly
after I handed in my Polish document. How did he know? The only
person in town who knew I carried two passports was Dr. Jović. I
showed them when we parted to make him comfortable.
The permit procedure took time. I was asked a lot of questions and my
passports were studied like the greatest puzzle under the Sun. The
policemen’s English was as good as my Serbo-Croatian. We were
getting nowhere. Another policeman came in, bigger than the others,
more cheerful and commanding a wider English vocabulary. “Bicykle
Poljska-Srbja?” – he opened in Serbo-Croatian with a genuine smile
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and admiration. We chatted about my previous bike trips in North
America, Europe and New Zealand. But time was ticking away and I
could see no progress. I kept talking, hoping to convince them about
my friendship to Yugoslavia and Serbs and about good intentions of
my visit. Another policeman beside me was on a phone. As soon as I
mentioned Nebojša Pavković and showed thumbs up, he relayed it, but
his voice and face did not share my liking and awe for the commander
of the 3rd Army, as if the policeman was reporting on some bad aspect
of mine. I sensed granting the permit was unlikely and I would be
lucky to sleep where I wanted.
A perfectly Canadian greeting interrupted my gloomy thoughts. A
couple in the sixties walked into the room. He introduced himself as a
Grdelica citizen living in Ontario for years. He looked perfectly
Canadian in his safari suit, with greying hair, strong built and healthy
face. His spouse was smaller, but also a kind person, born in England.
They met years ago in Canada, settled there but come to Grdelica
every summer for vacation. A civilian policeman brought them to
facilitate an interview at a higher level… and to keep me company
eventually. The Canadians brought clippings from Ontario press about
Grdelica train bombing. That it was a higher level interrogation was
obvious from the questions, “Where did you serve your military
duties?” I thought I sounded disappointing telling them that I never
served in Poland, Denmark or Canada (all NATO members now),
because the military did not want me on account of my eyesight. I did
not tell them that I secretly wished to get into counterespionage against
Polish agents in Canada who worked for the communist military
intelligence and SB – the hated Polish security force. Amateurs Marek
Mieszkowski and Piotr Bein uncovered a ring of them working among
the Polish community in Halifax in early 1980s. RCMP never showed
an interest in that, either.
“What universities did you go to?” I gave my CV in a nutshell. My
doctorate in decision analysis and contributions to state of the art of
ecological economics and climate change evaluations was of no
interest to the interrogator. “What is civil engineering?” the
plainclothes demanded through the Canadian interpreter. “Planning,
design, construction and operation of various works on land,
underground and on water,” I was surprised how simply my profession
could be described. “What ‘works’?” “Buildings, bridges, tunnels,
ports…” He became aroused, “Bridges? Could you design a bridge?”
“Yes, I designed a few, the longest was 14 km over the
Northumberland Strait in Canada.” “So you know how to destroy a
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bridge?” he became more agitated. “Of course, every engineer knows
the vulnerable points of a structure…” I suddenly realized I was as
good as cooked, “…but what for?” He ordered a search of my baggage
on the bike I parked outside, without locking it up, as instructed. I was
searched first, which was simple, given my skimpy clothing on that hot
day.
While a lower rank policeman was taking each bag contents apart, the
plainclothes was standing astride, blocking my escape, lest my ordergivers would suddenly drive by and attempt to rescue me in drive-by
shooting. “Environmentally conscientious, carries his garbage”, they
nodded approvingly, after examining a bag with litter I did not dispose
of yet. A small packet containing nylon rain pants was unfolded with
utmost caution, lest something might explode in our faces. The
searcher showed my bowie knife questioningly to the plainclothes.
“Well, he is a tourist, he needs one,” the light at the end of the tunnel
was growing bigger. A bagful of dirty socks and underwear and a
sweater still damp after soaking in Polish rain were of no interest. A
small bag with a piece of Serb bread, one tomato, two peppers and a
clove of garlic joined the heap of safe items. The pump and tools
passed their approval as well. They did not find anything threatening to
the state in the roll of mattress and blanket. “Camera?” “I do not have.
I wanted to hire Coja and get a permit from you.” What they unpacked,
I had to re-pack. Such is the fate of suspect saboteurs and smugglers.
“What about my permit?” The plainclothes was already off to another
case or to eat supper. The local, lower rank waved me aside, “You can
go with Coja, but no pictures of the bridges.” Walking away, he added,
“Now you should join them. They are waiting,” he pointed to a
restaurant on the other side of the street. Mr. and Mrs. Jović invited me
to their table, “It is a police state. On the first visit we befriended
Grdelica police chief, also a Jović, and were left alone ever since. A
beer?” We had the standard Yugoslav beer I sampled in Beograd. The
restaurant carried no other. We talked for a while about NATO
aggression and the fooling of Western opinion. They were surprised at
some facts about the train bombing, did not know much about NATO
losses. I gave them the address of my virtual book, “It is in Polish, but
you can click on references from English sources.” When we finished
the beer they rose. “We are leaving tonight for Canada. Good bye and
good luck.” My immediate problem was repairing one flat tire. In
Poland just a week or two earlier I would have several puddles within
reach to test the tube. In sun-scorched Grdelica, I needed a sink or at
least a bowl or bucket full of water.
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Dragan
“Hello. How are you,” Dragan stopped me from his high ground floor
balcony. He saw me before when I was passing by in search of a photo
shop, while he was having a cup of yoghurt for a balcony lunch. We
greeted in English and I wondered how he knew I was a foreigner –
from village gossip? Dragan wanted to stop me, “A hole in the tire? Do
you have glue and patches? Do you need anything?” “Yes, could I use
a bowl of water to test the tube, please?” “Nema problema, please go
around the back, it’s the first door on the right.” He was waiting in the
door and showed me to the bathroom. Like in Poland, there was no
sink and the only tap was over the tub. Whistling a tune, he cleared the
tub and put a bowl under the tap. While I was at it, he offered a cup of
coffee. I knew not to refuse, although I would pay with hyperactivity
and poor sleep. I learned not to refuse coffee, a symbol of hospitality
in Serbia and the Balkans. “Are you hungry?” I was not. “I saw you at
the police station.” His balcony overlooked the police building. “Do
you need a place to sleep? You can stay here. My mother is away.”
I changed the subject to himself. “I am on pension…” I was curious
what happened, he did not look older than forty. “Mental. I served in
Yugoslav army, fought at Vukovar…” My ears propped up on the
sound of one of the most terrible sites of the civil war, “But what
happened? You could not take it anymore?” He would not tell me. I did
not need to ask, seeing the pictures of destruction and fratricidal
shooting in this beautiful city on the Danube in a Yugoslav awardwinning movie titled Vukovar that was filmed on location while the
war was still raging. Dragan showed me his English- Serb dictionary
and the book he was reading in English. We watched BBC news for a
while. He flipped the channels to other stations, also Western. “Let’s
go and eat out,” I suggested. Dragan had scruples, but offered to keep
me company. Once outside, frequent greeting, nodding to persons on
the other side of the street and stopping to shake hands interrupted our
walk. Dragan seemed to know everyone we passed by. “Let’s go to my
friend’s restaurant.” The small place had a menu and a selection of
drinks. I ordered a beer for each and a meal for myself, since Dragan
kept hesitating.
If Vukovar was the reason of his mental condition, Dragan was not the
only victim. At Magnus’s birthday party, his friend on staff in the
Canadian Forces told us about several colleagues who served
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peacekeeping missions in different regions. Tough as they were, they
cracked up one after another after returning from Bosnia. The
company they were in would be commandeered back and forth from a
town, according to political situation and the threat to their security
from the warring factions. On and off, they spent enough time in the
town to form human bonds with the residents. On the last return they
came to find pieces of human bodies strewn about the town. Another
friend gave Magnus a video game for a birthday present. The gang
knew each other since elementary school and they were still maturing,
so a video game was not so out of place. Named Grim Fandango: An
Epic Jade of Crime and Corruption in the Land of the Dead, it made
me reflect, together with the story from Bosnia, about the fate of
Magnus’s generation. Sent to “keep peace” and witness atrocities, they
then watch the countries that they thought they helped, succumb to the
rule of mafias, gangs and corrupt governments – war atrocities turn
into deprivation of the masses. In war or peace, people from outside of
whatever power elite suffer.
A woman showed up and sat by the table by the time I was finishing
my meal and Dragan had another beer. She glanced at me, the beer
bottles, particularly in front of him, and spoke at length to her son. I
understood she was cross with Dragan that he was drinking and in
company of a local police suspect. The restaurant owner couple
withdrew with their backs to the scene. Mother and son talked for a
long time. She was accusatory and judgemental. He was withdrawn. I
was uncomfortable since I understood she would be away for the
night. I did not worry about the bed. The night was dry and warm. By
the time we returned to the apartment, my bed was made and Dragan’s
mother offered a cup of coffee. I had to refuse with thanks, or else I
could not sleep. She was curious how life was in Canada, “Better than
here, isn’t it?” I did not quite know what to answer, “It is easier to live
materially, but the soul is dead. Serbs have soul.”
Coja
Next day Dragan told me after breakfast that we have to report to the
police before seeing Coja about the photos. Different staff was
manning the station and the process with my passports started anew. I
was really frustrated. At this pace one year would not be enough to see
what I wanted. The policeman let us go reluctantly after an hour when
I suggested we come back with Coja. The photographer was in the
shop that he arranged in an addition to his house, fronting the street. A
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few customers were inside. Coja provides a first-class service to his
community. Dragan and I had to wait. One woman had her picture
taken. Another was ordering obituaries, done professionally by Coja on
a PC, complete with a photo of the deceased. It is a Serb custom to
display them in the windows and entry of the house where the person
lived, and at relatives’. I saw it attached to the rear window of a car,
too. Coja’s son was called for help with inserting the obituary pages
into translucent plastic pockets.
Coja shrugged his shoulders while driving by the police station,
“Report? What for?” He also ignored police’s request not to take
pictures of the bridges. Petar’s mother was in his house under
construction. “Living like this since 1999,” she swept her hand in a
motion showing the bare walls and concrete floor and burst into tears. I
hugged her as Petar came into the room, clasping his hands to remove
dust. He just delivered another wheelbarrow full of rubble to the grave
of his old house on the bank of Južna Morava. “What are you crying
for, woman?” Petar scolded his small, elderly mother dressed in black
after a Balkan custom. Do they wear black as a trace to never-ending
stream of atrocities of conquerors that made mourning a permanent
fact of life? Another thought stroke me: bombed, ruined, but still
holding their heads high – the Serbs would never be conquered and
subdued. The Ottomans, Hapsburgs, Hitler and Stalin tried and failed.
Clinton thought he would succeed, since he outsmarted Americans
with Monica. It takes more than lying to conquer the Serbs. Their souls
are invincible.
Petar’s brother Radivoje Stamenković lives next door. His house did
not suffer in the air raids, but a workshop in the yard lost its inner
plaster when a blast hit the wall on the other side. Radivoje’s wife
Nada had something important to show me – a piece of irregular,
rusted steel. She pulled me by the hand. At the garage door, she held
the metal to a small hole in one of the boards of the door panel. “When
we heard the familiar whiz of bombs, we crouched over there,” she
opened the door and squatted in front of a bunch of brooms and spades
in one corner. They saw the shrapnel punch the door, fly in front of
their faces, and become lodged in a wooden shelf on the end wall of
the garage. An inch-deep impression marked the side of the plank.
“Were we in the other corner, one of us could be dead.”
Radivoje brought a piece of paper, “I recorded every NATO attack
here.” I copied from his crumbled slip:
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April 17th at 4:45 in the morning: 4 bombs near my house;
April 12th at 11:35: 4 bombs, train on the bridge; went to
rescue;
April 27th at 2:35: 4 bombs in the neighbourhood and into the
river:
April 27th at 11:30: 4 bombs into the river;
April 29th at 1:45 at night: 8 bombs, Sarajevo Bridge
destroyed;
May 11th at 3:35 at night: 8 bombs, Petar’s house gone;
May 14th at 12:27: 6 bombs, 2 of which hit the middle and
southern supports of the railway bridge
Radivoje said he rushed to rescue the bombed train passengers within
the first 15 minutes after the missile hit. Judging from Dr. Jović’s notes
and eyewitness reports, Radivoje must have been on his way to the
scene down the hill from his home when the F-15E Strike Eagle fired
the second AGM-130 at the train. His son stood by Nada, watching
and listening. “How did the boy take the air raids and so many
bombs?” “Miloš trembles whenever he hears the sound of an airplane.”
The farm animals were also traumatized. “Out of my 42 chickens, 20
died as result of panic and fright.” On the way back, Coja drove by a
house in the fields. Three men were busy re-plastering the outside. One
of them, Nikola, filmed the burning train from his house that stands
east of and facing the bridge 50 m away. Coja explained what I was
looking for. Nikola, after censuring me from the scaffold, invited us to
drop by after work to watch the video.
When we came to his house by the road fronting the river a few hours
later, I could sense that something happened. Nikola stood in the door
while Coja was convincing him for a long while. Nikola was talking
about me, pointing with his gaze at me from time to time. Having
learnt my encounter with the local police from the grapevine, he was
reluctant to show me the video, because he did not trust my intentions.
Finally Coja managed. Nikola was willing to sell me a copy of the
video for DM100. I asked my translator, Coja’s son, to tell Nikola,
“The price is not a problem, but because you doubt my intentions, I am
not going to see or buy any of your videos.” We drove back. Coja’s son
was probably most frustrated with the way grown-ups are. On the
morning of the same day I experienced similar disappointment. A
young man from a pub promised to give me a T-shirt with a Grdelica
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inscription. I saw the shirt on him when Dragan and I went for a beer
on the warm, summer night. He refused to accept money and wanted
to give it to me, but had nothing to change into, so I was to come the
next day. When I did, he avoided my eyes and told Dragan there would
be no transfer of ownership of the shirt. Serbs can be united in
solidarity, even when they are mistaken.
Concert for train No. 393
Back at my home in Vancouver, an inner voice was slowly converting
my experience of the aftermath of NATO massacre near Grdelica into
poetry. The noises, which I imagined from NATO photographs and
eyewitness description of sounds leading to and following the strikes
of the missiles, hang on to my brain. When this happens I know it is
time to sit down to the keyboard. Iwona read the first draft in silence
and said, “Good. Work on it.” After several drafts, re-makes, edits and
translations into English, with Magnus’s help, here it is.
Concert for Train No. 393
(translated by the author from his Polish original, edited by
Magnus Bein)
Rhythmic clanking of sprockets
under rubber ribbon
sends a procession of shells
for stuffing of powder, circuits
and a camera
in the tip
of AGM-130.
Rut-tut of a wagon over concrete joints
carries two fat
brand-new AGM-130
in Aviano airbase;
a four-corner star
as per requisition
from Ramstein HQ.
Song of Whitney Huston in the walkman
of airwoman Arrendondo.
Sergeant Harris in Disneyland T-shirt
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(same as on his wife and son in Utah)
whistles along, plugging-in
umbilical cords to the belly
of F-15E.
„Thousand victims of the Serbs”
hypnotize 2 robots in a cabin.
Helmets mask soul and face
from humanity,
protect imprint in brain
as seen in canteen on TV,
produced by CNN.
Engine of the world’s best fighter jet
roars at a flag
held by an airman wearing dark glasses
(from his optician in Kansas City),
and fatigues
of world’s best
US of A.
No sound, no sight of Eagle
in lofty skies.
Yugoslav radars
track the ominous bird over Niš
and ask launchers
with a silent gaze,
“Do we have a date?”
Air whistles
against plastic of cabin
of 2 best men in the Air Force –
“10-4” confirms “Eagle landed.”
Eyes fixed on cross-hair,
the hand on the joystick
won’t budge.
Target No. 393
hastens on rails into the cross
through orchards blooming in plums
along Southern Morava River (“that bitch”),
to cross her, to slip under
the (“fucking”) route E75
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to Skopje.
A whizzing missile
spies at a bridge.
The world’s best computer calculates
randez-vous with the worst train.
April day clear,
the best radar tracks in infra-red.
It’s APG-70.
Rattles a train past station,
relieved of worst persons
who’ll cross themselves
with 3 fingers before the Cross
of skewed bar on Easter
in the cross-hair
of the bomber.
Loco-motion rumbles over the bridge,
muffles the river’s ripple, but whiz wins.
AGM-130 severs the train.
Blast swipes an angler.
Explosion drowns pain of a hand
torn off; found later
on a hill.
Ears on disowned heads
don’t hear the wounded
or the dying moan.
And eyes,
sprayed with burnt blood,
can’t see from above
fire nor smoke.
Momentum pulls
bleeding stump but stops helpless,
showered by charred pieces
of bodies, baggage and coach interiors.
Those jumping into swollen river
don’t hear the agony of fellow travelers
near Grdelica.
Sobs of relatives engrave dead names
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in Cyrillic on black marble.
A disintegrated couple has a monument
without offspring or a Nobel Prize.
The bridge’s new steel embraces wilted wreaths
from families and bridge contractors,
asking “Why?”
…At the new E75 crossing
a German family stretches.
Black Mercedes cleared of Cyrillic
takes off from the black monument
and goes to beaches on the Ion Sea
In 2 weeks the family returns
to the clanking of sprockets
for the next mission of NATO.
I love Serbia
I walked over to Coja’s to pay for his services. I was shown into the
living room where a couple was waiting already. No, I did not want to
have something to eat, thank you. I just finished supper at Dragan’s.
The male in the couple was a policeman. Obviously higher rank than
his colleagues who interrogated me at the police station, he laughed at
my ordeal. Coja’s son was the official translator. He and his friend
curiously sat in the company of grown-ups. The youngsters surprised
me again. The other boy spoke fluent German. I was curious, “Wieso
kennst Du Deutsch?” “I lived with my parents in Switzerland since I
was little.” When NATO attacked Yugoslavia, his parents packed up
and returned to their homeland. “You left a good and secure life just
like that?” “My father considered that now is the time Serbia needs
him and we came back. I love Serbia, too” Was it patriotism or
harassment of “undesirables” in Switzerland? When in 1997 I
accompanied Mietek to his Polish friends near Zurich, they were
waiting, insecure, for a decision on their residency permit. About the
same time a young Polish couple from Dűsseldorf came to visit
another friend in British Columbia. They were exploring immigration
to Canada, because he was getting signals at his work of a looming
layoff of foreigners at low levels of the company.
“We were only women, children and the elderly during NATO attack,”
said the policeman’s wife, “All men were in Kosovo.” Coja was there.
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He gave me an idea of what it was like, “I spent the whole war not
seeing the enemy, not firing my gun once. We played cards for weeks,
amused ourselves with NATO leaflets dropped on our positions,” he
explained, gesturing what they did with the leaflets. “We did not fear
Apache attack helicopters, because any soldier could shoot them like
ducks from the ground.” It was a boring time, I reckoned form Coja’s
relation. “When the windows rattled due to bomb explosions, we knew
we could continue our card game, when the glass broke, the air raid
was too close and we knew to go into the shelter.” They spent many
hours in dugouts that were constructed just before daybreak in the fog
so that NATO could not spy them out. When ready before the fog
lifted, the installations were camouflaged so well that own units
sometimes had trouble to find them.
“NATO bombed Kosovo and blamed VJ for the damage and refugees
running away,” said Coja. Who burned the houses? “The Albanians set
own houses on fire, so Serbs would not benefit by taking them over
intact.” Coja claimed the VJ outnumbered an expected number of
NATO land invaders by 5 to 1. They were waiting for the invasion,
prepared to fight to the last man. I was curious about the other side of
the story on depleted uranium weapons, “Did your commanders tell
you about the dangers from NATO’s uranium ammo used against your
tanks and armour?” “I don’t think they considered it number one
problem.”
Persona non grata
I got off the train from Grdelica in Leskovac. There, I was hoping to
get engineering information for Ekke Wenz’s website about the railway
bridge and its speed limit before NATO bombing. I also intended to
find the hospital where injured passengers of train 393 were treated on
April 12th, 1999. But the first place to visit was the police station.
From the platform I headed straight into the glassed entry of a modern
station building. A security ran towards me saying something in his
language. I did not understand and walked on, my bike in front of me
to fend possible blows. The security was furious. I mentally scanned
the picture of the entry before I came in. There was no sign forbidding
entry to bikes. None such signs were inside, either. The man forced me
to stop. I glanced over the stone floor of the spacious hall, looking for
shoes of other people. Some of them were not as clean as the tires of
my bike, but I withdrew.
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I asked the man to show me a different way out. A narrow sidewalk
hugged the building and led to the front via a few steps. Midway, an
open steel door stood in the way. To pass it by, I would have to walk
on rubble and broken glass. Bikes don’t like paths like that, especially
under a full load. I asked the man to make sure he was not mistaken.
But he did not think so. My bike and my ego felt offended. I requested
to see the stationmaster, but had to wait for him. I did not have time to
eat while rushing to catch the train in Grdelica, so I put my bike
against the wall and had a sandwich. It seemed that every time I caught
up with time, the devil worked against. I bought a box of chocolates
for Dragan’s mother and some food for myself in Grdelica, but by the
time the farewell was over, no time was left to eat. Everything was so
rushed that Dragan was jumping out of a starting train after we said
good-bye. I will never forget that moment. Unexpectedly, he kissed me
on the cheek.
Dragan probably copied my behaviour towards the clerk in the store he
accompanied me to. She wrapped the chocolates with so much love in
the grey paper – the only one in the store – and helped me with my
grocery selection so well that I gave her an unexpected kiss on the
cheek, consistent with a Slav custom. We kiss respectable women on
the top of the palm. Also respectable but more attractive women in less
restraining situations we kiss on the cheek. The rest is not different
from Anglo-Saxons. Slav women expect this behaviour and more.
Come Women’s Day, streets turn into a beehive of male bees moving
about with bouquets in their hands or, those empty-handed, looking for
flowers. I seldom saw, first in Denmark and then in Canada, that males
would open the door for a woman. I gave up this custom of fear for
being misunderstood. When I first visited Poland after a 20-year exile,
I was looked upon as a weirdo when I did not administer the proper
kisses and door openings. Slav males also behave quite differently
towards their own gender compared to Western Europeans, except for
the French and southerners like Greeks, Italians and Spaniards. We
could be suspected we were gay if someone uninitiated saw us
embrace our dear friends and colleagues, kiss them on their cheek and
walk together, arms over each one’s shoulders, like innocent boys.
The stationmaster was sitting in a large, cool office with his back to a
window placed under the ceiling, so no one could peek in from the
platform. He explained in a rather official tone that workers from the
factory cross the tracks and cut short through the station hall with their
bikes. I drew his attention to the fact that I just got off a train and my
bike had its own ticket. I pulled the evidence out of my pocket. He did
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not look at the tickets but switched to less official and explained that it
would be impractical to sort out who was a passenger and who was a
worker from that factory, therefore all bikes were off limits. It sounded
reasonable to me. I only suggested that a sign with a bike crossed over
would help travelers fresh to the city and its new station. We shook
hands. The security walked me outside and went ahead to close the
door blocking the path. I smiled to him, he smiled back and we shook
hands. He patted me on my shoulder – a sure sign that he harboured no
bad feelings towards me.
The police station was on a shaded street off the main street from the
railway station. I tied my bike to a post. Inside, uniformed police were
standing and walking in the hallways. I knocked on the door labelled
“Foreigners”. Unlike at Grdelica police there were no uniforms in the
room. Two ladies sat at twinned desks, facing each other. One of them
listened to my petition in English. I explained shortly my history in
Serbia and asked for a permit to see the hospital, railway engineers and
perhaps some reporters who were at the scene of NATO bombing of
the train. She asked additional questions about who I was and what
brought me to Yugoslavia. After noting everything down, she asked for
my passports. They were in the baggage on my bike outside. We
walked out together. She showed curiosity and excitement when she
saw how I travel. “You can join me if you have a bike,” I responded.
She smiled, “I do not have a bicycle.” Back at her desk, she told me to
wait and got on the phone, but it was busy.
I was seated, waiting next to the clerk. A large map of Yugoslavia hung
in the next room, but I did not dare walk over through an open
doorway. Clicking of typewriters was coming from there as well.
Petitioners for passports and more complicated matters that I could not
understand came and went. Caps in hands, a father came with his son
who sought permission to go abroad. The scene reminded me of the
old Poland, when one almost had to stand in attention to be granted the
favour of a passport. Then a family dressed West European and
speaking German came in. She, with long blond hair spoke SerboCroatian to one of the clerks. I asked if I may see the map and walked
over. So close to Kosovo, I thought, only 80 km in a straight line and
somewhat longer over the mountain road climbing to a pass 1000 m
above sea level. I would go if it were not for the Yugoslav and KFOR
checks that would surely turn me back. And then, what if the Albanian
extremists figured I was Polish and wrecked my bike or did something
worse?
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While I was studying the map, another female clerk became interested
in my travels. She curiously listened from her seat when I was telling
my story in the other room. She did not have a bike, either. The phone
was still busy. I was asked to wait in another room across the hallway.
It was a changing room for officers. One wall was covered with
lockers top to bottom. I counted over thirty. A few obituaries hung on
the wall. I moved closer to read – officers who lost their life in
Kosovo. An officer came in, took out a meal from his locker and sat to
eat by the table that occupied most of the middle of the room. I needed
to find a washroom. He pointed where it was. Inside, there were two
Turkish toilets. I pulled the string, water spilled over the tips of my
bare toes sticking out of the sandals. There was no water to wash my
feet or hands. I imagined what it was like to live for weeks under
NATO bombs without running water.
At the foreigners’ department the female clerk was still trying to
advance my case. She showed me to the coffee preparation room
where apparently they washed their hands, too. I did not dare lift my
feet into the sink. She waited until I finished and walked me back. This
time I waited in the hallway. The changing and eating room was too
suffocating. The clock was ticking. After half an hour I asked if I
might go out and check my bike. While I was checking, my guardian
clerk appeared, but not to join me on my trip. She held my passports in
her hand, “You must not stay in Leskovac. It is not safe for you. Go to
the police in Niš. Bigger city, they may help you.” Another two hours
lost. I did not kiss her on the cheek. Then I realized I was less than 50
km away from the area of PBM Liberation Army terrorist activities.
The initials of these new “freedom fighters” mean a swath of land east
of Kosovo, comprising the towns of Preševo, Bujanovac and
Medvedja, where KLA escalated terrorism against Serbs and noncompliant Albanians in spring 2000. US KFOR was “guarding” the 5
km wide, no-shooting zone between Kosovo and the rest of Serbia to
the east and disarming “Milošević’s terrorists” on their side of the
zone.
I had some time before the next train. The station frontage looked
interesting. There were stores and some street vendors on the other
side. A young man standing in a corner was chanting in a whisper: …
menjačnica, menjačnica…. A few steps on, another man was asking
Valuta? of passer-bys. It must have been the underground bank section
of Leskovac. I parked my bike and went into a food store. It was
darkish and the selection poor, but there was plenty of bread of two
kinds – one in big loaf and then the same dough made into buns. Milk
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and yoghurt in unappealing packages, eggs and two or three types of
cheese, including cottage cheese, complemented the baked goods. The
meat department was rather naked. In front of the store a table was
covered with porno in Serbo-Croatian, some tapes, CDs, used
paperbacks and sunglasses.
In Naissus: flu or DU?
Niš greets train passengers with a station as modern and spacious as in
Novi Sad. Again, I traversed polished stone floors, walking my bike.
Outside, the station area looked open and friendly. Not far were
military barracks with guards at the entry and soldiers looking out the
windows, watching the street life. What army would it be, if the
opposition and the West got hold of power in Yugoslavia? NATO has
forced Poland into transforming Wojsko Polskie into an offensive force
supplied with Western weapons of the inferior kind. In accord with the
globalist doctrine of least-opportunity-cost, the jobs in the defense
industry were transferred to where they are needed the least, perhaps to
enlarge the population of obese, bored people who enliven their dead
lives on Prozac and Viagra, boosting the GDP, of course. But perhaps
the most painful, immediate loss would be devastation of Polish career
officers.
Eight thousand officers from majors to generals were being fired from
the Polish army when I wrote. The highest commanding positions were
to be taken over by Americans, Germans and other NATO country
military men. It is a perilous consequence of Poland joining the Pact
who intends to subordinate Polish soldiers to foreign goals and use
them in aggressions against other Slav states. Polish soldiers alongside
US “peacekeepers” already fought Serb villagers in the zone demilitarized of Yugoslav units in Southern Serbia along the Kosovo
administrative boundary. I saw a press photo of those Macieks,
Wojteks, Mieteks, Oleks and Tomeks as they lined up before boarding
a US super-transporter jet bound for Tuzla, Rinas, Camp Bondsteel or
wherever they land in the Balkans. Would NATO send the Serb boys to
pacify “unruly” Palestinians?
I hoped that Niš would treat me better than Leskovac. It did, but to
compensate for the gain, my guardian angel sent me a cold. It was not
just a cold. It was a nasty, nauseating virus and sudden weakness. I
remember when I caught it. I was looking for studentski dom in Niš’s
north part. Several people told me Pravo, pravo, levo so I was sure of a
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consensus and biked accordingly after crossing a bridge over Nišava
River. But they did not mean Polish prawo (right), but “straight” – one
example of the traps between Slav languages. So I kept turning right at
two major intersections and ended up in a very crowded place of a
festival. Just then, when waiting in a line of left-turners, I felt familiar
tingling in the throat. Flu! It was hot as hell and the stink from bus and
vehicle exhaust in front of me was making me want to vomit on the
spot. All sidewalks leading to the festival were packed with tables and
stands selling virtually everything. It was a music festival and not a
buy-and-sell frenzy, because very loud music was coming from an
outdoor gathering place. If the dormitory were there, it would not be
the right place to get some sleep even if the windows had the highest
sound insulation rating.
Resigned to the prospects of flu, I got out of the crowds and had a
meal in a green space behind an ornamental fence. I was getting very
tired and hoped that would be the place I was looking for. But it
wasn’t. I went back to the bridge and after a few inquiries finally
understood the difference between pravo and prawo – the cause of my
wandering. The dormitory was visible from the main road. It was a hirise surrounded, like other new but lower buildings, by ample green
space. A man was sitting on a bench, “Yes, it is a studentski dom, but
it’s closed for summer renovations. NATO bombs shook the building
and it must be fixed up since it was not done in 1999.” I looked up. All
glass was in, no signs of shrapnel holes on the walls. I looked back at
the man with a question mark on my forehead. “It is closed. See the
area behind us? NATO dropped many bombs there. Everything went:
glass panes, shelving, mirrors.” I looked where he pointed, “Bombs?
Here? Why? This is a university campus.” He did not answer. “You
can’t stay overnight here. Try dormitories downtown.”
I felt even sicker facing the prospect of riding more in the stinky
traffic. Luckily the city was not big and the sky was cloudless. Just in
case, I scouted the campus for a possible place to sleep outside. I rode
back to Nišava and downtown, passing by some fenced-in, low
buildings on the other side of the street by the campus. Civilian
vehicles were parked inside. A sign at one entry read Vojska Jugoslavje
– military barracks. They could not house more than a few hundred
people and looked dilapidated. Was NATO trying to bomb them when
it dropped bombs on the campus and the market in the city? – pretty
criminal. Downtown dormitories were closed for the summer break. I
was left without options and headed back to the campus, this time
passing by the fortress. Just to the west of the fortress walls was a
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market – the one bombed with cluster bombs? A Byzantine emperor
built the first fortress at a place called Naissus by the Romans. The
Turks re-built it in 1690. The city was Bulgarian in the 9th to 11th
century, then again Byzantine, before the Serbs conquered it towards
the end of the 12th century. The Turks occupied it in 1386, and in 1443
Hungarian army under the command of Hunyadi defeated Sultan
Murad the 2nd not far from the fortress. Serbia annexed Niš in 1878 –
the usual story of a Balkan city.
At a late night hour there were still a few vendors with melons and
cucumbers – just what I was craving. I sat on a bench at the feet of the
fortress brick walls, praying for the melon with cucumber to cure my
flu. Still, I was better off than losing my limb to a razor-sharp piece of
metal flying off an exploding bomblet. I was getting sleepy. Just before
the campus, a mini-forest next to the barracks would be a possibility,
but I would be joining a few homeless in cardboard shelters and others
sleeping on the ground between the needle trees – the usual sight in
most of the semi-private places I saw in my travels in Serbia. Romas
were the most ingenious in finding and adapting decrepit sites that
nobody wanted. I saw them reside in the ruins of a factory on Danube
just off Kalemegdan in Beograd. I saw them from the trains,
scavenging dumps and heaps of refuse, living in abandoned
warehouses and shacks, amidst yards with accumulated junk. The
mini-forest with worn-out underbrush was a green place by
comparison.
“My” place was under a birch tree, on a lawn fenced off by a hedge on
three sides and a university building on the fourth. There were no other
overnighters. The silver-blue image on a closed-circuit monitor on the
ground floor was the only light in the building. I like sleeping close to
guards. It was the decent treatment by the police in Niš that made me
want to stay overnight. Shortly after arrival from Leskovac I spent
couple of hours at police headquarters. I was not allowed to park my
bike next to the entrance, but opposite was a low railing ideal for
supporting and locking a bike. The uniformed guard at the entry made
my locking superfluous but I did it anyway, just in case he stepped
aside from the sentry duty. The police station was more cheerful than
in Leskovac. An outside glass cabinet by the entry showed photos with
captions about NATO damage to civilians and civil infrastructure in
Niš. The bombing of the marketplace with cluster bombs figured
prominently. In a marbled entrance, several photographs of police
officers killed in Kosovo and Metohija were displayed on a thick
commemorative slab hanging on the wall. The deaths did not date
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before 1998. After explaining what I wanted and waiting for a while in
the hallway I was asked into a room for foreigners.
Miss Balkans
The interview with a policeman in plain cloths was smooth. In
retrospect, I wished it were less efficient and lasted longer. I thought
she was a Miss Balkans, maybe Miss Yugoslavia, or Miss Serbia at
least, but she was the official translator. I had difficulties concentrating
on my business. Her English was surprisingly fluent and rich, like her
stunning beauty. She was perfectly shaped and postured, long black
hair, eyes from the thousand and one night, eyebrows from paradise,
lips from heavens. Having learned from previous interrogations I told
through her that I was a member of StopNATO, a group against
aggression on Yugoslavia. The interrogator wanted to know who
funded it and where was the seat of the organization. “The group
consists of volunteers, there is no outside funding that I know of. I
could have gone to Greece to enjoy myself, but I chose to come to
Serbia. A guy in England is running StopNATO, but being an Internet
group, there are no physical headquarters.”
Then I told about writing for Zielone Brygady and about my virtual
book, whose title did not need a translation. “What is Green
Brigades?” the police wanted to know. “An independent bi-weekly of
Polish activists defending the environment and human rights. For
printing among others my articles about NATO war in Yugoslavia and
depleted uranium, their funding from the government has been axed.”
After they finished, I was given one hour to come back for a verdict.
They suggested that in the meantime I seek help from railway people
with my technical questions. I biked back to the station and asked the
security guard where I could see the boss. He took me to one of the
offices facing the first platform. It was the deputy stationmaster. Given
the technical detail that needed to be explained, I used English. He
could follow for a while, but eventually two people were called in to
join a little crowd that gathered around us in the meantime. A
policeman went out to find a translator while a uniformed railway man
searched for the supreme master of the station and tracks south to
Grdelica and beyond.
The translators were a couple of teenagers waiting idly for a delayed
train. The station chief was a serious man in his fifties, emanating
warmth along with the authority of his office. He shook my hand and
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introduced himself. He sat where his deputy was seated before and
listened. He understood most of my English. I resorted to the help of
the teenagers, particularly the girl who spoke much better English than
her boyfriend. Still, the two taken together did not come close to Coja
12year old son’s translation talent. As soon as the policeman
understood that matters of state importance would be discussed, he
asked me to show my passport. “At the police station. I am getting an
authorization to interview railway people, reporters and hospital staff.”
He stood up and went to a telephone. He must have received an OK,
because I was allowed to continue querying the stationmaster.
“What was the speed limit on the bridge before it was bombed? Is the
bridge 43.2 m times two spans long, as I measured yesterday?”
Silence. The stationmaster looked at the policeman, “I am not
authorized to give any information.” I persisted, “How fast was the
train going on the bridge?” The stationmaster answered after a thought
brake, “You are an engineer, how good are you at math? How many
seconds does it take to cover 150 m at 60 km/h?” I answered with a
puzzle as well, “Ekke Wenz’s analysis indicates that the missile has
been tracking the train for about 7 seconds.” He came back with a
piece of information, “7 seconds? The F-15E has been tracking the
train for 4 minutes before it fired off the missile.” It looked to me like
either propaganda or a legit data from anti-aircraft radar tracking of
enemy planes. But I knew that F-15E was made to strike at mobile
targets and that infrared APG-70 radar was installed on-board to
facilitate such missions. At 60 km/h, that meant starting monitoring
somewhere just before Grdelica station. Another bridge was available
between the station and the target bridge to crosscheck the bridge
passage speed by on-board computer and to calculate arrival time at
the next bridge.
“What do you think of Madeleine Albright?” he asked. I started liking
him. “Albright? What do I think of Amanpour, Axworthy, Blair,
Buzek, Chretién, Clark, Clinton, Cohen, Cook, Eggleton, Fischer,
Havel, Holbrooke, Kouchner, Kwaśniewski, Onyszkiewicz, Robertson,
Rubin, Schröder, Scharping, Shea, Short, Solana, …” I made a body
language sign of puking. “You have to go now. They are waiting for
you at the police station,” prompted the policeman. I collected my
notes, rose and shook hands with the stationmaster who said, “God
speed in your efforts to find the truth, junače.” The word describes a
brave fellow. I don’t like when it happens in front of a group. My eyes
started to become wet, so I hurried through farewells. I was on the
platform when my tears rolled down.
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Two plainclothes sat at the familiar table and I was invited to sit down,
facing them. It was the same room and Miss Translator was beside me.
I assumed both men before or in the forties were reporters. “Great,” I
thought, “journalists whom I wished to see.” One man opened in good
English, “We welcome you in Yugoslavia and the Republic of Serbia.
We wished the times were better, but we appreciate your StopNATO
group’s and your own search for truth about our country. As you know
the city of Niš was bombed, NATO dropped cluster bombs on our
marketplace, many people were killed, one woman…’ he turned for
help to the translator, looking for the word “pregnant”. “We are aware
of your request to interview railway engineers, hospital staff and
reporters. We cannot give you permits, because you are a free man and
can go and ask whomever you wish. We can however tell you the
addresses.” He wrote the address of one TV station that supposedly
could help me and I was on my way.
There were two TV stations in the same building. “What’s the
difference?” I asked a passer-by. “Upstairs is the opposition station.” I
went to the ground floor entrance first. It was after 6 p.m. and one
reporter advised me to come next day when more journalists would be
in. He gave me directions to a university dormitory. I crossed Nisava
to the north shore of town. The river flows into Južna (South) Morava,
which joins Zapadna (West) Morava and they create Velika (Great)
Morava that drains into Dunav (Danube) 40 km east of Beograd. A few
minutes past the bridge I caught the flu. The bridge was larger than the
12th of February Bridge west of it. I did not think it was bombed. The
smaller bridge was, but all damage had been repaired without a trace
by the time I rode over it. It connected downtown with a bus depot.
Not far from there were military barracks and the university campus
where I tried to sleep. Between the two bridges stands the fortress on
the north side of Nišava River. Built in late seventeenth century, it
ranks among the most beautiful and best-preserved fortresses in the
Balkans.
As in Beograd, loud music woke me up. It was coming from the
festival some 2 km away. This time I did not try to sleep. I rolled up
my bedding and in 10 minutes was out of there, riding as far as I could
from the festival place. I passed by the railway station, by a
commercial bakery marking the territory with aromas of tomorrow’s
loaves and soon was leaving town, since houses became one story. I
could not see a place suitable for sleeping and resigned to going to the
station to spend the remaining hours of the night on a bench. The
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atmosphere was not conducive to sleep in the waiting room. It was
large and high, well illuminated and half-filled with passengers waiting
for their trains to pierce through the darkness into the lights of the
station. I glanced at the schedule. An international train to Beograd
was due in 20 minutes. I rushed to the ticket office and got four tickets:
for myself, my bike, a sleeping place, and one for the entry to the
platforms. The train was late a quarter of an hour. People started
congregating slowly on the platform after an announcement. One of
them greeted me – the deputy stationmaster, still in his short-sleeved
uniform at an early morning hour, was about to board the same train.
Scorched earth
I got a couple hours’ sleep before the train slowed down struggling
through red lights, level semaphores and occupied tracks. I put my
sleepy head to the window, leaving a grease mark that was brought out
by rays of sun rising above the drudgery of development normally
lining up main railroads leading into an old city. Here and there,
Romas were up already, stretching like I did, but in front of shacks and
makeshift shelters that I would not voluntarily trade with my couchette
compartment. I knew where to head from the station. I tried to ring No.
10 apartment through the intercom. No response. I felt sick and unfit
for a visit.
Mid-summer torridity in Novi Beograd, mixed with the smell of motor
exhaust was unbearable. Magnus had a similar problem couple of
weeks later, as I learned later. He got sick eventually, too. What if he
ingested some toxics or DU left by NATO bombs and ammunition? I
went to the nearest station, located on a viaduct in Novi Beograd, next
to the market queen of all second-hand wares. A small ticket office was
tucked into the darkness of a concrete staircase. I showed my
international ticket to Budapest and looked for the next train on the
schedule: a train to Novi Sad was leaving in less than an hour. The
clerk in the tiny ticket office turned her head. I had to go to the main
station across the Sava River. That one was an “intercity” and did not
stop in Novi Beograd. I mounted my bike reluctantly, thinking of the
stink that would kill me if I rode in the traffic, or just passed by a
single bus.
I did not care that I would not meet Professor Miloš Luković, a
Beograd teacher of Serbo-Croatian at Uniwersytet Jagielloński in
Kraków. Just less than 2 weeks earlier consul Vlastimir Djuričanin in
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Warsaw gave me a copy of Kosovo Crisis through the Eyes of Serbs,
written in Polish by Luković, in exchange for the Internet address of
my NATO na Bałkanach. “You can find Professor Luković thru the
Polish community in Belgrade,” he advised sensing my interest in
meeting the author. Now, when finally the excitement generated at
embassy in Warsaw could come to fruition, I felt like nothing and
wished to be in the coolness of Szczecin as soon as possible, regardless
of the price and losses. From the stinking inferno of Serb cities,
Szczecin air quality seemed like the scent of Alpine meadows.
At the Beograd station I came to a train that was a replacement for
another that stood at its platform according to schedule. My train took
off an hour after the scheduled departure of the grounded one.
Confused passengers kept asking me before boarding, as if I knew the
language, the reason of changes, or why there was no loco in front. An
announcement must have cleared the chaos, for everyone rushed to
another platform that was shaded unlike the first one. Shaded or not, it
was better than no train to Novi Sad, as during the war. What did the
passengers do when they learned they can’t go to Novi Sad and on to
Subotica, Budapest and the rest of the world because the bridge had
been bombed? The hands on a station clock relentlessly hopped
towards the mark of departure when I discovered I had to part with my
bike. The conductor would not let me bring it into the front or the very
back. It belonged to the baggage car, but I did not have a proper ticket
for it. “You pay in Novi Sad,” the conductor solved my problem just
seconds before the train started.
Batajnica, Nova Pazova, Stara Pazova, Inđija, the station signs played
back the film from my arrival in Yugoslavia a week before. I had a
reservation in non-smoking coach, but like in Poland a few passengers
were violating my right to fresh air. I stayed at the entry, holding the
coach door ajar with my foot, like a Balkan resident. Except, I did not
smoke. To my horror more people crowded the train as it approached
Novi Sad and my gasps for fresh air became more desperate in the
cloud of cigarette smoke. It was not diesel exhaust, but torture
nevertheless. Pretty sure that they would oblige, I considered asking
my fellow passengers to refrain from smoking on the little entry
platform, but I hesitated. Customarily, it is the place where smokers go
for a puff, out of respect for passengers in non-smoking coaches, as if
the smoke did not spread all over.
Past Inđija, after showing me the wild, lush green aquatic shores of
Dunav, the train stopped at a small station before Novi Sad. A loud,
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jaunty group of teenagers, under the care of two teachers interrupted
my travel sufferings pleasantly. Holding towels and bathing suits in
their hands or wrapped around their waists, even heads, they were
going to the next stop that overlooked a beach on the mighty river. I
hoped for them that no poisons released in the bombing of Novi Sad
industries on the Danube chose to rest at the bottom of those waters.
How serious bombing it was I could see from the scorched earth along
the track on the refinery side. Second summer after NATO bombing,
the grass and weeds still refused to grow in the blackened soil.
I alighted from the train in Novi Sad and walked over to the baggage
car, stopping by the conductor to buy the ticket for my bike. He
pointed to a fellow standing by the end of the train, holding my bike. I
knew this was another income distribution situation that would rob
Milošević of a few dinars, but I went for it. For taking my machine off
the train and waiting with it for me, I gave the lean, unshaven man in
worn-out clothing the equivalent of a bike ticket. He could buy a few
loaves of bread and a few tomatoes with the tip. I knew I did the right
thing when Magnus wrote from Budapest, “Hungary is, I think, the
most expensive former communist country. However it ranks high on
the poverty scale with Poland. The average income for an educated
adult is about 250 Canadian dollars. This average is half in Yugoslavia
and something like 6 times less in Bulgaria. Whatever country I seem
to visit this is one of the first topics of discussion. Many people want
to leave their countries. Many people have asked me how to move and
work in Canada. It is very eye opening and humbling.”
The conductor’s gesture impressed me. He could have easily cashed
the profit from a tip instead of a legal ticket for the bike, but he chose
to share with a less fortunate Serb. He did not need the extra money as
much, since he had a uniform and a salary that went with it, however
modest. My beaten up bike loaded with old gear was an eye-attractor
in poor Serbia. The part that was easiest to unscrew, little bell with
white enamel on the cover, was taken off on one train trip in a baggage
car, unaccompanied by me. The bell was perhaps turned into cash for
bread or cigarettes at the nearest marketplace. Therefore I did not
mind. I wished I was a billionaire and could do something for those
people. I did not want to think of what it would be like in Bulgaria.
Magnus did not know that Moldova was poorer still. Billionaire Soros
is doing something for those people.
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Sad Novi Sad
Novi Sad means new garden. For centuries, there was no settlement on
the bank of the Danube opposite the Varadin fortress. In the beginning
of the 18th century, the Austrian military connected the fortress through
a pontoon bridge, and constructed a bridgehead to protect access from
the opposite shore. Settlers started to build homesteads around the
guarded bridgehead (Varadinski šanac), undoubtedly attracted by the
safety and commercial opportunities of the place. They set gardens to
grow food for the staff of the garrison in Varadin. The settlement grew
into a town, and eventually into a city, but the garden name remained.
Novi Sad became sad garden of NATO destruction and the place where
a new type of NATO aggression was revealed to the world. It was not
the first sadness in this town that is also called Serb Athens or Athens
of the North. “It used to be a nice city,” I propped my ears as my
neighbour Žorda in Vancouver remembered the city he came from to
Canada, “Now it has too much traffic.” The traffic was neither heavy
nor reckless, but the smell of exhaust bothered me, even though I rode
along a designated bike path away from the moderate stream of
vehicles. Pedestrians on my path behaved as if it was theirs. By a
market, the bike path was occupied by melons, crates and a few
squatting vendors. It was not Holland or Denmark, for certain. Still
better than Poland, I thought. In my country cars, traffic signs,
potholes, and delivery of coal, building materials or coke to the
fronting properties unceremoniously appropriate bike paths. An
occasional pile of sand prepared against winter slipperiness blocks the
bicyclist passage.
As I walked along Danube’s shore looking at the Petrovaradin fortress
on the other, higher bank, I stopped at a monument with the Orthodox
cross, flanked by Catholic cross and David’s star. Like in places of
WW2 martyrdom in Poland, except for the Orthodox symbol with two
crosspieces and one askew below them, the monument commemorated
thousands of victims of Nazism. In Novi Sad, Hungarian Nazi troops
herded citizens onto Danube’s ice to drown in its icy waters. Their
bones may be resting somewhere in the river’s mud, maybe covered by
the rubble from the bridges that NATO bombed.
Located 70 km northwest of Beograd, Novi Sad is on a main route to
Budapest. Two of its three bridges over the Danube used to connect
Beograd with the North. The third bridge, suspended on a harp-like
system of cables, used to be a show of beauty, elegance and
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engineering. I saw it first when after arriving by train from Beograd I
biked from the station down the boulevard to the river. As soon as I
saw shore parks and water behind the trees, the boulevard ended with a
barrier. In front of me was the broken harp of the Most Slobode
(Liberty Bridge). It fell because Serbs did not agree to the criminal
Rambouillet ultimatum bullying them to give their liberty away to
NATO. I walked down the ramp with clamped throat, looking sadly at
the once graceful bridge that was now broken, its tilted decks
connecting the air with the water instead of shore with shore. Life was
as usual on the beach, though. A fenced off place was teaming with
sunbathers and swimmers, wetting their bodies in the Danube, like the
unfortunate bridge. I walked by dozens of parked bicycles to see what
else NATO has accomplished.
Past a few entertainment and eating places built on barges moored
permanently, I reached a pontoon bridge carrying local traffic, also on
barges. The number of shore restaurants in Novi Sad was a drop in the
bucket compared to Beograd’s nightlife “industry” along Danube and
Sava. Downstream Danube, I recognized the dark-blue trusses of the
new railway bridge that I crossed by train a week earlier and again in
the opposite direction just an hour ago. In between there was a bridge
missing, its bombed decks already fished out, but the piers sticking out
as if asking, “Deck me, please.” Yugoslav planners, engineers and
steelworkers and welders obliged. The new deck elements lined up on
the other shore, just as I saw them from the train.
“A Yugoslav engineer designed your newest bridge in Warszawa, did
you know?” a man asked me on learning I was Polish. Only two weeks
earlier Magnus and I biked past the elegant harp silhouette over
Vistula, annoyed with detours and diggings next to the new bridge.
The approach to the new bridge in Novi Sad was also dug out for new
water, sewer and cable works. Smoking buses, trucks and cars drove
laboriously around the bypasses and blockades of the construction. A
yellow ribbon and a shelter for a policeman closed off the promenade
along Danube. Currently, the cop was sitting with a crew of workers
on a break. A few minutes before I watched them put together the
reinforcing steel cage for new pier top of one of the demolished
bridges. On the other bank, a still legible giant Otpor (resistance to
Milošević, supported by the West) graffiti was painted over with white
paint.
In the river stood piers crowned with formwork, ready to accept the
steel and concrete. Barges and floating cranes were busy at the other
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piers. The equipment was probably as old as a few small naval boats
tied to the shore under large trees and partially covered with
camouflage nets. I wondered what they did during NATO air raids.
There were guns on-board that could be anti-aircraft, but I am no
expert. The tiny men-of-war on the Dunav continued a tradition of
Šajkaši (Shaikists) – the soldiers and river-pilots, called after their
Šajka boats in which they travelled swiftly and unpredictably up and
down the mighty river. Šajkaši were Serbian for the most part and their
flotillas were intended for the struggle against the Turks in the Military
Frontier country of Hapsburgs. The Frontier “was the soul of Danubian
unity, a limes as solid as that of the Romans and as nomadic as the
migratory peoples who came flooding into it in waves, fleeing from
the Turks and the feudal overlords,” wrote Claudio Margis. In a way
Novi Sad continues the traditions of human diversity, defiance of
impositions from outside and freedom of spirit. The modern
equivalents of Šajka re-assured me that old traditions live on.
The spirit of the workers was re-assuring, too. The crew was building a
lattice of steel bars on a small barge tied to the shore. Bundles of steel
rods of different sizes were resting between the barge and a
construction site barrack. One man walked between the group with a
blueprint, discussing and explaining the work. When they stopped and
sat to eat, drink and smoke, I walked over to talk, being aware of the
uniform among them. The others were clothed in their own ordinary
clothing that outgrew “clean” use and, like in many other Eastern and
Central European countries, is worn to work. 3Rs come naturally in
low-income countries. I could not tell if the man who told me about
the new bridge in Warsaw was a worker, a foreman or an engineer.
They all seemed to be one brotherhood, unlike the crews in the West
where hierarchy, dress and manner distinguish the ‘low” from the
“noble”. The policeman was seated between them. If it was not for the
uniform, one could not tell his duty. As soon as I disclosed I was from
abroad he rose and officially asked me to show my passport. I pulled
only the one with the eagle logo, having learned over the last few days
how to deal with Serb police. Polska – he declared after examining it
like others before him.
“How is it in Poland?” some of the workers were curious. I was not
going to disclose that I don’t live there, so I said that unemployment,
prices and dissatisfaction were high, but NATO has not bombed us yet.
They laughed. I was not sure what he meant when one of them said
something about Karol Wojtyła and they laughed again. I said “Srbi,”
showed my thumb up, sweeping the new bridge works, then “NATO,”
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reversed my thumb down and moved on. I still had a lot to see. The
heat and sickness made me weak. Former refinery was somewhere
downstream, ahead of me. I had no idea where Andrej Tišma’s
newspaper would be and where to find a place to sleep. I left the
bridge construction site that lay in front of building facades being
plastered anew after they lost their skin during explosions of NATO
bombs. If NATO pilots practiced dropping bombs as they did at the
bridges near Grdelica, many of these buildings would be in ruins
today. I imagined how well the window and glass business must have
done “thanks” to NATO. Undoubtedly an egghead economist will
appear with a paper estimating the boost to Yugoslavia’s GDP due to
NATO air war.
Web artists
A strong feeling overcame me when I saw the remnants of the bombed
bridge at the new railway bridge. I figured from its photographs posted
at the city’s website that the bridge was a masterpiece of arched
concrete – a rarity in railway bridge engineering. Its Novi Sad end now
tilted into the Danube. The view was as pathetic on the Petrovaradin
end. The new bridge above my head was elegantly simple. A series of
straight steel trusses dressed in a shiny coat of navy colour paint
spanned new piers. The truss of the span midstream was higher than its
brothers, for it was also longer to make ample way for river
navigation. Thousands of stainless steel bolts, each secured with a nut,
counter nut and a washer, buttoned the truss members together. It
meant zillions of turns of pre-adjusted wrenches in the hands of
workers clinging to catwalks suspended on the structure; quarter turn
too much, and the bolt would be no good to hold the load the bridge
designer assigned to it.
The dark-blue bridge is one-lane, combined road and railway. It was
completed by spring 2000 and Milošević opened it. As I marvelled,
vehicles on it went in one direction and then another stream drove the
other way. Andrej Tišma filled me in on the name of the bridge, Boško
Perošević. He was the prime minister of Vojvodina who was
assassinated in July 2000, at the opening of agricultural fair in Novi
Sad. “He was young man and very polite, even the opposition
respected him. He used to visit the construction of the bridge, so when
bridge was finished they gave it his name. The bridge looks like this,”
and this sample of Andrej’s art followed, in which I recognized the
four piers, and the higher middle span:
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Who assassinated Perošević and why? Andrej replied, “It was some
member of SPO (Srpski pokret obnove, Serbian Renewal Movement),
an older guy, who also was a fan of Otpor. But police found him
mentally sick. In fact he was an old friend of Perošević, his neighbour
since childhood, so there could be some personal reasons. But who
knows who paid him?” I don’t. After presidential “elections” in
Beograd I don’t want to speculate. A good man gone, a bridge remains
bearing his name until another monster destroys it and another good
man… But how do you destroy God-given Sloboda? With a bit of
imagination, the middle span of Boško Perošević Bridge protrudes up
not unlike a finger to NATO and the globalists. Not expecting an
optimistic answer, I asked Andrej, “What are the plans for Most
Slobode? Is European Bank lending money for its replacement? :<)”.
He emailed the next day, “As I know they will pay only for cleaning
the Danube, not rebuilding the bridge. But Hungarians are interested to
rebuild it, I think, because it was produced in their factories. They also
participated in its destruction ;-> “
Andrej sent colour photos of the bridges and apologized he did not
have any for the second railway crossing currently under construction
beside Boško Perošević bridge, “Maybe when it is opened.”. I
comforted him, “Bridge construction is the process of birth. Opening is
christening. Birth is for the closest ones to see and witness, baptism –
for further family, friends and the community.” Andrej caught on,
“Yes, I was following almost every day how the construction of both
bridges is going on. And hundreds of Novi Sad citizens were there,
watching, supporting those hero workers in sun and rain, working day
and night. Some brought food and drink to give them, because they
have worked in difficult circumstances, sleeping in some stadium
barracks, eating on the construction. Very poor people.” This
description was strikingly similar to Lara’s. They watched the same
thing, after all.
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Andrej made additional observations, “In the same time opposition
parties were ridiculing them, organizing demonstrations against
reconstruction of bridges, spreading some propagandist leaflets, and
otpor members were mocking on them building toy bridges of
styrofoam (cardboard). I was ashamed of those people that are
compatriots. And when the "Rainbow" bridge was ready, after October
5th, the opposition leaders went to open the bridge followed by
thousands of people. The same people who mocked its reconstruction.
Those are real miserable people. Also in their speeches they have
never accused NATO for bombing our city. They didn't mention why
are those bridges reconstructed. They hurry to erase the bombing from
people's minds, because they participated in it too, getting money
support from those killers, spreading NATO propaganda, frightening
our people instead of encouraging them.”
Andrej is a Novi Sad artist, art critic and journalist. A mail-art
protagonist since the early 1970s, he writes about this novel art form,
“The appearance of mail-art in the history of art is to be viewed
primarily in connection with the world boom in communication
systems (telephone, radio, more rapid surface, sea, and air mail traffic,
and starting with the 60s, television, satellites, computers, lasers),
which was reflected in terms of artistic creativity. Mail-art is an artistic
conglomerate, or a conglomerate of media in which picture, text,
sound and gesture are employed on equal terms. The form of message,
the method of execution, and the aesthetic categories are not of
primary importance in this kind of creativity. The act of
communication itself, i.e. the artist's behavior, is the creation.”
Once email overtook snail mail, Andrej became a web artist and
activist in 1997. His shocking, erotic anti-war images on http://
aart.tripod.com are well known to anti-NATOnites. He has created web
pieces about anniversary of NATO attack on Yugoslavia, KFOR
peacekeeping, the 2000 Olympics, US presidential elections and many
more. In October 1998, well in advance of NATO humanitarian
bombing, Andrej announced a contest on the subject. The winner
composed an email piece from fonts showing hearts – bombs falling
out of NATO goodness.
A bum among paupers
Andrej moved out from Novi Sad after several weeks of incessant air
raids and breathing petrochemical smoke from fires raging in the
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refinery. He and his family could not bear living in bomb shelters
during the night and trying to catch up on sleep during the day. Andrej
went 20 km northeast to a small town Žabalj and rented a cottage. He
described his war experience in Novi Sad and Žabalj in a web essay To
Survive a Bombing. Andrej’s wife managed to pick sour cherries and
preserved the juice in bottles (old fashioned style most everyone in
Poland and my wife Iwona still do) before a NATO bomb would
destroy the tree. Bombs fell elsewhere in Žabalj, a military-free town.
Magnus emailed his friends in Vancouver a snippet of his journey on
August 23, 2000,
What may I tell you about the people I have seen, the
environments
I have had to embody, and the challenges I have lived (and live
through).
What can I say about the red star, soccer ball, depleted
uranium,
and oh the talk talk talk.
What can I say about little frogs (the sweeties), lesson number
three,
and oh the politics politics politics...
When I think what to say to you friends in Vancouver I say: we
are very lucky and not so poor...
+++
This is the place of smoke and dryness
Beauty is in the contact of people
Giving direction
Giving water and bread
Living laughter
The meetings and pictures from Serbia still vivid in my mind, I replied
to Magnus’s snippet,
No resentment because you come from NATO Canada
Sharing the luxury – a thin piece of meat
Thousands party along Sava till dawn
Soul alive, touched mine.
I was curious about a Frog City Magnus mentioned like this,
In a little town of Serbia (Frog City), asking for directions, I
met a gang of villagers.
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They offered me weed, they gave me cigarrettes and beer.
They took me in, feeding, clothing, and housing me. They
offered constant attention, "no" was not always understood.
I have come from that place after many conversations about the
history and recent politics
...through Belgrade and Novi Sad.
I have seen the victims of the bomb, the people and their
homes.
It is under their skin and burns.
With more to share,
Magnus
Magnus told me over the telephone on the same day that Frog City is
just north of Novi Sad. I opened the atlas of Europe from our 1990
trip. “Frog” is żaba [zhahbah] in Polish and žaba in Serbo-Croatian,
with the same pronunciation. The only Frog Place I could find on the
map within a short radius from Novi Sad was Žabalj. Magnus stayed
there having cycled from Szeged in Hungary in 40-degree sun. Maybe
the swelter made him forget to bring valuta into Serbia. I reminded
him about this before we parted at that station at the foothills of the
Tatra Mountains. He could not use his plastic card in Serbia and, with
bare DM10 and US$1 in cash plus 300 złoty worthless in Yugoslavia,
he was practically a bum carrying fancy equipment on an expensive
bike. He was embraced as a hobo by the good Serbs of Žabalj, starting
with being woken up in a cornfield by one of them brandishing a knife.
They customarily defend their crops from vagabonds. I guess history
taught the Serbs that migrants passing through their hamlet or village
are people not unlike themselves. I wonder what Magnus learned from
their genuine brotherly and fatherly hospitality.
In Serb and Montenegrin villages like Žabalj some of the residents are
refugees from Krajina. They remember the 4-5 parallel refugee
columns moving towards Serbia, their soldiers following right behind
them. The Serbs had to leave so Croatia could become an ethnically
pure state, as Hitler once dreamt about the Third Reich. Perhaps it was
not a coincidence then that under the direction of unindicted war
criminal General Agim Ceku, German mercenaries in Croatian
uniform spearheaded the deadliest attacks, like on August 5, 1995,
when “Operation Storm”, aided with tactical air strikes of NATO
fighter jets, forced Canadian peacekeeper Vandoos contingent to
surrender. Scott Taylor also described in his 2000 book Inat: Images of
Serbia & the Kosovo Conflict the experience of Canadians in the
Medak Pocket, where on September 9, 1993, the Croatian forces
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unleashed a massive bombardment, eliminated the Serbian defenders
from the ridgelines, and quickly captured four Serb-held villages in the
valley. Through the stoic display of determined resistance within their
peacekeeping mandate, over the next 3 days Canadian soldiers
engaged the Croatian special force units in a number of firefights and
eventually convinced the Croatian commander to withdraw his forces.
35 Croats were killed and 4 Canadians were wounded.
Before pulling out, the Croats massacred all of the remaining Serb
inhabitants. “Ordered not to interfere by UN headquarters in Zagreb,
the Canadians were forced to stand by as unwilling, impotent witness
to the carnage […], catalogue the evidence […] and seek official UN
indictments against the Croat commanders as war criminals […] The
Croatian government issued a brief, blanket denial […] The general
who had planned and executed the Croatian attack was, in fact, an
Kosovo Albanian named Agim Ceku,” wrote Taylor. Warrant Officer
Matt Stopford, who was awarded a honourable mention for his courage
under fire and for maintaining his position during the first days of the
bombardment, was just metres from the Croat front lines in his
forward observation post. Scott Taylor relayed, “During the last night
before Croat withdrawal, Stopford had been an eyewitness to drunken
Croat special forces troops – one of whom was parading around with
bloodied panties on his head – raping, looting and killing Serbs with
impunity. The UN rules of engagement prevented Stopford from doing
anything but reporting the atrocities to higher headquarters.”
Military Frontier
Krajina, historically a province with Serb majority, is well known on
Austro-Hungarian maps. It was part of a border defense buffer,
Militärgrenze (Military Frontier Province), against the northward
pressure of the Turks. When, after the defeat of Hungary by the Turks
at Mohács, Croatia switched allegiance to the Hapsburg Emperor
Ferdinand in 1527, its southern part was left half-deserted. The
inhabitants have fled north from the Turks. The emperor expropriated
Croatian nobles and built fortifications in this zone. He organized the
remaining population, along with Serbs fleeing Ottoman oppression
from the south and Vlachs fleeing from the east, into a defense force
under military supervision. Soldier-peasants were freed from feudal
obligations in return for military service. Germans also settled on these
lands. Gradually extended, the organization received a formal statute
in 1630. Despite deep resentment of Hungarian and Croatian nobles,
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particularly after Prince Eugène’s victories that practically ended the
Turkish peril, the Hapsburgs strengthened the Military Frontier. Its
special status attracted even more free-spirited and adventurous
people.
By the second half of the 18th century Militärgrenze spanned from the
Adriatic Sea to Moldova in a west-east strip several hundred
kilometres long, but not more than 100 km wide. It included half of
Croatia, all of Slavonia and the Vojvodina. Its inhabitants, Grenzer,
were a colourful, proud and freedom-loving bunch, obedient to their
Knez or Vojvoda, and to the distant, invisible Emperor who guaranteed
their freedom, but not to any magnate or feudal overlord. The frontier
soldier-peasants became the most loyal of the emperor’s subjects. As
late as WW1 these frontier elements resisted Croatian nationalist
sentiment in favour of the emperor. The term Grenzer embraced all
sorts of different races, like Canadians today – anybody who longs for
freedom from historical, ethnic, religious or other bonds of his or her
country of origin. But national bonds remained strong in the
Militärgrenze despite overarching values. A significant element
consisted of Serbs, who lived in a family community called Zadruga,
sharing goods and love, property and blood.
The ranks of the Grenzer included wild adventurers, Haiduks and
Uskoks, who appealed to escapees from feudal bondage, since they
were political outlaws and champions of liberty. The Haiduks (Hajduki
in Serbo-Croatian), probably named after Turkish haidüd (marauder),
originated as bands in Serbia and Bulgaria and led the national
movement in these countries. The entire Balkan Peninsula was the
theatre for the rebel Haiduk. Half patriots and half brigands, they bore
resemblance to their enemy – the Turks. “They were the eternal
guerrilla fighters, the lords of the ravines and mountain gorges. Village
troubadours, chroniclers and travellers agree in describing them as
savage and indomitable, hunted in vain by the zaptiehs and
bashibazouks (the Turkish police force) and by the Arnauts, Albanians
in the service of the Ottoman Empire,” wrote Magris.
The Uskoks were Christians who, after the Turkish conquest of Bosnia
in 1463 fled to Dalmatia, then to Senj (Zengg in German, ancient name
Setovia) on the Adriatic coast of the Military Frontier. Encyclopaedia
Britannica translates Uskoks as “refugees” from Serbo-Croatian, but
Serbs feel the word came from "jump into", the way Uskoci fought,
like "partisans", attacking by surprise and then disappearing. They
became the pirate terror of the Adriatic commerce, which was largely
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Venetian. Senj made sense as a port with a compact castle – a perfect
base to set out between coastal islands and around Istria Peninsula
against Venetian ships loaded with treasures.
When in 1990 Magnus and I visited Senj, we had to tour its castle
called Nehaj (indifference) at length. He photographed details: from an
internal well protected from outside assault and fed by rainwater from
the roofs sloping into the small inner yard, to a small add-on WC on
the top of the outside wall, draining to the outside – a weapon in time
of siege? Magnus liked the castle most of all wonders he saw in
Europe, I suspect. Perhaps his boyish spirit subconsciously connected
with the pirate adventure echoing in the nooks and crannies of the fort.
I remember Senj with guilt. It was noon and time for lunch. We
descended into the cool underground of the castle to be served in a
neat bar with white-washed walls and tables of solid timber varnished
to preserve the honey-coloured warmth of hundreds of years of
photosynthesis and to make cleanups easy. We settled for calamari
from a half-page menu – one for Magnus, one for his dad. When the
waiter brought the platter, Magnus generously offered I eat first, while
he waited for the second plate. He knew his dad’s relationship to food.
But the second serving was not coming. The waiter pointed to the
empty platter I just cleaned up with a piece of bread. I just devoured
two servings that were placed on one plate in keeping with local
custom of food sharing. Magnus munched another piece of bread,
finished his beverage and did not crave the deep-fried octopus any
more. We left, he – hungry, me – feeling stupid and guilty.
Being a part of the Hapsburg shield against the Turks, Uskoks received
covert support from Austria. An unsuccessful attempt of Turkey in
1592 to capture Senj led to a war with Austria. In 1602 Austria allowed
Venice to send a force against the pirates, but it was defeated and
piracy went on until a war between Austria and Venice in 1615. The
treaty of Madrid two years later provided that Uskoks be disbanded
and their ships destroyed. They were transported inland to the
mountains to which they gave their name.
The Grenzer were not intimidated any more by the great magnates
(who detested the freebooting soldiers) than by the Crescent. Heinrich
Zillich tells how the Grenzer punished an arrogant Hungarian baron
whose estate bordered on their territory. Obeying laws of both their
Frontier and the feudal land of the baron, they stretched him out on a
bench set astride the border and paid tribute money into his hands on
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the Hungarian side, while on their own side of the border giving his
behind a good whipping.
Perhaps national or tribal traditions mixed with adventurism and
struggle for liberty explain the abundance of para-military groups on
all sides of factions warring in our times in the Balkans. Claudio
Magris wrote about the history of Grenzer, with words fitting the
description of the present wars in the region, ”history of confusion and
disorder, but also of discipline – of the iron links which bound together
these peoples, whose country was a no-man’s land between alien
territories. It is a story of savagery, of cruel and barbaric sufferings, of
loyalty, of course, of fearful toil and wild vitality, and of soldierly
bragging […] Above all it is a story of fierce proud independence,
jealousy safeguarding its autonomy against any external authority.” In
1881 an imperial decree disbanded the Military Frontier and placed it
under Hungarian administration. The Grenzer felt betrayed. “The great
Austrian myth of the servant faithful to his master teaches us that the
servant is indeed faithful, but the lord is often faithless,” noted Magris
several years ahead of invasion of the Balkans by NATO – a new
master?
The descendants of the Serb immigrants to the Military Frontier
became a controversial factor in the 19th century Croatian nationalism
that turned into an Endlősung before our own eyes in Operation Storm.
Krajina is now in Croatia around Bosnia. Kninska Krajina was around
Knin, Lika and Kordun very close to Croatian capital of Zagreb.
Western and Eastern Slavonia belong to Krajina as well. Western
Slavonia around Pakrac was overrun in spring 1995 by Croat forces in
operation Bljesak (lightning). Tens of thousands of Serbs were driven
out, and nobody knows how many died. Croat planes bombed refugee
columns. Elderly who were unable or did not want to leave were
slaughtered, as documented by Helsinki Human Rights Watch. As
Agim Ceku’s men swept through Krajina, all evidence of Serb
habitation was systematically destroyed. Civilians were executed;
livestock and pets killed; houses burned and wells poisoned. William
Dorich, an American publicist describes how Ustashi decimated his
Serb family during WW2, by herding them with other Serbs in
churches and burning them alive. Ceku men exterminated the remnants
during recent civil war in Croatia. Dorich is the only one left of his
large family.
How sad that nationalists and foreigners destroy the wonderful mosaic
of different peoples, and they also wrong the progeny of those who
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likely saved Europe, i.e. the present attackers from both sides of the
Atlantic under NATO banner, from annihilation by the Turks. “Serbs
are ahead of their times about multiethnic values and unity,” my
Aquarius Iwona noticed a common thread between her brave southern
kin and her own astrological sign. The Krajina capital of Knin was
taken in 1995 in Croatian Operation Storm. It was well planed under
command of retired US generals. One day before the Storm, US and
other NATO planes bombed Serbian communication lines and radars,
as Pentagon and NATO websites boast to date. Thousands of fleeing
Serbs sought shelter in Knin. General Ceku’s artillery gunners
deliberately shelled the city. According to UN reports, over 500
civilians were killed or wounded in the bombardment. Knin was at the
time devoid of any military presence. The shelling was an intentional
act of terror against unarmed civilians – a war crime.
Against Slav brothers
1991 Croatian constitution states that Croatia is a country of Croats.
Minorities are not mentioned, no word about Serbs. Ana, the heroin of
Boro Drasković’s Vukovar, said in the movie that won 18 international
awards, “How can anybody claim racial purity?” after noting that
statistically every human has 20 million ancestors. Minority rights are
well documented in Yugoslav constitution that opens, "Serbia is a
country of citizens of Serbia". One day before recognition of Croatia,
Vatican and Germany demanded that Croats recognize minorities in
the constitution. It was too late; the war has ended and the peace deal
was signed, mid-January 1992. Over 250,000 Serbs were driven out of
Krajina. Some Serbs stayed in Zagreb, Rijeka and on Istria Peninsula.
How many of them were forced to convert to Catholicism and become
Croats? On the first day of the new state, a BBC commentator said, "A
new Nazi country is born – Croatia". He was most likely assassinated
by Croats shortly after. Mainstream media reported that he was killed
“by mistake” by Croat forces when he set on a reporting tour in a
military vehicle and was mistaken for an enemy.
Vatican and Germany prematurely recognized independent Croatia
with borders set by Croatian communists who ruled Yugoslav
federation after WW2. It was not a secession or break up, but an open
aggression by Germany, Austria and Hungary with help of Croats
living in the West, many of whom were sons of Ustashi who fled after
WW2. Croatia was recognized although was not able to control its
borders, particularly a third of the territory. US and Canada recognized
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Croatia several months later. Canadian foreign minister at the time,
Barbara McDougal, said that Canada “will never” recognize Croatia
because it does not control its borders, but a week later recognized the
new country.
Most of us support the struggle for self-determination and statehood of
nations dominated by others. Decent people are outraged at the
injustice to Kurds and many other sizeable and proud nations living on
someone else’s territory, often stripped of basic rights and means to
survive. But it is another thing if in the process a nation aspiring to
sovereignty cleanses its territory of a “minority” rightfully co-existing
on the same land. Croatia might not exist today if it was not for the
multitude of liberty-loving and militant Serbs who fended remnants of
Croatia and the rest of Europe from the Ottoman invasion. Were
ruthless separatism attitudes allowed to flourish in Canada, the country
would break into a myriad pieces, and our lakes and rivers would be
tainted red. To most Canadians, a difference of alphabet of an
otherwise identical language and one more finger when crossing
oneself before a slightly different Cross are not sufficient reasons or
acceptable explanation for bloody secession and ethnic cleansing. An
average bus in Vancouver carries as many races, religions and political
orientations as there are passengers on it, but nobody knives his fellow
passenger because of it. As in Poland’s Western neighbour during Nazi
times, inhumane elements prevailed in Croatia in the early 1990s,
which future generations will come to regret and repair, if not take a
punishment for.
Regardless of their rhetoric about independence and sovereignty,
Croats once again committed genocide against their Slav brothers.
Serbs learned both alphabets to facilitate co-existence. To Croats,
Cyrillic appears to be like holy water to the devil. This simple-minded
hatred is not different from the dislike among Poles, that is presently
supported by pro-West factions within the country and the West, for
everything Russian, including the Cyrillic, as if it was the whole
Russian nation who hurt Poland under communism and earlier. The
Russians were as much victims of their rulers as were Poles and other
nations in the Soviet bloc. Their atrocities still fresh in the minds of
those who care, Croats committed heinous crimes again, this time
under the protection of NATO and a blessing from Vatican.
“I strongly believe that Croats hate Serbs, but Serbs do not hate
Croats,” said my Vancouver Serbian friend Peđa (pronounced Pedja,
diminutive from Predrag) about relations between the two Slav
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groups. I was amazed to find in Serbia that the strongest condemnation
of NATO after bombing went more or less "Clinton no good", "NATO
no good". I heard no hatred, just quiet sadness, as when a good friend
betrays us. If Serbian or Russian government did the same to any
Western country, the whole nations would be condemned to hell
immediately. I did not hear any hatred or hysteria against the Croats,
Albanians or Moslems, either. I did hear honest assertions about multiethnicity, flowing not from any learned party propaganda or
government policy, but from the heart of Serbs I met. I believe Peđa
was right when he compared the feelings between Serbs and Croats to
the Cold War situation, “Americans did hate Russians, but Russians
did not hate Americans and propaganda was always stronger here in
America, so ordinary people would fear that Russians are coming.” I
knew this to be true; I saw it from both sides of the Iron Curtain. “East
is more human, based on human values, the west on money. For them
here the God is US$.” Yes, it is to too many, but not by any genetic
inclination or design, but by trusting a new god – Materialism.
Materialism kills the soul. Just a few days in poor Serbia – that burned
in the summer sun, licked wounds after NATO air raids, and suffered a
decade of sanctions – enriched my spirit incredibly. Every time I return
from Poland, my soul goes back to sleep. Will free market and
consumerism kill Serb spirit? It happened in Poland. Crime,
corruption, substance abuse, and disinterest in nation's future are some
of the symptoms of souls hypnotized into sleep by rising Materialism.
I probed an acquaintance in Poland, Piotr Kosibowicz, if an alert about
possible NATO exercises with depleted uranium weapons on Polish
ranges would spark enough response of the public, “How do you think
this problem compares to everyday problems of Poles?” With a
monthly income three times the national average, and no job security,
he believed, “The point of view depends on where you sit […] I assess
the situation and troubles of Poles to be very bad. Most of 20-30 year
olds are completely subdued to the terror of consumerism; their world
is hypermarkets, colour commercials, hard struggle to stay on the
surface, and recreational drinking on weekends. No participation in
cultural events. Just work and money.”
Materialism kills the community spirit. Under communism I never
heard about medical doctors breaking the Hippocratic oath or ignoring
an emergency case. “It's a sad hour you are calling at, Piotr. My father
died of stroke. We just came back from the funeral,” said my friend
Wojtek's wife Mirka in a phone call from Szczecin. “He was giving my
mother a lift and the attack came. She does not drive. She rushed out
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of the stopped car to call an ambulance, but none was available for the
next 40 minutes. So she burst into a nearby clinic begging doctors to
come out and help.” I busted my knee near the same clinic when I fell
off my bike as a student. They gave me first aid promptly and
professionally without a question, interrupting whatever routine they
were at. “The first doctor, a female, threw my mother out, saying she
should not disturb. The nurse was running up and down the stairs,
checking every room for doctors. A surgeon threw her out saying ‘Let
the woman take a taxi.’ Father was dead by the time the ambulance
arrived.” Wojtek came to the telephone, “Piotr, if you don't show
money, don't show up in a hospital or clinic. This neighbour
downstairs you know, the head of a hospital department, told us her
profession became so corrupt in the last 10 years, that people don't
matter, only money.” Part of the problem is the neglect of the
profession. “The government says it's unethical for a nurse to go on
strike, but why is it not unethical to pay nurses what they are paid in
Poland?” asked Mirosława Kaliszewska, a nurse from the western
town of Bolesławiec, picketing the health ministry in Warsaw in
December 2000.
Unexpectedly, Kosibowicz’s diagnosis about Poland after reforms and
the new generation was serious, “They do not reflect at all on matters
concerning worldviews. Even those educated and endowed with
intellect shy away from analyzing the reality around them from the
point of view of capital, interests of the privileged, Poland's position in
the world, etc. Perhaps it is due to the psychological factor that keeps
one away from matters one cannot influence.” He was pessimistic
concerning my question, “The problem of depleted uranium weapons
or other toxic waste does not exist, and even if it surfaced, probably it
would be pushed into the subconscious as something interfering with
the comforts of everyday life. I am convinced that it is now easier to
govern a confused mass of isolated individuals set at variance,
compared to the times when the rulers had to face a monolithic society,
full of dignity and ethos of being subjugated, sensitive to any subtleties
of propaganda.”
Ustashi
This is about a group whose name every Serb fears, perhaps in a
similar way Poles shiver at the sound and sight of words SS and
Gestapo. Ustashi name is neither in my Encyclopaedia Britannica
from 1960, nor in my Random House Dictionary, nor in the American
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The World Book Encyclopaedia of 1985. But I found it in my Polish 7volume Nowa Encyklopedia Powszechna published in 1997. Under
Ustasze I read: common name of members of a Croat organization
Ustaša – hrvatski oslobodlački pokret. The last four words were in
Serbo-Croatian, now Croatian language, as many would point out.
From the two – changing the name of a common language of my
southern keen or erasing reference to terrible extremists from history –
I much prefer the former.
What did Ustashi do to escape any mention, while Nazi and Nazism
have a place in the same reference books? Were Ustashi a myth, or
maybe they were unjustly accused of atrocities they never committed,
and a grand court ruled erasure of the word from the grand books of
the Western world? Why would the word still be in a 1997 edition of a
Polish encyclopaedia of a much smaller volume than the other two sets
on my bookshelves?
Allan Ryan Jr. wrote in Quiet Neighbours: Prosecuting Nazi war
criminals in America, “In the wretched story of genocide and
barbarism that took place throughout Europe under cover of WW2,
few chapters are as tragic as that of Croatia, in Yugoslavia. From its
capital, the ancient and cosmopolitan city of Zagreb, an official reign
of terror spread through its hills. At times small rivers literally ran red
with blood. Under the patronage of Adolf Hitler, a crude and merciless
thug named Ante Pavelic was installed as chief, and for four years he
oversaw the slaughter of hundreds of thousands of Serbs, Jews, and
Gypsies in the cruellest imaginable fashion. He became the only
European Axis head of state to escape the war, and the war crimes
trials that followed, alive.” The Independent State of Croatia (NDH,
Nezavisna Drzava Hrvatska), a puppet regime of Ante Pavelić, the
founder of Ustashi in 1929, ruled over most of today's Croatia, except
Istria Peninsula and most of Dalmatia, but including all of Bosnia and
Herzegovina. For his supreme leadership role Pavelić was called
Poglavnik by his followers, like Hitler was Führer to Germans and
Mussolini Duce to Italians.
The driving force of the NDH government was blood lust. The
extremists among them sought a personal involvement in the
administration of death. They were called Ustashi. The Ustashi were
not content merely to kill Serbs. “A good Ustashi,” Pavelić declared,
“is one who can use his knife to cut a child from the womb of its
mother,” Both chief of state and the head of the Ustashi, Pavelić was
without mercy or compassion. The principles of the murderers were
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officially declared to be “the actual needs of the Croatian nation”,
which meant “the virtues of ancient heroism and courage,” summoned
to protect “the national characteristics of the Croatian people.” The
slaughter of Serbs and the deportation of Jews into the Nazi hands was
official state policy. It was carried out by vigilante bands of Croatian
terror squads who travelled the countryside in search of families –
something NATO exploited to accuse Yugoslav forces in Kosovo
during the bombing campaign.
Photographs from that time recorded the cruelty of Ustashi. On one,
Ustashi militia pose for the camera as they dangle a severed head.
Another photo shows one technique of “ancient heroism and courage”
– the panicked victim on all fours, while one Ustashi holds his hair and
two others saw through his neck. How striking is the resemblance to
photos taken of a mujahedeen holding a severed head of a Serb by the
hair, and another – of a Serb roasted alive by Bosnia Moslem
extremists on a stick over a fire. Britain’s military envoy to Tito’s
partisans described the Ustashi horror in 1941, “The massacres began
in earnest at the end of June […] until in August the terror reached its
height. The whole of Bosnia ran with blood. Bands of Ustashi roamed
the countryside with knives, bludgeons and machine guns,
slaughtering Serbian men, women and little children, desecrating
Serbian churches, murdering Serbian priests, laying waste Serbian
villages, torturing, raping, burning, drowning. Killing became a cult,
an obsession […] Some Ustashi collected the eyes of Serbs they had
killed, sending them, when they had enough, to the Poglavnik for his
inspection or proudly displaying them and other human organs in the
cafes of Zagreb.” Even German and Italian allies were dismayed at
Ustashi excesses. German secret service chief in Zagreb put it, “Efforts
to educate the Ustashi bands to civilized warfare were quite useless.”
The motivation for the cult of killing was religious fanaticism mixed
with nationalism, not unlike half a century later during civil wars aided
by NATO and Islam extremists in the Balkans. Assassins garrotted the
aged Serbian Orthodox Bishop of Plaski. Bishop Platon of Banja Luka
was prodded to death in a pond. Orthodox Serbs overran Catholic
churches in Croatia, seeking instant conversion to protect themselves
against the frenzy of Ustashi. Another bishop reported that six railway
cars of women, girls, and children were sent to mountains and thrown
over a precipice. All were killed. Nobody knows accurate total number
of killed by the Ustashi. For Jasenovac death camp alone estimates run
between 200,000 and 830,000. Of the hundreds of thousands of Serbs
and Jews at Jasenovac, probably fewer than a couple of thousand
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survived. “People at Jasenovac were murdered for any reason, or for
no reason; people were murdered singly and by the thousands;
instantly and slowly; by iron pole, by machine gun, by boots, by
sledgehammer, by being set afire, by being cut into pieces. Children
were murdered by ways that need not, and perhaps cannot, be
described,” wrote Allan Ryan Jr.
Unlike German Nazis who stayed under watchful eyes of the world
following the Nűrnberg trials, Ustashi extremists continued their quest
for independent and ethnically pure state. A sample from the 1970s
proves that Ustashi were alive and well. In 1971, exile Ustashi killed
Yugoslav ambassador in Stockholm and took hostages in Gőteborg,
demanding the release from Belgrade of a Croatian militant under
death sentence. In 1972, Yugoslav security forces killed about 30
members of Ustashi from Australia and 9 Croatian exiles surrendered
at Madrid airport after arriving in a hijacked plane from Sweden,
where they negotiated release of 3 prisoners, including the assassins of
the ambassador in 1971. In 1973, Australian attorney general released
evidence that Ustashi operated out of Australia and criticized his
predecessor for “actively protecting” the right-wing terrorists. A raid
on the homes of about 80 Yugoslavs in Sydney, uncovered possession
of firearms and explosives by at least 12 persons. In 1976, a Yugoslav
vice-consul was slain in Frankfurt probably by Croatian separatists.
Later that year, 5 Croatian nationalists hijacked a TWA jet. Three
armed Croatian nationalists invaded Yugoslav mission to the UN in
New York in 1977, urging UN support of “a free and independent
Croatian State.”
Until the Second Coming
There is an indication in the anti-Serb propaganda of deionisation that
it was prepared with participation of deranged people like the Ustashi.
Hysterical and totally unfounded statements from German, Polish,
British, French, American and many other politicians and intellectuals
since the early 1990s referred to: death camps where cruelties like
biting off testicles of prisoners took place; knifing foetuses out alive
from mothers’ wombs; poisoning wells; dumping the dead into wells;
gouging out eyes of victims; cutting heads and ears off; implanting dog
foetuses Dr. Mengele-style into women; taking parts of corpses out for
trade in human organs; roasting babies alive. There is little evidence
that Serbs would be capable of such atrocities (perhaps with the
exception of a few equally deranged nationalistic bandits and
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psychos), but plenty of proofs that the Ustashi, wahabits, mujahedeens
and KLA elements did it with a smile and pride of posing to
photographers. What the propagandists prepared in the rooms of
special services was then passed on into the media and “information”
networks reaching up to political leaders and intelligence circles. There
is no secret about it; the objectives of those services are written in any
military manual on the subject. The only guilt on the Serb side is that
they did not have an equally insolent and effective counterpropaganda.
The thought of extremist nationalism taking upper hand under a guise
of “sovereignty”, “democracy”, “minority human rights” and what not,
under the wings of globalist propaganda and politics of collusion of socalled “free” states, is upsetting. It was expressed sarcastically by a
Pole, Janusz Klos, in a letter to the head of his country, “I beg you, Mr.
President […] – under no pretext – don’t oppose […] when some
minority demands secession or establishment of autonomy [in Poland].
In some miraculous way, the minority might get arms, like Albanians
in Kosovo, and their NATO brothers would be forced to send rocket
missiles against us […] Perhaps if it was not for our stubbornness
against handing Gdańsk complete with a connecting corridor into
German hands, there would be neither 6 million Polish corpses nor 50
million dead in other countries.” The sarcasm did not flow from
hysteria. Aided from official and unofficial bodies west of the Odra
River, German minority in Polish Sląsk around the city of Opole is
prying the Polish legislation in an effort to create a precedent of
political autonomy where it is hardly justified. These might be
preliminaries to a frontal attack on Polish lands that were re-gained
after WW2 at the price of multi-million human losses, multi-billion
material losses and the loss of lands of Eastern Poland to the USSR.
The prospect of losing one’s homeland, by acts of deceit, terror and
ethnic cleansing, with which Croats have defined their present state
and extremists attempt to build Greater Albania from Kosovo and
strips of surrounding countries, is frightening. Several hundred
thousand Serbs have been displaced from land and homes that were as
rightfully theirs as the properties of other nationalities co-existing on
the cleansed territories. Perhaps not cleansing, but loss of sovereignty
and conversion to serfs of the Herrenvolk, is also looming over Poland
and other countries of the former Soviet bloc, judging from recent
developments: chipping at my country’s legislation, buying corrupt
parliamentarians, and eventual admission to Europe where Poles
would have little chance to hold on to their real estate against
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Deutschmark. Germany holds majority power in EU. German
militarism woke up from post-WW2 restraint when Luftwaffe joined
US Air Force over Yugoslavia and German foreign minister proposed
Bundeswehr watch peace and democracy permanently in Yugoslavia.
At a meeting in Berlin in summer 2000, in words derogatory to Poles
chancellor Schrőder reassured Germans from lands acquired by Poland
that they will return to their Osten as soon as Poland joins EU, since
every European has the right to buy property anywhere in the Union.
Where does German interference and revisionism lead? Czech author
Rajko Doleček described an enlightening case. The long-term role of
German secret services Bundesnachrichtendienst (BND) in
disintegration of Yugoslavia started in 1962 with a rift in the Yugoslav
Communist party. It prompted BND to start co-operation with exile
Ustashi organizations. Since 1970s the secret service significantly
contributed to destabilization of Yugoslavia by working within a
separatist movement in Croatia. From there, the communist Croat
nationalists spread into the federal state apparatus, with help from
BND, Austrian intelligence and Ustashi abroad. When Tito found out,
the infiltration was entrenched so deeply that re-organization did not
harm the network much. Covert actions systematically converged on
separation of Croatia. BND influenced public opinion in the federation
through a network of cooperating editors and reporters in the media.
The information warfare and disintegration efforts were so advanced
that by 1991 even the chairman of the Croat association of journalists,
Ante Gavranović, was part of it. After Tito’s death, the group around
the late president’s close friend, I. Krajačić, a Croat clandestine
separatist in the federal government, convened with BND and foreign
Ustashi to chart further strategy of Yugoslavia disintegration.
In the 1980s resident BND agents in Yugoslavia established contacts
with communist leaders in Slovenia (especially with the chief of secret
federal police in Tito government) and with CIA and secret services of
other states. Since 1984 BND supported campaigns against Yugoslav
federal army, for example, Mladina magazine published super-secret
documents about the readiness of the army in Slovenia. Milan Kučan,
who later became the president of Slovenia, passed the documents on
to two German reporters. German government initiated or endorsed
certain political events towards separation of Croatia, for example
chancellor Weizsäcker met privately with Mat Meštrović, the son of
the famous Croat sculptor, and assured him of Germany’s support for
Croatian separation efforts. Yugoslav politicians were unpleasantly
surprised, because Meštrović was a member of anti-Yugoslav, pro!242
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Ustashi Diaspora in the USA. German service cooperation with Croat
Diaspora and with Yugoslav secret service dominated by Croat
separatists also left a trace in the affair of multi-million dollar
embezzlement in the Yugoslav state oil company INA. Zagreb
executive of INA fled to Germany with the help of these groups and
German TV featured him and a few others as “poor, prosecuted
dissident refugees”.
Events of the last 10 to 20 years led inevitably to the break-up of
Yugoslavia and many prominent politicians and bureaucrats broke
their oath of allegiance to the country in the process, expecting high
positions in the new states. In the meantime BND with help of former
partisans and Ustashi was secretly organizing people of their own
choice. When Croatia gained independence, those leaders who
contributed to the break-up were betrayed, once Franjo Tudjman’s son
took over the national security office. Their place was taken by some
young protégés, who were absolutely loyal to their foreign sponsors.
Croatian nation was indebted for the independence won on the 23rd of
June 1991, when they sang Danke Deutschland (thank you, Germany).
Hans Dietrich Genscher received a monument for his long-range
policy of supporting Croat separation that finally gave fruit. Slovenia,
apart from winning their own sovereignty, earned an estimated US$2
billion annually in German arms trade to Croatia prior to the break-up
and probably much more during the murderous civil wars that
followed in Bosnia and Kosovo.
Was Slovenia so successful economically because it received better
advice from Germany than Poland? Or because Germany did not
covertly play a destabilization game in Slovenia? It is hard to live
without this suspicion, given the case of BND long-term, persistent
involvement in Croatia to achieve Germany’s objective in the Balkans.
Had the same effort –Western special services and propaganda put into
fuelling the Balkan crisis – been expended on reminding Western
public about Croat Ustashi and German Nazi atrocities in WW2 and
the truth from “Serb death camps” in Bosnia in the early 1990s,
disintegration of Yugoslavia in the last ten years would conceivably
have taken a different turn. Instead, we are faced with a neo-Nazi state
of Croatia, Slovenia that, unlike Poland, miraculously did not give
away most of its national assets to “foreign investors”, a weak nonentity Macedonia that is still called FYRO (Former Yugoslav Republic
of) and an ethnic confusion of Bosnia-Herzegovina posing to be a
strong statehood. “The most upsetting is,” said Serb Canadian friend
Peđa, “that neo-Nazi Croatia stole from Yugoslavia the coast of
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Dalmatia and Adriatic islands, which the Allies gave to Tito for
fighting the Nazis in WW2.”
Had the same effort – Germans scheming about return to “their” lands
in Western and Northern Poland and economic takeover of Poland –
been expended on alleviating the shortcomings of Polish leadership
and building trust, they would now have the most loyal, confident and
enthusiastic friend, forever guarding against a would be threat from the
Russian Bear. Instead, this part of Europe is back to square one:
relationships built on exploitation and fear of a “worse enemy”. And
there would be plenty of Deutschmarks left over to pay, at least partly
and symbolically, WW2 reparations to the Polish nation. Under the
guise of uniting Europe, their motives self-centred, they leave little
hope, until the Second Coming.
Crime and punishment
Second only to Pavelić’s control of the Ustashi machinery of genocide
and torture in NDH was Andrija Artuković. From the moment he
stepped off a plane in Los Angeles in 1948, until his “trials” ended 11
years later, he was neither extradited nor deported from the USA.
Aided by court decisions that seemed blind to the lessons of Nazism
and by a conspicuous reluctance of the US government to take decisive
action, he won. Most of the Ustashi criminals escaped justice to the
US, Germany, Austria, Canada, Argentina and Australia. No wonder so
much hatred and hysteria could be generated by the US and NATO
propaganda machine against the Serbs when this became useful to
“strategic goals” of Great America and the rest of the Free World. The
award winning and best-selling Canadian soldier-journalist Scott
Taylor wrote in Inat: Images of Serbia and Kosovo Conflict, “Over the
past seven years, our troops in the Balkans have witnessed the
victimization and ethnic cleansing of Serbs from their homelands in
Croatia and Bosnia. Our soldiers realize that there are no black and
white issues in these regional conflicts. But while they patrolled the
battlegrounds, Jamie Shea ruled the airways.”
How gullible and blinded Western people can be under the influence of
spoon-fed propaganda is seen in a few examples from Inat. Taylor was
leaving Kosovo on November 28th, 1999, through a barbed wire-ringed
roadblock – British checkpoint of armoured personnel carriers – outer
wall of shellproof, gravel-filled containers and sentries in a guard
tower. Engines running, the armoured vehicle turrets traversed the
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Serbian territory ahead. “Our job here is to simply slow the Serbs up
until our battalion can establish a blocking position across the main
road […] we expect it’ll be a suicide mission,” heard Taylor from one
of the soldiers in a Scottish accent. 1000 heavily armed British men
were dug in and mentally prepared for a massive Serbian onslaught.
Quoting NATO intelligence as their source, the infantrymen at the
roadblock warned Taylor about the Yugoslavs maintaining roving
patrols along the border, deadly arrays of booby traps and mines to
prevent Albanians from entry, and MUP police halting cars just inside
Serbia and executing anyone suspected of being ethnic Albanian.
Taylor walked into Serbia for lack of transportation and reported his
trek as “laughably anticlimactic”. He saw “no evidence of any mines,
booby traps or bullet-riddled cars.”
Five middle-aged Serb border policemen came out of a dilapidated
trailer to observe Taylor. “Nema telefon,” (no telephone) said one of
them, while his colleague jumped into a little Yugo to drive 2 km to the
nearest pay phone to check Taylor’s passport. The only equipment they
had was a camp cot in the trailer and holstered pistols. In Priština,
Taylor visited Dutch consulate to ring Belgrade, hopefully in safety
from the vigilante Albanians. When the secretary-cum-Albanian
translator found out that he was there for two days prior to ceasefire in
June, she asked astonished, “Well, what did you do to stop the
killings?” Taylor did not stop any because he did not witness any,
except shooting of a Serb uniformed trombonist from the windows of a
newly established KLA headquarters. “You are a liar – you are a war
criminal!” he heard before he left the mission in a hurry.
Understandably, the Albanian woman might have prejudged the
Kosovo situation, but what about the members of the media? Taylor
gives two first-hand examples. He was in one of the first groups of
international media admitted to Kosovo, while the Yugoslav troops
were still withdrawing. He counted three virtually intact air defense
regiments stopped on the roadside to give way to the convoy of media
people heading for Priština. “Everyone, it seemed, was trying to be the
first to uncover a mass grave. Bursts of celebratory automatic gunfire
from the withdrawing Yugoslav forces were mistakenly, and
dramatically, reported as Serb ‘snipers pouring rounds into the town
centre’,” recollected Taylor. In the foyer of his hotel he overheard a
British TV reporter and her producer. Holding several pornographic
magazines, she stated incredibly that the presence of such material in
Priština’s (now-abandoned) kiosks was further proof of the existence
of the Serbian rape camps. “I felt obliged to intercede to remind them
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that, throughout the 78-day campaign, Priština had been a virtual ghost
town, populated almost exclusively by male soldiers.” The reporter
asked, “Do you really think that the soldiers were using these
magazines to masturbate?” As a former soldier Taylor was convinced
of it and he knew such material could be found in the barracks of every
army. “You are so naïve!” she snapped.
Artuković was one of 19 people that the British have picked as “worth
looking for” from a long list of hundreds named by Yugoslavia. Only
ten days after he landed in America, Britain’s undersecretary of state
for foreign affairs told the House of Commons that Artuković and his
18 fellow fugitives “are all persons who by the nature of their official
positions rendered such signal service to the enemy that it would be
difficult for us to justify refusal to consider surrendering them.”
Artuković “trial” in America was a scam and a model for the followers
at the International Criminal Tribunal for Former Yugoslavia, the
“kangaroo court” of NATO. The tricks of the legal-bureaucratic trade –
practiced on the Artuković case to rescue the war-criminal-galore from
certain death in a more fair trial in “communist” Yugoslavia – were
reversed to try “Milosević & Co.”. Hardly anybody else was put before
the “judges” in The Hague excuse for justice, as if “Former
Yugoslavia” was some bloodthirsty, ruthless dictatorship, as NDH had
been under Croat Ustashi in WW2. I submit that NATO invented the
fifth kind of warfare – judicial – beside diplomatic, information,
military and economic.
Like many critics of the ICTFY today, Allan Ryan Jr. wrote about
Artuković’s trial, years before the justice arm of NATO came into
being, “What this saga tells us about ourselves and our government is
more valuable than what it tells us about an aging Croatian leader in
California.” Infamous similarities are several. The most prominent is
arbitrary interpretation of the judicial canon of “innocent until proven
guilty”. ICTFY perverted it by simply reversing the order of the words,
while Artuković’s “judges” went out of their way to disregard any guilt
of his obvious crimes. In both cases, political paranoia about real or
imagined threat from an ideological adversary obscured clear thinking
of the “justice” system and its public scrutiny. In post-war USA, courts
quickly submerged an objective inquiry into essentially irrelevant
issues of communism and of Croatian nationalism and independence.
These issues don’t matter in the judgement of a murderer of hundreds
of thousands. Balanced, democratic societies consider criminal cases
irrespective of the religion and ideology of the accused. If it were
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different, Canada and USA would have a set of exceptions instead of
laws applicable equally to their multitude of human stock.
With the spirit of the times, since communism is no longer a threat,
ICTFY poses as a defender of “human rights” of some innocent
“minorities” threatened by a “nationalist” monster and his thugs.
Artuković was absolved of his guilt that the prosecution proved with
the laws, decrees, and regulations he signed, placing him in control of
the concentration camps, the racial purity laws, and the secret police.
The documents were also clear about nominating Eugen “Dido”
Kvaternik, Artuković’s subordinate in charge of bestially cruel
department of public order and security, on whom he blamed the entire
set of atrocities. The American courts believed it. The opposite is
practiced by the Hague inquisition: brutally kidnapped (sometimes
resulting in illness and death) and dragged before the tribunal are
innocent people who did not sign any papers ordering atrocities and
did not commit any. If there are criminal Serb cases, the bias against
them in favour of war criminals from the other ethnic groups, like
Agim Ceku (not to mention Albrights, Clarks, Rubins, Fischers,
Schrőders, Scharpings, Amanpours, Blairs, Sheas, etc.) is obvious.
ICTY lets Cekus live on criminal lives in full view, quite like the US
courts and agencies “dealing” with Artuković case let him stay despite
proven perjury: falsifying real name and past on entry as an immigrant.
The most astounding in Artuković case was overturning by Judge Hall
of an extradition treaty with Yugoslavia that the United States of
America had declared to be valid. ICTFY draws on these traditions and
not only ignores international treaties and legal norms, but also makes
rules and laws to suit in the corridors between court hearings. Federal,
appellate and international tribunal judges alike are not supposed to be
beholden to the prevailing political tides. “They are supposed to be
independent, faithful only to the law, guided only by the evidence
before them,” wrote Allan Ryan Jr. In the end the American courts
ruled that the accused should go free because he ordered death for
“political ends”. “To say that murder is not murder because it occurred
during a struggle between ‘various factions representing different
theories of government’ ignores the plain fact that this was not a case
of politicians shooting each other. Those who died at Jasenovac or in
the rocky ravines of the Croatian countryside, like those who died at
Auschwitz or Treblinka, were not politicians,” reflected Ryan Jr.
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Varadinci and Neusatz
Further downstream Danube I would reach the bombed Novi Sad
refinery if I continued my walk along the shore. I also knew that on the
embankment above me and beyond towards the station there was a
scorched landscape and half-burned piles of tires – witness of the
attempts to create smokescreens against the eyes of NATO pilots
raiding the railway bridge and probably other targets as well. It was an
equivalent of Petars fires near Grdelica. Strategically, the bridges
spanning Danube northward were as important to Yugoslavia as the
southwards bridges over Južna Morava. Both gates connect Yugoslavia
with the West. By destroying them, the West cemented Serb affinity to
the East. I did not feel like proceeding along the river and sought the
shade of a nearby park. But I could not lie in the grass under the trees
for litter was everywhere and, besides, I could attract the attention of a
policeman. Past the park was a university complex, but there were no
dormitories where I could overnight. I took out the address Lara gave
me in Beograd. The studentski dom I was looking for was not far from
the Sloboda Bridge.
“Passport, please,” said the receptionist, sending a shiver down my
back. When she saw it was Polish, she rejoiced, “We have a wonderful
group of young people from Poland in our dom. They are studying
Serbo-Croatian this summer.” “I know.” I was eager to get a room and
sleep my illness away. She showed me into an adjacent building.
Actually it was a fully equipped suite, probably for visiting professors,
and cost 200 dinars, the equivalent of DM10 or US$5. I cut half of a
cantaloupe into slices, ate it and went straight into bed, although the
day was still bright. I could buy 20 kg of cantaloupes for the price of
the room.
Called Neoplanta (new settlement?) by Romans, Novi Sad was known
as Varadinci until 18th century B.C. The city gained the label of Serb
Athens. It became the seat of the Serbian Orthodox bishop. The city is
the capital and commercial centre of Vojvodina, a name abbreviation of
Serbsko Vojvodstvo (Serbian Dukedom), which was given to Serbs by
an Austrian emperor for military services to the Crown. Vojvodina
formed part of the Military Frontier. Majority of foot soldiers and
lower rank officers in the Austrian army were Serbs. Vojvodina is one
of Europe’s most diverse regions; some 28 nationalities of all major
religions live there. City names, signs on buildings etc. are in 5 or 6
official languages in Vojvodina. All minorities have their own TV
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program, newspapers, and schools. They were all bombed together by
NATO as “evil Serbs”.
Vojvodina is a fertile farmland between the Danube, Tisa and Sava
Rivers. Canals connecting Danube with Tisa and one to Romania crisscross the seabed of an ancient Sarmatic Sea that covered southeastern
Europe. Hungary, Croatia and Bosnia flank Vojvodina on the north and
east. Vojvodina has been disputed between Magyars, Austrians, and
Serbs, who colonized the territory since the 15th century, particularly
after 1690 and 1739, when they were driven out by Turkish onslaughts.
The Austrians called the city Neusatz and Hungarians – Ujvidek. Novi
Sad was almost totally destroyed during the Hungarian revolution of
1848-49. Three thousand Polish legionnaires fought in support of
Hungarian independence. Austrian emperor Ferdinand finally assented
to the creation of independent Hungary in April 1848.
Non-Hungarians of the new state raised demands for their own
autonomy, first the Serbs in Vojvodina, then the Croats, Rumanians
and Slovaks. As soon as Hungary created an army, Austrian military
machine confronted them but could not win. Hungary proclaimed
sovereignty in April 1849. A month later Emperor Franz Josef the 1st
secured military help from Russia and in June 1849 both armies
marched into Hungary. The revolution fell by August 1849 when the
Hungarian army capitulated. The Hapsburgs created a separate
administration in Vojvodina, which was removed at Hungary’s request
in 1860. Before the union of Vojvodina with Yugoslavia at the close of
WW1, Novi Sad was the literary and religious centre of the Serbs in
Hungary. In 1864, Matica Srpska, a Serbian cultural society was
founded.
In 1941, Novi Sad was occupied by Hungarian troops. Germany and
Croatia also appropriated Vojvodina until 1944-45 when the Red Army
and Yugoslav guerrillas established Serb government, which in 1946
proclaimed Vojvodina an autonomous region of the Republic of Serbia
in the Yugoslav federation. Vojvodina was before 1918 part of AustroHungarian Empire, many Germans lived there, but in 1945 Tito
cleansed them. “That's how my grandparents got a German house in
Crvenka in Vojvodina, since Tito did not allow Kosovo Serbian
refugees to return to their homes. My father’s whole family of nine
was cleansed by Albanian Nazis in 1941,” informed my Serbian friend
Peđja from Vancouver. Besides Germans there were Hungarians,
Slovaks, Czechs and others who remained in Vojvodina after WW2.
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“By the way, the new Varadinski bridge is ready in Novi Sad! I was so
glad to hear that!” wrote Lara in September 2000, revealing the name
of the bridge whose birth I was watching a month earlier. Varadinci,
Petrovaradin, Varadin – a tradition mysterious to me was woven into
the name. “This is a remarkable progress! A civil engineer, I know
what I am talking about. I saw the rather outdated equipment they were
using,” I answered Lara and asked her for more. She replied, “I
witnessed the construction of the last two bridges over the DanubeBoško Perošević and the newest of them. I remember how they worked
all night – I don' t know why in spring they were working mainly at
night. And I remember people, especially couples coming to the pier
watching the workers. I had a strange feeling (and I am talking now
about what I saw in April) staying there and watching those people
working. It was pride. And I know my friends felt the same, some sort
of pride mixed with little bit of pain and little bit of rage, as we stayed
there among the workers, trying not to be in their way. I really don' t
know how to explain this...”
Pride and joy mixed with rage and sorrow overwhelmed me when I
was standing under the new railway bridge in August, the ruined
bridge just a stone’s throw away. Why? It was not my city, not my
nation, not my river. It was Lara’s second city and nation. It was
Andrej’s domicile. “Few weeks after I returned home after Easter I
saw on TV that the bridge was ready and I jumped with joy. I am sorry
that I can' t give you technical details, but I remember big parts of the
bridge being assembled on the pier,” wrote Lara from Bucureşti. One
of the five official languages in Novi Sad is Rumanian, beside SerboCroatian, Hungarian, Slovak and Ruthenian. Minor language groups
include Germans, Bulgars and Roma. Centuries ago, Slav Catholics,
who want to be called Bunjevci and Šokci instead of Serbs or Croats
who would like to claim them, came to Vojvodina from southern
Dalmatia on the Adriatic coast and from Bosnia-Herzegovina. Novi
Sad is an example to the Belfasts of the Western world on how
different religions and cultures can co-exist peacefully. Margis wrote
in his 1986 book,
As in Novi Sad, Vojvodina as a whole displays its multi-national
character, almost a concentrated essence of that multiplicity in
unity that makes up Jugoslavia in general, and which economic
crises and centrifugal impulses of the various republics appear
every so often to threat.
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Lara took a photo of the new Varadinski Bridge, “I have a photo of it
in the very beginning. I'll have to scan it and send it to you. A
policeman saw me taking pictures of the pillar of the bridge that was
under construction and told me to stop. I asked him in Serbian to let
me take pictures of it. He asked me where I'm from and when he heard
I'm Serbian, he left me alone.” A year after KFOR occupation followed
NATO air raids on Yugoslavia, Milošević’s government boasted about
200 major construction sites opened since the bombing ceased.
Reportedly, 132 of them were completed at the time of the
announcement, including 50 bridges. That included the bridges I saw
near Grdelica and those in Novi Sad. By June 2000, also 745 homes
were announced re-built and repaired from major damage, but I was
not sure if Petar’s and his neighbour’s unfinished houses would be
counted. “If a nation under the pinch of sanctions, cut off from foreign
credits and totally demolished was able to accomplish so much with
self-generated resources, then the thesis about foreign capital as the
only means of a country’s development is cast into doubt,” remarked
Rudolf Jaworek in his excellent Polish book about NATO attack on
Yugoslavia, Wybacz im, Serbio! (forgive them, Serbia).
I woke up after uneasy night that was interrupted by coughs and throat
clearing. The throat felt rather unpleasant, like seldom before. “Maybe
I ingested depleted uranium dust in Niš?” a terrifying thought crossed
my mind. I made myself a sandwich with garlic, Magnus’s style and,
filling a glass from a shelf under the mirror, drank a lot of water from
the tap in the neat bathroom. I was not inclined to try out an inviting
shower in the corner, but checked the cleanliness of the curtain. It was
spotless. The garlic did not help much and, when looking for a
newspaper building where Andrej might be, I was as weak as on the
day before. One of high-rises at the main boulevard leading to the
station had a big Dnevnik sign on top. I noticed it the day before when
I stopped at a place on the opposite side of the boulevard to have deepfried sprats, bread and beer, but chose a bigger fish with a Serb
coleslaw instead. It was also about 30 dinars, the beer 20 dinars. When
Yugoslavia loses her access to sea via Montenegro, where will the fish
come from?
Slavonia, Slovenia and Slovakia
Slavs knew how to confuse the world with the three names starting,
like their own name, with “S”. The names are frequent source of
confusion, even for Slavs. The writer and his many educated Polish
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friends get mixed up, too, from time to time. When I thought I had this
chapter under control, Roman Zaroff wrote from Australia, “No point
to add more to this ‘onomastic pâté’ to complicate it futher, but we
could add our Słowińcy on the Polish seaboard and the great Russian
tribe of Sloweny, who lived around Novgorod.”
The biggest potential for misunderstandings arises in conjunction with
Vojvodina. One of the major official languages of ethnic minorities in
Vojvodina is Slovak. West of Vojvodina border on the Danube
stretches a fertile agricultural region of Slavonia all the way to Zagreb.
Travelling west beyond Zagreb, one would cross the Croat-Slovenian
border. Highway E75, built as an expressway at some sections,
connects Slovenian capital Ljubljana with Zagreb and Beograd. Its
name was Highway of Brotherhood and Unity. The same E75
continues south to Macedonia through Niš, Leskovac and Grdelica,
where I visited the site of passenger train bombing and saw both
bridges re-built.
I can imagine the confusion among Westerners, many of whom did not
even know where the Balkans were located on the globe, before CNN
and other TV stations started showing map inserts in reports from the
region. Slovakia is not in the Balkans; rather, it is located outside of its
northern board, between Hungary and Poland. It is a new state, created
after communist Czechoslovakia split into the Czech Republic and
Slovakia. Slovaks created written literary language of in mid-19th
century under the influence of national conscience building. Before,
Slovaks used the language of neighbour Czechs to write down their
verbal expression.
Slovenian language is spoken by about 90% percent, 1.8 million,
citizens of Slovenia. It is a strongly diversified language with seven
dialectic groups. Slovak and Slovenian flags are very similar; it is
difficult to tell the difference from a distance. Both flags are horizontal
strips of white, dark blue and red at the bottom. They differ only by the
heraldic arms that are placed in the left part of the flag. Slovenian
symbol is Mount Triglav (three heads), the highest peak in former
Yugoslavia. Interestingly, flags of most of the Slav nations are
combinations of red, blue and white, in different order and with or
without a special symbol.
Slavonia was a province in Austro Hungarian Empire, located between
Croatia in the west, Vojvodina to the east, and Hungary on the northern
side. It was a multiethnic region populated with Serbs, Croats,
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Hungarians, Slovaks, Germans and other minorities. The Kingdom of
Serbs, Croats and Slovenes that was formed in1918 without internal
borders was divided by 1930 into nine administrative units (Banovina
in Serbian, from Ban, governor). The units were named after main
rivers flowing through them, for example Savska, Dunvaska (Danube).
Slavonia was part of Savska Banovina. Its population was a mix of
Serbs and Croats. When in 1939, in order to reach agreement with
dissenting Croats, Hrvatska Banovina (Croat Province) was formed,
and Slavonia became part of Croatia for the first time in history. Serbs
made up majority of the population in Eastern Slavonia and owned
most of the land in that region.
In 1939 the provinces were re-arranged to accommodate Croat wishes
and Banovina of Croatia was introduced. During WW2, when
Independent State of Croatia was formed, Serbian population of
Slavonia was systematically exterminated and Slavonia was populated
with Croats from Herzegovina. Ethnic mix shifted significantly in
favour of Croats. Slavonia was the theater of 1991 war in Croatia. As a
result, Western Slavonia was ethnically cleansed of Serbs; some Serbs
only remained in Eastern Slavonia. After the 1995 Croat military
offensive, most of the Serbs were cleansed and are still waiting to
return. “Slavonians” did not have any special dialect, so there is no
“Slavonian” language, as opposed to Slovak and Slovenian languages
of the disctinct Slav nations. Croatians from Slavonia are called Šokci
but there is no Slavonian language or dialect, though their culture is
rich in unique song, dance, history and tradition. There may be some
linguistic uniqueness to Croatian language spoken in Slavonia but
there is no recognized dialect.
Slovaks in Vojvodina are the same people as Slovaks from Slovakia,
that is, from part of former Czechoslovakia. Before 1918, both
Vojvodina and Slovakia were in Austro Hungarian Empire. Most of the
present Slovaks in Vojvodina descend from southward migrants within
the empire, who looked for work on Vojvodina farms in the 18th
century. After WW1, the empire broke up into Austria, Hungary and
Czechoslovakia. Southernmost part of the empire, comprising Bosnia
Herzegovina, Slovenia, Croatia, Slavonia and Vojvodina, joined by
plebiscite the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes. This way
Slovaks found their home in Yugoslavia, where some municipalities
have more than 90 percent of Slovak population today. Their official
language is Slovak. About 70 000 Slovaks live in northern Serbia. By
comparison, about 25 thousand Slovaks live in all of Poland, a
northern neighbour of Slovakia.
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Besides Macedonia with significant Albanian minority (who knows for
how long, given rising Albanian extremism), Serbia is the only truly
multi-ethnic republic remaining after former Yugoslavia broke up.
Contrary to proclaimed NATO goals of creating multi-ethnic, tolerant,
"democratic" societies in the Balkans, the states that came to being
with NATO help are racial and strive for mono-ethnicity. This trend is
clear in Croatia, where since the 1991 constitution of “Croatia for
Croats” and ethnic cleansing of Krajina and its Western Slavonia part
in 1995, there is no place for Serbs. Ethnic separation in BosniaHerzegovina grew to a problem unequal former co-existence of Serbs,
Croats and Moslems. Ethnic cleansing of Serbs from Kosovo under
tacit approval of KFOR and UN is being finalized as I am writing
these words on the last day of the 2nd millennium.
An ethic map of Austro-Hungarian Empire of 1910 (http://
lazarus.elte.hu/hun/maps/1910/nepek.gif) is worthy of reflection at the
beginning of the 3rd millenium. A century ago, the northern reaches of
the empire comprised present Czech Republic, Southeast Poland and
Southwest Ukraine. The eastern boundary of the empire ran along
eastern slopes of Carpathian Mountains, appropriating over half of
present territory of Rumania. In the east and south, the empire
continued from the eastern slopes of Carpathian Mountains into
present-day Serbia north of the Danube-Sava line, and then along the
Drina River to Montenegro northern border, but including its Adriatic
coast. Glancing at the map, Magnus compared it to a “garden of many
flowers.” The formidable mosaic of peoples and cultures that formed
on that territory through a better part of the millennium was brutally
simplified in the 20th century. WW2 started on the pretext of
oppression by Poles, Czechs and Slovaks of those Germans who had
lived for centuries in pockets outside Germany proper. After the war,
most of the Germans were driven out to west of the Odra and Nysa
rivers, Germany’s eastern border.
Hitler was probably short of armoured divisions to make similar
claims of oppression regarding the multitude of German islands in the
sea of Hungarians, Croats, Rumanians, Ruhtenians, Ukrainians,
Slovenes and Serbs. As a result of defeat of Germany by the Allies,
unfortunately, most of Donauschwaben had to leave Vojvodina and
Banat that they helped to restore and to develop, generation after
generation, from neglect under the Turkish Empire, into prime
European breadbasket and economic regions. Half a century later, also
in a quest for racial purity, Croats created a state for Croats only.
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Everybody else living on “their” territory had to either convert to their
religion and ideology, or leave, or be exterminated. I wonder where are
the Slovenes, who on the 1910 map are marked as a nation distinct
from the Croats, but now are partly within boundaries of Croatia. How
long wills the idyll last before the Sloven minority rises for
independence and those who have been cleansed return to their
hometowns and villages?
Over centuries, local nationalities mixed and re-mixed with migrants,
as witnessed, for example, by the peculiar little Slovak-CroatHungarian bubble on the 1910 map, amidst Serbs between Padina and
Banatski Karlovac in Vojvodina. Slovenes lived with Austrians so
intimately in the Karawanken Mountains between Marburg (now
Maribor) and Klagenfurt, that the 1910 map could not define a
boundary between the two nations. A pocket of Italians was wedged
between Serbs, Germans and Croats in Western Slavonia. But the
enclaves of Germans, Hungarians or Poles on the soil of other nations
look like occasional weeds on a field of monoculture when compared
to the jigsaw puzzle of boundaries between bosnyák, horvát and szerb
(Bosnian, Croat and Serb) drawn on the 1910 map provided with a
legend in Hungarian.
World population is expected to double in a hundred years. There will
be more pressure on land, and cities will become more crowded.
Migrants, this time not only from own region or continent, but also
from other parts of the world afflicted with global change such as
climate change, and with poverty or oppression, will be trying to come
to places where the conditions would be more bearable. Peoples will
be mixing even more than in the few last centuries of the 2nd
millennium. What have we learned and what are we doing to meet the
challenge of human diversity and survival in multi-ethnic groups?
Nothing, judged from NATO strategy. They seem to be driving the
world back to dinosaur times.
“Who today speaks of genocide of Armenians?” was a notorious
message from Adolf Hitler when he ordered destruction of Poland. 61
years after decimating the Armenians, Turks deny that they did it, and
distract from that focus by accusing Greeks for genocide of Turks. The
second biggest genocidal murderers of 20th century Europe, Croats,
deny genocide of Serbs in WW2. They admit killing only 40,000 to
80,000 “political prisoners”. Bob Petrovich had a pessimistic vision of
21st century in an email exchange, “unpunished criminals learned
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CRIMES DID PAY FOR THEM in 20th century. And those crimes can
be repeated.”
Prkosna means spiteful
I figured from Polish and Russian that Dnevnik means “daily” and
entered the reception area of the high-rise at the main boulevard in
Novi Sad. Andrej Tišma has not arrived yet. I knew from
correspondence on StopNATO that he worked at suppertime
Vancouver time which would be very early morning in Novi Sad. I left
him a note and headed for the station. I decided to cut my stay in
Serbia short by two days. The earlier I would be in Szczecin, the better
chance of curing the flu. Just getting out of the 40-degree heat would
be a relief. The train ride alone would take almost a day and a night. I
could be in Budapest early afternoon and catch the express to
Szczecin, which I remembered was leaving around 4 p.m. Heading
towards the market to buy grub for the trip, I made a mental list of
things not accomplished in Novi Sad: bombed residential
development, refinery, Fruška Gora monasteries, bombed TV
transmitter and meeting Andrej, Lara and the young gang from Poland.
I needed a large peach (I did not see small peaches in Hungary or
Serbia) and a good-size, juicy tomato for every three hours of the
journey, one loaf of bread, a few peppers, carrots and some cheese.
Everything was at the market, like in Poland. Tables overflowing with
dirt-cheap fruit and vegetables more than made up for poor selection in
the bakery and at stands with cheese. The butcher’s looked empty, but
I would not dare to buy meat in that heat anyway. There was enough
poultry and eggs in another place with tiled floor and stainless steel
tables. There were not many customers inside and the vendors were
outshouting each other to attract my attention. I wished I could buy
everything on top of their tables… A clove of garlic for medicine and a
melon instead of bottled water joined the other purchases stuffed into
my baggage. The bicycle bags were swollen and the melon was
attached with a rubber strap on top of the forward carrier. I did not go
into the clothing-and-things part of the market, but noticed here and
there vendors with rolls of toilet paper that was chronically missing on
the trains – as in Poland.
Lara’s email filled in some of the things I missed in her second city,
“In winter I went to see Detelinara, the district of Novi Sad which was
heavily bombed. Very unpleasant view. I didn’t stay there for long as
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Pera, my ‘brother’ in Novi Sad couldn’t look at those buildings for
long. I had talks about bombing especially with my family in Novi
Sad. But they never said more than ‘bloody Americans, we had no
water because of them’. I mean they never talked too much about it,
never complained. They told me the noise was the most horrible, the
noise of planes and explosions. When Most Slobode was bombed they
were having the family' s Slava. As my family' s apartment is 300-400
m away from the bridge, they had to keep their plates from falling off
the table.” Slava is a Serb celebration of a family patron-saint from the
times of conversion to Orthodox Christianity under the Byzantine
Empire. Ordinarily Slava means glory, but in this sense it is a
celebration. Each family celebrates its patron on a different day. A
similar, but now secularized pagan custom survived in Poland as the
“name day”. Each Polish first name has its date in the calendar and the
person is honoured like on his or her birthday, if not more festively.
Tons of flowers (and hectoliltres of alcohol) are sold on the dates of
more popular Polish names like Jan, Maria, Józef, Stanisław and
Barbara.
Dobrica Erić wrote about Slava in Prkosna pesma (Spiteful verses),
Guilty I am for I am,
and I should be not;
Guilty I am, for a long time now,
for standing upright
and looking into Heavens, instead down to grass;
Guilty I am for daring myself
against the Wrong,
Guilty I am
for celebrating my baptismal saint.
Those whose Slava celebrations of baptism with Orthodoxy fell on
NATO bombing schedule, know why they were bombed. I asked
Slobodan Skerović from StopNATO to translate Erić’s poem literally.
It moved me tremendously when I first saw it posted in Serbo-Croatian
and English at a Yugoslav government site. The poem captured Serb
suffering so well that I wanted badly to have it in place of introduction
to my Polish book about NATO in the Balkans, when I was preparing
it for publication on the Internet on the first anniversary of NATO
attack. My friend Mietek wrote about the poem from Holland, “It does
more to move the reader than all the truth about the Balkan conflict
that might eventually be published.” I translated it, faithfully and
beautifully, I hope, thanks to Slobodan’s verbatim translation and a
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Slav feel for the rhytm, melody and rhymes that I “heard” in my
southern kin’s language. Unless the reader knows Polish he or she
would not be able to judge the goodness, or badness, of my translation.
Such are the consequences of attempted sacrilege of the builders of the
Tower of Babel.
Lara relayed some reactions to the bombs in Novi Sad, “As a general
feature, people do not talk that much about the bombing. They say they
were afraid, that they were praying a lot, but you won' t hear long
stories about that. But I noticed something at my aunt. One night this
summer military planes were passing above Novi Sad. She rushed to
the balcony to see what it is. I know that she told me once that she, and
some other people said the same, are somehow scared now when they
hear planes.” In my travels I noticed that the worst “curse” against US
and NATO bombing was thumbs down accompanied by Clinton’s
name. I never heard any words of hatred against Clinton, certainly not
against the whole American nation. Do Orthodox Christians practice
God’s Word better than those churchgoers in the West who have been
spitting on them without a good reason?
Serbs contemplated the tragedy with disappointment in the world
power they thought would lead the world towards a better future than
the 20th century has experienced. What a contrast and shame to the
Americans, who quite liberally demonized and cursed the Serbs, like
the “discussion” group I visited on New York Times websites during
the bombing campaign. One fellow was probably foaming while
posting about how he and his boys would castrate the Serbs and how
the Serb women would fall for him and his colleagues once they
march, American chocolates in their hands, into Belgrade after
liberating Kosovo Albanians. Knowing Serbs and their women, I know
how that fellow and his chocolates would be greeted. Websites, media
and high-tech bombers with joysticks are about the only places where
psychotic haters can live their sick fantasies unpunished. According to
non-NATO observers, as many as 50 to 400 NATO soldiers might have
lost their lives over 1999 Yugoslavia for the hate-mongers’ and
globalists’ plans. Erić wrote about them,
the entire world will charge at my Land;
bunches of ex-people,
thieves and sanquillots,
herds of robots and the likely monsters,
will be pouncing at my orchards and fields,
and my white cottages along the road,
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around which, like the most beautiful goddesses
cherries, apples and plums bloom.
The poet wonders what drives the aggressors to destruction of the
Serbs,
Why are the Jihad warriors
Crusaders
and Yanks
quartering My sons and daughters?
Must be that the worldly gangs have heard
that ours are golden Hearts,
so they rip them out
and implant into their own chests,
hoping to become humans themselves.
Elections
As the joke about subsequent US presidential elections had it, the
Chinese did not need to “send millions of Viagla pills to help Flolida
people achieve elections that ploved so difficult even by hand.” The
Yugoslav elections were in good hands months, if not years, before
they happened. “Thinking of elections, I am so nervous about that! I
hope everything will be OK,” wrote Lara from Bucureşti before the
march of “people’s democratic forces” on Belgrade in September
2000. “So you swallowed the hysteria created by NATO PsyOps? I
must say they are masters of deception.” The gossip about NATO
special services sneaking in before elections, dressed in Yugo
uniforms, was brilliant. Now you never knew if the police and soldiers
you saw there were real or fake, especially if one was not Serbian or
Montenegrin. Knowing Serbs I don't think they would let the enemy
into their country dressed in Yugoslav uniforms, let alone not be able
to recognize them as such. I was spotted immediately as a foreigner
and followed closely not as much by police as by the residents! My
ego was hurt, but I got a good feeling that Serbs will not be conquered
as easily as some in the West wished.
I was wrong. The West sneaked in, maybe not directly with units of
special services marching in or parachuted stealthily at night, but with
special agents working the few key people that could ignite the
“popular uprising”, with a little help of banknotes, of course. At a
session of the international people’s tribunal for NATO crimes, held in
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Sofia on September 30th, 2000, Aleksiej Sienin alleged about the
continuation of NATO aggression, this time more covertly, “Special
operations are being carried out to eliminate the most brilliant among
Serb leaders, representatives of Serb political elite are set at variance
against each other, the populace is being set on the leadership of the
state and the army.” Sienin revealed facts that waited another month
before a wider circle of the Western public grew to know, “NATO
transferred 700 million dollars to the opposition leaders. An entire
network of press media and radio stations deployed by NATO on
Serbia’s perimeter and in occupied Kosovo works for the opposition
movement under direct command of US Army officers. US covert
operation units from Fort Bragg (i.e. 150 staff soldiers of the US Army
and hundreds of hired, paid and armed agents from among the local
population, first of all Albanians and Hungarians) sniff around
Kosovo, Serbia and Belgrade.”
They did a good job, too. That would explain the forced entry into
Belgrade apartments with words “Otpor or else…” just before the
voting day. I heard on CBC in September that Milošević was planning
to steal the elections from Koštunica and was readying the equivalent
of US National Guard in case some Serbs would have something
against it. The news came from the horse’s mouth, from a reporter
seated where the NATO special services brains were – in Budapest. I
believe I saw their well-preserved wives adorned in jewellery like
evergreens for Christmas, sipping coffee on the riverfront terrace of the
American chain hotel in Budapest a day before I arried in Serbia.
Perhaps the author of the press dispatch co-designed the propaganda
campaign that was broadcast to the Western public as if the reporter
knew what was in Milošević’s head. That such hogwash was broadcast
wasn’t as amazing as the fact that it was swallowed unquestioned.
When the smoke and fire around the parliament building in Belgrade
made it to my TV, signalling a “democratic change”, I probed a few
people in Iwona’s group, whose current Bible study session was about
sinning. “What do you mean covert action, propaganda and lies? I saw
200 hundred demonstrators on Belgrade’s streets on TV. I am all for
democratic change,” said one man in his forties who was convinced he
has mustered avoiding “deceitful situations.” Maybe I am not religious
enough, but to me someone who swallows propaganda designed by
super-sinners without using his or her God-given brain is a sinner as
big as the propagandists. A decade of satanization of Milošević and his
“Serbs” was paying off again. I mused like University of Berkeley
professor emeritus in history Raymond Kent, who wrote, “the Serbs
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are suddenly transformed from a nation of neo-Nazi subhumans into a
brave and valiant people, a decade of carefully nurtured Serbophobia
lurks in the background […] will not be given up easily.” Where were
the “progressive, democratic forces” coming from? The whole nation
has been condemned as war criminals and a mass deportation to the
cells at The Hague was the next logical step for the West – not praising
them for “progress”.
I did not find any better picture in the November 28th, 2000, issue of
Polish Polityka from my acquaintance on Broadway, Paweł, who runs
a door and window workshop and store. The German nurse in a Śląsk
clinic during Nazi occupation of Poland, where and when he was born,
suggested a beautiful name for the new citizen of the Reich – DieterGűnther. His mother was out of it after delivery and his father was
away. Nobody beside the nurse could intervene on behalf of the baby.
The nurse thought the name “perfectly” matched the Polish last name,
Matusik, of the parents. His disgust for the German name was avenged
only when as a mature man he emigrated to Canada, where DieterGűnther gladly availed himself of the freedom to adopt another first
name, if it would make ineractions less prone to errors and misspelling
in the melting pot of languages, cultures, races and nationalities, called
Canada. He adopted Paul in vain. Every time he goes back to Poland
to his native town in Śląsk, Paweł hears Dieter-Gűnther from those
who know him from the childhood.
Paweł valued the weekly he just-subscribed to, particularly its colour
and glossy paper. “I will give you my appraisal,” I said leaving an
issue of the newest Wspólnota on the table before leaving his office
covered with sawdust. Bolesaw Tejkowski sent me his monthly by the
dozen. Ignoring over a third of 124 pages of Polityka that are ads,
equivalent 16 pages in Wspólnota contain infinitely more useful
information once per month than the other once per week. A glorified
tabloid posing as a respectable weelkly, Polityka is sufficient if one is
interested in how the Russians developed the super torpedo that
supposedly self-destroyed Kursk, instead of a full coverage of both
sides of this fishy story, for example. I get more useful info from
StopNATO in a day than from 10 pages of Polityka. But I did not want
to spoil Paweł’s joy at the sight of colour pages in Polish.
While Wspólnota had the full tekst of Sienin’s allegation, the best I
could find in Polityka about Yugoslavia was a one-pager about “cleanup” in Belgrade after the “elections”. At the top of the story a colour
photograh captioned “Free press supports the change” reassured that
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democracy is taking hold, as it should. On the shelf running the length
of a newsstand, a double row of publications coloured like Polityka
proved the assertion undeniably. The selection of periodicals did not
appear any wider than I saw during my visit to Serbia, still under the
“despot and criminal Milošević”. The contents must have changed
drastically from suppressed oppositionist to unrestrained democratic, if
the editor of Polityka was so sure about the caption. Behind the stand’s
glass were packages of juices and snacks, as colourful and as neatly
stacked – complete harmony of free market and its media.
The text matched the picture in Polityka: a lie posing as revelation of
truth, finally released after centuries of suppression by “Milošević”.
On Bulevar Revolucije Darko showed Lara and me the city council
building in a former palace of Serb kings, then Serbian federal
assembly where Rambouillet NATO ultimatum was voted. In midOctober Darko emailed about another assembly building, “now looted
and burned by democrats.” It was the federal assembly. I wondered
what happened to the beautiful flowerbeds I saw in front of it in
August. Polityka had the information, “Yellow and blue pansies have
been planted on flower-beds in front of the seat of power. But the
earth, tramped down solid by a crowd of a million […] had to be dug
laboriously.” 200 thousand “revolutionaries” seen on CNN grew fivefold on a recount by the reporter (or editor?) of Polityka, like the
number of “Serb atrocities” in Kosovo between the first NATO bomb
and a critical point reckoned by the warmongers as suitable for a
ground invasion. “Luxury cars left by the previous administration,
found in garages, will go to an auction.” Polityka forgot that, while the
nation was still impoverished, sizeable fleet of luxury Lancia of the
new Polish elite replaced modest, made-in-Poland and made-in-Russia
“limousines” of the communists.
I sound like a broken record when I repeat: the most important and
most successful in the Balkan conflict was the information warfare of
NATO. Scott Taylor put it in Inat, “Information has become the most
devastating weapon, and the media the most potent delivery system, in
modern warfare.” The weapon does not rest even in peacetime, same
as the fifth type of warfare NATO invented in the form of a phoney
“war crimes tribunal” in Hague. In January 2001, Geoffrey Wasteneys
wrote to Ottawa Citizen, “If Justice were done, Kucan of Slovenia,
Tudjman of Croatia and Izetbegovic of Bosnia would equally be
indicted as would Clinton, Blair and Chretien. It was their actions that
brought about the Civil War in which atrocities are inevitable. It is
upon their heads that the responsibility rests.”
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Neo-managers
The scribe of Polityka spun on, “At last an agreement was reached as
to the date of Serb republic parliamentary elections for the 23rd of
December […] only when DOS, the victorious opposition, presented
an ultimatum: either elections and consent for transition government or
people will take to the streets again.” Translation: DOS, who could not
get a majority vote legally, bullied their political adversary into
submission with a show of “people power” fuelled with several
hundred million dollars, marks and franks and propped up by US and
NATO special operations expertise. Like in Polish neo-propaganda
since the beginning of the post-communist era in Poland, Polityka
signalled the new rhetoric of economic renewal, “Economists from
G-17+ group speak about the necessity to rapidly privatize industrial
enterprises, best by the way of capitalization, as in Slovenia and
Poland. It will not be easy, as the plants are unprofitable.”
G-17 program for radical Yugoslav economic reforms advised,
“Immediately after taking the office, the new government shall abolish
all types of subsidies. This measure must be implemented without
regrets or hesitation, since it will be difficult if not impossible to apply
later, in view of the fact that in the meantime strong lobbies may
appear and do their best to block such measures. This initial step in
economic liberalization must be undertaken as a shock therapy as its
radical nature does not leave space for gradualism of any kind.” In
Poland, which has “democratic transformation” behind, the
“gradualism” must have stood in the way of reforms. Popular mistrust
of “reforms” reached a point that Poles would now oppose any policy
even if it were beneficial to them. They have been screwed up in every
department and say Dosyć! (enough). I believe they do have a healthy
self-preservation instinct. So do the Serbs, but hectolitres of ampre
čorba without an egg will be consumed in Yugoslavia, before her
citizens see an improvement under the blessings of free-market
reforms.
Ampre čorba could quickly become pljeskavica, however, if new
government of Yugoslavia followed the Slovenian model and retained
most of the assets in the nation’s hands. Then millions would not join
the swelling ranks of unemployed, but would create enough
employment to reduce the armies of the needy. All it takes is the
integrity of the management of the country and its economy. Whether
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or not those who seized power with the help of baseball bats and a
little help from Western “experts” will be able to deliver the goods to
their compatriots rather than to their own pockets, time will tell.
“The West faces a momentous historical choice: it can either see the
democratic experiment fail, or it can help to make it succeed, in which
case the consequences of success would be felt throughout the entire
Communist world.” It is a not a quote from Jeffey Sachs, George Soros
or Clinton or Blair at the time of Beograd revolution anno 2000. It was
Zbigniew Brzeziński, former security advisor to US president Carter
and a counsellor with the Washington-based Centre for Strategic and
International Studies, commenting in August 1989 on the Solidarity
breakthrough in Poland. Calling it a “unique chance”, Brzeziński had
visions about how to overcome the economic weakness of his country
of birth, “The weakness is largely in the managerial areas, because
most management posts in Poland have been staffed by so-called
Communist nomenklatura […] irrespective of their qualifications.”
Perhaps driven by distrust in the West’s ability to teach them
“management techniques”, DOS started a process of changes in the
existing management by forcefully entering “their” offices with
baseball bats.
Almost eleven years after Brzeziński’s counsel to Solidarność, a social
scientist at the University of Washington in Seattle, Professor
Kazimierz Poznański, another Polish American and the most
authoritative critic of economy transformations, summarized the
“achievements” of the neo-managers of Poland, who have been largely
trained on US and Western stipends. Poznański is aligned neither with
any party in Poland nor any political group in the US. His conclusion
is simple: the present ruling coalition of his country of birth gave away
national assets inherited from the communist era for a song (and a
trickle of the market value in form of bribes and kickbacks). Assets
worth over US$200 billion went for not more than 10% of their value.
In 1989, just before takeover of the communist “wreck” of an
economy, the assets miraculously produced much of Poland’s US$140
billion GDP.
Foreigners now own over 70% of the industry and banks. Poland broke
a world record in this regard. In his bestseller Polish book Wielki
przekręt (see The grand swindle in Part I), Poznański analyzed the
damages of the corruptive sell offs: losing an opportunity to raise
capital from the sales for social programs and for economic
instruments; giving away the “goose that lays golden eggs” for the
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price of an egg; foregoing another chance to create a class of domestic
burgeois after Soviet and Nazi destruction of human resources and
property and after communist ideology against private ownership in
Poland; and, exposing the nation to economic blackmail from foreign
interests on internal and external policy. It is too late for Poland, but
not too late to warn Yugoslavia and other nations undecided if they
should enter the path towards free-market economy. If they are
allowed to choose, I should add.
Poland’s grave mistake does not need to be repeated in the other
countries. Public debates must start early, before the government has a
chance to set in and obstruct legislation beneficial to a nation’s future.
Limits on foreign ownership of banks, industry, land and real estate
must be established, based on good examples of privatization, like
Slovenia. An anti-corruption reform must be introduced and seriously
enforced before a new bureaucracy is allowed to operate and grow.
The West is a partner in the Polish crime, since it advised on each
reform but did nothing to help introduce anti-corruptive measures with
teeth. The public must safeguard against domestic and foreign
(disguised as domestic) propaganda that may numb the nation to
dealings in the brass offices. The public is a partner in crime in Poland
by accepting without question the government’s propaganda that the
nation’s effort under communism was worthless therefore “our assets
are worth nothing” and “foreign is better”.
The size of the Polish bureaucracy exceeds that under communism. It
was filled with cronies of the ruling coalition who have had free hand
to plunder the assets under their jurisdiction. Reforms must guard
against unnecessary growth of administration. How superior is freemarket system if it requires more apparatchiks than communism?
Since Polish investors were less wealthy, the bribes were expected to
be higher from the foreigners and they obliged. The public must see to
it that a domestic breed of property owners develops and receives
protection against the foreign sharks. IMF, World Bank and European
Bank policies may be harmful in this regard. A host of associated
legislation and by-laws must be developed and co-ordinated before
privatization could start. Polish examples include lack of legal resort to
enforce sales agreements in which foreign investors guaranteed
continuation of production and care for workers after takeover. Many
properties were bought just for real estate speculation. Poor
community and regional development plans then facilitated redefinition of properties to more profitable use and re-sale at several
times the purchase price. In a quest to serve their foreign benefactors
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and maximize their private gains, the Polish bureaucrats and officials
let intact enterprises and properties deteriorate and become vandalized,
so a ridiculously low purchase price would be justified. NATO likely
bombed numerous non-military targets in Yugoslavia with this in
mind.
Clairvoyants
In 1990, Poznański predicted “foreign ownership of capital” as one of
half a dozen alternative developments in former communist bloc.
Several years later that haunch became a sad reality in Poland. Today,
he regrets that his findings published in academic press were not
followed up with action at the political and public level. After the fact
he was still a revelation, which proves how effective cover-ups and
propaganda of deceit can be. TV interviews with Poznański were
broadcast and re-broadcast to millions and his book became an instant
bestseller. One opposition politician and one businessman stated
independently after hearing Poznanski’s presentations that had the
masses known his facts on time, they would have taken to the streets.
Professor Poznański told me when we met in Vancouver in December
2000. “I’d like to warn Serbia. Do you know any people in Yugoslavia
who would publish my book and blow the whistle?” I leave this
question to the readers.
Just before Christmas 2000, the International Monetary Fund said
Yugoslavia was rejoining after being kicked out 8 years earlier. World
Bank officials have said that the bank would welcome Yugoslavia back
as a member but the $1.7 billion in arrears that the Balkan nation owes
the bank would have to be dealt with first. Was it election meat?
People were deceived with similar carrots in 1989-91 Poland, but have
been getting the sticks ever since. The IMF board approved a loan
equivalent to $151 million to support a program to stabilize
Yugoslavia's economy and help rebuild administration. “A total of
$130 million will be drawn from the loan amount to repay arrears with
the IMF,” said Reuter’s dispatch.
Hmmm – that leaves $21 million for the economy and bureaucracy
“improvements”, kind of tiny compared to what was pumped in to the
October 2000 revolution in Belgrade. Or is it repayment of that
money? Next sentences were even more interesting, “Yugoslavia,
which was led eight years ago by strongman President Slobodan
Milosevic, was cut off by the IMF in 1992 and the World Bank in 1993
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for its role in a series of Balkan wars and for refusing to pay back
loans it owed.” I thought the ostracizing and sanctions started with US
congressional bill 100-513 of November 5th, 1990, a while before the
Ustashi and foreign secret services pushed busting Yugoslavia one step
further, into action disguised as a popular struggle for independence.
Probably by 1990 BND and CIA had everything laid out in detail for
the next two decades, including a budget for the October revolution. It
was no lesser pawn than CIA who “predicted” 22 days later in New
York Times that the bill would lead to a “bloody civil war.” One other
minor point: UN Security Council voted hastily on May 30th, 1992, for
sanctions on the remnants of Yugoslavia in Serbia and Montenegro.
The date was sped up to have the voting 2 days prior to the publication
of a UN report stating that the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia fully
complied with UN’s request to withdraw its military forces from
Bosnia.
Reuters wrote about IMF and the World Bank, “The two bodies not
only dispense loans but also offer technical advice on building solid
foundations to make economies attractive to outside investors.” The
“advice” of the IMF and World Bank is troubling. Exactly how would
the debt be “dealt with”? Yugoslav debt of US$1.7 billion is peanuts
compared to the potential acquisition of Yugoslav assets by Western
“investors”. Poland joined the “free world” with a debt of some US$40
billion, some of which was rescheduled and forgiven. Ten years into
“reforms” of Professor Jeffrey Sachs and other giants at Harvard, the
country's former national assets worth a quarter trillion US$ (and
producing a large part of the GDP of US$140 billion ten years earlier)
have been given away to “foreign investors”. With that went about 2
million Polish jobs, conveniently helping alleviate unemployment in
Western Europe.
Poland’s debt today is US$70 billion, or about 10% of Canada’s,
whose GDP is also 10 times bigger, so all is well within the freemarket family. Poland is poorer and more barbaric today than it was
before professors Sachses arrived in Warsaw with their briefcases. In
fall 2000, a new Polish dissident magazine Obywatel (citizen) asked in
the name not only of Poles but all victims of globalization, “If it is
getting better and better, we are steadily ‘growing economically’ and
‘progressing technologically’, why are we worse and worse off?” If
Yugoslavs believe they are poor today, just wait and see what IMF,
World Bank and EBRD “advice” will bring about. Unfortunately
Yugoslavs don't even have enough money to take a train trip to see
their future ...in Poland today.
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Some of the Polish accomplices of this grandest economic crime ever
are already skipping to the safety of the West. Amidst finishing Polish
bank and financial “reforms”, one of their architects and implementers,
Mrs. Hanna Gronkiewicz-Waltz is jumping the sinking ship to an
administrative boss post at the EBRD in London. Poles are not even
sure if she would be capable of supplying the Bank scribes with pens
and ink. As a chairwoman of the Polish national bank she was
instrumental in giving away most of the country's banks to foreigners –
a world record in stupidity. Since one day it might become difficult to
collect and consume inside Poland the bribes and kick-offs for Polish
assets given away to foreigners, I predict a new wave of Polish
emigration to the West. Expect thousands of Polish neo-apparatchiks
arrive in your country in Lexuses, Mercedes and BMWs, heading for
villas in the best regions. Will a similar wave be leaving Serbia in a
decade or so?
Now it’s clear why CIA could play clairvoyants in 1990, seeing ahead
that even an agreement of Serbs, Croats and Moslems to stay united
would be busted. The scribes of Reuters (or the propagandists in Fort
Bragg?) must really believe people are imbecile. For the record, the
public thinks likewise of them and their political masters, which
explains things like 38% voters attendance to re-election of NATO
puppet Jean Chretien in Canada. Nevertheless, the followers of the
Robber Barons are rubbing their hands in front of Christmas fireplace
– not because of cold like British Columbians who have been hit with
a 100% hike in heating gas price – but of contentment, their saliva
dripping on the plush upholstery and down on the Persian carpet.
Xmas ‘42
Žabalj, a small town 20 km from Novi Sad, was mentioned again when
I visited Peđa’s friends, Nada and Žarko Nesin. Both retired, they live
in a comfortable house built years ago in Vancouver their son-in-law.
When I told them about Magnus’s encounter with the town of Žabalj,
Nada related a tragic story of her Orthodox Christmas of January 7,
1942. The family ordeal of WW2 started in summer 1941, when she
was 6 years old, “Uncle Miloš on my father’s side said ‘Something bad
will happen to us.’ Then my mother had a dream with dark clouds and
just a little light coming through an opening. That kept her hopeful
throughout the war.” Convoys of Serb refugees were on the go, one
day this way, the other day in the opposite direction, driven out from
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their domiciles by the forces of war, occupation and conquest. The
small town of Žabalj was in Hungarian-occupied part of Vojvodina,
Bačka. Less than 20 km to the south, on the other side of the Dunav
River, was Srem in Ustashi hands, and to the east, across from Tisa –
Banat under Wehrmacht and SS. Nada speaks Serbian, Hungarian and
German thanks to her nationality …and the occupiers of the land she
lived on.
In Nada’s Christmas story told over a map of Vojvodina and a family
book of genealogy going back to the 14th century, the events of that
horrible time did not take her family on mother’s side any further than
30 km from Gardinovci. There, the family house stood close to Dunav,
only 10 km away from the point where Bačka, Banat and Srem meet at
the confluence of Danube and Tisa rivers. “Most of WW2 partisans
came from Srem and Bosnia,” explained Nada, as if the geography of
her story was not complicated enough.
Nada remembers the 1941 summer day on her father’s farm, located
close to Dunav and not far from Žabalj. She played with the children
of biroš, the farm workers, called so from the Hungarian language.
Two Hungarian soldiers arrived accompanied by two Serb offcials in a
horse-drawn cart. They gave Nada’s mother, Milevka, five minutes to
pack. She called her four children, “Dress up in all you can put on,”
emptied drawers onto sheets that she tied into bundles, and hastily
made another bundle of food. They were carted away to Gardinovci.
Their house was already taken over by a Hungarian garrison. 60 or 70
other families were rounded up from two villages. “I think my family
was singled out because it was rich and also my grandpa from father’s
side volunteered to serve against Hungarians in WW1.” But it was not
a plausible explanation, since other members of Nada’s closest family
and other Orthodox Serbs, including rich owners of properties, were
left alone. The chief in Žarko’s village nearby, a Hungarian, told the
troops that he could vouch for everyone, including the Serb majority.
No one was hurt.
The few dozen Serb families were taken for 7 days into the woods near
a monstery at Kovilj on the Dunav bank, only 8 km from Nada’s home.
Then they were transferred to Irig in Srem, 25 km south of Novi Sad,
on the southern slopes of picteresque Fruška Gora mountains. They
stayed there with the help from a man named Todor Miškićević. He
was killed in 1943 by Ustashi, but saved Nada so I could meet her in
Canada 58 years later. His granddaughter would become Nada’s
neighbour in Vancouver. “The story with Nada’s family during the
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WW2 is really amazing. We were all startled when we discovered my
wife's grandfather helped Nesins in WW2. Half a century later and half
the globe away, members of the two families met in Vancouver again!
It is a very nice story and it would have been great if someone
preserved it for the next generations,” revealed Peđa’s friend, Slobodan
Mitrović. Nada and her family returned to Bačka after 3 month’s in
Irig, when her grandpa Sava Jurišin obtained Hungarian permit to
bring them back.
For Chritmas Eve of January 6, 1942, Nada mother’s family gathered
at her grandma Jagica and grandpa Sava’s home in Žabalj. With aunt
Milica and great-grandpa Rada living at home and three uncles coming
for the occasion, the gathering was a crowd. Uncle Rada decided in the
last moment to return to his apartment in Novi Sad, convinced by his
landlady to do so, just in case something was to happen to the family.
Uncles Savica and Novak stayed for the celebrations. Only uncle Rada
lived to piece together his family tree from material found at the
provincial library in Novi Sad and vital statistics of Vojvodina. A xero
copy of his photo is pasted above his signature on the front page of
Nada’s family booklet. The opposite page shows photos of the six
massacred on the same Christmas Eve uncle Rada left Žabalj.
Hungarian soldiers came to grandpa’s home, while Nada with her
parents and one brother were on the farm near Žabalj. They intended to
join the others at grandpa’s home on the next day. Her father Đoka
woke up early at 3 a.m. on January 7th to make sure that farm workers
fed the animals before everyone dispersed for Christmas. In darkness,
just as he opened the door, he felt a cold large object on the ground. It
was Pika Apić, a neighbour from Žabalj, naked and half-frozen, quiet
lest the Švabe (descendants of the Swabians of the Danube, German
colonists from Hapsburg times) workers might discover and turn him
in. Pika walked through night frost and snow over 6 km from a place
on the Tisa River, where Hungarians executed Serbs from Žabalj. They
first took them to a barn for massacres. Pika saw a soldier hit Nada’s
grandma with his rifle. Her brain splashed onto the wall and was
dripping down. He was ready to kill Nada’s little sister Verica, who
was terrified and screaming. At the moment the Hungarian commander
walked in and stopped the soldier. He intended to adopt the child and
convert it to Catholicism, since his daughter died a few months earlier.
Atrocities in Žabalj lasted from Christmas Eve, January 6th, to January
13th, 1942.
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Pika was among the victims who were undressed and transported by
truck like cattle, hands tied with wire, to be drowned in Tisa. Holes
were made in the ice for the purpose. The victims were told to kneel at
the edge and were either pushed into the icy water or shot in the head,
if they resisted. Pika dived in. He managed to free his hands from the
wire and swam under the ice to the riverbank. He escaped unnoticed
from the atrocious scene under the cover of darkness and arrived at the
farm shortly before Nada’s father stumbled on him. His hands were
bleeding from the wire he managed to remove with a mythical strength
while under ice in the river. Pika heard the Hungarian commander tell
his soldiers, “Go to Žabalj, bring another truckload of people, Go to
Jurišin farm.”
A Sleigh Ride
Đoka hitched the best horses to a sleigh, loaded his mother Velinka, his
wife and two children on, and immediately set for Gardinovci 22 km
away. They did not know that Nada’s uncle Miloš would be killed
there later that day. A Hungarian soldier stopped them halfway, and
adviced to go to Šajkaš instead. Nada’s mother asked in his language
for escort. Two Hungarian soldiers of Russian origin escorted the
sleigh. As they rode through the town, Nada could see hanged people,
bodies on the streets, and many dead around the execution spot in the
centre that was generously stained with blood on the snow and walls.
Two Švabe families of Đoka’s workers kept Nada’s family for a week
in one half of a barn in Šajkaš, while animals were in the other half.
Then they were taken to Titel on Tisa River and from there – by a boat
to Banat over a lane cut through the ice. The escorting soldier
threatened that if they returned they would end up like a wedding party
that Nada could see floating under the ice on the side of the boat. Nada
mother’s family in Farkaždin adopted them with two other families
from Šajkaš for the next three and a half years.
Nada’s little sister was also lucky. She cried constantly at the
Hungarian commander’s quarters in Žabalj. He was a good man, since
he decided to give the child away as soon as a family member showed
up whom Verica would recognize. Nada mom’s uncle Mika showed
up. She stopped to cry immediately and was returned to family in
Farkaždin after a few months and permits from the Hungarian and
German authorities. Pika Apić’s family hid him in Žabalj for the entire
war period in a camouflaged compartment behind the chimney. He
never went out until the war was over.
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German secret police (Gestapo) man No. 1 in Banat, Špieler, killed
Nada mom’s cousin from Farkaždin, Živko Epifanić. He came
personally to take Živko, tortured him at Gestapo headquarters in
Zrenjanin, because his victim had helped the partisans. Živko’s brother
Žarko asked Špieler during post-war trials in 1945, how his brother
died. “I killed him,” responded Špieler. When Špieler came to
personally haul away Živko to several months of interrogations and
torture in Zrenjanin, Nada saw both men. The Gestapo man asked her
politely what she was looking for, and, hearing that it was her father,
assured her that dad would be home shortly. The other man was halfdead, bleeding, being loaded in chains into a car in the middle of the
yard. Nada visits the place every time she goes to Serbia; “It is a very
emotional place for me.” Žarko planted four evergreens in the middle
of the yard in memory of his heroic brother, and turned the house into
a historical monument. The bloodstains remain on the walls to date.
I sent the above section, as usual, to Yugoslav friends to check the
spelling and possible historical and geographical errors. Bob Petrovich
wrote from Ontario, “Thanks for all your efforts, you are speaking for
Serbs whose voice was stolen. Piotr, small world indeed. The text you
sent has emotional value to me. My grandma on father's side had
family in Žabalj and my father was hiding there, too, in 1942. They
lived in Srem under Ustashi contol and my grandpa shuffled family
members between Srem and Bačka in hope that all will survive the
war. Grandpa volunteered in Serbian Army and had first-hand
experience from WW1 about Hungarians, Croats and their civilized
methods of slaughtering civilians like cattle. He was taking no chance.
Our family was one of the very few in the Bukovac village (10 km
south of Novi Sad) to survive the war intact. In August 22, 1941,
Croatian Ustashi collected ALL men older than 16 and transported
them to death camps of Sremska Mitrovica and Jasenovac. None
survived.”
“During January of 1942, Hungarians commited the crimes of large
scale throughout Bačka. Only in Novi Sad, Hungarians threw 4000
Serbs and Jews under the ice of the Danube. The bridge destroyed in
1999 was beside the monument to those drowned by Hungarians,”
wrote Bob Petrovich in an email. A surprise followed, “Also, you
mention Pika Apić. Apić family operates a bookstore in Toronto,
www.srbica.com. I believe they are related. I asked them if they could
help with Krvavi Božić (Bloody Christmas) poem.” I saw it in Cyrillic
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in Nada’s family book and asked my Internet friends for a copy of the
poem in English. It describes 1942 Christmas in Žabalj.
Another neighbour from Vancouver, Lala (Radovan) Putnik, added
crucial details to Nada’s story and Bob’s version of atrocities on the
Danube River bank in Novi Sad on Christmas Day of 1942. He
believed that there were only 2000, not 4000, victims, who were
drowned in the icy waters, with words “We are sending Serbs to
Serbia” from the Hungarian perpetrators. With German efficiency, they
saved themselves digging the graves. What are the conditions for using
the term “only two thousand victims”?
Lala turned to be a walking encyclopaedia of history, “Šajkaši Serbs
lived in Šajkaš. They were the descendants of the river navy men who
defended Europe from Turks along the Dunav River. They would sail
as far as Győr in Hungary and were considered dangerous by
Hungarians.” When communist groups started to form among Šajkaši,
Hungarian authorities retaliated in winter 1942. Again, with economy
and efficiency, the victims were rounded up and pushed under the ice.
“Nada’s story would be a tabu in communist Yugoslavia after WW2,”
Lala told me. In the spirit of internationalism and good relations with
the neighbours, the communist federal government forbid to refer to
who the perpetrators of atrocities on Serbs were. There now stands a
monument by Tisa River at the bridge on the road between Žabalj and
Zrenjanin to commemorate those drowned in winter 1942. The
monument consists of three human figures several metres high that can
be seen from all around. When the visitor comes near, the inscription
on the monument tells only that this is in memory of innocent victims
of fascist occupiers. “No mention who the fascists were and no word
who the victims were, either,” said Lala.
In Defense of Serbs
Stella Jatras, a rising American anti-NATO publicist and another
Internet friend of mine, often writes letters to “Mr. Jones,” the foreign
desk editor at Washington Times. In one dated in early January 2001,
she called those who write editorials “cowards at heart.” Why?
“Because they have the bully pulpit, say their piece like cowards, and
are not required to sign whatever one may find offensive to their
distorted opinions. Therefore, we have no one to respond to directly
through email!” Stella referred to an editorial “Put Milosevic on trial.”
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She could not understand why, without a word of condemnation,
Washington Times continued to support the fascist Croats, who greeted
German troops in 1997 with Sieg Heil! “where Croats today have their
pure Croatian state that Hitler could only promise, thanks to us, after
having driven out 650,000 Serbs from their centuries-old homeland.”
About the ethnic cleansing and genocide of Serbs by Croats, however,
Washington Times of 5th September 1995 reported that Croat soldiers
were given cocaine so as to make it easier for them to slash the throats
of Serbs.
Next, Stella summarized victimization of Serbs in Bosnia, “We hear
from the Clinton administration, including Mad Madeleine, that
Holbrooke's Dayton peace plan is a success. Success is literally
dumping over $50 billion dollars into Bosnia that is steeped in
corruption. Srebrenica keeps being pulled to the forefront as proof of
Serb atrocities, yet 24 journalists, include those from CBS returned
after investigating the claims and came back empty handed.
Furthermore, why hasn't the Washington Times written about the over
90,000 Serbs who were driven out of Sarajevo by Bosnian government
mortars? The Serbs were asked to turn over Mt. Igman to the UN,
which promptly turned it over to the Bosnian Muslim government
from which they shelled the Serbian sector of Sarajevo. Fewer that
2,000 Serbs have thus far returned.”
Before they were driven out from Bosnia in winter 1996, the Serbs dug
up the bones of the loved ones because they knew the graves would be
desecrated. UNHCR spokesman Kris Jankowski called it a “bizarre
ritual” and refused to assist the refugees in transporting the bodies of
their loved ones. In her letter to Washington Times, Stella called it an
"act of love." After reading a copy of the letter, Bill Dorich, an
American Serb and also an Internet publicist, he had tears in his eyes.
“Of course, Washington Times did not publish it,” remarked Stella.
“However, when General Shalikashvili dug up the bones of his dead
Nazi father in America and then had them replanted next to his Nazi
buddies in the former Republic of Georgia with the aid of a U.S.
military aircraft, the newspapers said how ‘emotional’ an ordeal it was
for Shalikashvili. Touching. Shalikashvili's father was in Hitler's
Waffen SS and later emigrated to the United States in 1946 where he
later died as a United States citizen,” Stella noted obvious anti-Serb
bias.
I did not know Stella’s letter at the time. But I knew the ugly quote of
Jankowski when for the first anniversary of NATO agression I was
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preparing a book about it in Polish. One chapter was on Serb-hating
propaganda, based on a collection of quotes from Zoran Petrović
Piročanac’s website www.knjizevnarec.co.yu/war/razno/
pirocanac.html. I opened the chapter with Clinton’s statement on the
28th day of bombing of Yugoslavia, after the gun massacre of students
by students at an Oregon school. Concerned Clinton spoke solemnly, I
remember from CNN, about the need to teach American children to
use means other than guns to express anger and solve conflicts. Then
the chapter displayed Andrej Tišma’s work Serbia Souvenir, a
facsimile of a “post-card” from Serbia with a sexy American blonde
among a pile of bombs ready for loading onto the planes and the body
of Mileva Kuveljić, a young woman who was killed by one of the
bombs in Stevanovic village on April 2nd, 1999.
I inserted pictures of NATO barbarity between the quotes, but it was
only a small selection from the White Book and other sources: refugee
convoys turned into burned hamburgers; rows of bodies without
extremities on the floor of makeshift mortuary; burned fragments of
human flesh scraped off a wall of a basement shelter of family Gaši in
Priština; a child killed by a bomb shrapnel on a potty; ruined homes,
heat plants, buildings, bridges, buses, trains and railways, television
and radio stations, schools, hospitals, cemeteries, monasteries,
production plants in ruins and burning refineries. A picture showed two
boys from Kraljevo by an unexploded bomb or empty, castaway
aircraft fuel tank bearing an inscription “Do you still wanna be a Serb
now?” The chapter ended with another “post card” byAndrej Who is
next? – a professional woman wearing stripes-and-stars scarf, and
waiting in a door of a room full of bombs for the next client.
I cried when I read Jankowski’s statement. Why did I? Before me were
dozen upon dozen hate quotes from the UN, Poland, Islamic
community world-wide, Germany, Austria, USA, UK, France, Canada
and other. Any sensitive person, who knew the truth, would cry upon
reading any of the quotes. Ustashi killed a lot of Dorich’s family in
WW2, and then Ustashi followers finished off the survivors in the
1990s Balkan civil war. He had a personal reason to cry. Why me,
though?
On Mt. Igman three US representatives who were sent to Bosnia to
negotiate a peace treaty in 1995 lost their lives in an accident that was
immediately blamed on the Serbs. “Fortunely, it was one instance that
was discredited, but don't think they didn't try! Furthermore, one of the
US negotiators, Joseph Kruzel, was related, by marriage, to the former
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Bosnian Ambassador to UN, Mohammed Sacirbey. Now, really, how
credible could it have been to send someone to negotiate a peace
agreement when one of the persons is related to one of the
combatants? And then we wonder why the Serbs don't trust us?”
mused Stella.
“I guess what all this amounts to is, why does the editorial staff (mind
you, I know that there are a few that may not agree!), support the
narco-terrorists in Kosovo, the fascist in Croatia and the corrupt
government in Bosnia. And of course, we bombed the Serbs over the
Markale marketplace massacre which the UN CONFIRMED was
committed by the Bosnian Muslim government, but let's not sweat the
small stuff. It really does puzzle me as to why there is such strong
hatred for the Serbian people by those on the editorial staff of
Washington Times, against our Serbian allies in two world wars, and
support for those who fought against us, who killed our airmen, yet are
being rewarded for their perfidy. Go figure. As ever, this is respectfully
submitted by, Stella.”
Silent cry
In a letter to a Greek publication, Odyssey, Stella objected to a
perception of Eastern Christianity in Victoria Clark’s book Why Angels
Fall, “As an Orthodox Christian of Greek descent I found the tone of
[Clark’s] writing very offensive. She perpetuates the Western
perception of Eastern inferiority, the East being ‘a part of the continent
that has often appeared to play the role of Europe’s black-hearted and
mysterious alter ego – a Mr. Hyde to the West’s Dr. Jekyll.’ The East
did not produce the evils of The Spanish Inquisition or Fascist Italy
and Nazi Germany; even communism had its roots in the West. This
mind-set of the evil East was even apparent in the reference to ‘The
Serbs’ murderous exclusivity in the former Yugoslavia,’ a statement
which unjustly vilifies an entire people.”
A very critical review of Clark's book also appeared in Washington
Times on December 31st, 2000, by Lee Congdon, author of a book
Seeing Red: Communism and Hungarian Intellectuals. Congdon wrote
about Clark, “She believes that the United States and NATO had every
right to bomb a country that posed no threat to either; that the Serbs
and Croats are divided only by religion (they are divided even more by
history), that the West is the ‘real world’; that the majority of Orthodox
are anti-Semites; and that the Turkish Cyprus is a ‘paradise’.” Stella
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went on about Clark propaganda in Odyssey, “It’s not bad enough that
the Serbian people have been accused of atrocities committed in the
Balkan tragedy which they did not commit, but to select that particular
passage to be highlighted in a Greek publication is very disturbing.
Having followed the tragic events since the beginning of the Balkan
conflict, and […] media’s successful efforts to demonize an entire
people, and their obvious biases against our Serbian Orthodox
Christian brothers and sisters, I am compelled to speak out against
what I consider to be disinformation, both intentional and
unintentional, which has contributed to the suffering of the Serbian
people and the dismembering of their nation.”
Bob Petrovich informed me that 1978 edition of Encyclopedia
Larousse history of WW1 was heavily edited and the role of Serbian
Army was cut out, and, “suffering of Serbian civilians – 56 % of male
population dead, the highest percentage among countries engaged in
WW1 – was not mentioned at all. It was revisionist history in the
making. It was the first sign that Orwellian 1984 was approaching.” He
feared the worst and it happened, “Demonization of Serbs was in full
swing only several years later. Today, even when someone quotes
historical evidence, he is muzzled, even if sources are impeccable.
Milosevic was excuse par excellance for counterfeiting history.
Genocide of Serbs in WW1 is forgotten (Germans used to say Serben
muß sterben, Serbs must die), genocide of Serbs in WW2 is
suppressed. Croat Ustashi minister Budak used to say, ‘we have 3
million bullets for Serbs and Jews’.”
The future looks to Bob in dark colours, “Genocidal destruction of
Serbian heritage in Kosovo is not ‘politically correct’ to mention.
Killing people, killing memory of the dead, hiding the truth and hoping
the time and human indifference will do the rest.[…] I am afraid that in
history books written 50 years from now, Serbs will be marked as
perpetrators of genocide of Armenians, Jews, Rwandans and God
forbid whom else. It will be easy to do because ‘the Last Mohicans’
Serbs will be too small in number to defend the facts and ‘thousand
times repeated lie’ will triumph. It will be the triumph of worst evil of
20th century, the spirit of the Nazis.” I tried to argue that it is up to
Serbs to make sure history is recorded correctly. Bob appeared
resigned, “Piotr, many Serbs speak out, but it is not heard, like in the
silent movie, or silent cry in the worst nightmare.”
Like Bob, Stella is good at finding forgotten pieces in the attics of
recent history and sending them to newspapers, as if the efforts could
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overcome the propaganda. Stella sent to the editor of Toronto Star a
sermon of a German clergyman, with a cover letter referring to a Serbhating article, “After reading it, perhaps you will understand why there
is such indignation to the disgraceful and racist letter written by Walter
Clement Sarich on 6 January [2001] titled Serbian Symbol Evokes
Terror. How sad that The Toronto Star would help to promote such
fascist propaganda without first knowing the history of World War II in
the Balkans.” Then followed a translation from a newspaper in
Eversburg, Germany.
Friedrich Griesendorf, who died in 1958, was a court clergyman for
the Kaiser Wilhelm II. After WW2, he was a pastor of the Eversburg
parish where a camp of Serbian prisoners of war was located. Before
retiring, he said to his parishioners in the last sermon:
Our country lost the war. The English, Americans and Russians
won […] However, here among us is one nation that won
another much more beautiful victory, a victory of the soul, a
victory of the heart and honesty, a victory of peace and
Christian love. They are the Serbs. We knew them earlier, some
a little and some not at all. But we all knew what we did in
their homeland. We killed hundreds of the Serbs who defended
their country for one of our soldiers who represented the
occupier–the oppressor.
And not only that, we looked favourably when others shot at
the Serbs from all sides; the Croatian (Ustashi), the Italians,
Albanians, Bulgarians and Hungarians. Yet we knew that
among us in the prisoner of war camps were 5,000 Serbian
officers, who earlier were the elite of the society and, who now
resembled living skeletons, exhausted and spent from hunger.
We knew that among the Serbs smoldered the belief ‘He who
does not revenge is not sanctified.’
We are truly afraid of the revenge by these Serbian martyrs. We
were afraid that after our capitulation they would do what we
did to them. We imagined murder, plunder, rape, demolition
and destruction of our homes. However, what happened?
When the barbed wires were torn down and 5,000 living
Serbian skeletons found themselves free in our midst, those
skeletons caressed our children. Only now can we understand
why our greatest poet, Goethe, studied the Serbian language.
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Only now can we comprehend why the last word for Bismarck,
on his deathbed, was–‘Serbia!’ That kind of victory is more
sublime than a material victory. It seems to me that only the
Serbs could win such a victory, being brought up in their St.
Sava’s spirit and epic poetry, which our Goethe loved so much.
This victory will live for centuries in the souls of us Germans. I
wanted to dedicate my last clergyman’s sermon to that victory
and the Serbs who won it.
After the war, the German government erected a monument in
Eversburg, Germany, to honour and pay tribute to these 5,000 Serbian
prisoners of war.
Going home
Where is my home, in Canada or Poland? At both places I feel like
when I was commuting every week to a job in Victoria from
Vancouver. Although each city held an attraction – a paycheque and
professional endeavours in Victoria, while in Vancouver, family, home
and familiar surroundings – I often caught myself reflecting that the
four and a half hour trip on a coach and a ferry was “my” true place.
Away from both the misery of office politics and from domestic
problems, I could relax in the womb of the soft armchairs and totally
submerge into my inner self. The feeling was most prominent in the
middle of the Georgia Strait that separates the mainland from the
Vancouver Island with Victoria at its southern tip. Spectacular vistas
over the expanse of water to the group of Gulf Islands to the west, to
the mountains north and more mountains to the south in the US stun
every traveller on the ferries, but to me provided a primer before
descending inside myself for a fleeting hour or two, twice a week.
Each of several returns to Poland in the last decade marked a
surprising inner re-awakening. But it disappears as soon as I board a
plane back from Poland where the soul woke up again. What wakes it
up? Is it some action “at the cellular level” as my physician Dr.
Monika Yuzak once said about the inner workings of one’s health? Do
the familiar Polish smells, sounds, sights and nourishment re-charge
life-sustaining batteries in the body’s cells, without which the soul
won’t wake? Maybe the sounds of the language that shaped my mind
and psyche as I was growing up now strike the inside cords and they
vibrate back, responding to a familiar frequency. I can tell when it
happens; I want to write poems then.
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Canada provides reasonable security (as long as one holds a
reasonably paid job per family) and clean and orderly life environs, but
my soul lives under a Polish address. The natural beauty of British
Columbia is only matched, in a miniature, however, on both islands of
New Zealand, as far as I can tell from my travels. The beautiful parts
of the world stir the soul. A view of snow-capped mountains behind
goldening Fall trees in the foreground, or the incredible colours of sun
setting behind puffy cumuluses and forested hills can move the soul at
times. Yet, they are just pictures with which I feel little connection.
They are like illustrations in a glossy album, enlivened perhaps by the
breeze of air and the sounds of waves licking the beach or hitting
against a rock. In Poland, less spectacular landscapes strike to “the
cellular level”.
Or will my home be Serbia, spiritually at least? Once one leaves the
place where one’s cells became acclimatized to the food and the dirt it
grows from as one grows up from infancy, he or she seldom rests in
constant search of the right place to live – a place that is more secure,
more beautiful or both. But I fell for Serbia through an attraction
unexplained by either beauty or security, like at times we feel to
someone beautiful internally, who has suffered a wrong. I am certain
that it was not the landscape, not climate, nor any other tangible thing
that made me long to return to Srbia as soon as I boarded the train to
Szczecin. Serb souls touched mine, leaving an unforgettable mark, if
not an unbreakable bond. Was it a kinship through suffering of our
ancestors?
“Thank you for the instructions and anecdote. I can imagine your
haste,” wrote Magnus after I gave him last minute advice about
departing Europe in September, as if my exit were exemplary. In truth,
I rushed through the town of Świnoujście upon discovering that I came
on time for departure to Denmark, but the ferry won’t be leaving till
next day, same time. It was more frustration than haste. I was in
Świnoujście late evening without any possibility to reach Kastrup
airport by next morning, as scheduled on my airline ticket. When I
arrived sweating and punting at Deutsche Bahn ticket office in
Ahlbeck just across the international border in Świnoujście, the greyhaired man inside told me that the last train left 30 minutes ago.
Hitching a ride on a long-distance truck was out of question; the
crossing to Ahlbeck is strictly for pedestrians and bicyclists, no major
road busy with TIR horses leads out of there. If it wasn’t for the miss, I
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could have made it by any ferry from Warneműnde or Sassnitz, where
the service to Denmark is every couple of hours, not days.
So I prolonged my vacation by a day. Going by Polish-operated
Boomerang, an Australian-built and fastest ferry on the Baltic, next
morning I saw the new 16 km bridge over the Øresund from below.
How many NATO air raids and bombs would this one take to destroy?
Or would they use a super-cavitating torpedo to deliver the
destruction?
From Malmö I took the same flying boat across the Danish Strait that
Iwona and I boarded on September 1, 1972, when she joined me from
Poland. As then, again love was flowering out of my heart. This time,
her name was Srbia, and I felt sadness instead of a screaming joy.
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Piotr Bein, a Polish Canadian, writes
on the depleted uranium issue.
Before, he started an on-going virtual Polish book
about NATO intervention in the Balkans.
His interest in the topics began with the bombing
of Yugoslavia in 1999.
In the summer of 2000 he and his son Magnus
packed their bikes and flew from Canada to Poland
for a bike-and-train trip south to Serbia, although not
together all the way.
This book conveys Piotr’s impressions from the trip.
He weaves politics and history into his travelogue,
relating to NATO’s role in the affairs of Poles and Serbs.
Some reviews of the book:
It's a great work.

Rick Rozoff, Editor, www.stopnato.org.uk

…interest, delight and sadness. Delight for the places,
names, and the immemorial culture they evoke… We are
indeed proceeding toward a new age of barbarity.
Gilles d’Aymery, Editor, www.swans.com

…interesting and moving… the "snap shots" of the people
you met… I feel like I've been there myself!
Lee Loe, IGC Internet, www.igc.org

…one could say I'm "biased" but nevertheless I enjoyed
the book and still think it is really nicely done.
Slobodan Mitrović, Serbian Unity Congress, Vancouver, Canada

…really a great work about truth and lie… It means so

much to me and is in a way a repay for all horrors I have
lived through.
Andrej Tišma, Internet artist, Novi Sad, Yugoslavia, http://aart.tripod.com

…it's great.

Venik, Philadelphia, USA, Webmaster, www.aeronautics.ru
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